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Editor’s Note

Textual Cultures 14.1 celebrates the “conference that 
was not” — that is, the STS meeting scheduled to unfold in March 2020 
at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia but cancelled at the last 
moment when the virulency of the Covid-19 pandemic led to widespread 
lockdowns across the world.

“Where are the borders of the book, and what do we find there?” These 
were the focal questions posed by the principal organizers at the host site 
of the “lost conference”, Zachary Lesser (Edward W. Kane Professor of 
English) and John H. Pollack (Curator, Research Services, Kislak Center 
for Special Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts), and their organiz-
ing committee, Julie Nelson Davis (Professor of the History of Art), Mitch 
Fraas (Director of Special Collections, Kislak Center), and Whitney Tret-
tien (Assistant Professor of English). These questions were meant to open 
a conversation about the inter- and transnationalism of textual culture(s) 
— in their words, “the translations and migrations that transmit texts and 
that texts themselves have prompted — as well as the ‘borders’ of books 
and other textual vessels, as objects that may be material, digital, and/or 
ephemeral”. 

The original conference program, set to feature four keynote addresses 
followed by more than a dozen panels, seminars, and workshops, promised 
a rich array of responses to these questions and the diverse others spurred 
by them. Many — just over half — of those responses appear here. Yet as 
all textuists know, changes in the form and setting of texts entail changes 
in their meanings — and what is missing has meaning too. These “pro-
ceedings”, then, evoke rather than replace the work that would have taken 
place in March 2020. Here, the original session titles — no longer fully 
applicable in this new context — have fallen away. The issue opens with 
keynote lectures by Peter Kornicki and Roger Chartier, which together 
almost span the textual miles between the seventeenth and twenty-first 
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centuries, and a theoretical case-study of Paul Eggert’s landmark book, 
The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies. From these points of orien-
tation, the remaining essays are arranged chronologically by the histori-
cal era addressed, with the final two contributions — those by Young and 
Dean, respectively — returning to extend the explorations of textuality 
and authorship central to the issue (and the field) as a whole. They serve 
as a clasp to these “proceedings” that end as they began: in the space of 
theory mindful of practice.1 

While no printed issue of a journal can ever capture the vitality of an 
event where thoughts would have unfurled “live”, in real time, we believe 
that vibrations of the original energy of this “conference that was not” find 
expression in the essays gathered here. Perhaps most significantly, these 
proceedings, drawing us ever further out into the aura of their potentiali-
ties, suggest that change is afoot in our ever-emergent field. 

This issue is dedicated to the conference organizers who prepared the 
ground for the 2020 meeting and to the larger community that had hoped 
to convene in the early days of that spring to probe questions about borders 
and to cross over them.

Marta Werner
Editor-in-Chief, Textual Cultures
Martin J. Svaglic Chair in Textual Studies
Loyola University Chicago

 1. Two sections unrelated to the 2020 conference proceedings close this issue: a 
“Reply” by Michael Gavin to an essay published in an earlier issue of this jour-
nal that cited his work and a section of Reviews of scholarly works across the 
field.



Keeping Knowledge Secret in  
Edo-Period Japan1 

(1600–1868)

Peter Kornicki

Abstract
Why were certain kinds of knowledge kept secret during the Edo period and what impact 
did secretive practices have on the relationship between manuscript and print? In this article 
these questions are explored through a close examination of selected manuscripts in various 
genres, including medicine, etiquette, flower arrangement, and poetry. From this it becomes 
clear that some knowledge leaked out into the world of print, either by accident or by design, 
and that in other cases secrecy was more effectively maintained. But even the appearance 
of printed books did not necessarily undermine manuscript transmission of knowledge, for 
person-to-person transmission via oral teaching as well access to manuscript embodiments of 
knowledge remained standard through the period in most knowledge traditions.

Introduction

In 1945, young Louis Levy, a lieutenant in the Intelligence 
Corps of the British Army, was in the thick of the action in Burma. The 
Burma Campaign, often referred to as the “forgotten war”, had involved 
terrible hardships for all the combatants, many of whom succumbed to the 
climate, the jungle or the many diseases it harboured. Levy had survived all 
this, but he was not a combatant in the normal sense: he fought the enemy 
with dictionaries. He had been trained at the School of Oriental and Afri-
can Studies (SOAS) in London to translate Japanese military documents 
that were of intelligence value. In July 1945, just six weeks from the end of 
the war (though nobody had any idea that the end was so close), he secured 
an intelligence coup. He recognised that one of the documents brought 
to his attention was a detailed plan for the Japanese break-out across the 

 1. This is a text version of the lecture I was invited to give at the meeting of the 
Society for Textual Scholarship in Philadelphia on 21 March 2020, which was 
cancelled as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Sittang river in southern Burma, so he pulled forward his typewriter and 
began to type out a translation.2 

What has this story to do with manuscript studies? After all, the result 
was a typed translation which he handed over to his superiors. The origi-
nal, however, was not typed. It was a duplicated manuscript, as was com-
mon in the Japanese armed forces throughout the war, and it was because 
Levy had been trained at SOAS to read handwritten Japanese that he was 
able to translate the document smoothly into English. This raises an obvi-
ous question: why were battle plans circulated in the form of manuscripts 
by the Japanese armed forces? The answer lies in the difference between 
alphabetic and non-alphabetic scripts. Although typewriters for writing 
Japanese and Chinese did exist, they needed to have at least 3,000 pieces 
of type. The typist faced several trays each containing a large number of 
characters and had to select the one needed from the right tray. This was, 
of course, a much slower process than typewriting any alphabetic language, 
but in addition the whole machine was much bulkier and heavier than 
a standard typewriter as used in Europe or North America in the 1940s. 
Consequently, while the Allied armies in the field used typewriters and 
deployed duplicating machines to provide multiple copies, Japanese armies 
in the field relied upon handwriting and used a similar duplicating technol-
ogy to make multiple copies of a manuscript text.3 Thus, manuscripts had 
a much longer public life in Japan than they had in the West. In the Edo 
period (1600–1868), which is the subject of this essay, manuscripts were 
similarly widespread even though the spread of commercial printing had 
made the printed book a commonplace commodity in the early decades of 
the seventeenth century.

Before turning to the use of manuscripts to keep knowledge secret in the 
Edo period, we need to keep in mind some aspects of the ecology of writing 
in Japan. Like other societies in East Asia except China, writing in Japan 
involved choices: which language to write in (literary Chinese or Japanese, 
or a mixture of the two) and which script to use (Chinese characters or the 
Japanese syllabaries, or a mixture of the two). Similarly, the production of 
texts also involved choices: manuscript, xylography (woodblock printing) 
or movable type. And these three technologies were closely connected, for 
xylography was in essence a means of reproducing handwriting and the 
pieces of wooden type used in movable-type printing in Japan reproduced 

 2. See Allen 1984, 506–09. Levy changed his surname to his mother’s surname 
of Allen after the war.

 3. On Japanese typewriters and manuscript reproduction, see Kornicki 2019, 
272–84.
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individual handwritten characters. It was xylography that commercial pub-
lishers relied upon for most of the Edo period apart from the first thirty 
years, for it offered the flexibility of allowing illustrations and pronunci-
ation glosses, both of which enhanced the reach and appeal of printed 
books. Since every xylographic book was printed with woodblocks which 
were carved from a handwritten original, it is entirely appropriate that Julie 
Nelson Davies and Linda Chance have described xylography as “manu-
script in print” (2016, 90). For this reason, throughout the Edo period the 
borderline between manuscript and print was fuzzy and the world of print 
was dominated by reproduced handwriting.

Secrecy in Japan

Let us now turn to the main topic, keeping knowledge secret in the Edo 
period. At first sight, the notion of secrecy seems to sit uncomfortably with 
the notion of a “public library of information”, a term which Beth Berry 
(2007) memorably coined to refer to the use of print in seventeenth-cen-
tury Japan. As she emphasized, xylography was used throughout the Edo 
period to put knowledge into the public domain, and this included maps, 
guidebooks, lists of products, and a whole host of other publications which 
made worldly knowledge easily accessible. This also applied to classical 
Japanese texts which had hitherto been confined to the scribal culture of 
the court: they, too, were put in the public domain for the first time in the 
early 17th century. There is no denying, therefore, that a lot of texts and 
much knowledge reached, for the first time, what can now be described as 
a “public”. 

Yet, a great deal was not published and thus was held back from the 
public, as we will see. That prompts the question why there was a need for 
secrecy and what the origins of secrecy were in Japan. The development of 
traditions of secrecy in knowledge systems in Japan is usually assigned to the 
second half of the Heian period, that is, the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 
It is usually linked with the transmission to Japan of esoteric schools of Bud-
dhism which reserved certain texts, and the knowledge they contained, for 
exposure only to initiates. Transmission of this knowledge was strictly lim-
ited and was conducted both orally as well as in the form of manuscripts.4

At around the same time, similar traditions of secrecy came to be 
applied to poetry composition. There may be a link between poetry com-

 4. See Teeuwen 2006, 1–34, as well as the articles collected under title “Étude 
de l’époque d’Edo à travers les transmissions secretes (hiden) d’un art ou d’une 
pensée”, edited by Anon. 2006. 
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position and esoteric Buddhism that might explain this development, but 
no concrete evidence has yet been found. What needs to be remembered, 
rather, is that this shift in the handling of knowledge was mirrored by 
the dismemberment of the Japanese state and the growing privatization of 
land and power at the same time. The statist model of society, developed 
in Japan largely on the basis of Chinese practices, had postulated that the 
state was the ultimate owner of the land, but by the 11th century state 
lands had been parcelled off into private estates and the very offices of state 
had become the hereditary property of individual families, even including 
the professorships at the university.

Thus, the growth of secrecy is best seen, in my view, as another facet of 
the process of privatization in medieval Japan: powerful families grabbed 
land, power and knowledge and made them their own. It is for this reason 
that Allan Grapard (1999, 541) refers to changes in religious practices as 
the “privatisation of ritual activity”.

At first, it was vernacular knowledge that mattered to the court, that of 
poetry composition. Let me emphasize the vernacular, for secret traditions 
barely developed in continental knowledge systems such as Confucianism 
and East Asian medicine, or even Buddhism, apart from the esoteric tra-
ditions mentioned above. Poetry was not the only vernacular knowledge 
system that was affected, for the same applied to vernacular medicine, the 
rituals of the tea ceremony, flower arrangement, military techniques, and 
many other areas. The process can be seen in Sakuteiki (On the making of 
gardens), a treatise on landscape gardening written in the eleventh cen-
tury. By the late thirteenth century a colophon urging secrecy had been 
added to the manuscript tradition: the mention of secrecy was a new addi-
tion and was not present in older copies (Slawson 1987, 50).

By the early seventeenth century, many of these secret knowledge tra-
ditions had been professionalized and turned into a system of financial 
support for an extended family over many generations. “Secret teachings 
were commodified and made ready for retail”, as Maki Morinaga has put it 
(2005, 7). The conflicts that were involved can be clearly seen in a book on 
swordsmanship, the Heihō kadensho (Transmitted book of military tech-
niques) by Yagyū Munenori (1571–1646), which was written in 1632: 

What is to be written down momentarily in these three volumes is a 
piece of writing that does not go out of the ie [extended family]. How-
ever, it is not that the Way is to be hoarded up in secrecy. The purpose 
of keeping it secret is to let it be known. Were it unknown, the writing 
would be equal to null. May my descendants deliberate this point.

(Morinaga 2005, 35)
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Yagyū Munenori’s remarks were addressed to his descendants and he envis-
aged a perpetual monopoly of knowledge. His family, it should be noted 
here, did not necessarily consist solely of his biological heirs, for non-
agnatic adoption was practised in Japanese families in order to keep a lin-
eage going. He was aware that not everything could be written down but 
also that, for the purposes of transmission, something had to be written 
down. Compendia of secret knowledge like this were transmitted vertically 
to descendants and horizontally to selected individuals. In this case Yagyū 
Munenori’s descendants seem to have heeded his words, for very few copies 
of this work are extant and all are in very obscure libraries.

It is in circumstances such as these that a rhetoric of secrecy developed 
in Japan, expressed in words such as hiji, hiden, shinpi, and himitsu, all of 
which include the character that connotes secrecy and is read as hi or pi 
in Japanese. But secrecy was only part of the story, for these manuscript 
traditions involved both “monetary exchange and hereditary devolution of 
knowledge” (Morinaga 2005, 23). This tension between secrecy, trans-
mission and financial gain can be seen in such disparate fields of vernacular 
knowledge as the theatrical arts, flower arrangement, the tea ceremony, 
landscape gardening, gunnery, and so on. In essence, if you, as an outsider, 
wished (and in some cases this is still true today) to acquire any one of 
these accomplishments, you had to choose which particular “school” of 
swordsmanship, gunnery or flower arrangement you wished to follow. Once 
you had joined, then you had access to oral and practical instruction and 
ultimately to the manuscript texts which embodied the “secret” knowledge. 
All this came at a financial cost, of course: the knowledge had not been 
privatised and professionalised for nothing.

If we were to construct a typology of “secrecy” in Edo-period Japan, 
what would be included? Secrecy meant any one or more of the following: 
out of sight of the authorities; out of sight of the common people; out of 
sight of rivals in the same line of business; protection of family traditions; 
protection of economic interests; protection of intellectual property; and 
monopoly of political information.

It was considerations of the kind mentioned above that governed the 
production of secret manuscripts in the Edo period. Secrecy did not mean 
absolute secrecy, as will be clear if we now consider some concrete exam-
ples. As we do so, let us keep three variables in mind: the nature of the 
knowledge and why it is being kept secret; the number of copies extant (if 
there are few, then we can consider the tradition to have been hermetic, 
but if there are many, then we can consider the texts to have been semi-
published); and the relationship with the world of print — when did the 
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knowledge embodied in the manuscript at least partially appear in print, if 
it ever has been printed?

First of all, let us take the example of waka poetry, the genre of 31-syl-
lable verse which has been composed at least since the eight century. The 
development of secret traditions in the field of waka poetry as practised at 
court goes back to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when the families 
of famous poets such as Fujiwara no Teika (1162–1241) preserved the obi-
ter dicta of their forebears but kept them secret from the crowds of poets 
who wanted to know them. By that time, as Miwa Masatane has argued, 
the universal aspirations of the Kokin wakashū (Collection of Poems Ancient 
and Modern), an anthology compiled in the tenth century and expres-
sive of Japanese as opposed to Chinese tastes, had begun to give way to a 
Buddhist-influenced understanding of verse as an attempt to express inex-
pressible truths. Poetic families attempted to preserve their techniques and 
to maintain family continuity by keeping to themselves their knowledge 
about how those truths were to be expressed. In 1472, for example, the poet 
and monk Sōgi (1421–1502) heard lectures on the Kokin wakashū given 
by Tō Tsunenori, who flourished in the fifteenth century, in which the 
secret bits were written on separate bits of paper and passed to Sōgi and 
others qualified to receive them: they contained theories of poetry that 
emphasized esoteric connections with Shinto. From Sōgi these secrets were 
transmitted to the Sanjōnishi family, and thence to later poets such as 
Hosokawa Yūsai (1534–1610) and Matsunaga Teitoku (1571–1654). As this 
example shows, oral transmission remained an important part of the pro-
cess, but writing was also needed to preserve these secrets, sometimes in 
the form of coded writing (Miwa 2017).

By the fifteenth century, therefore, and probably much earlier, there 
were already secret traditions for poetry composition: access to these natu-
rally required pupillage. More importantly perhaps, the whole practice of 
poetry composition took place in circumscribed contexts. It is for this rea-
son that the collections of long-lived families often include gigantic quanti-
ties of unpublished waka poetry, poetry manuals and similar material. One 
example is the Shiguretei Bunko in Kyoto, an aristocratic library that has 
been preserved intact for many hundreds of years but remained inacces-
sible until 2005. When finally opened to scholars, the collection was found 
to contain many poetry manuals and collections that are unique and had 
been hitherto unknown (see Tanaka 1997, 175–82). A less ancient case 
is that of the Tani family on the island of Shikoku, whose vast library, 
built up in the early eighteenth century, has been preserved intact. Most of 
their books were manuscripts, even in the case of texts that were already 
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available in print, and many of them were labelled “secret books” in the 
family’s catalogues. They included nine different versions of the secret 
traditions relating to the Kokin wakashū (Collection of Poems Ancient and 
Modern). We see here an overwhelming preference for manuscripts and a 
studied avoidance of commercially printed editions, as well as a desire to 
keep poetic practice out of the domain of commercial print. These family 
poetry collections were never printed until modern times and some have 
never been printed.5 

By contrast with waka poetry manuals and anthologies, which remained 
more or less hermetic, manuals of etiquette, which were much in demand 
in the seventeenth century, failed to remain secret for long. Let us take, 
for example, a manual of etiquette with a colophon dated 1626, which tells 
readers how to sit up at table and how to arrange a meal tray tastefully. The 
colophon tells us that it is to be kept secret and not to be copied (see Fig. 
1). In this case, however, some of the crucial information this gives about 

 5. The Tani collection has been little studied, but for a relatively recent catalogue, 
see Yoshizaki 1989.

Figure 1. The etiquette of the Ogasawara School: secret manuscript of 1626 “not to 
be shown to others”. Private Collection with Permission.
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Figure 2. The etiquette of the Ogasawara School put into print in 
1632: how to lay out a meal on a dining tray to be placed in front of a 
guest. Left and right are indicated to show that the soup bowl should 
be nearest the diner. Private Collection with Permission.
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how to sit up at table and how to arrange a meal tray leaked out. The earli-
est printed version of this text appeared in 1632, just six years later (see Fig. 
2). The printed colophon informs readers that this is a book that had been 
kept secret by the Ogasawara family, who had a monopoly of knowledge 
concerning this particular school of etiquette. For them, printing their 
family secrets was probably not a total disaster. In order to get face to face 
instruction and oral guidance in matters not covered in the manuscripts 
or printed texts, and in order to get a licence become a teacher, you still 
needed to attend — and pay up, of course. In this case, there was a close 
connection between manuscripts and print, and manuscript production 
may even have been stimulated by print, for there are many manuscript 
copies in existence in addition to the various printed editions. In this way, 
privatised knowledge was partially allowed to slip into the public domain. 
Was that an accident, or did this in fact make the Ogasawara school of 
etiquette better known and actually increase the demand for instruction? 

In the case of ikebana (flower arrangement), the existence of printed 
manuals shows that the keepers of the knowledge did not manage to keep 
it entirely out of the clutches of commercial printing. In the early seven-
teenth century, a flower arrangement book titled Sendensho was printed. 
At present, there are only two surviving manuscript copies of this text 
but ten printed copies from four or more different editions printed in the 
early seventeenth century. The colophon included in printed copies attests 
to its transmission as a secret text from 1445 by various stages up to 1536, 
when it came into the hands of Sen no Ikenobō, the founder of the domi-
nant Ikenobō school of flower arrangement, who himself left a number of 
his secret teachings in the form of manuscripts for his followers. How did 
the printers get hold of this hitherto secret text? Were printers colluding 
in the undermining of secret traditions, or, alternatively, were they being 
used by Ikenobō for the purposes of publicity? A few years ago, Cambridge 
University Library acquired a unique and beautifully illustrated sixteenth-
century manuscript of a treatise on flower arrangement. At the end there is 
a colophon attesting to its authenticity as the work of a flower arrangement 
master known by the name of Yuishinken. This is now the sole surviving 
record of a school of flower arrangement outside the mainstream, which is 
dominated to this day by the Ikenobō School. Flower arrangement was an 
important accomplishment in the sixteenth century and it still is; there 
was, and there still is, serious money to be made from it. What is impor-
tant is that this is an authenticated and legitimate copy of an original that 
is now lost and that no further copies appear to have been made. Why 
not? Did Yuishinken’s descendants preserve the secrecy so tightly that the 
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knowledge was almost lost? Were they worried about loss of their secrets 
to the dominant Ikenobō school? Or is it possible that Ikenobō suppressed 
the knowledge of a rival school? It is at present impossible to answer these 
questions, but what is clear is that Yuishinken’s techniques were recorded, 
copied and preserved.

Another area of knowledge in which there is a visible tension between 
print and manuscript is numismatics. Numismatics was a popular hobby 
in Edo-period Japan, partly because it was one of the few ways in which 
people could have access to the material culture of other societies and 
study it. From 1600 onwards, Japanese numismatists could collect Euro-
pean coins as well as Chinese, Korean and Vietnamese coins. There were 
a number of books printed to service this population of numismatists, and 
they contained rubbings of coins reproduced xylographically. Why, then, 
are there also so many manuscripts? This is clearly not a case of profession-
alized knowledge, and transmission was rarely if ever the aim. Rather, the 
object was the preservation and systematization of knowledge for private 
purposes: the knowledge was kept from rival collectors, but might be, and 
sometimes was, shared with colleagues. 

One of the most interesting collections of Japanese numismatic manu-
scripts is that of the brilliant young Danish numismatist, William Sophus 
Bramsen (1850–1881), which is preserved in the National Library of Den-
mark. Bramsen went to Japan in 1875 as an employee of the Mitsubishi Mail 
Steam Ship Company and during his residence of five years he acquired a 
remarkable knowledge of Japanese as well as a fine collection of Japanese 
coins and numismatic books. Amongst his many manuscripts is one which 
bears the title, Honchō kōhakushi (Account of the yellow and white [gold 
and silver coins] of this country [Japan]), and which has a preface dated 
1784. Bramsen’s manuscript contains a note to say that it was copied in 
1804 by a man called Hori Tokuei, who had borrowed a copy owned by a 
man named Hayashi Kizui. The original work was written by Toba Kisō 
(1739–1823) and there seem to be three copies of it extant in Japan, though 
I have not yet had a chance to examine them. Nevertheless, it is clear from 
this that this work did circulate to some extent among coin enthusiasts and 
generated further copies.6

 6. See the National Museum of Denmark, Coin Cabinet, call no. XV t 90. The 
other copies, according to the Nihon Kotenseki Sōgō Mokuroku Dētabēsu (ID 
496151), are in Tokyo University, Gakushūin University and the Iwase Bunko.
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Let us now turn to a different form of secrecy. In the early seventeenth 
century the prominent sinologist and government advisor Hayashi Razan 
(1583–1657) completed a translation of Tangyin Bishi (Legal cases com-
pared), which had been compiled in 1211 by Gui Wanrong, an official of 
the Southern Song dynasty in China. It consists of a collection of anec-
dotes about the detection of crime and the wisdom of the detectives and 
judges who uncover the truth, and Gui’s intention was to help his fel-
low magistrates to avoid making errors in their administration of justice. 
Hayashi Razan was the first person to mention this work in Japan, some 
400 years after its composition in China. He completed his translation 
around the year 1616 under the title Tōin hiji genkai (Vernacular rendering 
of Tangyin Bishi), but why did he make one at all, given that, as probably 
the pre-eminent sinologist of his day, he was perfectly able to read it in 
the original literary Chinese? He made it, in fact, as a contribution to the 
political education of Tokugawa Yorinobu (1602–1671), who was the tenth 
son of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the Tokugawa shogunate, and who 
in 1619 became the first daimyo (hereditary lord) of the province of Kii. 

Only two other copies of Tōin hiji genkai are known, one from the collec-
tion of another daimyo, Matsudaira Tadafusa (1619–1700), and the other is 
known only from a recent auction catalogue and its current whereabouts 
are unknown. Many of Hayashi Razan’s writings circulated only as manu-
scripts until after his death, when his sons arranged for their publication, 
but this particular work has never been published. Hayashi Razan was not 
averse to publication tout court, for during his lifetime he published several 
books of elementary instruction, so why did he restrict the circulation of 
Tōin hiji genkai? There was, of course, nothing inherently secret or private 
about his translation, but the key consideration was that it was made, pos-
sibly at the request of the shogun himself, for the edification of one of his 
sons. Given the high-status of the youth for whom the translation was 
intended, making it available at the same time to the vulgar masses in all 
likelihood seemed akin to lèse-majesté for Razan, who similarly kept out 
of the public eye several works he wrote for other high-status individuals. 
Of course, the other daimyo, Matsudaira Tadafusa, was a different matter: 
he was himself a scholar and knew Razan well enough to acquire copies of 
quite a few of his unpublished works. The third copy is a mystery: it cannot 
be Hayashi Razan’s own copy, for that was lost in the fire that destroyed 
his library a few days before his death, so it is most likely a copy made by a 
follower either of Tokugawa Yorinobu or of Matsudaira Tadafusa.

Finally, let us turn to vernacular medicine. Chinese and Korean medi-
cal texts had been imported to Japan for centuries, and many of them were 
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reprinted in Japan without any problem: they formed the basis of standard 
medical theory and practice in Japan. But vernacular treatments, which 
were not part of that general medical knowledge common to all parts of 
East Asia, were certainly not routinely made available in the form of print 
and there is a very large corpus of such manuscripts in Japan and in medi-
cal libraries around the world. Take, for example, a manuscript on smallpox 
lesions on the lips and tongue in the collection of the Wellcome Trust 
in London which bears the title Tōsō shinzetsuzu (Illustrations of lips and 
tongues with smallpox). This appears to be the holograph produced by the 
author, Ikeda Zuisen (1734–1816), and it contains carefully coloured illus-
trations. Ikeda Zuisen developed an interest in smallpox but had few oppor-
tunities to observe the symptoms until he was given the chance to attempt 
to stem an outbreak. As a result of his success, his fame spread and in 1797 
he entered the service of the shogun as a specialist on smallpox. He wrote a 
number of works on smallpox, but none of them were ever published. There 
are only two other copies of this work known, one in Japan and the other 
in the library of UCLA. Why so few? The author may have felt constrained 
by his official position not to publish any of his findings, but his reluctance 
to publish was by no means uncommon among medical practitioners and 
was more likely due to his desire to protect his professional knowledge and 
the opportunity to earn a living from it. The latter consideration exercised 
a restraint on exercising too much secrecy, for, as Mark Teeuwen (2006, 26) 
has pointed out, “unknown secrets have no value”.7

The notion that publication might undermine one’s livelihood is very 
alien to us, but such considerations were in fact quite reasonable at the 
time and they certainly applied in the case of a much more famous doctor, 
Hanaoka Seishū (1760–1835), who deserves to be better known. In 1804 
he conducted the first medical operation using a general anesthetic in the 
world. He was of course familiar with Chinese traditions of pharmacology, 
which recognised the anaesthetic properties of certain plants but which 
had no use for them in the absence of a tradition of surgical practice. But 
Seishū was also familiar with Western surgical techniques, of which he had 
acquired some knowledge from translated Dutch books. He had the bril-
liant idea in 1804 of marrying the two traditions: there was some urgency, 
for he had a female patient suffering from advanced breast cancer. He went 
ahead and operated: the operation was the first known use of a general 
anaesthetic in surgery anywhere in the world: it was to be 30 years before 
experiments in Georgia in the USA and in London led to the use of ether 

 7. See also Wellcome Collection, Japanese 94.
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and other substances in surgery for the same purpose. The operation was a 
success in the sense that his patient suffered no pain during the operation, 
but the operation in fact came too late and she only survived a few more 
months. Who today would not publicise such a discovery? Hanaoka Seishū 
did not do so. He kept a detailed record of the operation, with gruesome 
but accurate illustrations of the progress of the operation, and he became 
known as the doctor to go to if you needed a painless operation, for exam-
ple for kidney stones. His many pupils, his many paying pupils that is, had 
access to this record and most of them made copies. Similarly, a detailed 
and illustrated record was kept of his many subsequent operations, and 
there is a particularly fine example in the library of the University of Penn-
sylvania.8 But it was not until 1851, sixteen years after his death, that one of 
his pupils, Kamata Keishū (1794–1854), published an illustrated account of 
his most famous operation of 1804 and of subsequent operations; it was pri-
vately published rather being put on the commercial market, which makes 
it clear that the instinct for secrecy was still alive.

Concluding remarks

The maintenance of secrecy and the economic value of keeping knowl-
edge secret are not, of course, strange practices from the East. Consider, for 
example, the invention of obstetric forceps by the Chamberlen family of 
Huguenot surgeons who fled from Paris to England. One or more members 
of the family, who were unusual in that they were male midwives, invented 
obstetric forceps in the seventeenth century and kept them as a family 
professional secret for at least 200 years. The forceps were hidden in a huge 
box when they went to the homes of their patients and they went so far as 
to blindfold their patients to preserve the secret. Similarly, when it came 
to the treatment of smallpox in the late eighteenth century, the notion of 
secrecy was not far away. Sir Walter Farquhar described vaccination as “the 
greatest discovery that has been made for many years” and said that Jen-
ner could have earned £10,000 a year from it if he had kept it secret; and 
one Dr Woodville in Paris went out of his way to state that it was not his 
intention to keep his methods secret (Dunn 1999, 232–35 and Bennett 
2020, 91 and 154–55). Publicity brought fame, but it also led to the loss of 
the income that a monopoly would have generated.

 8. See Shunrinken kiranzu Gassuidō kiranzu: University of Pennsylvania Library, 
Codex 1766.
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Although such parallels can be found in the West, secrecy was much 
more widespread in Japan. Indeed, secrecy has in Japanese religion long 
been and still is a common practice. There is the secrecy of images, which 
are only exposed to view once every year, or five years or even 25 years; 
there is the secrecy of rituals that take place in closed settings; and there 
is the secrecy of doctrines that are only revealed to the initiated. There 
were parallels in the political world, too. The shoguns maintained their 
authority through secrecy and concealment, or what Timon Screech (2012, 
167) has called the “iconography of absence”: what is significant is what 
cannot be seen, like rulers who do not appear in public, whose images are 
not found on coins and who are present in palace audiences only behind 
screens. Secrecy had a cultural value and we can see it at work in the treat-
ment of vernacular knowledge, as I have attempted to show.

To those who are familiar with the writings of Harold Love, David 
McKitterick, Henry Woudhuysen and others, the co-existence of manu-
script and print will be a familiar topic. More recently, Peter Stallybrass 
(2008, 111–18) has argued that manuscript is a concept produced by print-
ing, pointing out that no usages of the word “manuscript” are recorded in 
the Oxford English Dictionary before 1597. He has also drawn attention to 
the intermingling of print and manuscript in fifteenth-century indulgences 
which include blank spaces for names to be added by hand. In Japan, by 
contrast, shahon (manuscript) has a much longer history, and printed forms 
and similar non-book printing were non-existent until the nineteenth cen-
tury. 

On the other hand, in seventeenth-century Japan, xylographically-
printed primers taught people how to do handwriting and they were thus 
partly responsible for the spread of literacy. In that sense, printed primers 
created the conditions for the huge growth of manuscript production in the 
Edo period: probably half of all the books produced between 1600 and 1868 
in Japan were in fact manuscripts, although most studies of the history of 
the book in the Edo period focus on printed books. Japan was, it is not an 
exaggeration to say, largely a handwritten culture, whether in manuscript 
or xylographic print, and this remained true right up to the 1870s for books 
and journals, and much later for other forms of writing.

Let me end with a note of self-criticism. Given the constraints of time, 
I only proposed, in the lecture underlying this article, to examine some of 
the reasons for the dynamic production of manuscript books in Edo-period 
Japan, and now, given the continued inaccessibility of libraries during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, I have been unable to make good this shortcoming. 
Therefore, there is no mention here of the impact of gender or geography 
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Figure 3. An account of a samurai vendetta in Sendai. Such “news” could only 
be circulated in manuscript owing to censorship regulations prohibiting the 
appearance of the names of living people in print. At the bottom right is an 
impression of the seal of a circulating library in Sendai. Private Collection with 
Permission.
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on the choice between print or manuscript for the production of books. 
This is regrettable for these were undoubtedly important variables. Most of 
the published writings by women during the Edo period turn out to have 
been written by women who took the tonsure, with the exception of a few 
poetry collections; as a result, the bulk of women’s writing circulated in 
manuscript and has only recently been published and become easily acces-
sible. Geography, in turn, was a factor in the sense that most printing and 
publishing was undertaken in the four big cities of Edo (Tokyo), Osaka, 
Kyoto and Nagoya, with the inevitable result that writings produced far 
away from these centres were more likely to circulate in manuscript, par-
ticularly if the contents were primarily of local interest, such as primers 
focusing on local place-names and industries. Secrecy was perhaps less of 
an issue in these cases, although the reluctance of women to publish is 
perhaps best explained as stemming from the desire not to make them-
selves “public”. The situation is more complex in the case of manuscripts 
on political scandals: these tended to be produced in quantity and thus 
to constitute an instance of scribal publication, but they were sold “under 
the counter”, for explicit bans were placed on the circulation of political 
manuscripts. It was imperative, therefore, that they were kept secret from 
the authorities (see Fig. 3).9 

There is still much work to do on the balance and connections between 
manuscripts and print in Japan. Simon Franklin’s recent work (2019) on 
the Russian graphosphere is valuably suggestive in this connection, but as 
yet few societies outside Europe have been closely studied from this per-
spective.

University of Cambridge
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Genealogies of the Study of  
Material Texts
The French Trajectory

Roger Chartier

Abstract
This essay is devoted to the different branches of the French material textual tree. Ana-
lytical bibliography was not one of them. The decisive elements were the attention paid by 
H.-J. Martin to the lay-out of the texts as a fundamental source for the history of reading, 
the reception of McKenzie’s sociology of texts and motto “forms effect meaning”, and the 
appropriation of Petrucci’s association between morphological description and social history 
of the written objects. 

At the beginning was The Coming of the Book. Published 
in 1958, this book designed by Lucien Febvre (who died in the previous 
year) and almost entirely written by Henri-Jean Martin defined the new 
territory of the “histoire du livre”.1 Its main topics were the geography of 
printing, the book trade, and the social condition of printers, booksellers, 
and binders. The “materiality of the texts” is never considered as such. This 
absence is perhaps the consequence of the radical separation established 
between the two natures of the book studied in the first seven chapters as 
a commodity, “une marchandise”, and, in the last chapter, as a “ferment”, a 
force of change. The body and the soul of the book that were intimately 
associated in the old metaphor of the book described as human creature 
were thus radically divorced. 

Two reasons, however, make it necessary to place this book at the ori-
gin of our French genealogy. The first one is the implicit tension between 
Febvre and Martin over the definition of the book itself. For Lucien Febvre, 
who accepted without any reluctance the title chosen by Henri Berr for 
this volume of the series “L’Evolution de l’Humanité”, the book is “coming” 

 1. This work was translated into English by David Gerard; see Febvre and Mar-
tin 1976 [1990]. 
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with Gutenberg. For him, the book is the printed book. In his preface, he 
affirmed that the book is a “nouveau venu au sein des sociétés occidentales; 
le Livre, qui a commencé sa carrière au milieu du XVe siècle” [“a newcomer 
in western society. It began its career in the mid-15th century”] (1958, 12). 
Consequently, the purpose of the volume, as it was defined by Febvre, must 
be “étudier ici l’action culturelle et l’influence du livre pendant les trois cents 
premières années de son existence” [“to examine the influence and practical 
significance of the book (“le livre”) during the first 300 years of its exis-
tence”] (1958, 14).2 Henri-Jean Martin, who at the time of the writing of the 
volume was still a student at the Ecole des Chartes (the school that since 
1821 trained future librarians and archivists) knew well that Gutenberg 
did not invent the book. He did not challenge directly Febvre’s flamboyant 
statement, but he opened the book with an “Introduction” written by Mar-
cel Thomas, curator of the Department of Manuscripts at the Bibliothèque 
Nationale, and devoted to “rappeler brièvement ce que fut dans le monde 
occidental le livre manuscrit qui, durant tant de siècles, fut l’unique instrument 
de diffusion de la pensée écrite” [“briefly recalling the historical role of the 
manuscript book (‘le livre manuscrit’), for so many centuries the sole written 
medium through which ideas found expression”] (1958, 17). In 1976, the 
English translator David Gerard discreetly reinforced Martin’s perspective. 
He softened some of Febvre’s assertions: the book is a “relative newcomer” 
[the word “relative” is added] in the mid-fifteenth century and the purpose 
of the volume is “to examine the significance of the printed book during 
the first 300 years of its existence” [the word “printed” is added] (1976, 10, 
11). He also gave to the book a subtitle absent in the French original edi-
tion: “The Impact of Printing 1450–1800”.

Moreover, in several chapters, Henri-Jean Martin emphasized the con-
tinuities between manuscript books and printed ones. Such continuities 
are textual with the massive, printed reproduction of the juridical corpus, 
medieval chronicles, or chivalric novels, but they are also technical and 
material: “the advent of the printing press did not mean a sudden change 
in the appearance of the book. [. . .] The printed book moved by degrees 
away from its original model, the manuscript” (1976, 78). The third chapter 
of the volume is dedicated to “The presentation of the book” and considers 
types and formats, colophons and title pages, page layout and illustrations. 
However, even if McKerrow’s Introduction to Bibliography for Literary Stu-
dents and an article by Pollard on woodcuts were mentioned in the bibliog-

 2. Unless otherwise noted, the translations offered here in brackets are literal 
translations using the English but without the additions made by the translator.
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raphy, no reference to English or American New Bibliography is made in 
the chapter. It is thus without analytical bibliography that the materiality 
of the book (but not of the text) was introduced in The Coming of the Book 
and the French “histoire du livre”.

The same was true when in the 1980s and 1990s Henri-Jean Martin 
became more and more interested in what he called the “mise en page” and 
“mise en texte”. In two volumes published in 1990 and 2000, Martin stressed 
the importance of two fundamental transformations of the presentation of 
the texts (at least in France): the triumph of roman type over gothic letters 
in the 1530s and the introduction of blank spaces and paragraphs (first in 
philosophical texts) in the mid-seventeenth century. This second transfor-
mation was understood by Martin as an effect of the transformation of the 
conception of writing itself, when it was no more considered as a represen-
tation of oral discourse but as governed by its own logic.

From such a perspective, the layout of the texts became a fundamental 
document for the history of reading. In the preface of Histoire et pouvoirs de 
l’écrit, published in 1996, Martin made this point very explicitly.3 The aim 
of his book was “sasir dans quelle mesure la manière de presenter les textes a 
pu traduire ou orienter la logique et les modes de raisonnement de telle époque 
ou tel milieu” [“to understand how the modalities of the presentation of the 
texts were able to translate or to guide the logic and the modes of reason-
ing in a particular historical moment or for a particular social milieu” (my 
translation)] (1996, vii). The study of the modes of inscription of the texts 
on the page or in the book was thought of as a fundamental resource for 
the history of “reading” defined as appropriation and interpretation.

In the 1980s and 1990s, however, the French genealogy of the material 
text was no longer exclusively French and was opened to what we call now 
the “materiality of the text”. A first reason for this change was the recep-
tion of D. F. McKenzie’s Panizzi Lectures. Delivered in 1985, published by 
the British Library the following year, they were translated into French in 
1991. It is as the sociology of text that analytical bibliography was intro-
duced among French historians of the book. Particularly important was the 
sentence that became a motto: “forms effect meaning”. It obliged histori-
ans of the book to consider the “expressive function” of all the non-verbal 
elements that constitute a book: format, characters, layout, punctuation. 
Followed by a partial translation of Margreta de Grazia and Peter Stally-

 3. An English translation of the first (1988) edition of this work appears under the 
title The History and Power of Writing; see Martin 1994. The Preface is not in 
the 1988 edition and it is not present in the 1994 English translation.
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brass’s seminal article “The Materiality of the Shakespearean Text” in the 
journal Genesis in 1995, McKenzie’s work had a dual effect.4 On the one 
hand, it contributed to transforming the editing of the French “classiques”, 
as illustrated by the new editions in La Pléiade of Racine and Molière’s 
Œuvres, both more conscious than the previous editions of the importance 
of the typographic non-verbal elements (for example, punctuation). On the 
other hand, it led to a consideration of the dialectical relationship existing 
between the materiality of texts and their appropriation by their readers. 

The material forms of the printed objects are responding to reading 
expectations, but, at the same time, they are framing readers’ responses. 
As McKenzie wrote, “New readers make new texts, and their new mean-
ings are a function of their new forms” (1986, 20). It is the reason why the 
materiality of the texts both “translates” and “guides” reading, according 
Martin’s expressions. It is also the reason of frequent misquotations or even 
misprintings (as in Routledge’s Book History Reader in 2006) of McKenzie’s 
“forms effect meaning” transformed into “forms affect meaning” [emphases 
added]. Each formulation gives a different power to the forms of presenta-
tion of the texts: either they embody the meaning or they possibly alter it.

Another decisive branch in the French genealogy of the material text 
came from Italy. The reception of the work of Armando Petrucci, whose 
1986 book La scrittura was translated into French in 1993, emphasized the 
morphological continuities existing between scribal and print cultures, 
either for the meaning attributed to the different formats of the book (“libro 
da banco” in-folio, Humanistic book in-quarto, libretti da mano in small 
formats) or for the uses of the different characters (gothic, roman, italics) 
that were all prior to the invention of Gutenberg. Devoted to the totality 
of the productions and practices that characterize an entire written cul-
ture, Petrucci’s work introduces into the history of the book the materiality 
of manuscript texts. Petrucci focused attention on the multiple forms of 
writing (public or private, monumental or humble, scribal or printed) that 
paper rendered possible in European societies. As acknowledged recently 
by Peter Stallybrass, such attention echoed the overlooked first chapter 
of Febvre and Martin’s book that considered the introduction of paper in 
Europe as a “question préalable”, as a condition of possibility for the dif-
fusion of the printing press. The fundamental distinction introduced by 
Petrucci between the power over writing (monopolized by the authorities, 
the dominant classes, and men) and the power of writing (progressively 

 4. For a partial translation of this essay into French, see de Grazia et Stally-
brass 1995b. 
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acquired by women and popular classes) allowed him (and his readers) to 
closely associate morphological description with social history, to locate 
the materiality of each written object within the social conditions that 
governed its production, uses, and meanings.5 More recently the material-
ity of the texts became an essential element in editing practices as dem-
onstrated, for example, by Francisco Rico’s work devoted to the mutation 
of genre and meaning imposed on Lazarillo de Tormes, framed as a hand-
written epistle but submitted to the conventions governing printed texts 
(chapters, woodcuts, marginal rubrics) in its first printed editions.6 

French genealogy of the material text, opened to the appropriations of 
foreign traditions, leads to focus today on the various reasons that explain 
why the “same” work was published, circulated, and read in so many differ-
ent texts. This distinction between the platonist and the pragmatic identity 
of the written works, as David Scott Kastan coined it, does not refer only 
to the mode of attribution of the texts (authorship and anonymity), to the 
textual variants introduced by authors, editors or compositors, or to trans-
lations between languages; rather, its first and fundamental determination 
resides in the multiple modalities of embodiment of the written word.7 
Materiality matters and, indeed, forms effect meaning — and sometimes 
affect it.
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The Becoming of the  
Scholarly Editor

Reading Paul Eggert’s The Work and 

the Reader in Literary Studies

Matt Cohen

Abstract
Paul Eggert’s The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies makes an important interven-
tion in textual scholarship by redefining scholarly editions as functions of a process enacted 
in dynamic relation to an idea of a work on one hand and imagined readers — including the 
author as a first reader of drafts — on the other. This essay responds to The Work and the 
Reader by pursuing the definition of the “reader” toward a rethinking of edition-making as 
both a material and an ethical practice.

Paul Eggert’s The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies 
triangulates the practices of reading, editing, and researching the histo-
ries of books to show how the concept of the literary “work” has survived 
poststructuralism. This ambitious study begins by observing that the con-
cept of the “social text” innovated by D.F. McKenzie and Jerome McGann 
offered a new book history and new means of interpretation, but these in 
turn did not generate a new conception of the “work” that could ground a 
change in editorial practices. Because audiences — their postmodern con-
dition notwithstanding — expected a clear reading text in every edition, 
centering the multiplicitous witnesses of a work or decentering its author 
could only go so far. And so, Eggert concludes, the “supposedly social-text 
edition is actually a form of versional editing that is claimed to have dis-
pensed with intention but is forced to smuggle it in by the back door when-
ever the way forward gets difficult” (2019, 99). Eggert sets himself the task 
of revealing how the work haunts the edition and how, in a world in which 
digital editing is increasingly the norm, editors might run at, rather than 
from, the complexities of their dependence upon readers. In doing so, they 
might indulge in a new relationship between bibliography and book his-
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tory, rethink authority and intentionality as dimensions of editorial pro-
duction, and, as a result, save the scholarly edition from a slow demise. 

The editors of a work implicate readers in every act of textual recov-
ery. “Every emendation, every regularisation, every instance of modernised 
spelling admits this unavoidable reality”, Eggert insists, “that the needs of 
the readership are being anticipated and incorporated — showing that 
there is no securely external position for the editor or the edition” (2019, 
7). In their turn, in the act of recovering or transmitting a work from the 
past, “professionals orchestrate the terms of the transaction according to 
the slowly changing tenets of their practice. The concept of the work hap-
pens to provide a convenient conceptual organisation for those activities” 
(2019, 31). Before the digital age, whether you were from the German or 
the Anglo-American school of scholarly editing or just a happy-go-lucky 
bowdlerizer, the limitations of the book format, publishers’ financial con-
siderations, and readerly comfort with textual interfaces shaped how you 
made your edition. In an age in which editions are built upon extensive 
archives of digital surrogates — images of primary documentation acces-
sible to readers in unprecedented ways — some pressures have changed, but 
much remains the same.  

I like Eggert’s both-and attitude about this situation: if we think of an 
edition as an argument, a work as a phenomenon rather than just an idea, 
and the digital medium as an opportunity for dialogic relations between 
archives and editions, then we can have texts but also authors, books but 
also works, book histories but also close readings, authorial intentions but 
also divergent readings of those intentions. What The Work and the Reader 
presents is less the theory of the work Michel Foucault called for than, sen-
sibly, strategies for dealing with the work’s impossibility as a unity.1 Eggert 
confesses that the task of the “literary-inflected, work-oriented book his-
tory” he envisions may be too broad to be tackled fully by the approach he 
takes in this study (2019, 94). Of course it is, so here I offer a brief thinking-
through of some of that approach’s assumptions and its perhaps necessary 
exclusions toward, if not a definition of the work, a breadth of mind about 
how to bring history into relation with interpretation in the act of edit-
ing. To this end, I first consider what is meant by “the reader”, and then 
suggest that a confrontation with the limits of anticipating a reader has 
consequences for thinking about both what an edition might be and what 
is embraced by our understanding of the scholarly editor’s duties.

 1. See Foucault 1998.
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Being a Reader

Eggert opens with an eloquent account of his absorptive experience of 
reading a scholarly edition, an account that underwrites his later emphasis 
on providing a good reading text in every edition. I was struck, however, 
by how different his ideal reading experience is from mine. He calls that 
feeling a “spell” — and I agree that many people feel it that way, too (2019, 
3). But it is seldom like that for me. It’s more often a struggle, Jacob versus 
the Angel, slowly realizing the supernatural force of the text, but persever-
ing anyway. Reading is less painful for me than, apparently, writing was for 
Joseph Conrad, in Eggert’s account. But there are works, famous for their 
absorptive qualities, that I read at about the same pace at which Conrad 
wrote, four pages a day at best, and happily so. Coming out of a reading jag 
is for me often not so much like a hypnopompic state as a form of relief, or 
at other times like slight nausea after a long run. So theorizing the reader 
of an edition for me means not starting with a common absorptive or atten-
tive state we hope readers can still achieve through the digital medium, 
but something different: a sense that both medium and reader adjust, that 
maybe even new moods, new “feels” as the kids say, might characterize 
some readers’ experiences.

Because readers have agency, and because the author of a work is always 
a reader, too, “readers must [. . .] be built into the work-concept; they lend 
the work power” (2019, 93). Even as original drafts leading to and instances 
published of a work persist for the editor to analyze, readership shifts, shap-
ing how editors imagine a work’s coherence for a new audience. The work 
is thus not a transcendent thing, but a temporal, historical phenomenon. 
Challenging though it is to implement, this conception puts pressure in 
healthy ways on the assumptions that editors have made about the audi-
ences for their editions and the way they study the historical development 
of the works argued by those editions. And I agree with Eggert’s insistence 
that in the evolution of the scholarly editing of literary works to an online 
format, both the role of scholarly editions and the lived relevance of liter-
ary studies are at stake (2019, 94). The implicit insight that drives Eggert’s 
readings of editions is not just that every edition makes an argument about 
the work being edited, but that each makes at the same time a claim about 
the theory and practice of editing. The attempt to enfold editorially acts of 
reading into the “coming-into-being of the work” is daunting to imagine 
in theory or as a definition of what gets edited, but Eggert’s insistence on 
a pragmatic approach — always keeping a potentially broad readership of 
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the edition in mind, always considering the author as the first reader (and 
consequently editor) of her own drafts as you work on establishing a ver-
sion history — offers comfort in its turn (2019, 176). 

Well, it comforts this reader, anyway. Sometimes in the argument — as 
when reading is described as “constitutive of text” — it feels a bit as if what 
Eggert means by reading is the aggregate linguistic comprehensibility of a 
text in any given historical moment; something like Saussure’s langue. Text 
as “experienced meaning” or “dimension”, Eggert’s focus, goes beyond just 
the intelligibility of language, but it is also, as he points out, constrained by 
it (2019, 173). To me this kind of moment points to a fundamental tension 
in The Work and the Reader. It exhibits an urge to define things, to say an 
edition is this or that, that “editions will be identifiable as such” because of 
certain properties or activities. And yet, it wants at the same time to think 
of these definitions as resting upon not facts, but arguments; on “impulses” 
rather than ideas (2019, 83). This move is provocative, but it has the effect 
of constraining us to a conversation that comes back to some concrete 
requirements: scholarly editions represent a work, present an analysis of 
known data relating to it, and make a coherent argument about what a 
reading text of that work should look like. They are created by editors, who 
are recognizable as such because they wield critical judgment. The reader, 
in the end, is a kind of vague factor, a pole around which the evolution of 
the edition, but not the necessarily the editor, happens. 

But what if there is no “reader”, only readers? It could be argued that, 
given that there was no golden age in which millions of people could be 
counted upon to buy and read most scholarly editions, there is no “reader” 
of scholarly editions. There are certainly readers, and in this case we are 
for the most part, to paraphrase Michael Warner, a historically unusual sort 
of people.2 Eggert tells us that “ordinary readers” are our audience, because 
few are the hardy souls who will want, for example, to look at every manu-
script of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass (2019, 90). Were scholarly editions of 
the past meant for “ordinary readers”? Are most digital scholarly editions 
so meant? Is it time to give up the moniker “scholarly edition” entirely, 
not because we don’t value our expertise, experience, and judgment, but 
because we need to begin weaving a new relationship with ordinary read-
ers — one in which we do not describe them as “ordinary”? 

 2. Warner 2004, 36.
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Editing Emergence

The Work and the Reader is persuasive in asking us to think about a digi-
tal edition as making “an argument about the contents of the archive of 
the work, not as somehow its highest culmination or as its teleologically 
preordained fate” (2019, 76). Not least among the advantages of this are 
that “newly emerging literary-critical emphases and significances will be 
[. . .] addressable from within the edition” and that the success of the tex-
tual editing, as compared to the archival facsimiles, will be measurable by 
access statistics (2019, 76). I would add to this that such an editorial stance 
and such an attention to the demands of archiving will also render editions 
with the flexibility to add new archival materials when they are discovered; 
the challenge then is not to build an interface so wedded to the original 
argument about the contents of the archive of the work that the argument 
itself cannot be altered in the light of new evidence.3

Still, these assertions about the argumentative quality of the edition 
and the flexibility of digital ones may constrain us in some ways. At times, 
The Work and the Reader is defensive about the definition of the schol-
arly edition. Scholarly editing is “a more profoundly critical activity” than 
social editing, for example; Edward Vanhoutte’s definition of a scholarly 
edition as “one whose established text is automatically linked to its sources 
in a complete digital record of the textual history of the work” ignores, 
Eggert says, “the edition’s essential characteristics of critical judgment and 
persuasiveness”.4 I am not sure either of those assertions is necessarily true 
— perhaps judgment and persuasiveness are necessary in the creation of 
a coherent archive, and perhaps the definition of “critical” is not solely in 
the hands of scholars, but in the hands of the people as well. But in any 
case such assertions limit rather than expand the remit of scholarly editing 
and do so at a time when we may desperately need to be rethinking what 
an editor does or what can be recognizable as a form of judgment. To make 
“users” or “contributors” into “readers” and “editors” in the case of a social 
edition might require a different sort of judgment than that required to 
assemble arguments about textual cruxes, but it is still judgment. 

“Each scholarly edition [should] be understood as an argument”, Eggert 
insists, “embodied in the reading text and apparatus, about the textual 
materials relevant to the work being edited” (2019, 5). Yet at what point 

 3. See, however, my caveats about using access statistics to assess editions in 
Cohen 2017, 187–209.

 4. Vanhoutte is paraphrased in Eggert 2019, 78.
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does one execute the operation of “understanding” in finding out the argu-
ment of an edition? If we amplify the sense of “plot” in the word argument, 
perhaps we can take a step toward the peculiar condition of the digital 
edition: like physical ones, the conditions of legibility shift around a digital 
edition, but unlike books, digital editions also change. A correlate of this, 
which I would argue applies retrospectively to some printed editions as well, 
is that the unity of intention discoverable through the operation of under-
standing an edition as an argument is useful only insofar as we recognize 
it as an illusion created by the premise that there is one argument being 
made, rather than many, or rather than one being attempted and under-
mined by another, and so on. As Eggert observes, in the social-intellectual 
activity of putting together a digital edition, the same dynamics of editorial 
differences of opinion hold as in a collaborative printed edition. Likewise, 
just as in a printed edition typesetters, binders, and designers help con-
struct that argument, the same is true of the fabricators and transmitters of 
electronic editions. But what differ are the expandability, transformability, 
and unique forms of accessibility of the digital edition. By the latter of 
these I mean that you may come to an edition from any number of different 
paths that frame the text differently, not least of which is Google’s fantastic 
illusion of a universal information access portal — those modes of access, 
including physical devices, are also not external to digital editions as they 
are perceived by readers. 

“We must ask”, says Eggert, “what is the thing [that we read] and how 
may we pursue a distinctly literary study of it even as we cohabit the field in 
which it exists” (2019, 11)? As I see it, a distinctly literary study is unneces-
sary, perhaps impossible, though I find Poe-like pursuits of it fascinating. 
But what if we regard as not just possible but potentially illuminating the 
idea that an edition exhibits heterogeneous arguments (and not just the 
poststructuralist ones that undermine a main argument and thereby con-
stitute it)? Eggert trenchantly notes that “a transcription using an encoding 
scheme models, in a simplified form, what is, in reception, a more com-
plex phenomenon” — a rich example of the minima moralia to be found 
throughout the pages of The Work and the Reader (2019, 73). But an edition 
might use not just multiple encoding schemes, but more than one under-
lying data model, as the Whitman Archive does (at the moment, at least). 
Different editors with different intentions and even competing ideas about 
what constitutes a Whitman “work” have built the different parts of the 
Whitman Archive. We have a plan to link all known versions of a work 
using an array of identifiers, but at this point the technical implementa-
tion of that plan is still a work-in-progress: a kind of neutral ground, rather 
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than an authority, in which what counts as a “work” is still shifting and 
at times contested among the contributors. I think that keeping in abey-
ance the grand-scale development of an argument that the Archive might 
convey has been one of the more generative stances we have taken as a 
group — along with agreeing to do whatever necessary to keep the edition 
open access. Certainly it can be claimed that in doing so, we are making 
any number of arguments, as reactions by our readers and reviewers testify. 
“The extent to which ‘coherence’ is a necessity in a volume on Whitman 
may itself be a point of contention”, as the inimitable Jay Grossman once 
wrote.5

The relationship between documentary metadata and published edi-
torial apparatus can be, in a digital edition-in-progress, one of the sites 
for the emergence of a range of arguments. Eggert asks us to visualize the 
relationship between the documentary layer of editions and their editorial 
components as being on a “slider” not of roles or procedures but “impulses”: 
the archival-editorial impulses always overlap but represent different kinds 
of labor (2019, 87–8). Yet the object of this visualization is to make clear 
how editing is different from archiving. Archival labor — and here Eggert 
speaks metaphorically, referring to the work of an edition’s image proces-
sors, transcribers, and encoders — is not critique, Eggert suggests, and does 
not face the reader; editorial labor involves judgment, intervention, and 
reader-oriented framing of a work. His description of the relations between 
these two impulses, however, leaves out the crucial steps of establishing 
and recording metadata. Metadata is, like the selection of candidates for 
versions of a work, a pivot between the roles of archivist and editor, because 
metadata is where the archivist directs attention to readers and where the 
editor posits identities for documents that will affect metadata generation. 
Archivists do not commonly transcribe documents: they assess them, and 
then they create metadata describing them. Put in TEI terms, the “slider” 
concept focuses on the body of the TEI file, not on its header, where archi-
val and editorial labors — not just impulses — mingle.

In my experience, image processors, transcribers, and encoders can 
barely get started until they know something of what an editor plans 
to argue about a document set. There is an iterative tendency whereby, 
first, longstanding shared assumptions of readerly practice (what counts 
as a transcribable mark?) and editorial practice (of course all paragraphs 
and stanzas are tagged) are employed in the act of transcription; and then 

 5. Grossman 1993, 156. For a range of claims about the argument being made by 
the Walt Whitman Archive, see Stallybrass, et al. 2007.
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either a transcriber or encoder has to demand clarification (did Dickinson 
mean this as a paragraph, a stanza, or something for which we have as 
yet no name?) or an editor has to turn archivist and make the changes 
herself once the editorial logic has been more fully established. Archives, 
like editions, anticipate audiences, mediate between documents and those 
audiences, and make arguments. As such, cannot archives be critical in 
themselves?6

The metadata layer offers challenges to the dream of interoperable edi-
tions. The Work and the Reader relies, for the fulfillment of its vision of 
unitary archives that can underlie multiple editions, on a metadata layer 
that has often proven less tractable than one might hope. A digital edition 
can be built entirely, through application programming interfaces (APIs) 
or other means, on top of someone else’s, or several others’, digital archival 
work. (There are surely Borgesian editions only legible to other machines 
through an API.) But if archival metadata has been built with a previous 
editor’s notion of what constituted the work, and you are not in agreement 
about the work, then you have to re-do the metadata in the archive. The 
permeability of the editorial and archival activities when they have devel-
oped as a function of determining the editorial argument means reduced 
flexibility for those who do not agree with that argument.

What’s more, in active projects, metadata shifts in ways that complicate 
extramural editorial efforts that rely on their archives. At the Whitman 
Archive, we often return to manuscripts in order to try to date them and 
realize that if we decide they led to one work (of which we have made an 
edition already) then they carry one date, but if they led to another (which 
we are subsequently trying to edit), they appear elsewhere in the manu-
script chronology. And because Whitman had a number of works — which 
he often called “spinal ideas” — that never saw publication, threaded 
throughout his manuscripts are traces of poems that emerge, become prose, 
return to poetry, change titles, dissipate into two or more other poems, 
or merge with other spinal ideas. Certainly in the edition’s archival layer 
metadata you can designate that a document participates in more than one 
work’s version history. But if another editor cannot adjust the metadata in 
your archive, she cannot make an editorial argument whose consequences 
will reach all the way down to the basic infrastructure of the document set. 
Subsequent editions, if not performed in collaboration with the generators 
of the archive, will remain superstructural with relation to the primary 

 6. See Trouillot 1995 and Stoler 2009; and on metadata ethics, see Pomer-
antz 2015, Sacco, et. al., 2015, and Wilson and Alexander 2016.
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data. And that means that editorial ethics, not just cruxes, APIs, and read-
ers, must be considered as part of an understanding of what constitutes an 
edition.

Being and Editing

“A keener understanding of what, at the moment, is frustrating the devel-
opment of the traditionally more ambitious editions of multi-witness works 
is needed”, Eggert writes (2019, 81). Those forces include the market forces 
discussed early in The Work and the Reader, and they include the ability 
to embed complex editorial decisions in TEI or other kinds of encoding, 
while “showing” only a subset of those by way of the interface. But they 
also involve a shift in what people can imagine doing with an edition now 
that a scholar need not bow to publishers’ cupidity, traditional-canonical 
necessity, the fantasy of an Oxbridge temporality (definitive for a thou-
sand years), and the limited audience of the academy, among other previous 
pressures. Moreover, many graduate students do not see a scholarly, or at 
least professorial, career at the end of their doctoral experience. So they 
are making editions that are scholarly, in that they involve careful judg-
ment, painstaking research, and the consultation of multiple sources, but 
that are not designed to produce a professional scholar along with, and as 
a function of, a scholarly edition. And I have heard many young builders 
of archives and editions ask us to think of our archivists — transcribers, 
encoders, image processors — and interface designers as co-editors, in an 
effort to break down the service hierarchy (often a gendered one) that has 
long haunted edition-making. This is timely during the often-destructive 
age of mass digitization, for if editors carry texts from the past into the 
future, translating them for new readers, the editorial projects in the course 
of their historical research generate people who themselves become knowl-
edge archives of past textual forms, technologies, and ways of reading. 

In this and other ways, The Work and the Reader’s inspirational attention 
to process and to reimagining editing in a variety of ways seems to me to 
justify a similar expansion of our discussion of editorial theory and practice 
to a consideration of the stakes of doing this kind of work, beyond literary 
recovery or defending scholarly expertise. The audience for books (digital, 
audio, physical) is growing; the scholarly audience for canonical literary 
scholarly editions is shrinking. More students, fewer professors, more con-
tingent laborers in the classroom: all of this adds up to a situation in which 
it is a truly heroic, longue-durée, or foolish exercise to sink money and effort 
into a printed scholarly edition that doesn’t speak to something of immedi-
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ate public import. If your scholarly edition makes the lives of adjuncts or 
lecturers easier, it could garner a broad academic readership; but to do so, 
it might have to be free or easily piratable. Yet market considerations aside, 
the making of a scholarly edition can be an occasion for strengthening 
community and educating students.

The Work and the Reader helps us appreciate the fascinating new ecol-
ogy in which editors labor. The Rossetti Archive wasn’t meant to be widely 
adopted; it was an act of editorial theorizing and a proof of concept. The 
Whitman Archive was meant to be widely adopted, and after twenty-five 
years has only begun do the kinds of acrobatic things Hans Walter Gabler 
did with James Joyce. How Radical Scatters handled Dickinson and what 
the renovated Charles W. Chesnutt Archive will do are widely different. To 
me, it is the fecundity both in intellectual and marketplace terms of what 
Ted Striphas calls the “late age of print” that mark this moment in edito-
rial history. I am not the only scholarly reader who has ordered a facsim-
ile edition from one of the parasitical digital print-on-demand sellers out 
there, just because it is well-nigh impossible to find, for example, affordable 
editions of Ernest Hello’s works in English and I can’t read them online 
because they are too long and I can’t print them out because my austerity-
ridden department charges us for our printer usage. The politics of schol-
arly editions operate beyond the realm of representation on the syllabus or 
the profession, in the financial dynamics of the classroom, the department, 
the university library, and the administrative hiring plan for tenure-line 
faculty. And there are tremendous opportunities to do good things as edi-
tors, perhaps especially in a tumultuous time. 

Lately I have been trying to think about what kinds of judgment beyond 
the textual might be woven into my daily editorial practice, to do the best 
I can to make good choices as a project director. My partial, drafty edito-
rial principles (frankly adapted from the Hippocratic Oath and the Colored 
Conventions Project) are, so far:

•  First, to do no harm;
•  Second, to remember always that editing is not a science;
•   Third, and also, to remember that all acts of editing are shared acts, 

partaking of the ethos of teaching and learning; and
•  Fourth, consequently, to give all credit where credit is due. 

It is evident that these say nothing specifically about method or procedure, 
though in practice I draw on many scholars’ lists of these (never trust a 
title page; in the archives, things become detached and reattached; more 
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spreadsheets, fewer stylesheets; ask yourself if you really need TEI; with 
great scripting power comes great responsibility; and so on). But the stan-
dards I want my colleagues to hold me to include these four, which are as 
difficult to maintain as any methodological relationship to variants, acci-
dentals, or encoding schema. Indeed, the first principle is almost impossible 
to uphold, and certainly so if one thinks the only harm an editor can do is 
to an author’s work, reputation, or intention. Working with African Amer-
ican and Native American materials involves bridging the community eth-
ics of the academy and those of the people generating and preserving the 
documents, and this changes both the purposes for and the pace at which 
archives and editions develop. Sometimes the best thing to do in the case 
of a certain edition is not to make one. Better to postpone an edition than 
create it without a descendant community’s uses and protocols in mind; 
better to do so than merely to put in a single note in the acknowledgments 
in the back of the book, rather than naming as co-editor, that graduate 
student who made the pivotal discovery or painstakingly brought the data 
to coherence. 

§

“The test of a good edition is whether it manages to change the way in 
which the work is understood”, Eggert insists (2019, 144). The same is true 
of good book history. This formulation inspires me as it steers away from 
definitiveness, leaving healthily vague the question of who is doing the 
understanding. That opens the door to judging editions by their effects 
rather than their methods, their hewing to scholarly standards of the day 
(for they are always of a day), or their politics. And when you consider Paul 
Eggert’s contributions to the institutional life of textual scholarship, to stu-
dents and postdocs and readerly communities of many kinds, and to many 
an author’s literary afterlife, The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies 
appears as yet another exemplary expression of the becoming-editor.
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Take this Work Global

Ian Cornelius

Abstract
Paul Eggert’s The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies: Scholarly Editing and Book 
History elaborates a general program for the study of literature centered on the question, 
“What is the thing read?” Concepts of document, text, and work are parsed with care, gen-
erating many valuable insights and clarifications, but there is need for more thinking about 
the linguistic medium of literature. To textual studies, bibliography, and book history — the 
trio of foundational disciplines advocated by Eggert — one should add philology, or the 
study of literary language.

First off, I register the great ambition of Paul Eggert’s 
new book. The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies: Scholarly Editing and 
Book History (2019) proposes a general model for the study of literature. 
This ambition is evident especially in Eggert’s pointed engagements with 
Rita Felski’s The Limits of Critique and Caroline Levine’s Forms: Whole, 
Rhythms, Hierarchy, Network, books that, Eggert argues, fail to answer the 
“central question for literary study”: “What is the thing read?” (2019, 17, 
110, emphasis in original). The question has a philosophical form to which 
Eggert is attuned, yet he contends that flights to ontology and sociology are 
unhelpful, for they miss the specificity of the object or take it for granted. 
Normal “literary-critical activity” fares little better, for it “typically leaves 
unaddressed, as somehow beneath notice, the question of exactly what it is 
that is read, what it is that is interpreted” (Eggert 2019, 10). The proper 
tools are to be found in textual criticism, bibliography, and book history, 
empirical disciplines to which literary studies owes its basic supply of read-
ing matter. Textual criticism, bibliography, and book history are disciplines 
purpose-built to answer the question “What is the thing read?”, even if, or 
perhaps just because, these disciplines cannot get by on empiricism alone. 
Far from trading in raw facticity, the disciplines of text and document can-
not, Eggert contends, organize their materials into usable form without 
recourse to a concept of an agented literary “work”.

Textual Cultures 14.1 (2021): 39–49. DOI 10.14434/tc.v14i1.32827
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As in his Securing the Past: Conservation in Art, Architecture and Lit-
erature (2009), Eggert maintains that literary reading is always double. At 
one level, we read texts borne by documents (often, printed books) or dis-
played to a digital terminal (or “interface”). This might be termed the etic 
dimension of reading — reading as it may be perceived by a literal-minded 
external observer — and it implies, as its complement, an emic dimen-
sion. Readers of literature routinely speak of reading agented works (Shake-
speare’s Hamlet, for instance), and Eggert argues that this ordinary way of 
speaking should be treated with respect by the technical disciplines, which 
deceive themselves in claiming to do without concepts of agency and the 
work. Rather than chase these concepts from the room, the technical dis-
ciplines should make them tractable, elaborate their implicit content, and 
locate the grounds and limits of their authority.

In case studies and theoretical argument, Eggert advocates for a 
dynamic concept of the work, as the emergent product of open-ended, 
multiply agented, text-based semiosis. Because semiosis unfolds in time, 
works acquire internal differentiation, placed under control by speaking 
of “versions” of the work. Because there is no extra-semiotic ground from 
which to designate a work or work-version, such designations are inher-
ently interpretative, imbricated in history, and obligated to take the form 
of an argument. In Kantian terms appropriated by Eggert, the work and 
version are “regulative” principles, not constitutive: they may guide inquiry 
but do not legislate to it, and they remain open to challenge and retraction 
(2019, 33–4, 173). There is no such thing as a “definitive edition”, only more 
or less persuasive presentations of the text of a work or work-version. Any 
new edition of a work becomes part of the “life of the work”; a good schol-
arly edition makes the life of the work newly accessible to readers (Eggert 
2019, 93–4).

In Eggert’s reasoning, there is a fundamental distinction between ques-
tions of the form “What are the readings of manuscript Peniarth 392D 
(Hengwrt 154) in the National Library of Wales?” and “What are the read-
ings of the Canterbury Tales?” The first question concerns a literary docu-
ment, the second a literary work. Textual enterprises limited to questions 
of the first type are designated by Eggert as “archival” and distinguished by 
him from scholarly editing as such. An edition, he writes, properly “enacts 
[. . .] a theory or a proposition about how the work exists and has existed in 
the world” (2019, 6). The text of a literary document becomes evidence for 
the text of a literary work only in aggregate — that is, when arrayed within 
the whole documentary record of the work in question — and when sub-
jected to critical judgment. I will have more to say below about this distinc-
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tion between archive and edition. Left unbated, the distinction would slice 
the title “edition” from many publications that lay claim to that status. Egg-
ert bates the foils by evoking a “sliding scale” and acknowledging that any 
presentation of literary text must compromise between archival and edito-
rial “impulses” (2019, 86). He refuses, however, to compromise on the basic 
contention that, in producing a clean reading text wrapped in annotation, 
an editor presents a literary work and ought to own up to that. Chapter 
III, “The Digital Native Encounters the Printed Scholarly Edition Called 
Hamlet”, argues vigorously against the ascendancy of conservative, single-
text editions of Shakespeare’s works. “Best-text editions” of the Canterbury 
Tales are vulnerable to similar criticism, as urged long ago by E.T. Donald-
son and subsequently by Ralph Hanna, among others (Donaldson 1972; 
Hanna 1987, 1996, 130–39). Basically, the contention is that a “best-text 
edition” expresses an incoherent combination of allegiances. Either an edi-
tor should present the text of the document, recommending that text to 
readers for reasons other than its ability to represent the work (does the 
document, for example, illustrate the efforts of a well-connected scribe to 
source exemplars in response to an avant-garde of patronal demand?), or the 
editor should engage the work at the level of its fundamental, inherent unit 
of variance — the lection — and argue, lection-by-lection, for the author-
ity of the text presented. In the second case the editor’s argument would 
be based in evaluation of the whole relevant textual record and systematic 
analysis of the language of the work.

The readings of a literary document may be contestable for many 
reasons. Graphic forms may be irregular and ambiguous in execution, 
complexly abbreviated or overwritten, effaced or otherwise damaged, or 
executed in a script not well represented by Unicode character sets. Yet an 
edition of a work is contestable at a deeper ontological level, for a literary 
work — as distinct from a document — is not demonstrable. An edition is 
therefore obliged to become “a form of argument” (Eggert 2019 64 and 
191 n1). I am reminded of Ralph Hanna’s pedagogical efforts to impress 
upon students of Middle English literature a basic apprehension that edit-
ing is “an interpretative act, not especially different from the critical act” 
(Hanna 1996, 64, cf. 1988, 2000). Interpretation and judgment may be 
subjected to training: the “examination of variants” is the topic of the lon-
gest chapter in Hanna’s recent handbook (2015). Yet, for both Eggert and 
Hanna, the logical canons of textual criticism are made to accommodate 
considerations of a more rhetorical character. Hanna, though a disciple 
of George Kane’s method of direct editing, has never imitated the aus-
tere presentational regime of the Athlone Piers Plowman, a regime that, as 
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Eggert remarks, “ignores the role of a readership in the transaction” (2019, 
191 n1). Eggert observes cunningly that, “If the edition is to be seen as an 
argument then it is necessarily one that is addressed to an audience” (2019, 
82, emphasis in original). He places editors under obligation to shape their 
products to the needs of readers, including through fuller annotation, and 
he points out that digital media facilitate this editorial charge by releasing 
editors from limitations inherent to print publication.

The affordances of digital media for textual editing are a central theme 
of this book, developed most fully in chapter V, “Digital Editions: The 
Archival Impulse and the Editorial Impulse”. Media theorists teach us to 
expect that the conceptual affordances of a new medium (the idea of print, 
for example, or of the internet) may be as consequential as technical inno-
vation itself. Eggert pursues this line of thinking, contending that digital 
media not only facilitate the editorial charge — through hyperlinking and 
reduced publication and storage costs, for example — but also clarify what 
editing always was, or should be. In 1993, near the beginning of the digital 
revolution in regimes of publication of scholarly editions, Hoyt N. Dug-
gan, ventured that, “To a considerable degree, the structured antagonism 
between conservatives and interventionists is not inherent to editorial 
practice or principle. Rather, it is economically constructed by the intrin-
sic limitations of print technology” (Duggan 1993, 57; see Eggert 2019, 
196 n2). Electronic media, Duggan reasoned, would release editors from an 
obligation to choose between diplomatic-conservative and critical-inter-
ventionist alternatives: hyperlinks and style sheets would permit digital 
editions to honor both archival documents and the literary works imper-
fectly transmitted in them. Twenty-five years on, Eggert urges that differ-
ences of principle are indeed at stake, and that digital media have helped 
to bring the differences to consciousness. Much as Duggan foresaw, digital 
media have facilitated the production of “special-purpose collection[s] of 
digital surrogates of original text-bearing materials that centre on a par-
ticular subject, author, work or group of works” (Eggert 2019, 80). These 
special-purpose collections have come to be termed “archives”, a usage that 
Eggert embraces because it permits the designation “edition” to be reserved 
for critical presentations of the text of literary works. Whether served out 
in paper books or on-line, an edition aims to present (the text of) a literary 
work. Publication of the text of a document is a different kind of enterprise, 
and deserves a different name. In Eggert’s argument the English verb edit 
reaches a new apogee of semantic specificity and differentiation from its 
basic etymological sense ‘to publish’. 
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Though rooted in the study of nineteenth- and twentieth-century litera-
ture in English, central tenets of Eggert’s thought are generalizable across 
the medieval/modern divide, as I have intimated in previous paragraphs. 
This generalizability is significant because scholars have long recognized a 
historical fault line. The existence of authors’ drafts (as often for modern 
literature) and the evidentiary importance of unplanned, semi-professional, 
or miscellaneous allographs (as often for late medieval literature) are quali-
ties of the textual record rightly seen to require differentiated and special-
ized forms of attention (Hanna 1996, 7–9; Gabler 1994; cf. Tanselle 
1983). Eggert’s call for editions to enact “a theory or a proposition about 
how the work exists and has existed in the world” (Eggert 6, quoted 
above) engages our discipline at a base-level, prior to the methodological 
differentiations necessitated by the peculiarities of our respective histori-
cal archives (here reverting to the traditional sense of that word). Eggert’s 
argument for the central importance of bibliography and book history also 
translates well. Case studies of the publication history of Rolf Boldrewood’s 
Robbery under Arms (1882 et seq.) and the compositional process of Joseph 
Conrad’s Under Western Eyes (1907–1910) are among the most absorbing 
and memorable pages in Eggert’s book. It would be interesting to pair these 
studies with, for example, an account of the production of the Hengwrt 
manuscript of the Canterbury Tales (Hanna 1996, 140–55, continued in 
2013, 153–65) or an essay in materialist-historicist stemmatics (Hanna 
1996, 66–73, 83–93; 2013, 110–31). The common target of these studies is 
the presumption that the literary work exists anywhere in an ideal, uni-
tary, or self-identical state. This presumption is challenged as forcefully by 
upstream texts such as Conrad’s working drafts as by downstream texts 
such as scribal copies of the Canterbury Tales. Once freed from service to 
editorial ends, stemmatics becomes a tool for cultural history: each new 
presentation of a work raises anew the question of its meaning. 

In Securing the Past and in chapter II of the present book, Eggert 
extends the impulse of theoretical generalization beyond literary studies. 
He advances a trans-medial theory of the work of art and analogizes the 
editing of literary texts to conservation and restoration of paintings and 
historic buildings. These are stimulating lines of inquiry. I am tempted 
to extend the game by offering for consideration the case of Polykleitos 
of Argos (fl. c. 460–410 bce), credited with establishing the high clas-
sical style in Greek sculpture. Polykleitos is celebrated especially for the 
Doryphoros (“Spearbearer”), a work “whose impact on Western art is quite 
incalculable” (Stewart 1990, 160). Yet no object shaped by Polykleitos’s 
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hand survives. The original hollow-cast bronzes are lost. The surviving 
archive consists of Roman copies executed in marble, some fragmentary 
plaster molds, ancient literary testimonia, and four or five brief excerpts 
from and summaries of a treatise written by Polykleitos on his art. In muse-
ums and classrooms the Roman copies may serve as surrogates for the lost 
originals. In professional scholarship the problem spawned a subdiscipline 
termed Kopienkritik: Roman marbles deemed to be copies of lost Greek 
bronzes were assembled into “replica series”, then evaluated and compared 
in minute detail, aiming to project, from the series of replicas, the veining, 
musculature, hair swirl, and other formal features of the lost original (Hal-
lett 1995; Marvin 1997). The particular tastes and agendas of Roman 
sculptors and their patrons must be taken into account and may become 
the primary object of study. There is a certain resemblance between Kopi-
enkritik and editorial and text-critical enterprises that aim to reconstruct 
an authoritative text of a literary work, on the basis of allograph copies 
that are belated, displaced from the originating cultural environment, and 
imperfect. In fact, the resemblance is no accident: Miranda Marvin shows 
that Kopienkritik was developed by students of Karl Lachmann on analogy 
to textual stemmatics (Marvin 2008, 142–44).

To perceive an affiliation between Lachmannian textual stemmatics and 
art-historical Kopienkritik brings one up against the kind of trans-disciplin-
ary discursive logics analyzed by Michel Foucault in The Order of Things. 
Eggert’s recent books show the extent to which the historical humanities 
have renovated their own foundations, opening space for a concept of “the 
work” that does not presume the purity of an origin. This is a significant 
achievement, yet it also shows that Eggert’s theory of the work unfolds at a 
high level of abstraction, where it may be vulnerable to the same criticism 
Eggert himself lodges against Felski and Levine. Does Eggert’s theory of 
the work grasp the specificity of the thing read? The question orients the 
remainder of this essay.

In a long review of Securing the Past, Hans Walter Gabler argues that 
Eggert’s editorial theory and his theory of the literary work do not reckon 
adequately with the linguistic medium of literature, that is, with literature 
as art made from language (Gabler 2010). In Gabler’s assessment, there 
is a basic, unbridgeable difference between works of art in language and 
works of art in any other medium:

[T]he work of art in language is brought about by harnessing — by yok-
ing together — elements (words, phrases, structures of grammar and syn-
tax) that always already have cores of meaning. The work in language is 
consequently at bottom predicated on a pre-existing semantic core and 
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potential for communication in its material substratum and is thus, in 
essence, not so much representative as communicative. 

(2010, 108)

The inherently communicative nature of language means that a work 
of art in language always projects, from its linguistic material, an origi-
nator of the work and a recipient. The originator and recipient — call 
them author and reader — are functions of the linguistic medium. Gabler 
credits this apprehension to Foucault’s “What is an author?”; a more apt 
reference is to Émile Benveniste’s concept of énonciation. References to 
Foucault in subsequent dialogue (Gabler 2012; Eggert 2019, 171–75) 
are a red herring and detract from Gabler’s central contention, which is 
that theories of editing must not ignore the linguistic medium of litera-
ture. Language, Gabler observes, is inherently iterable: “what is penned or 
printed in language is copyable without limit in any number of exemplars 
which all instantiate the work” (2010, 110). Language is also inherently 
variable. And language is not inherently material: in principle the work of 
art in language “can exist without being recorded in writing, thus without 
instantiation in script” (Gabler 2010, 110), nor is the work identical with 
any of the documents recognized as instantiations of it. “[M]ateriality must 
be thought of as accidental to works in language” (Gabler 2010, 111). 
These claims throw up obstacles to a trans-medial theory of the work of 
art, and to analogies between the editing of literary texts and conservation 
and restoration of paintings and historic buildings. The implications for 
Eggert’s current book are, I think, of a different order, and stem from the 
basic fact that language is multiple. Any general program for the study of 
literature should confront the basic fact of linguistic multiplicity.

Eggert does not provide guidance for study of multilingual literary cul-
tures or literature in translation. The omission is not his fault, of course. 
The circulation of literature between and across languages is structurally 
suppressed from consciousness in modern Departments of English, which 
thereby misrepresent literary culture as it exists and has existed over most 
of the world and most of literate history. There is need in Eggert’s program 
for a more productive engagement with “world literature”, a field that he 
dispatches via brief critical appraisals of the work of Wai Chee Dimock and 
Franco Moretti. Eggert’s case studies — detailing the up-take by publishers 
in London of works authored and first published in colonial New South 
Wales, for example — are in fact exemplary studies in “world literature”, 
but they do not yet supply models or concepts for thinking about literature 
that crosses languages. Medievalists have much to offer in this area — 
see, for instance, essays collected under the rubric “Language Barriers” in 
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Hanna (2017) — but Eggert’s program, as set out in this book, demands 
a more theoretical conceptualization than yet offered by the scholarship 
in my field. I find a promising theoretical model in Alexander Beecroft’s 
recent proposal for an “ecology of world literature” (2015).

Beecroft is a comparatist who began his career studying the authorship, 
compilation and circulation of lyric poetry in ancient Greece and early 
China. His An Ecology of World Literature: From Antiquity to the Present 
Day (2015) articulates a structured array of concepts for large-scale literary 
study. For Beecroft, the metaphor of ecology emphasizes the great diver-
sity of historical dispensations of literature worldwide, and the formative 
relations between literary cultures and their dynamic environments. The 
central questions of literary ecology, Beecroft suggests, are “how litera-
ture circulates, [and] what sorts of constraints operate on that circulation” 
(2015, 25). His approach is basically typological. He articulates six ‘ecolo-
gies’ of literature, ordered into three pairs: epichoric and panchoric; ver-
nacular and cosmopolitan; national and global. Briefly, epichoric literature 
is limited in circulation to the communities and places referenced in it 
(think of a praise poem not yet transported from its referential occasion), 
whereas panchoric literature circulates between several generative com-
munities (think of collections of troubadour lyric, or the transmission of 
skaldic verse within prose narrative and treatise). Vernacular literature cir-
culates in a subordinate place-bound language and under the influence of 
a cosmopolitan counterpart, whereas a cosmopolitan literature circulates 
in elevated sociolinguistic domains over large geographical regions and 
across multiple polities and ethnic groups (medieval English and medieval 
Latin form such a pair). National literature is the dispensation that mod-
ern Departments of English struggle to disengage themselves from, whereas 
global literature is notionally borderless. Beecroft’s theorization remains at 
an early stage of elaboration. For us, the key point is that the six literary 
‘ecologies’ are differentiated by mode of circulation. Beecroft conceives of 
circulation principally in terms of linguistic encoding and — in the case 
of the epichoric-panchoric pair — the use or not of writing. Textual trans-
mission and the material form of text-bearing documents are obviously rel-
evant, as Beecroft recognizes (Beecroft 2015, 123–34). He and Eggert 
bring complementary sets of tools and questions to literary study.

For a project that operates at the confluence of textualism and com-
paratism, one may consider the Bibliotheca Polyglotta, an ambitious on-
line library, reading interface, and search application in development by 
a research team at the University of Oslo. The project describes itself as 
“a multilingual corpus of historically important texts”, aiming to facilitate 
study of the historical diffusion of concepts across languages (Braarvig 
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and Nesøen 2007–2015). Among the many works now available for synop-
tic multilingual reading are the Bible, the Qur’an, and Buddhist scriptures, 
Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, Henrik Ibsen’s plays (A Doll’s House in 
eleven languages), and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The 
basic design feature is the chunking of texts into sentence-like units that 
may be displayed in parallel. The result is reminiscent of the great polyglot 
Bibles of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A similar technique of 
sentence-level chunking is employed in the Lili Elbe Digital Archive to co-
ordinate Danish, German, and English versions of a modernist transgender 
narrative (Caughie et al. n.d.). Meanwhile, researchers at the University 
of Chicago are developing a database structure that may serve as a univer-
sal framework for digital textual studies. Textual variance, the physical-
ity of text-bearing artifacts, and multilingual transmission histories are all 
built in at the ground level. The project is termed Critical Editions for Digi-
tal Analysis and Research (CEDAR) and its directors have given a clear 
account of their purpose and thinking (Schloen and Schloen 2019, 
2014). Each of these projects gives some sense of how digital editions may 
trace the “life of works” across languages. The CEDAR team has compre-
hensively re-thought the ways that humanists use computers to preserve, 
curate, analyze, and display text.

Eggert writes in conclusion that his “new literary studies”, grounded in 
the disciplines of textual studies, bibliography, and book history, “is the most 
obvious way forward if we are to unlock the history of meanings, includ-
ing, importantly, our own” (2019, 178). To unlock the history of meanings, 
including our own: this is the disciplinary purpose claimed for philology by 
Sheldon Pollock in a programmatic essay that, like Eggert’s book, attempts 
to hold in balance the planes of literary genesis, transmission, and our own 
experience (Pollock 2014). Why philology? The reason is not just that 
philology, conceived as the study of languages, expands the horizon of our 
possible literary experience. As the study of literary language, philology is 
founded in a presumption that the language of literature is other, not our 
own. Thence springs a dialectic of self and other that extends from matters 
of sense and usage up into the domains of imaginative experience and self-
understanding. To textual studies, bibliography, and book history — Egg-
ert’s trio of foundational disciplines — one must add philology, the study of 
the linguistic material of literature.1

Loyola University Chicago

 1. I am grateful to Laura Gawlinski for conversation about ancient Greek sculpture 
and to Elizaveta Strakhov for comments that improved this essay. My reference 
to the CEDAR project is owed to Paul himself, who made the introduction.
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The Work and the Listener

Alan Galey

Abstract
Paul Eggert’s The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies offers an important perspec-
tive on the value of the work-concept in textual scholarship. This response to his book, writ-
ten for a seminar at the 2021 Society for Textual Scholarship conference, takes up threads 
leading outward from his argument, and in three sections considers the potential of bibli-
ography beyond books, textual scholarship beyond editing, and archives beyond metaphor.

I read Paul Eggert’s productively challenging and thor-
oughly enjoyable new book, The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies, 
from a strange position — more than one, in fact. First, I am part of the 
book’s primary audience of textually inclined literary scholars — all of my 
degrees are in English, I hold a cross-appointment to my university’s English 
Department — and yet my institutional home is a Faculty of Information, 
with my teaching primarily in the fields of book history, bibliography, digi-
tal humanities, and culture and technology. Second, I have written exten-
sively about scholarly editing and have been involved with the Electronic 
New Variorum Shakespeare editions for over fifteen years, and yet I am not 
a scholarly editor.1 Third, although I still consider myself a literary scholar, 
that identity is mostly rooted in the study of Shakespeare, and particularly 
in text-performance questions. 

This third difference may be the most consequential for my reading of 
The Work and the Reader: it means my literary interests have never been 
purely literary, and my understanding of textuality is not primarily defined 
by written words. A play is language, but unless it is closet drama, a play 
is also gesture, costume, sound, space, blocking, sets, lighting, stage direc-
tions, and other non-linguistic elements. To study drama, especially plays 
with continuous and ongoing performance traditions, is to study what has 
been called “the most socialized of all literary forms” (Wells and Taylor 

 1. Full disclosure: I did commit acts of scholarly editing as a graduate student, in 
the form of a Master’s thesis, completed in 2002, in which I created a digital 
critical edition of the anomalous early modern English play The Taming of a 
Shrew (1594).
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1987, 15). In other words, the works that drew me into textual scholarship 
originally — and continue to draw me to Eggert’s book — do not just have 
readers; they also have viewers and listeners.

With apologies for this biographical excursus, then, I hope in this 
response to use my outsider-insider perspective to read Eggert’s book dif-
ferently, and to make those differences useful. There is some danger in re-
covering familiar ground in our responses to Eggert’s book — especially on 
the reception of McKenzie and McGann in editorial theory — but in the 
revival of the work-concept, and the way The Work and the Reader frames 
that revival, there are valuable openings for new conversations. In that 
spirit, I’ll resist the temptation to focus on Eggert’s third chapter, on digi-
tal editions and Hamlet, having already addressed similar questions else-
where in my own work on Shakespeare (Galey 2014 and 2015). Instead, 
my response will follow some threads outward from what I found to be 
the most potent chapter in The Work and the Reader, the more theoreti-
cally inclined second chapter, “Reviving the Work-Concept: Music, Lit-
erature, and Historic Buildings”. This chapter takes us into territory that’s 
not bounded by the phrase in Literary Studies in the book’s title and does 
what I believe textual scholarship urgently needs to do in the twenty-first 
century: look beyond literature and beyond books (without leaving them 
behind) and demonstrate its relevance to a broad range of material and cre-
ative forms. The concept of the work proves its usefulness, even its neces-
sity, in this broadening of scope. But it is the scope question that interests 
me more, and which I intend to pursue down avenues that Eggert’s book 
opens up but doesn’t explore — its ultimate concerns lying elsewhere, and 
reasonably so. 

In the sections that follow, I turn first to the question of textual schol-
arship’s materials and scope. Following this, I will deal with questions 
about the centrality of editing in textual scholarship, and the relationship 
between edition and archive.2 

Bibliography Beyond Books

The second chapter of The Work and the Reader begins with an “extended 
anecdote” about musical performance intended to show that “the work-

 2. Parts of my response below draw from my 2016 blog post “Five Ways to Improve 
the Conversation About Digital Scholarly Editing”, itself a response to a 2015 
white paper by the Modern Language Association’s Committee on Scholarly 
Editions, which deals with some of the same questions as The Work and the 
Reader in Literary Studies.
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concept has not died”, and “point[s] the way towards an explanation that is 
broader than the literary perspective so far pursued” in the book (Eggert 
2019, 19). In his account of composer Peter Sculthorpe’s appearance at the 
2010 Canberra International Music Festival, Eggert challenges us to con-
sider not just the work and the reader — though there was reading going 
on, in the form of musical scores — but also the work and the listener. As 
he puts it, 

[I]f music is a transaction, it does not come alive without performance 
in the presence of an audience. Although transmitted from the past in 
scores and as held in memory, it achieves a present-ness in performance. 
It does not fully exist as music without that—even as the special char-
acteristics of each successive performance enter into the history of the 
work over time. 

(2019, 20, emphasis in original)

The idea that the history of a musical work is also the history of its perfor-
mances would sit well with many musical historians, especially in impro-
visational genres such as jazz, rock, metal, and freestyle rap. Indeed, the 
“present-ness in performance” Eggert describes here is surely something we 
can appreciate in 2021, after a year and more of shuttered theatres, arenas, 
clubs, and other musical performance spaces, large and small.

What interests me here, however, is the apparent necessity of a cat-
egory-switch at this point in The Work and the Reader, where the book 
steps away from literary texts in order to understand them via triangulation 
with another artistic form, in this case music (and architecture, later in the 
chapter). Scholars of music and literature have often strayed productively 
into each other’s domains, led there by the interconnected nature of their 
materials. It can be valuable to follow the work-concept beyond literature, 
and into other forms like music and architecture, as places where we can 
think through literary and book-historical questions. However, it is also 
important to ask how textual scholarship can contribute to the study of 
music, performance, and other non-literary forms. This particular chapter 
in The Work and the Reader does both, and continues a valuable direction 
begun in Eggert’s 2009 book, Securing the Past: Conservation in Art, Archi-
tecture and Literature. 

For textual scholars, this kind of boundary-crossing points not only to 
the trans-disciplinary nature of a concept like work, text, and document, 
but also to the strange disciplinary space that textual studies occupies with 
respect to other fields. Alan Liu has characterized book history as a “trick-
ster” field in the Lévi-Straussian sense (2013, 410), and David Greetham 
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goes even further to describe textual scholarship as a postmodern “anti-dis-
cipline” that cannot be pinned down to any one place on the epistemologi-
cal map (2010, 56–7). (Following Greetham, I tend to treat bibliography, 
book history, scholarly editing, and other fields as falling under the broad 
umbrella of textual scholarship as a category — all of which, in a longer his-
torical view, may be called philological disciplines; see Greetham 1994.) 
Space does not permit me to unpack the long history of bibliographical 
thinking beyond books, which runs from W.W. Greg through Greetham to 
the present, but even the journals of the Society for Textual Scholarship 
and comparable bibliographical societies have included articles on music 
and other kinds of “non-book texts”, as McKenzie called them (1999, 31 
and passim; e.g. Womack 1998; Wilmeth 1999; Broude 2011; Young 
2016).

In similar spirit, The Work and the Reader describes a musical scenario 
where a performed score “achieves a present-ness in performance” as Eggert 
puts it (2019, 20), and where a performer’s memory of a particular chord sur-
passes the composer’s, resulting in a lesson about creativity, performance, 
and authority. What, then, can the work-concept as a regulative idea teach 
us — and what can we learn about it in turn — if we consider other genres 
of music where improvisation plays a greater role? For example, popular jazz 
recordings of the twentieth century would be fascinating contexts in which 
to consider the complexities of work, text, document, and performance. 
It’s notable that there are interesting textual problems in the published 
recordings of three of the most canonical live performances in jazz his-
tory: the Benny Goodman Orchestra at New York’s Carnegie Hall in 1938; 
Charlie Parker and Dizzy Gillespie at Toronto’s Massey Hall in 1953; and 
Duke Ellington at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1956. All three of these 
concerts have recently been re-released in versions — in editions — that 
significantly revise the ways the concerts were presented in their original 
releases.

The editorial history of Ellington’s 1956 concert is particularly interest-
ing to place beside The Work and the Reader because it shows us not only 
musical texts as “agented acts of composition”, as Eggert puts it (2019, 4), 
but also multiple forms of agency: not just Ellington the bandleader and 
performer, but also Ellington the composer, on stage and in the recording 
studio. When Ellington gave the first public performance of his newly writ-
ten three-part “Newport Suite” in 1956, which at the time barely had a title, 
he was dissatisfied with his orchestra’s performance and the recording itself. 
Shortly after the concert, he headed into the studio with his orchestra and 
producer George Avakian to re-record much of the “Newport Suite” and 
several other songs that were imperfectly captured by the Columbia record 
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company’s microphones. The LP released by Columbia later that year went 
on to rejuvenate Ellington’s flagging career and reintroduced his music to 
audiences in the emerging era of rock ‘n’ roll and rhythm and blues (helped 
by tenor saxophonist Paul Gonsalves’s scorching twenty-seven-chorus solo 
in the middle of “Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue”, undoubtedly the 
most famous moment in the concert; see Morton 2008). 

However, as the 1999 CD reissue of Ellington at Newport (Complete) made 
evident to listeners, the 1956 LP was substantially a studio-based interven-
tion into a supposedly straightforward document of live performance. As 
Darren Mueller (2014) has shown, in an article with strong if unspoken 
affinities with textual scholarship, the 1999 reissue gives us both the studio 
re-takes of the “Newport Suite” and other songs as well as apparently un-
doctored recordings of the live performance (recovered thanks to recently 
discovered tapes made by Voice of America, using different microphones 
on the Newport Festival stage). In these versions of an evolving work, we 
can see Ellington as composer, performer, bandleader, and editor of his 
own recordings, in collaboration with the Columbia producer, Avakian. 
The heavily edited 1956 and supposedly unedited 1999 versions of Ellington 
at Newport show us not only Ellington regulating his own work, with the 
“Newport Suite”, but also Gonsalves’s twenty-seven-chorus reminder that 
some works, including epic tenor sax solos, come into being in the moment 
of their performance. 

Here the work as a regulative idea — as a connective thread linking 
multiple recordings, documents, and versions — blends into the idea of 
music as work: as something worked on and worked at. This musical exam-
ple from the world of bibliography beyond books reminds us that not all 
agented acts of creation move with the temporality of literary composi-
tion and revision. Some keep time with the tempos of other artistic forms, 
and one wonders how a book like The Work and the Reader might give us 
conceptual tools to combine with elusive yet highly textual forms like jazz. 

Textual Scholarship Beyond Editing

One of my few points of disagreement with The Work and the Reader lies in 
its treatment of McGann’s and McKenzie’s influence on the field.3 Looking 

 3. To clarify, my critique of The Work and the Reader on this point does not 
extend to its arguments in chapter 4 (Eggert 2019, 77–8) against so-called 
social editions, whose rationales tend to involve little substantial connection to  
McKenzie’s or McGann’s work beyond the word social. I agree that rationales for 
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back to debates in editorial theory, Eggert comments that “the new social-
texts approach appeared [at the time] to have powerful implications for the 
operations of scholarly editors, who had traditionally aimed at establishing 
the texts of works as intended by their authors” (2019, 3). However, he 
argues, “this displacing of attention from texts understood as agented acts 
of composition, revision and production onto texts understood as collabor-
atively or socially achieved gave editors no purchase on the phenomenon or 
any right to emend the text” (2019, 4). This may be true insofar as we con-
ceive of emendation as the core of scholarly editing, but rather than rehash 
editorial theory debates from past decades, I would instead step back and 
ask why, today, we should treat scholarly editing as the yardstick by which 
we judge a concept like McKenzie’s sociology of texts. Are there not other, 
more productive conversations to have about the social and collaborative 
natures of texts? 

As someone who works in book history, I read Bibliography and the Soci-
ology of Texts as a provocation not to edit differently, but to read differ-
ently and to teach differently — those latter two activities being at the 
core of what I do, more so than scholarly editing. Editions and editing are 
tremendously important, and I believe editorial theory to be a key part 
of textual scholarship’s potential to expand beyond book-based texts, but 
neither should editing be allowed to define — or limit — the extent of tex-
tual scholarship’s contributions to understanding the world of twenty-first 
century textuality. Textual scholarship must be about more than editing.

This is a relatively small quibble, however, and I would emphasize that 
The Work and the Reader discusses editions in ways that are relevant beyond 
the increasingly small circle of textual scholars who will become editors 
of prestigious print scholarly editions in the twenty-first century. As the 
golden age of traditional scholarly editing, enabled by vanishing postwar 
affluence, has come to an end in North America, the rise of book history as 
a field has created avenues by which students can work with material texts 
without envisioning an academic career path as a scholarly editor. Schol-
arly editions are key tools for these students, and editorial theory encour-
ages critical thinking about the natures of texts, even if one isn’t setting 
out to edit them. 

The place of editions, editing, and editorial thinking within this holistic 
understanding of textuality — and of the forms of textual scholarship — is 
captured eloquently in Eggert’s introduction:

digital social editions, of the kind Eggert cites in this section, reflect little actual 
knowledge of textual scholarship and the expertise it requires.
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The tracing of the life of a work is initially a bibliographical matter. Yet 
one soon finds that the bibliographical questions have editorial implica-
tions; that editorial questions are in turn book-historical and literary 
critical; and that, finally, all of them trail clouds of theory that compli-
cate their category distinctions. 

(2019, 8)

In this spirit, The Work and the Text opens with an elegant example of this 
kind of editorial, bibliographical, and book-historical awareness, as Eggert 
describes his own (proof)reading of an edition of Mary Gilmore’s poetry. 
It’s a rare account of reading that treats the poetry and the scholarly appa-
ratus as working in harmony, and the “mini textual history [. . .] captured 
on each well-designed page” (2019, 2) — presumably textual notes — serves 
to mirror the personal history and experience that Eggert describes as con-
text for his reading. The world enters his reading, just as variants enter the 
history of the text — and of the work — and become present to the reader 
through textual notes. 

The otherwise unloved and unread textual note in a scholarly edition 
nonetheless represents an awareness of textual variation — of the winding 
paths of the life of the work. For example, to return to a case I’ve already 
discussed at some length in The Shakespearean Archive (2014, 208–12), 
there are numerous cruxes in Shakespeare which have taken on a life of 
their own as cruxes, not as problems waiting to be solved by editors. Othello 
offers one of the most compact and durable Shakespeare cruxes. A reader 
of, say, E.A.J. Honigmann’s Arden edition of Othello (1997), having just 
reached the suicidal Othello’s self-comparison to “the base Indian” who 
“threw a pearl away / Richer than all his tribe” (5.2.345–6), might then 
glance down to this note at the foot of the page (330):

345 Indian] Q, F2; Iudean F

This compact formula tells us simply that the First Quarto (Q) and Second 
Folio (F2) read “Indian”, while the First Folio (F) reads “Iudean”. There 
are interpretive consequences either way, which I won’t unpack here, but 
serious Shakespeare scholarship today would never entirely disregard one 
reading for the other; awareness of the crux as such, as a negative dialectic, 
has become a necessary part of any scholarly reading of this famous Shake-
speare passage, even if readers or editors prefer one reading over another. 
Honigmann chose “Indian”, but “Iudean” shares the page because this is 
a scholarly edition. The situation is similar to the negative dialectic Egg-
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ert describes, drawing on Theodor Adorno, “between meaningful text and 
material document”, which leads not to “a transcendent ideal — the work 
— but rather [to] co-dependence” (2019, 11, emphasis in original).

The textual note, as a distillation of scholarly labour and judgment, hap-
pens to be the most precise and well-honed format we presently have for 
representing textual variation, but the phenomenon it addresses is wide-
spread and not limited to written texts, let alone literary ones. Video games 
have variants, as do films, musical recordings, graphic novels, digital art-
works, and many other forms. The 1999 CD reissue of Ellington at Newport, 
mentioned above, makes some variants available to the listener by includ-
ing the studio re-takes along with the live performance. This form lacks the 
visual economy of a textual note, but the different versions clearly marked 
in the CD liner notes function similarly to a textual apparatus. Even if it 
is not feasible for scholars to create editions of works in these non-literary 
forms (for the most part), the phenomenon of textual variation remains no 
less a part of what they are. 

With many works of popular culture, awareness of their complex textual 
condition is not merely the preoccupation of a specialist subculture, but an 
animating concern of mainstream fandom. Witness the recent controversy 
over director Zack Snyder’s radical re-editing of his 2017 superhero film, 
Justice League, or what may be the most infamous variant in cinematic his-
tory, known as the “Han Shot First” scene in the original Star Wars (1977).4 
These examples stand outside the purview of literary studies — and even I 
am in no hurry to watch Synder’s four-hour version of his film — but they 
are central texts in popular culture of the present day. There are plenty 
of examples to be found among older, more canonical works of popular 
culture, too. In a time when we worry about interest in textual scholar-
ship, enrollment in degree programs, and membership in textual societies, 
we might do well to realize that popular culture regularly offers up works 
whose textual condition requires an understanding of versions and vari-
ants. Even if those works don’t lend themselves to scholarly editing, they 
demonstrate why editorial thinking should matter for textual scholars and 
for those beyond this field.

 4. On the Justice League re-edit and associated controversy, see James Whitbrook’s 
review: https://io9.gizmodo.com/zack-snyders-grand-embellishments-make-jus-
tice-league-a-1846472019. The “Han Shot First” scene and its history is described 
in its own Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Han_shot_first. 

https://io9.gizmodo.com/zack-snyders-grand-embellishments-make-justice-league-a-1846472019
https://io9.gizmodo.com/zack-snyders-grand-embellishments-make-justice-league-a-1846472019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Han_shot_first
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Archives Beyond Metaphor

The Work and the Reader, like the 2015 Committee on Scholarly Editions 
white paper on digital editions (CSE 2015) and many other recent publica-
tions and projects, places archives and editions in a separate-but-connected 
relationship that will be familiar and accepted by many in textual studies 
and the digital humanities. In this section, I offer a critique of this framing 
from the perspective not of an archivist, but of a textual scholar trained 
in literary studies who has spent the past decade working down the hall 
from archivists as colleagues and with emerging archivists as students in 
my classes. I have been lucky to pursue textual scholarship in this envi-
ronment, which is very different from a literary department, but the rich 
and sizable scholarly literature of archivists still exists in the blind spot of 
many, perhaps even most textual scholars who write about archives. His-
torians such as Carolyn Steedman (2002) have criticized poststructuralists 
such as Derrida for making claims about archives — or, more accurately, 
what they call the archive — with little regard for the empirical realities of 
archives and archival research. Eggert makes similar criticisms in his article 
“Brought to Book: Bibliography, Book History and the Study of Litera-
ture” (2012), and I certainly share his frustration with those who reduce the 
complexities of archives to a metaphor and give them no further thought. 

However, there is a risk of reproducing our own version of that same 
error if we make claims about archives without reading and citing litera-
ture in the field that has been foremost in advancing archival theory and 
practice for decades: not history, nor literary studies, nor critical theory, 
but archival studies itself as an academic field parallel to textual studies. 
Whenever we yoke the terms edition and archive together, whether in oppo-
sition or on a continuum, we need to remember the conversation between 
disciplines that should be happening as well. (See Theimer 2012 for a sim-
ilar argument.) But with the increased currency of the term digital archive 
in the digital humanities, it has become all too easy to neglect the fact that 
archivists, like editors, have a rich and active scholarly literature of their 
own in journals like Archival Science, Archivaria, and American Archivist, 
and in edited collections such as Currents of Archival Thinking (MacNeil 
and Eastwood 2017), where they sometimes engage topics in our field like 
scholarly editing (MacNeil 2005 and 2008). 

To be clear, I am not suggesting that archivists own the term archive, or 
that textual scholars and digital humanists should cease to use it for their 
digital projects. That argument would get nowhere, but more importantly 
it would obscure the fact that the meaning of the word archive has always 
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been a moving target. For example, in The Shakespearean Archive I pointed 
out that even in a professional archivists’ standard reference work, the term 
archive is glossed three different ways: as the records; as the building that 
houses them; and as the institution that manages them (Galey 2014, 15). 
Which of these is the metaphor? Which is the unambiguous referent, the 
solid ground where we can confidently plant the flag of empiricism? To 
claim that one is using the term archive in a construction like digital critical 
archive only as a metaphor is to overlook the term’s complex nature, which 
cannot be contained in one discipline or one metaphor. 

Regrettably, even today textual scholarship still perpetuates a long-run-
ning failure to engage archiving — and archivists — beyond metaphor. 
The loss is ours. If more literary scholars, editors, historians, and digital 
humanists actually read and referenced the scholarly literature of archi-
vists, we’d find a wealth of thinking on concepts like provenance, original 
order, respect des fonds, the nature of records, authenticity, and the mate-
riality of cultural production. (For good places to start, see the chapters in 
MacNeil and Eastwood 2017.) What we would learn from these archi-
val concepts, and from the intellectual traditions behind them, is that 
archives are edited. 

Just as The Work and the Reader argues so persuasively for understand-
ing editions as arguments, so has the past thirty years of archival scholarly 
literature been reckoning with the agents, subjects, and power structures 
that shape archives. Ironically, one of Eggert’s most central and persuasive 
claims in The Work and the Reader, that “each scholarly edition [should] be 
understood as an argument, embodied in its reading text and apparatus”, 
would align well with the strands of archival theory that take their cue 
from Derrida and poststructuralism (2019, 5). This archival understanding 
is very much at odds with framings of archives and editions, such as that 
of the CSE white paper, which present an edition as something decanted 
from an archive or imply that the completeness of the archive is what 
allows editions to be selective, critically partial, and intellectually risk-tak-
ing. Actual archives are defined by their incompleteness: missing records, 
embargoed correspondence, conjectural orderings and groupings of records 
(which may or may not reflect the actual practice of those who produced 
the records), and the limitations and strengths of their finding aids — 
which are created by archivists who are just as human as scholarly editors.

The Work and the Reader offers a more nuanced framing of the archive-
edition relationship than the CSE white paper, placing them on a 
continuum with a slider which helpfully draws attention to their intercon-
nectedness: 
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Every position along the slider involves a report on the documents, but 
the archival impulse is more document-facing and the editorial is, rela-
tively speaking, more audience-facing. Yet each activity, if it be a truly 
scholarly one, depends upon or anticipates the need for its complemen-
tary or co-dependent partner. The archival impulse aims to satisfy the 
shared need for a reliable record of the documentary evidence; the edito-
rial impulse to further interpret it, with the aim of orienting it towards 
known or envisaged audiences and by taking their anticipated needs 
into account. 

(Eggert 2019, 84)

I do not wish to quibble too much with this framing, given the value of the 
holistic thinking that Eggert is advocating here; as he eloquently puts it, 
“every expression of the archival impulse is to some extent editorial, and 
[. . .] every expression of the editorial impulse is to some extent archival” 
(2019, 84). I share this premise but draw different conclusions from it and 
would offer two friendly amendments to the slider metaphor, especially for 
readers of The Work and the Reader who would take up the term critical 
archive as though it were straightforward, as a tool ready to hand.

My first suggestion is not to think of the archival end of the slider exclu-
sively in terms of documents. Granted, archives are where textual scholars 
encounter documents, digital or otherwise, and working with any primary 
document — or its facsimile or transcription — requires a critical mindset 
that textual scholarship fosters better than any other discipline, especially 
via document-oriented subdisciplines such as paleography, diplomatics, and 
analytical bibliography (to which I would add text encoding, as a disci-
pline and intellectual process of its own; see Galey 2015). However, the 
document in the pool of light on the reading room table, or in the glow of 
the digital screen, can distract from its less visible contexts. This is where 
knowledge of archival scholarship helps: it calls attention to the contents 
of the box in which the document arrived at the reading room table, to the 
grouping together of documents and the orders that result, and to ques-
tions of provenance and authenticity that tend not to reveal themselves 
one document at a time. Archival scholarship calls our attention to what 
is not there, and why. 

Digital archives are no exception, and indeed require as much if not 
more vigilance for illusions of completeness and transparency. As Julia 
Flanders puts it, in what remains one of the best discussions of archives 
and editions of the past twenty-five years, 
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what pressure does the term ‘archive’ [. . .] put on the conceptualization 
of the ‘edition’? [. . .] If we define the electronic archive by its chief aim 
— to provide large bodies of primary data — we will find it nonetheless 
drawn towards the condition of the edition simply by virtue of being 
prepared, encoded, and to some inevitable degree selected. This edited-
ness cannot be evaded or hidden, though it can be usefully distinguished 
from the more explicit editing which aims actually to alter the text. 

(1997, 136)

Usefully distinguishing the work of editorial emendation, which Flanders 
mentions at the end, is very much the concern of Eggert’s slider metaphor, 
and he strives to maintain the possibility of this distinction while navigat-
ing the complexity that Flanders describes. But her word “pressure” is well 
chosen and reminds us of tensions that the slider metaphor may inadver-
tently cover up.

My second friendly amendment to the slider metaphor is not to think of 
it as entirely under one’s control, like a thermostat, or even as a transparent 
indicator of a quantity, like a fuel gauge. (Even fuel gauges are not always 
to be trusted, as pilots know.) Editors, like text encoders and archivists, 
should be as transparent as possible about their representational choices 
in scholarly work, but the most consequential choices are often the ones 
we don’t realize we’re making. If editorial theory, archival scholarship, and 
text encoding share one quality, it is that these fields have spent decades 
dismantling the illusion of neutrality in their work. If the slider metaphor 
presupposes someone’s hand on the slider, controlling balances like a sound 
engineer at a mixing console (think of Duke and Avakian in the studio in 
1956), then the metaphor risks letting researchers off the hook if they push 
the slider all the way to the archival end — or if they think they can. As 
much as I agree with Eggert that all editions are arguments, there are also 
arguments in play at all points on the slider, and sometimes the most con-
sequential arguments do their work where they seem least visible. 

For example, the 1999 CD reissue of Ellington at Newport, which I men-
tioned above, presents itself in liner notes and promotional material as 
though its producer, Phil Schaap, had moved Eggert’s slider nearly all the 
way to the archive setting. The 1999 reissue even has affinities with the 
unediting movement in textual scholarship from the 1990’s (see Marcus 
1996), complete with a return to the archives to find lost documents (the 
Voice of America tapes), exposure of alleged excesses of an intervention-
ist editor (Avakian), and release of a supposedly transparent document of 
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the performance, free from eclectic emendation and providing the primary 
records of the performance (the 1999 Ellington at Newport CD itself, which 
conspicuously adds the word Complete to its title). As Mueller puts it, in 
language that evokes the editorial end of Eggert’s slider metaphor, “In Ava-
kian’s hands, studio technology became a restorative vehicle based around 
an aesthetic of sonic realism and directed toward the LP’s eventual listen-
ers” (2014, 16). Yet as Mueller’s analysis reveals, Schapp’s supposedly archi-
val 1999 rerelease is just as much a sonic construction as Avakian’s, and 
just as much of an embodied argument about the nature of liveness and 
performance.

The slider metaphor could tempt us to place the Avakian and Schapp 
versions at either end of the edition–archive continuum, but that would 
be misleading; as Mueller shows, in both releases there is editing all the 
way down. It serves as a cautionary example that not all forms of editing 
announce themselves. Yet textual scholarship, including The Work and the 
Reader, can help us notice the editing that goes by other names, or by none 
at all. That was my focus in The Shakespearean Archive, and continues into 
my work on born-digital and digitized texts (see also Trettien 2013 and 
Cordell 2017 for examples of this approach).

My point is simply that if we think of an archive, digital or otherwise, 
as a structure that exists prior to editing and other critical interventions 
into the documentary record, and represents completeness rather than 
selectivity, and doesn’t have interpretation built into its very bones, then 
we’re failing to learn something fundamental from archivists themselves. 
Neither the term digital archive nor the slider metaphor should let anyone 
off the hook for accounting for the histories of their materials, and I do not 
think that is Eggert’s intention at all in The Work and the Reader. We might 
still refer to our digital projects as archives — no field or profession owns 
the term — but it would be a measure of progress if we treated the term as 
one that our digital projects have to earn. In his introduction, Eggert draws 
on an important 2017 article by Katherine Bode, in which she pointedly 
critiques Franco Moretti, Matthew Jockers, and others who treat literary 
texts as data while neglecting the insights of textual scholarship and book 
history. As Bode puts it, digital archives are not immutable monuments in 
the new landscape of the digital humanities; rather, “digital archives, like 
bibliographies, are interpretive constructs, and they are still evolving, not 
only in content but in form, in the process presenting significant practical 
and conceptual challenges for literary history” (2017, 82). This realistic and 
clear-sighted way of looking at digital archives recognizes that digital tools 
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are also digital texts themselves, and they have evolving lives of their own 
— perhaps not all that different from the lives of the works that The Work 
and the Reader in Literary Studies argues for so well. 

University of Toronto
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A Wandering Hyphen, The Reader 
and the Work

Round Table on The Work and the 

Reader in Literary Studies

Paul Eggert

Abstract
This is a reply to commentary by Matt Cohen, Ian Cornelius, and Alan Galey occasioned 
by the publication of Paul Eggert’s The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies: Schol-
arly Editing and Book History (Cambridge University Press, 2019) and to a review of the 
book by John K. Young. A theory of the work based on the negative dialectic of document 
and text grounds the work as a regulative idea rather than an ideal entity and finds the role 
of the reader to be constitutive of it. The relationship (envisaged in the book as a slider) of 
archival and editorial digital projects, the potential cross-fertilization of philology and textual 
criticism, and an expanded role for textual studies inspired by D. F. McKenzie’s writings 
are discussed.

“I have so often seen poor Chas stamping mad about such calamities”.
—Mary Harpur

The epigraph is from a letter that Mary Harpur, the widow 
of the nineteenth-century Australian poet Charles (Chas) Harpur, wrote 
to Sir Henry Parkes on 28 May 1881. Parkes had proposed the publication 
of a collection of Harpur’s poetry. Merchant, poet, journalist, newspaper 
proprietor, and editor, as well as parliamentarian (in fact, at this point Pre-
mier of New South Wales), Parkes had been a long-time friend of Charles 
Harpur, though with occasional fallings-out. A busy man, Parkes was not 
prepared to do the selection and editing himself. All he’d had was the idea 
for a memorial volume, and Mary Harpur in reply was concerned about the 
typographical errors likely to mar such a book. 
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She knew what it was like to have a prickly husband whose temper could 
occasionally get the better of him, especially when his prized poetry was 
treated with casual disregard when it was being readied for publication 
in newspapers, the predominant publication venue for poetry in colonial 
New South Wales. In the extant draft of a letter that Harpur wrote to an 
unnamed newspaper editor in ca. 1867–1868, this time relating to some 
essays on various poets he had written, he complained:

Not only am I made to write nonsense by the most stupid errors of the 
press, such as “a suffering (for sufficing) and final repose &c” but all 
the niceties of the criticisms depending on italicised lines & passages, 
scanned metres and so forth, are quite set at naught—separate passages 
all run and blurred together—&c &c &c!1

A review of my book The Work and the Reader in Literary Studies made me 
wonder whether I must count it amongst my personal &c &c &c’s — until, 
that is, I recalled my own arguments about the work-concept and the role 
of the reader in the work, and until I saw the variety of responses that the 
book had called out by the scholars participating in this forum, who had, 
in their distinctive ways, made it their own and part of their ongoing intel-
lectual journeys. 

But first to my &c &c &c’s. In the review John Young — who devised 
the round table for which these papers were written — does an excellent 
job of summarizing some of the principal arguments of the book. I’ll quote 
at some length, finishing at the wandering hyphen that made me tempo-
rarily identify with Chas.

Eggert makes the case throughout for a new orientation toward the 
work-concept, grounded in the role of the reader and also in the ineluc-
table realities of the digital realm. “What we need now”, he concludes, 
“is not so much a new taxonomy of editing and archiving as a sliding 
scale of document and audience orientations [.  .  .] one that can self-
adjust as new approaches in the digital arena are projected and put into 
operation” (86). This “sliding scale” is itself a central metaphor here, as 

 1. See charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/harpur/letters/ML/A87-1/ 
1867-HARPUR-UNKNOWN: “repose” was presumably a mistake for “response”. 
The letter in the epigraph is at charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/
harpur/letters/ML/A887/28-MAY-1881-MARY_HARPUR-PARKES . Accessed 
14 May 2021.

http://charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/harpur/letters/ML/A87-1/1867-HARPUR-UNKNOWN
http://charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/harpur/letters/ML/A87-1/1867-HARPUR-UNKNOWN
http://charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/harpur/letters/ML/A887/28-MAY-1881-MARY_HARPUR-PARKES
http://charles-harpur.org/Letters/Twin/?docid=english/harpur/letters/ML/A887/28-MAY-1881-MARY_HARPUR-PARKES
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Eggert envisages a slider model for digital editions, which are also almost 
always digital archives, that would allow editors and users to adjust along 
an archival-editorial spectrum. The digital edition is therefore “better 
described as the editorial layer of the complete project” (90), coming 
into being as the result of particular choices about how to represent his-
torical documents. Eggert clarifies this distinction: “While an archival 
transcription is an attempt to capture the text of a historical document 
(representation), an edition claims to make present the text of the thing 
that has been subject to the editorial analysis (pre-sentation)” (91).

(Young 2020, 44).2

This last sentence would be a perfectly accurate quotation except that, 
in Young’s text, there is a hyphen between “pre” and “sentation”. But the 
hyphen is not mine!, exclaims Eggert, this present Eggert, me. The hyphen-
ated “‘presentation’” is in fact hyphenated in the book over the end of a 
line on page 91 as “pre-/sentation”. Ordinarily, we might well pass over 
this as a typo in the review except that it is reported within inverted com-
mas as part of Young’s quotation of me. Having finished the quotation he 
then immediately quotes from my book’s page 7 that “the hyphen makes 
all the difference”, thus making it look as if the difference-making hyphen 
is the one in “‘pre-sentation’”. The oddity, drawn attention to in this way, 
makes it look like something oh-so-cleverly intended by this Eggert char-
acter, some nuance or subtlety that, if pondered, reveals all. Alas, no, it 
doesn’t. Eggert, I can report from long experience, is not as clever as that. 
In some playful esprit, Finnegans Wake may well contain the nonce-word 
“sentation” (I haven’t checked); but the Oxford English Dictionary abjures 
all knowledge of it. Nor is it a case of some forgotten medieval rhetorical 
trope for a deconstructionist suddenly to pull out of the hat. It’s a nothing, 
a non-sense. 

The Introduction to my book — where the quotation that “the hyphen 
makes all the difference” comes from — first states the representation vs 
presentation distinction before Chapter 5 expands on it: the new “edition 
makes the work present. It does this by resting on a documented past. It is 
re-presentation but not a representation: the hyphen makes all the differ-
ence” (Eggert 2019, 7).

 2. The page numbers cited parenthetically here refer to those in Eggert 2019. 
Uncited page numbers (always presented in full as, e.g., “page 3”) in the body of 
the text also refer to Eggert 2019.
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So the real hyphen (from which, in the book, a lot swings) as opposed 
to the wandering hyphen of Young’s report from page 91, is in the word  
“re-presentation” not in the word he has invented “pre-sentation”. My 
hyphen is meaning-bearing, whereas his is not. My hyphen inserts a dis-
tinction between archival representation and editorial re-presentation, 
with the archival more oriented towards the documents (which can be 
more or less satisfactorily represented by facsimile image or by transcrip-
tion), and with the editorial more oriented towards the reader (for whom 
the editor’s argued understanding of the text is made present in the edition). 
It’s the making present that the edition performs. It rests on a historical 
archive, filtered by editorial assessment of the authority of the documents. 
The editorial impulse pushes the editor to anticipate the reader’s needs at 
every turn, as each emendation shows. As they play their role in the textual 
performance, as readers realize the reading text, they absorb the emenda-
tions, one after the other, and often without recognizing them as depar-
tures from the historical documents on which the reading text is based.

Pondering that errant hyphen — if so little a thing can be pondered — 
forces our attention back to our own processing of meaning as we read. It 
makes us reflect on those features of text we deliberately overlook. Now, as 
Young might well claim, and claim correctly, the hyphen in his nonce word 
“pre-sentation” is actually there on the page he quotes from. The hyphen 
is there after “pre”, right at the end of the line. So he hasn’t misquoted 
in the sense of making something up or through inattention. Rather, the 
opposite. He has paid it too much attention. He has assumed to be semiotic 
and intentional an aspect of text that is merely bibliographical. The end-
of-line hyphen in a non-compound word such as presentation is a marking 
on the page that is rendered necessary only as a result of the bibliographic 
tradition of right-justifying lines of printed prose text. Had the word been 
a compound, such as re-presentation, Young’s wings of fancy might have 
got him aloft; but, as is, the hyphen means nothing more than: This is a 
marking necessitated by its documentary carrier and inserted automatically by a 
typesetting program. It is one of those bookish signals that we train ourselves 
to ignore. Spaces between words and between lines of type are there too, 
but we are trained only to read around them or through them. We don’t 
even know how to quote them, only describe them. The ingenious John 
Young has found a way of quoting the meaningless simply by raising a half-
element of it (the hyphen) and ignoring its partner, the justified righthand 
margin.3 

 3. I asked Shef Rogers, editor of Script and Print where Young’s review appeared, 
whether the wandering hyphen was a production mistake. He replied (16 May 
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The book’s author has nothing to do with it. Eggert disclaims all respon-
sibility. Even as he professes himself grateful for the excellent, clarifying 
distillation of his argument that Young has just offered, Eggert grinds 
his teeth in chagrin at the wandering hyphen that, in Young’s version, 
threatens to carry away the argument at the very moment when, at Young’s 
hands, it reaches its nirvana, its quintessence. Eggert throws himself into 
Chas’s corner amongst the &c &c’s, moaning and whimpering.

Yet has he any right to complain? Editorial theory has been teaching us 
to see bibliographical nothings ever since the 1980s. Nowadays we all agree 
that the printed or manuscript page or the screen is the site of meaning; 
and that we as readers can’t but be affected in ways large or small by that 
location as we raise the continuous flow of meaning that, for simplicity, we 
call the text. Young’s misprision reminds us of what reading, at its heart, is 
and how it is affected by where it happens and to whom it happens. 

Take, for instance, the phrase “Attic vase” in Keats’s poem “Ode on a 
Grecian Urn”. It may well mean, for one of Jerry McGann’s students,4 the 
vase encountered in their grandmother’s attic a previous summer, rather 
than referencing, as Wikipedia tells us, the “sculptural style, beginning in 
Hellenistic sculpture and vase-painting of the 2nd century bce and cli-
maxing in Roman art of the 2nd century ce, copying, adapting or closely 
following the style shown in reliefs and statues of the Classical [. . .] and 
Archaic [.  .  .] periods”.5 Nevertheless, for that student encountering the 
phrase for the first time, the “Attic vase” must be one of those half-forgot-
ten vases discarded in an attic. It is all very well to learn that, before writ-
ing the poem, Keats had himself “traced an engraving of the Sosibios Vase 
(which dates to ca. 50 bce) after seeing it in Henry Moses’s A Collection of 
Antique Vases, Altars, Paterae”.6 But you have got to know that, or at least 
be aware in a general way of what the Attic style was, before it can affect 
your reading of the poem. The teacher and the student have equal rights 

2021): “I enjoyed reading your panel response and more fully understanding the 
hyphen. I can now see why [the proofreader] and I would not have removed or 
queried the hyphen. I’ve attached the MS Word version from which I typeset. It 
has the reading as printed, and John and [the Reviews Editor] also both proofed 
the essay, so I think John thought you did mean that the hyphen mattered, but 
you’ll have to ask him”. I did, and he did think so; but I could not fathom what 
he thought I meant.

 4. McGann 2001; see Chapter 1, especially 34–40.
 5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Attic, accessed 7 May 2021.
 6. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sosibios_Vase, accessed 7 May 2021.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neo-Attic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sosibios_Vase
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to the poem, don’t they? Both are readers; both actualize meanings as they 
read, meanings they identify with the poem’s text?

The answer to this equalitarian dilemma is not to become angry and 
insist on the earned authority of the teacher over that of the student but 
to recognize that textual meaning raised in the act of reading is not free 
floating, as McGann’s anecdote teasingly seems to suggest it is. Rather it is 
always intimately related to the documentary site upon which the raising 
of meaning occurs. In the book, I describe this relationship as a negative 
dialectic: that is, the textual and the documentary are dialectical in rela-
tion to one another. They need one other to establish their own different 
identities: a document is only ink on paper until some fragment of text is 
raised from it. Text, as it were, lifts the status of the ink and paper into that 
of a document. Once you accept that, there is a consequence: there is no 
ideal meaning to appeal to that transcends a negative dialectic. Now, ideal 
texts purport to transcend. They give the pedant in us a stick to beat the 
student with. Great result. Adhering to the idealist concept (the ideal text 
of the work) has been a dragging chain for editors for decades. In my work-
model it is dispensable. 

But if you decide to dispense with it you have to take the negative dia-
lectic itself seriously: if the textual and documentary dimensions are under-
stood as interlocked in their very identity then our adjudication of possible 
textual meanings is forced to take cognizance of the carrying documents. 
Unlike the subjective vagaries of purely textual meaning-making in the 
present, documents have a definite history that can potentially be traced, 
and agents responsible for their inscription. We have a method for such 
tracing. It is called bibliography. 

There is another consequence of the model. As well as operating syn-
chronically in the moment of reading, the negative dialectic operates across 
time, diachronically — as reception histories remind us. Because textual 
meaning is experiential, readers must be considered to be a constitutive 
part of the work. This is why we can say works have lives: those agented 
experiences alter over time and usually in relation to different printed doc-
uments. 

And there is one last consequence, a little sad: the theory allows Eggert’s 
chagrin to be seen as the fate of all writers, Chas included. “My kingdom 
for a hyphen” is henceforth to be his motto.

This series of consequences leads to the overarching question: what 
then is the work? My answer in the book is straightforward: the work is the 
container for and the name that we give to this unfolding interlocked pro-
cess of reading and re-reading. The stable thing in all of this is not so much 
the realized textual meaning (which is inherently shifting) as the biblio-
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graphic site of it: the material document, which scarcely changes at all. 
The documentary dimension keeps the work hooked into a history that is 
material and agented, and into history more generally; the textual dimen-
sion releases it into repeated presents and therefore into discursive shifts. 
We need the work-concept to discuss our experiences of reading. That is, it 
is a regulative idea not an ideal. Works exist only in our dealings with them 
and in the dealings of historical others with them. Works also unfold over 
time. They are never finalized, unless their documentary embodiments are 
abandoned entirely or utterly destroyed.

This work-model is at the center of the book. The rest of the book pur-
sues its implications, especially for literary study. John Young concentrates 
on how we should understand the relationship of archival and editorial 
expressions in digital projects. He is interested in the slider, I suspect, 
because it locates and thereby validates editorial intervention. Michelan-
gelo Zaccarello, who also spoke at the round table, adverted to the ongo-
ing need for critical intervention more than once; and he is a medievalist 
for whom the need is unignorable. So I have to assume, putting the two 
together, that the book has hit on what has been an exposed nerve for 
scholarly editors in recent years. The book is saying that digital archival 
projects of literary works do not, in fact or in prospect, spell the end of 
scholarly editing.

The theory on offer in the book is a theory of the work not a theory of 
communication. It sets out the aims that editions are capable of achieving 
and the role that the editor plays in them. Materiality — and therefore 
agency and the intention of the document’s mark-makers — have their role 
to play here. Textual agency remains an interpretative vector, activated by 
the textual critic on bibliographical ground.

Put another way, what is on offer in the book is a phenomenology of the 
work rather than an ontology. Pursuing the latter has, in the past, led us 
into idealist confusions: the text of final authorial intention, the definitive 
text and related ideals. That said, however, it is equally true that the text 
of a document is not, or not necessarily, the text of an intended version: 
establishing the latter, in the slider model, remains an editorial operation. 

§

As I read his review I realized that John Young had gone down this line of 
reasoning with me. But just at the moment when he sees the representa-
tion-presentation divide face-to-face rather than through a glass darkly, his 
act of reception becomes an act of composition. As author, I had to shake 
myself to realize this obvious fact: that the review is a shaped performance 
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of his reception of my book, and that he was now on his own. He reads into 
the wandering hyphen an elusive meaning that he imputes to me but that 
is in fact his. The hyphen somehow releases him; the baton is handed over; 
and Young is away. He foreshadows some fertile thinking, yet to come, 
about how the work-concept might be applied to other media including 
television, music, and even dance. Now I know something new: that, a 
little further down the track, I want to be his reader. 

Much the same can be said of the way reading the book has stimulated 
agreement, disagreement, and suggestive tangents from Matt Cohen, Ian 
Cornelius, and Alan Galey as they wrote their pre-circulated contributions 
to the forum. I thank them and Michelangelo Zaccarello for taking part, 
and I thank John Young for originally proposing the idea for the 2020 STS 
conference and Marta Werner for chairing the forum, which finally took 
place online, at the STS conference in May 2021. They are all of them 
strong readers and, even if I may disagree with them here and there, what 
gives me joy is that their encounter with the book has obviously made 
them push their own thinking further. If there is misprision it is creative 
misprision. That’s as it should be; it’s why members of STS come together 
as a society of scholars with allied interests. It is to bounce off one another. 
We stimulate one another to go further in our thinking, even if this gener-
ally entails a few side-skirmishes along the way.

Encouragingly, the book offers, in Chapter 9, a general model of this 
process. Just as authors, along with amanuenses, typists, typesetters, bowd-
lerizing publishers, and censors must read the text before they alter it for 
their particular purpose, so readers after publication participate in the 
work by virtue of their reception of its text. Adaptation requires the tak-
ing of one extra step. Reviews and parodies are adaptations that stick close 
enough to the subject matter of the original for it to be recognizable before 
launching out on their own. Changes in genre (say, from novel into film) 
require different techniques and refocusings of the shared subject matter 
for new audiences. One adaptation may give rise to the next, and so on 
with increasing variation, so that eventually a new adaptation of its pre-
decessor may share nothing at all with the original work. In each case, 
reception engenders production; and the new work will be subject to the 
different cultural valencies of its time and place when and where it must 
establish its own readership or audience. 

Scholarly responses are a special sort of adaptation. They cast the origi-
nal argument, or, as in this case, the set of related arguments, under a sharp 
new light that casts unexpected shadows. A reweighting of factors, or the 
specification of other relevant ones originally overlooked, will be argued 
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for. So, for instance, Ian Cornelius starts by observing that, in the book’s 
“general program for the study of literature centered on the question ‘What 
is the thing read?’[, c]oncepts of document, text, and work are parsed with 
care, generating many valuable insights and clarifications, but there is need 
for more thinking about the linguistic medium of literature. To textual 
studies, bibliography, and book history — the trio of foundational disci-
plines advocated by Eggert — one should add philology, or the study of 
literary language” (2021, 39).

The work’s capacity to sustain translation and circulations of various 
kinds is relevant here. Translation can be treated as a deliberately con-
strained form of adaptation; but more thinking than the book offers is 
probably needed.7 Cornelius’s comments on world literature make me won-
der whether incorporating a geographic or social-geographic vector might 
usefully particularize or make concrete the book-historical methodology 
around reception and the life of the work, for which the book argues and 
then exemplifies in case studies.

Cornelius is also right to note a scanting of linguistic interest in the 
book. For me, the language medium is the thing that goes without saying, 
the sine qua non. As mentioned above, the book offers a theory of the work 
and the reader to undergird literary study, not a general theory of com-
munication in language. Of course, the workings of the work depend on 
the operations of language, but I have been reluctant to fully engage with 
this linguistic dimension because of its familiar synchronic or structuralist 
model for language as semiotic system. My recommended model for the 
study of literature is fundamentally diachronic, historical. I cannot see how 
to marry the two approaches conceptually unless it would be based on a 
social principle that linked back to the diachronic: that is, on language 
seen as socialized and socializing, and consequently changing over time. 
That is not at all to say that my theory of the work ignores the operation of 
language in the present; rather, it operates downstream of it. For instance, 
it offers theoretical backing for the teaching of close reading in the present 
by positioning new readers as part of the reception history of the work and, 
more fundamentally, by casting readers as being always constitutive of the 
work through their realization of meanings recumbent in the document. 

It is not that the work is implied by the document or that it hovers behind 
the document. That easy assumption leaves us with an unsustainable ideal-

 7. See Eggert 2019, 155–59. In FRBR library cataloguing (see 216–17 n 28), the 
translation is understood as an “expression” of the work whereas the adaptation 
is seen as a new work linked at the level of subject matter.
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ism. Misleadingly, the formulation grants agency to the document when it 
is in practice the reader who is the agent. The reader activates the work’s 
textual dimension as the negative dialectic unfolds in a present that, soon 
enough, will become historical.8 So, for now at least, I am unapologetic 
about not dealing with the thing that goes without saying; but then I’m not 
a linguist, and I cannot rule out a future and so-far unconceived Chapter 
11 of my ten-chapter book. 

More promisingly, and now more willingly accepting Cornelius’s lead, 
I can begin to glimpse a redefined philology as that unwritten Chapter 
11; and I very much hope he goes on to write it. René Wellek and Austin 
Warren famously argued in their 1948 Theory of Literature — the textbook 
that sustained a generation of New Critics — that the term “philology” 
be abandoned. Literary theorists from the 1980s took them at their word 
and pronounced the funeral rites.9 Given the emergence of the new field 
of material philology in the 1990s, however, a meeting of the two domains 
can perhaps be envisaged as taking place in ways that would complement 
the program for literary study that my book puts forward. For instance, 
Cornelius mentions Sheldon Pollock. My memory of the stimulating key-
note that this renowned philologist gave to the 2014 meeting of STS in 
Seattle at the University of Washington, laden as it was with suggestive 
parallels with editorial practice and theory, both ancient and modern, sug-
gests that it could.10 

 8. For the relevance of this to the work of Bruno Latour and Rita Felski, see Egg-
ert 2019, 15–18.

 9. Wellek and Warren said they preferred the term “historical linguistics” (1956, 
38).

 10. The inspiring essay by Pollock (2014), to which Cornelius points, is exemplary 
in its attempt to incorporate into a single model: (1) historicist readings of 
works; (2) the tradition of interpretation over time; and (3) readings in the pres-
ent. The historicist tradition of interpretation was, Pollock explains, initiated 
by Spinoza and aimed at elucidating the original moment of authorship of the 
Scriptures in defiance of the dominant Dutch tradition perpetuated by theo-
logians and clerics. As for (3), Pollock brings Gadamer’s hermeneutics to bear: 
“What the text is ‘really about,’ for Gadamer ‘can be experienced only when 
one is addressed by [it]” (qtd. Pollock 2014, 401). However, by substituting 
“text” for “work” in many of his formulations Pollock is forced to concentrate 
on meaning-creation by the reader, so that the identity of the “text” becomes its 
historical “assemblage” (2014, 410) of meanings. But this is to ignore or down-
play the documentary vehicle of the work and thus to minimise the significance 
of textual variation as a historical thing. It is not just a case of “bad textual 
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§

Matt Cohen’s response to my book is a meditation on issues it raises as he 
reflects on how they apply — or don’t — to his considerable experience of 
working on the Walt Whitman Archive. His essay is studded with shrewd 
observations. I sense that my book has been both a salve and an irritant for 
him. This is welcome to me because it has evidently brought out his think-
ing in a way that a book in praise of social editing, say, or on digital edi-
tions written from inside the TEI community might not have done. Cohen 
is mainly concerned with my account of what editions are and how they 
operate, aspects of which he finds welcome. His disagreement focuses on 
Chapter 5, which is entitled “Digital Editions: The Archival Impulse and 
the Editorial Impulse”.

Clearly, Cohen has fallen out of love with the printed scholarly edition: 
preparing one is “a truly heroic, longue-durée, or foolish exercise”, he says 
(2021, 34). “Is it time to give up the moniker ‘scholarly edition’”, he asks 
(2021, 29). My answer to his question is no, since the term denominates a 
central concern with the transmission of the text that other forms of criti-
cism and theory simply take for granted, to their and to our cost. Cohen is 
resistant to my position that each scholarly edition embodies an argument 
about the relevant materials in the archive. He wants to leave room, I 
think in view of his Whitman work, for “the idea that an edition exhibits 
heterogeneous arguments” (2021, 31). He also sees problems with my mod-
elling the relationship of the archive and the edition in terms of a slider 
between the archival and the editorial, whereby one’s current position on 
it reflects one’s present task. That task may range from transcribing, with 
one’s eye intently on the document in question, aiming for close fidelity to 
it (so, more archival) to, say, an editorial reconsideration of the textual rela-
tionships of the extant documents. This might lead to emendations aimed 
at capturing the text of a versional stage in the life of the work, one that is 
not identical with any of the documents.

variants” (Pollock 2014, 406). With the document sidelined, “the text and the 
properties the text possesses” (as if this isn’t historical too) (2014, 406) start to 
assume, as a necessary counterbalance, a pseudo-objectivity that undermines 
Pollock’s model. So he is tempted to go further: “every reading is evidence of 
human consciousness activated by the text in its search to make sense of it” 
(2014, 407). The problem is in the “it”, for there can be no such singular thing if 
his model is to hold. The idealist ghost re-emerges as the essential thing in the 
work that resists closure of interpretation. 
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Cohen objects that, in the TEI world, this slider model pays regard only 
to the body of the transcription — the text-wordings wrapped in their 
codings that bend them towards TEI validation — and thereby ignores 
the TEI header where relationships among documents witnessing a par-
ticular work may be specified and where it is possible to record many other 
interpretations besides. This metadata may guide the transcribers. Further-
more, the well-constructed header may be used to generate different dis-
plays for different purposes. Of course, if one is using TEI, he is right. Yet 
the two activities (provision of metadata and transcription) are different 
(indeed, the slider implies as much); and the two are generally in a feed-
back loop until things settle down during the long transcription process. 
But where the text-critical and editorial interpretations are recorded is not 
the point at issue in the book. Indeed, leaving a theory dependent upon 
current technical approaches that will themselves pass with time is a folly 
the book counsels against. That is why, at a higher level of generality, the 
book differentiates archival and editorial impulses, the one more intently 
document-facing, the other turned more towards readers and their antici-
pated needs.

I do have one bone to pick with Cohen: I don’t understand why he 
thinks my “vision [is] of unitary archives” (2021, 33). My experience sug-
gests that they will usually be growing and changing; and an ideal archive 
would permit many editions making contrary arguments and serving differ-
ent readerships. Without Contraries is no progression, said Blake — and it 
applies here too. There are technical challenges implicit in Cohen’s obser-
vation that “[t]he permeability of the editorial and archival activities when 
they have developed as a function of determining the editorial argument 
means reduced flexibility for those who do not agree with that argument. 
[.  .  .] [I]f another editor cannot adjust the metadata in your archive, she 
cannot make an editorial argument whose consequences will reach all the 
way down to the basic infrastructure of the document set” (2021, 33). The 
consequence — that “[s]ubsequent editions, if not performed in collabora-
tion with the generators of the archive, will remain superstructural with 
relation to the primary data” (2021, 33–34) — is a recipe neither for Con-
traries nor for progression. Yet this is the corner that TEI pushes you into.

Good editions (in whatever medium) benefit from fresh bibliographical 
or codicological analysis. As the analysis often exposes gaps in or misun-
derstandings of the textual transmission, editors sometimes have to estab-
lish the texts of intervening documents that no longer exist, meaning that 
the need to revise digital archives will continue. A unitary archive-edition 
relationship is not the way to stimulate fresh text-critical thinking. Actu-
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ally, I suspect that Cohen and I are in agreement about our ideal outcome 
here: our disagreement may only be around how to achieve the ideal tech-
nically. In general, I think it’s best to leave things as flexible and simple as 
is feasible. If that’s the aim, then TEI-XML requirements and unfriendly 
databases may themselves be the problem.11

The book argues that there can be, in actual practice, neither a purely 
archival nor a purely editorial position in relation to the relevant docu-
ments: that is one reason for the slider. At the start, the project’s param-
eters will have dictated a particular set of documents for a reason, and that 
reason will to a certain extent set the terms for the initial inquiry into 
document relationships: for example, the manuscript, typescripts, proofs, 
and printings of a particular work or oeuvre. Existing bibliographies may 
help, but understandings of the document set will mature as the transcrip-
tion stage proceeds.

When the time comes for editions of multi-witness works (or, equally, 
of multi-witness versions) — rather than only editions of single documents 
— the needs of readers must figure more prominently in the planning. An 
edition that, as Cohen puts it, “exhibits heterogeneous arguments” (2021, 
31) sounds attractive until you realize it would be in danger of becoming 
illegible or incoherent to the reader. But editions (plural) that draw upon 
the same or much the same set of archival materials to embody different 
arguments will avoid that fate, provided the terms and implications of each 
argument are made plain to the reader. A good digital archive will pro-
vide the conditions for competing editions, argued on different grounds, 
to flourish. So Cohen’s raising the spectre of “the grand-scale development 
of an argument” (2021, 32) — that is, a single editorial argument as an 
expression of a unitary archive — is, I believe, a bogeyman that needs to 
be put to rest. 

I think it will, and soon: he says that the Whitman Archive has “a plan 
to link all known versions of a work using an array of identifiers” (2021, 31). 
When that is achieved, automatic collation of competing document-texts, 

 11. In a TEI-XML file, “metadata” means anything that comments on the docu-
ment as a whole. It is normally added to the source transcription as a header 
— whereas, ideally for the sake of flexibility, it should be separate from and 
external to it. Such metadata may include datings and connections to other 
documents. Hence if other editors want to supply their own interpretations of 
those connections and datings they would be compelled to add them on top of, 
and in conflict with, those already produced by the original editors, if their work 
is to be preserved. This is an intrinsic flaw of the all-in-one TEI approach.
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indispensable to the scholarly editor, should be just around the corner. It 
is good to hear that the Whitman Archive is now heading in that direction: 
further to the right on the archival–editorial slider.

§

In Alan Galey’s broadened textual-studies response, the ambition behind 
the project he foreshadows is to be warmly welcomed. In principle, it would 
include the study of all forms of recorded cultural expression, well beyond 
literary works and historical documents, that, by virtue of their recorded 
condition, give rise to variant forms. It would serve as a substantiation of D. 
F. McKenzie’s vision of reconceptualizing textual studies, most famously in 
his Panizzi lectures of 1985 published the following year as Bibliography and 
the Sociology of Texts. I like, too, Galey’s description of that “strange disci-
plinary space that textual studies occupies with respect to other fields” and 
his rightly pointing to “the trans-disciplinary nature of concepts like work, 
text, and document” that textual studies thrives off (2021, 52–53). This is 
surely because of the fundamentals that textual studies engages with and 
insists upon, but that successive poststructuralist positions scanted. Yet it 
should not be an either/or here: to make it that way is to put your head in 
the sand. Literary studies needs richer soil than that, a new conjunction. 

But how might that drawing-together happen? Well, book history and 
textual studies offer different modes of reinserting the multiple testimonies 
of the document into literary-critical and cultural discourse. My work-con-
cept, with its incorporation of the reader, offers a model for putting them 
into operation together. For instance, circulating discourses are instanti-
ated in both composition and reception. The recorded results or upshots, 
which textual studies has methods of retrieving, are open to critique. 
Reception is also performed in close-reading exercises in the classroom, 
indeed whenever reading is done, and over very long periods of time. 

The work model I put forward in the book names the document as the 
ground upon which meaning is experienced. This way of laying stress on 
the textual medium is an alternative to McGann’s nomination of what 
in 1991 he called bibliographical codes.12 Unlike bibliographical descrip-
tions, such codes (if we give the term its literal meaning) are unspecifi-
able; yet McGann is undoubtedly right that the raising of textual meaning 
is affected by describable documentary sites. McKenzie opened that phe-
nomenon up as a subject for an expanded textual studies, and in doing so 

 12. McGann used the term codes metaphorically in 1991 but more literally in 2001.
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invoked the shades of A. W. Pollard and, to a lesser extent, W. W. Greg (as 
opposed to the more strictly bibliographical tradition represented by the 
proto-scientist in Greg, and by Fredson Bowers and G. Thomas Tanselle).13 
In other words, McKenzie tilled the broader ground, and others (including 
me) have harvested the crop. Many of us have reason to be grateful, though 
whether he would have approved of our adaptations we will never know. 

In The Work and the Reader I took that shared and personal background 
as a given; but perhaps spelling it out, as I have done in other writing in 
the past, would have avoided misconstruction.14 Describing it as “liberat-
ing at the time” (Eggert 2019, 3) was not enough. Nevertheless, I fear 
that Galey has got the wrong end of the stick in thinking that, because 
I point out that McKenzie’s proposed sociology of texts had, for him at 
least, no editorial consequences, I am against the larger widening of tex-
tual scholarship that he initiated: “[R]ather than rehash editorial theory 
debates from past decades”, writes Galey, “I would instead step back and 
ask why, today, we should treat scholarly editing as the yardstick by which 
we judge a concept like McKenzie’s sociology of texts” (2021, 55). Except, of 
course, I don’t. In the general field of textual studies I see edition-making 
as indispensable, not as central. Scholarly editing is only one application of 
textual criticism. Although not the only show in town, it is a durable one.15 

The long-distance view from the shoulders of the giant is, as they say, 
remarkably clear; you’re lucky to be there; but what you can now see may 
be different from what the giant sees. Accordingly, when the need arose 
in my book to define the implications for scholarly editing of McKenzie’s 
position I called it as I saw it, drawing on previous arguments advanced by 
Peter Shillingsburg. I first had a close look at McKenzie’s Congreve edi-
tion, as Shillingsburg had done, and confirmed Shillingsburg’s conclusion 
that while a “sociology of the text” probably assisted McKenzie’s assessment 
of the early textual transmission of Congreve’s works it had no effect on 

 13. See McKenzie 1993, 13.
 14. See Eggert 2002.
 15. In Eggert 2019, I describe the digital edition as “only one considered applica-

tion of the data” (88). This position corresponds to my earlier observation: “As 
an application of textual criticism, scholarly editing is therefore, I have always 
believed, done for a purpose. Its function is to enable, in an enduring way, liter-
ary critical and historical understanding, to provide them with ways and means. 
For me, the two kinds of understanding are deeply interconnected. Works are 
not aesthetic objects pure and simple. They are an interplay between physical 
documents and meaningful texts, and the interplay occurs in the minds of read-
ers” (2007, 69).
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the eclectic editorial method he actually adopted, one very traditionally 
designed to respect authorial intention.16

This conclusion counteracts a consistent stream in editorial theory and 
practice since the early 1990s, during which time preference has swung 
back to basing reading texts of scholarly editions on (usually) first pub-
lished editions — on the grounds that this was the text encountered by 
the work’s first readership, thus accessing social-historical authority. My 
book discusses the implications of such decisions and tries to clarify the 
confused appeals to sources of textual authority that have, as a result, been 
creeping into editorial discourse. It is time for a reassessment, not least of 
the terms “social text” and “social-text editing”.17

In the book, I point to McGann, not McKenzie, as the source of the 
application of textual sociology to scholarly editing (Eggert 2019, 3–5). 
The consequent withdrawal from critical editing using eclectic methods 
has been most noticeable in digital projects. They routinely concentrate on 
providing what their tools allow them to provide: transcriptions of docu-
ments rather than critical editions of works or versions. However, I believe 
this withdrawal will eventually prove to have been temporary, since the 
needs of readers ultimately have to be met and in as informed a way as 
possible.

In some of his more memorable formulations, McKenzie brilliantly drew 
attention to the fact of human agency in texts and books. Galey quoted 
one in his conference presentation on the day (“all recorded texts are 
of course multiply-authored .  .  . the product of social acts involving the 
intervention of human agency on the material forms” [McKenzie 1991, 
163–64]). And I conclude my book with another resonant one (“The book 
as physical object put together by craftsmen [. . .] is in fact alive with the 
human judgements of its makers” [McKenzie 1984, 335]). Yet, in order 
to edit at all, scholarly editors typically narrow down the list of agents for 
primary attention (the author, a lazy typesetter perhaps, often an interfer-
ing publisher or publisher’s editor). Of the remaining presence of their co-
workers in the text — itself still “alive” with their judgements — there is 
no doubt. But, for the job in hand, editors don’t normally need to concern 
themselves with the paper maker or the ink maker or the travelling sales 

 16. For McKenzie’s Congreve edition, see Eggert 2019, 181–2, n 10.
 17. See further, Eggert 2019, 95–100; 203 n 7. John Gouws has pointed out to me 

that, strictly speaking, the term social text is a redundancy: all texts are social 
because language is social — and so, for that matter, are books. 
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staff, unless an effect on the text is detectable and needs explaining and 
perhaps emending.

This editorial exclusion is a reminder that there is no way of duplicating 
in the new edition the set of social circumstances that gave rise to the orig-
inal print publication. As I pointed out in 1994 in a response to McGann’s 
The Textual Condition, even facsimile editions — which hew closest of any 
to the original production — can reproduce nothing but the visual image 
of the page.18 There is no way to reproduce the past. Only critical attitudes 
towards it are possible, and we cannot do otherwise than look at it from 
where we are. Editors who seek to evade this logic generally end up tying 
themselves in knots.

Over time, scholarly editors have developed ways of dealing practically 
with textual agency of this deliberately selective kind. Galey himself refers 
to “the most precise and well-honed format we presently have for represent-
ing textual variation” (2021, 57). But there was, all along, a potential and 
growing cost to this strategic exclusion, and, in 1985, McKenzie applied the 
blow torch. What he was in effect arguing was that bibliography’s narrow-
ing of attention to text and its transmission had caused a functional blind-
ness: first, to those printed objects that persons in the book trade brought 
into the world and, by their professional activities, ensured would continue 
there; and, second, to the meaning-making activities of readers who, over 
time, took up the printed matter and made sense of it. The solution my 
book puts forward, absorbing McKenzie’s lessons, is to redefine the work 
so that readership is constitutive of it. Editions make the work present for 
them.

Galey comments that “[T]he golden age of traditional scholarly edit-
ing, enabled by vanishing postwar affluence, has come to an end in North 
America” (2021, 55). I think that may be true in relation to printed editions, 
partly because of the finalizing of many of the decades-long complete-works 
projects initiated from the 1960s to the 1980s.19 But the commissioning 
by university presses of new complete-works series, or series conceptual-
ized along alternative lines, depends as much on the expiration of copy-
right and likely sales projections as on shifts in editorial or literary theory. 
Changes in institutional arrangements and grant funding, as well as the 
now-fading effect of Fredson Bowers’s opportunistic but effective champi-
onship of scholarly editing that inspired a generation of editors from the 

 18. Eggert 1994: first given as a paper in 1992.
 19. The golden age of scholarly printed editions has ended not ended in Britain: see 

Eggert 2019, 70.
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1960s onwards, may be another part of the explanation of the lull Galey 
sees (and that I discuss in Chapter 4 and in its endnotes). On the other 
hand, digital-humanities graduate students continue, with some excite-
ment, to be attracted to the activity as it offers research questions that the 
new digital tools at their disposal promise to help them answer. “Making 
it new” is a siren call. I hope that my conceptualization of the archival-
editorial relationship in digital projects will help such students make more 
theoretical and practical sense of what they are doing.

Finally, Galey’s irritation with scholars who fail to realize that archival 
work has generated its own theory is very much the professional speaking, 
lamenting what is unfairly overlooked. I know the frustration and sympa-
thize. He argues that, if an edition is the embodiment of an argument (as 
I claim it is), an archive should be considered likewise. If this is true (and, 
though not a professional archivist, I suspect it is true), the argument will 
nevertheless be of a different kind, or different in scope, to that of the edi-
tion.20 This divide is, in effect, what the slider-model I propose in Chapter 
5 tries to bridge. But, as I point out, “the looser metaphorical definition” 
of archive has attained a currency in literary and digital-humanities circles 
because it has become useful — not because it respects the principles-based 
definition shared in the archive community.21 

One implication of Galey’s plea for textual scholars to pay more atten-
tion to archival theory and practice concerns the book’s slider metaphor. 
He provides an intriguing musical example of two competing recordings 
of Duke Ellington’s famous concert at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1956. 
The Columbia LP of 1956 released, not the performance that the Colum-
bia microphones had captured, but a studio re-recording in which Elling-
ton and his orchestra willingly participated, produced by George Avakian. 
Then, in 1999 Phil Schaap produced a new recording sourced from another 
set of microphones that had also captured the concert in 1956. Galey com-
ments that this, for Schaap, “moved Eggert’s slider nearly all the way to the 
archive setting” (2021, 61). 

I don’t think it does: the archive here has itself become a metaphor used 
to justify a particular sourcing of sonic files based on closeness to the his-

 20. See MacNeil 2005. She argues that, traditionally at least, both the editor 
and the archivist appeal to an absent authority (the author’s intended text; the 
fonds-creator’s original arrangement of the contents of the archive). One is at 
the level of text; the other is at the level of document. 

 21. Eggert 2019, 80. In two long notes on pages 195–6, I draw out different usages 
of the term in the two communities.
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torical event, together with corresponding production techniques of 1999. 
That release offers, in editorial terms, an argument that has to stand up 
against the implicit argument of the 1956 release (justified by aesthetic–
authorial intention), since Ellington was unhappy with what the Columbia 
microphones had captured and wanted to improve the music. His career 
depended on such decisions.

What we have here are, in effect, two “editions” based on competing 
arguments. Neither is at the far left of the slider (where the original sets 
of sonic files are located). Both releases are to the right on the slider since 
both are oriented towards the listener, as the promotional material in the 
CD liner notes for the 1999 release apparently makes clear. The case is a 
fascinating one, and Galey is perhaps right to imply that the 1956 release 
should be located further to the right on the slider than the 1999. And 
Galey is definitely right to observe that the slider is never purely under the 
control of the participant, in this case, the editor-producer and publicist. 
To be located on the slider at all is, I would argue, to have to accept the 
consequences of taking action, whether in one direction or the other: for 
this is a collaborative enterprise in which everyone has a stake. Listen-
ers and readers and scholars have a right in the work too (in this and in 
every other one) and will make, if they so choose, their own judgements on 
its presentation (or should that be its re-presentation?, with its wandering 
hyphen bobbing up, yet again).

University of New South Wales and Loyola University, Chicago
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Biscioni’s Dante

Beatrice Arduini and Jelena Todorović

Abstract
This essay focuses on the 1723 edition of two of Dante Alighieri’s “minor texts”, the Vita 
Nova and the Convivio, both of which had troubled editorial histories, within the volume 
Prose di Dante Alighieri e di Messer Gio. Boccacci prepared for the Tartini press in Flor-
ence by Anton Maria Biscioni. In intervening in the texts of both works in unique ways, this 
edition sought to return to Dante’s original intentions when writing them. This essay argues 
that Anton Maria Biscioni’s work offers modern readers a unique glimpse into the work-
shop of an editor of this eighteenth-century edition of Dante’s texts, an editor who details 
all the facets of the editorial process, from the collation of manuscripts to the hard choices 
determined by that collation and by the current practices of the editorial trade. The authors 
argue that main achievements of this 1723 edition can be seen in its editor’s promotion of 
bibliographical studies.

This paper offers a glimpse into the history of printed edi-
tions of Dante Alighieri’s works, a history that has yet to be fully written. 
The following pages will focus on two of Dante’s “minor works”, namely 
the Vita Nova and the Convivio, as these were included in a 1723 volume 
entitled Prose di Dante Alighieri e di Messer Gio. Boccacci prepared for the 
Tartini press in Florence by Anton Maria Biscioni.1 Of Dante’s texts, the 

 1. This essay emerges from two separate larger studies by Arduini and Todorović 
on the reception of Dante’s Vita Nova and the Convivio, united here by an inter-
est in the sole eighteenth-century edition to include the two works. Curated by 
Biscioni, the Prose thus embraced both the earliest of Dante’s “minor” works to 
be printed, the Convivio, which saw its first edition in 1490 (second only to the 
Commedia) and the Vita Nova, the last of the poet’s minor works to be printed, 
with its first edition appearing only in 1576. Todorović’s contributions to this 
essay are drawn from her current book manuscript tentatively titled “Editing 
Dante’s Vita Nova Between Dante and Boccaccio”, which focuses on the Vita 
Nova’s print tradition. Arduini’s contribution to this essay derives from her 
investigation of the reception of the Convivio, particularly between the 1330s 
and the 1530s, documented in her book Dante’s Convivio: The Creation of a 
Cultural Icon (2020b).
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volume contains the Vita Nova, the Convivio, and several of the poet’s 
letters, and of Boccaccio’s works it prints the Trattatello in laude di Dante 
and multiple letters. In pairing the Vita Nova with Boccaccio’s Trattatello, 
Biscioni adheres to a centuries-long manuscript tradition that originated 
with Boccaccio’s two autograph copies of the Vita Nova: Toledo, Archivo 
y Biblioteca Capitulares, Zelada 104.6, and the Vatican Apostolic Library’s 
Chigiano L V 176. This tradition was adopted into print culture through 
the Vita Nova’s editio princeps, published in Florence in 1576 by the Sermar-
telli press, which included Boccaccio’s Trattatello and letters along with the 
Vita Nova. Although the Convivio did not belong to this particular tradi-
tion, Biscioni remarks at the opening of his volume that this text had in 
common with the Vita Nova its limited availability in manuscript or print 
form, hence the need to make both works available for those who wished to 
see them (“desiderosi di vederle” [1723, iii]). He further explains his decision 
to publish the two texts by dismissing previous editions as “very inaccurate 
and deficient” (“molto scorrette e manchevoli” [1723, xxxviiii]), possibly 
because these were based on bad exemplars. The true meaning of the poet’s 
words in these texts has consequently remained obscure: not researched 
at all (in the case of the Vita Nova), or satisfactorily (in the case of the 
Convivio). Promising to rectify his predecessors’ errors and offer the public 
greater clarity (‘la maggior chiarezza” [1723, iiii]), Biscioni opts — in what 
we would later come to define as a Bédierian choice of a “best” manuscript 
— to base his edition on a single fifteenth-century codex in the editor’s 
own collection, selected as “the best one that could be found” (“comecchè 
egli sia il migliore, che si sia potuto trovare” [1723, xxxviiii]). 

The preface to the volume consists of a lengthy essay on the Vita Nova, 
dealing mainly with claims (which originated from Boccaccio) that Beatrice 
was a real woman. According to Biscioni, she is rather to be understood as 
a symbol and the Vita Nova as a treatise on Love. In the preface, Biscioni 
first quotes Boccaccio’s observations about the beginnings of Dante’s love 
for Beatrice, and then, one by one, he cites commentators of the Com-
media, from the fourteenth to the late sixteenth century: some of the most 
revered names in the history of Italian literature, from Benvenuto da Imola 
to Leonardo Bruni [Lionardo Aretino], to Landino and Vellutello. Biscioni 
complains that these great masters, without exception, have repeated and 
reused Boccaccio’s arguments. More pointedly, he accuses them of copying 
from one another (“l’uno scrittore ha copiato l’altro” [1723, vii, and again 
viii]), following Boccaccio in unison. Biscioni then asks himself and his 
reader: 
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Che stima si debba fare dell’autorità de’ suddetti Scrittori, i quali, avendo 
copiato l’uno dall’altro, non fanno autorità che per uno, io voglio las-
ciarlo decider ad altri; che io per me non presumerò mai d’impugnare 
l’asserzione di coloro, che per l’antichità e pel sapere meritano piuttosto 
venerazione, che critica.

(1723, viii, emphasis mine) 

(What respect one should have for these writers, who, having copied 
from one another, abdicated their authority altogether, I prefer to leave 
it up to others; for myself, I will never presume to contest assertions made 
by those who, because of their antiquity and wisdom, deserve worship 
rather than criticism.)

Criticizing his predecessors for having accepted even the story of Dante’s 
mother’s dream, Biscioni argues that their blind following of Boccaccio 
might be justifiable if he were an historian, but that because he wrote his 
biography of Dante as a poet, his claims are subject to doubt: 

Ora se il Boccaccio non da istorico, ma da poeta ha scritto la Vita di 
Dante; dunque non solo nelle suddette vanità o inverisimilitudini, ma in 
altre cose ancora si potrà dubitare della sua fede.

(1723, viii)

(Now, if Boccaccio wrote the Life of Dante not as a historian, but as 
a poet, one can doubt his faithfulness not only with respect to these 
abovementioned vanities or implausibilities, but in other things as well.)

In describing the spread of false information from Boccaccio to each 
subsequent generation of commentators, Biscioni sheds light on the basic 
mechanisms of transmission — from source to final destination — bring-
ing to the reader’s attention the lack of critical reasoning employed even 
by the most venerated of past authors. Within that context, Biscioni’s essay 
opens the 1723 collection with an alternative view of the supposed history 
of Dante’s love for Beatrice. This revision is based on a critical reading of 
Dante’s own text and a critical analysis of the text’s and the author’s con-
texts, a reading that strips away interpretive layers added by Boccaccio and 
his followers, layers that were largely based on conjectures and straight-out 
creative inventions by poets and men of letters in response to Dante’s words 
in the Vita Nova and in his other works. Supporting his argument with 
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Dante’s own words from the theoretical paragraph about allegory in the 
Vita Nova, Biscioni ends by declaring that the text is, in fact, entirely alle-
gorical (“si raggira tutta quanta sopra l’allegoria” [1723, xv]) and contains 
no trace of objective history (“restando affatto esclusa da quella [Vita Nova] 
ogni spezie di vera storia” [1723, xv]). 

Biscioni’s edition further offers relatively detailed notes to the text and 
what was, for the time, a handy apparatus. Most significant among Biscio-
ni’s editorial decisions — as clarified in the notes at the end of the volume 
(under the title “Annotazioni sopra la Vita nuova di Dante Alighieri e varie 
lezioni, e correzioni degli errori, occorsi nello stampare”) is the choice to 
restore the divisions to the text.2 Biscioni asserts that these were Dante’s 
legitimate work (“legittima opera di Dante” [1723, 329]) and that as such 
they were appropriately dispersed throughout the text (“da lui medesimo 
a’ propri luoghi collocate” [1723, 329]). He openly admits that he has been 
unable to trace to a specific point in the text’s circulation the origin of the 
existing practice of marginalizing the divisions, but he was deeply con-
vinced that the divisions were a rightful part of the Vita Nova text and 
should be situated in their original proximity to the verses.

Of all the manuscripts he had used in preparing his edition, Biscioni 
remarks that only one, his own (identified by Michele Barbi as MS Mar-
ciano it. X 26), contained the integral version of the Vita Nova, while all 
the others belonged to same tradition that produced the Sermartelli 1576 
edition (Biscioni reports six other manuscripts he had collated along with 
the editio princeps). The codex Marciano it. X 26, housed in the Marciana 
Library in Venice from the collection of Nicolò Panciatichi, is a compound 
manuscript, composed of two codices bound together, the first containing 
Dante’s Vita Nova in humanistic writing, and the second the Convivio, cop-
ied on cc. 35–84, in a cursive hand. The transcriptions seem to have been 
carried out at different times, by different copyists, although both scribes 
remain anonymous and unidentified, but Biscioni also followed it for his 
edition of Dante’s Convivio in the same volume.

Later in his preface, after admitting the limits of his search for the ori-
gins of this marginalization, Biscioni adds that by accident he had come 
across a manuscript that not only located the divisions in the margins, but 

 2. Divisions are a part of the Vita Nova’s text that derive from the Scholastic prac-
tice of dividing a text for the purpose of better explaining and understanding it. 
Thus, in the Vita Nova, Dante provides a formal analysis of the poems by iden-
tifying analytical units within them, most likely for the purpose of controlling 
the interpretation of his verses.
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also included an editorial note “Maraviglierannosi molti” (“Many will be 
amazed”), written “by I do not know whom” (“da non so chi” [1723, 329]). 
This note — which we have now known for some time was authored and 
penned by Boccaccio — centers around a questioning assessment of the 
Vita Nova as too puerile (“troppo puerile”) and, hence, a questioning of 
Dante’s authority altogether, in a move that worked to establish Boccac-
cio’s own authority (see Todorović 2018).3 Because the Boccaccian criti-
cal tradition overwhelmingly dominated the circulation of the Vita Nova in 
manuscript, this note (which accompanies the Vita Nova’s incipit in both of 
Boccaccio’s copies), begins a long and troubled editorial history for Dante’s 
text.4 Unaware that Boccaccio had authored this note, Biscioni proposes 
that: “[f]rom this note one can understand how easily one dares to cut off 

 3. After discussing the first reason for eliminating the divisions as his own literary 
sensibility that prompted him to consider them gloss rather than text, Boccac-
cio embarks on spelling out the second reason: “La seconda ragione ch’é secondo 
che io ho già udito più volte ragionare ad persone degne di fede avendo Da(n)te 
nella sua giovaneça composto questo libello e(t) poi essendo col tempo nella sci-
ença e(t) nelle op(er)ationi cresciuto si vergognava aver facto questo, parendogli 
op(er)a troppo puerile”. (The second reason is that many times I have heard 
people worthy of trust say that Dante, having composed this little book in his 
youth and then with time having grown in his understanding of the arts, was 
ashamed of having written this, for it seemed to him too puerile). This second 
justification for his editorial decision transfers the responsibility to Dante him-
self and positions Boccaccio as a mere executioner of Dante’s wishes—whereas 
Boccaccio is in reality positioning himself as an authority on the Florentine 
poet.

 4. Boccaccio, however, decided that the divisions’ place was not within the text, 
and he extracted them into the margins of his two copies of the Vita Nova, MSS 
Toledo, Archivo y Biblioteca Capitulares, Zelada 104.6 and subsequently in a 
widely known copy of that same Toledo manuscript, the Vatican Library’s Chi-
giano L V 176. Boccaccio’s description of Dante’s libello as a youthful, immature 
work — to justify marginalizing from Dante’s text one type of prose — endured 
in Dante criticism for centuries, and Boccaccio’s name and authority played a 
crucial role in the subsequent circulation of the Vita Nova, both in manuscript 
and in print cultures. Boccaccio’s practice of marginalizing the divisions rap-
idly dominated in the circulation of the Vita Nova: by the end of the fifteenth 
century, the majority of manuscripts transmitted Dante’s text without the divi-
sions. One of these manuscripts was used in preparation of the editio princeps, 
carrying over Boccaccio’s Vita Nova into the new medium. The text was finally 
“stabilized”, and the divisions included with the text, with Michele Barbi’s 1907 
edition (see Barbi 1907).
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portions of the works of supreme authors” (“Da questa nota si comprende 
con quanta facilità altri si porti a resecare dall’opere de’ sovrani Scrittori 
alcuna porzione delle medesime” [1723, 330]). He describes, however, as 
well known that the negative attitude towards the divisions originates with 
Boccaccio’s biography of Dante, thus indirectly connecting Boccaccio with 
this crucial editorial note: 

Egli è ancora quasi certo che questa opinione ha origine dal Boccac-
cio, ritrovandosi registrata nella sua Vita di Dante; ond’è ch’ella si potrà 
porre (salva sempre la reverenza d’un tanto autore) trall’altre sue poet-
iche invenzioni. 

(1723, 330)

(It is almost certain that this opinion has its origins in Boccaccio, as 
it is registered in his Life of Dante; it can thus be placed (reserving, of 
course, the reverence for such a great author) among his other poetic 
inventions.)

The editor does not mince words as he accuses Boccaccio of spreading 
misinformation in his biography of Dante, and he treats the handling of 
the divisions as central to that project of misinformation. He expands his 
annotations with examples from Dante’s other writings that support the 
inclusion of the divisions, first among these being the Convivio. Biscioni’s 
argument on Dante’s practice of including divisions in his works culmi-
nates as he conjectures that had he lived longer, Dante would have com-
mented on his Commedia and included the divisions in his commentary 
(“avrebbe ancora fatto il medesimo, s’egli avesse comentata la sua Comme-
dia” [1723, 330]). This task was completed by his son, Pietro, after the poet’s 
death, claims Biscioni in explaining the structure not only of Pietro’s but of 
all the other commentaries on the Commedia, including Boccaccio’s own 
so-called Esposizioni sopra la Commedia di Dante, where the divisions were 
placed before the analyses (“dichiarazione”). Biscioni concludes his formal 
analysis of the various texts by Dante by stating that the poems are, after 
all, at the heart of the Vita Nova and the Convivio. The poems are the very 
substance of the two texts, and everything else is commentary:

In somma è da sapere, che la sustanza, tanto della Vita Nuova, che del 
Convito sono le rime: il restante poi o sono sommari, o argomenti, o 
dichiarazioni, o dimostrazioni delle cagioni, il che tutto insieme fa figura 
di Commento. 

(1723, 330)
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(In sum, we should know that the substance of the Vita Nuova and of the 
Convivio are the poems: the rest are either summaries, or arguments, or 
declarations, or demonstrations, all of which form a commentary.)

In the 1723 edition, then, Biscioni prints the divisions within the text, 
in their proper locations, albeit with two crucial differences from Dante’s 
text. First, Biscioni keeps — most likely following the exemplar he works 
from — the altered form of Boccaccio’s marginalized divisions. Second, 
he always prints the divisions after the poems, unlike Dante who, as 
he announces Beatrice’s death and opens the canzone Gli occhi dolenti, 
changes their position to precede the poems, thus emphasizing their lone-
liness and “widowhood” after Beatrice, the muse, dies. Biscioni’s detailed 
discussion, comparisons, and remarks, however, convinced few editors 
and readers. Some editors in the 1800s opted to marginalize the divisions, 
some moved them to the end of their volumes in a precursor to endnotes, 
while others included them in the text, but printed them in italics and 
often in red ink. However, the 1723 Florence edition nevertheless repre-
sented an important stage in the Vita Nova’s circulation, especially as in it 
Biscioni employed a philological interest that cannot be discerned in the  
princeps.

While the Vita Nova’s editorial history was uniquely shaped by Boccac-
cio’s early editorial intervention, the manuscript and print circulation of 
the Convivio were complicated by an originally complex manuscript and a 
tormented textual tradition. Between the first Florentine edition of 1490 
and the text’s inclusion in the volume of miscellaneous prose by Dante and 
Boccaccio curated by Anton Maria Biscioni in 1723, the Convivio appeared 
in only three printed editions, all of them Venetian: the Da Sabio edition 
in 1521, Zoppino’s in 1529, and Sessa’s edition in 1531. The eighteenth-
century text, based partly on the three earlier printings and partly on a 
codex owned by Biscioni (the extant manuscript Venice, Biblioteca Mar-
ciana, X It. 26, which Biscioni had also described as the best source for his 
Vita Nova in this same collection), was then republished in later editions 
of Dante’s Opere printed by Giambattista Pasquali (Venice, 1741–1772: the 
Convivio is in the first volume, printed in 1741), Antonio Zatta (Venice, 
1757–1758), and Giovanni Gatti (in the first volume, Venice 1793).5 Biscio-
ni’s edition did not greatly enhance our understanding of the text’s mean-
ing, but would instead attract scholarly attention in the next century to 
the text’s critical conditions, obscurity, and interpretive difficulty. Among 
the first nineteenth-century editors of the Convivio, the so-called Editori 

 5. For a fuller accounting of this history, see Arduini 2020a. 
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milanesi, Vincenzo Monti, Giangiacomo Trivulzio, and Giovanni Antonio 
Maggi, would take decisive steps to reconstruct a more authoritative text 
with their edition Convito di Dante Alighieri ridotto a lezione migliore and Il 
Convito di Dante ridotto a lezione migliore (see Monti et al. 1826 and 1827). 
Vincenzo Monti explained the principles of their textual reconstruction 
in his Saggio diviso in quattro parti dei molti e gravi errori trascorsi in tutte le 
edizioni del Convito di Dante (Monti 1823).

As Domenico Pietropaolo (1983, 41) has pointed out, Biscioni’s 1723 
publication represents “the first systematic effort to recover the precise 
text” of the Convivio, on pages 53 through 210 of his ambitious volume 
devoted to the Prose di Dante Alighieri e di messer Giovanni Boccaccio, dis-
cussed above for Dante’s Vita Nova. In its interpretative approach, Biscio-
ni’s edition was representative of eighteenth-century medieval studies, a 
field of research that had only recently been created. Because it made one 
version of the Convivio more available, the volume was of particular use 
to the philological endeavors of Italian medieval studies, as Biscioni and 
other Tuscan scholars devoted themselves to reestablishing the language of 
what they considered authoritative texts of fourteenth-century key Tuscan 
vernacular works. 

Pietropaolo has noticed that among other politically inspired philologi-
cal endeavors of the 1720s, Biscioni’s edition is “a prime example” of tenta-
tive philology motivated by a desire to circulate textually precise Tuscan 
works, “which had become extremely rare outside of Tuscany” (1983, 42). 
Biscioni thus perceived a relationship between textual criticism and the 
circulation of reliable texts. His aim was not to generate an extensive inter-
pretative use of the Convivio in relation to the Commedia, as it was popular 
in sixteenth and seventeenth-century criticism, but rather to make medi-
eval Tuscan works available in accessible and reliable editions that would 
enable correct interpretation and assessment of those works by eighteenth-
century scholars.6

This challenge was arduous in the case of the Convivio, for which the 
circulation was extremely limited during the fourteenth century, and the 
more numerous copies of the fifteenth century reveal a seriously corrupted 
state of the manuscript tradition. But in his attempt to recover the original 
text of the Convivio, to render as close an approximation as possible, and 
to limit his interventions to the minimum required by the syntax, Biscioni 
examined only eleven of the then-available manuscripts (forty-four have 

 6. For the sixteenth-century use of the Convivio by commentators on the Com-
media, see Gilson 2009. 
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now been identified, with the addition of a few fragments). From these 
eleven, he selected a single codex from his own collection, known today as 
manuscript Marciano it. X 26, which he also used for his edition of the Vita 
Nova. Biscioni heavily annotated the manuscript, which contains glosses 
by different hands, and reverently followed it according to the principle of 
the codex optimus (best manuscript). 

Biscioni set out to resolve three major textual issues that characterize the 
manuscript and early printed tradition of the Convivio: discordant readings, 
scribal interpolations, and omissions, which often render passages unintel-
ligible (Pietropaolo 1983, 44). He began by establishing some empirical 
rules for his practice of textual criticism, the first of which was to privilege 
obscurity when selecting among different readings, as in the case of Con-
vivio IV vii 10: “la voce più oscura è sempre per lo più la legittima, talché le 
più usate sono glossemi o cattive interpretazioni, poste quivi da copisti per 
ispiegare le voci oscure, o mutate da loro, perché essi non intendevano le 
proprie” (“In general, the most obscure term is always the correct one. This 
is because the most common terms are either glosses or bad interpretations, 
placed there by scribes in order to explain the obscure terms or to replace 
them altogether if the scribes were unable to understand them” [1723, 357]). 
Biscioni’s explanation essentially matches the definition of the principle 
of lectio difficilior, in line with modern textual criticism, whereby common 
terms are understood as hypercorrections introduced by scribes unable to 
understand the archetype, although the formal elaboration of this principle 
in 1796 is credited to Johann Jakob Griesbach and more generally to late-
eighteenth-century biblical studies. Biscioni’s second rule helped him to 
determine which spelling was closer to the original: “Le voci più corrotte, 
quando si vedono replicate in più testi, servono d’indizio per rintracciare le 
vere voci degli autori” (“The most corrupt variants, when they are repeated 
across several manuscripts, serve as useful indications of the authors’ origi-
nal words” [1723, 357]) is more subjective, suggesting that a widely attested 
erroneous reading would thereby enable the critic to divine the correct 
one. For example, in the context of Convivio IV vii 10, the modern critical 
text, established by Franca Brambilla Ageno in 1995 and based on forty-
four manuscripts plus the editio princeps, reads “detrimento” (Ageno 1995, 
3: 304) instead of Biscioni’s “dottrimento” (preferred to the widely attested 
erroneous reading “doctrimento” that Biscioni considered inspired by “doc-
trina”). Pietropaolo has noted, however, that the modern corrections, here 
and in other passages, invalidate Biscioni’s textual choices by adopting the 
principle of codices plurimi, but not his philological formulation of the lectio 
difficilior and its early applications to the text of the Convivio (1983, 45). 
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Following his version of lectio difficilior and his belief in the indicative 
value of corrupt variants, and upholding the principle of the codex opti-
mus before that had been established as a formal criterion, Biscioni also 
made use of glosses added by previous owners of the Marciano manuscript, 
namely Luca di Simone della Robbia, a fifteenth-century descendant of 
the Florentine sculptor Luca della Robbia. Michele Barbi (1907, lxxxv–
lxxxvi) has criticized Biscioni’s undue respect for and fidelity in reproduc-
ing the particularities of a single, and late, compound codex — a reliance 
that occasionally led Biscioni to overcorrect. For example, in his desire to 
surpass previous editions of the Convivio, he chose not to reproduce the 
chapter divisions of the four treatises in his edition and its reprints, simply 
because he did not believe they belonged to Dante’s original work. Biscio-
ni’s is ultimately methodology that tended toward correction — correction 
that for him meant mainly restoration of the most antiquated reading/vari-
ant, which he tended to identify as the most correct and authentic.7

Moreover, most of Biscioni’s emendations never found their way into the 
text of the Convivio, since he relegated them to the notes at the end of the 
volume, prepared “with grammarian’s judgement” — as Foscolo later com-
mented in his Discorso sul testo della Commedia (1887, 323) —, burying his 
explanations in a welter of erudition that is as burdensome now as it was 
fashionable then. Biscioni mainly studied the legacy of fourteenth-century 
Tuscan literary texts, the “testi di lingua”, considered almost exclusively as 
linguistic models, which served as a reconstruction, and celebration, of Flo-
rentine history understood to culminate in Dante and Boccaccio (though 
interestingly, not Petrarch). 

Though Biscioni’s practice has long since been defined as narrow-sighted 
and parochial (by Armando Petrucci, among others), in his time he repre-
sented literary erudition, his studies supported by his knowledge of Latin, 
ancient Greek, and the rudiments of Hebrew, albeit lacking in the interest 
in or talent for the recovery and study of documents that had informed 
the activity of Tuscan scholars such as Giovanni Lami or Uberto Benvo-
glienti, who had been influenced by Ludovico Muratori’s positions. Rather, 
as Pietropaolo (1983, 49) has suggested, the significance of Biscioni’s con-
tribution to textual criticism lies in its heuristic dimension, seen in the 

 7. This methodology is in sharp contrast to that employed in contemporary phi-
lology. For example, Brambilla Ageno’s edition of Dante’s Convivio (1995) was 
criticized for its ample recourse to corrections that were based on the criterion 
of codices plurimi, from which she reconstructed the hypothesized most correct 
reading.
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way his variants and notes induce the reader to consider the importance 
of textual precision in the interpretation of Dante. This view thus explains 
Biscioni’s main activity of recovery and inventory of fourteenth-century 
Tuscan texts, and genealogical interests, conducted before and after his 
appointment as librarian at the Biblioteca Laurenziana in Florence in 1742. 
He had been temporarily appointed “custode” of the library in 1708, and 
again in 1713, 1725, 1729, and 1739, and the appointment to become per-
manent librarian was finally issued by the Grand Duke Francis I of Lorena 
in 1741 and became effective in 1742.

Although his bid to correct and change the misguided tendency to 
exclude the divisions from the Vita Nova’s text was ultimately unsuccess-
ful, Biscioni’s 1723 edition offers modern readers a unique glimpse into the 
workshop of an editor of Dante’s texts, an editor who details all the facets of 
the editorial process, from the collation of manuscripts to the hard choices 
determined by that collation and by the current practices of the edito-
rial trade. Anton Maria Biscioni’s main achievements can thus be seen in 
the promotion of bibliographical studies, and we would like to conclude 
with a quotation that informs, we believe, his erudite recovery both of the 
Vita Nova and the Convivio in the volume of the Prose: “È cosa utilissima 
nelle ristampe de’ buoni libri il rendere informati coloro che gli leggeranno 
del fatto delle antecedenti edizioni, e di quanto appartenga alla sostanza 
dell’opera [. . .] perocché questa è parte della storia letteraria” (Lippi 1750, 
vii): “It is a very useful thing, in the reprints of good books, to inform those 
who will read them of the fact that previous editions existed, and of how 
much they belong to the substance of the work [. . .] because this is part of 
literary history”).

University of Washington–Seattle
University of Wisconsin–Madison
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What Books Taste Like 
Bacon and the Borders of the Book

Jonathan P. Lamb

Abstract
This paper explores the language of book taste in early modern England to argue that a key 
shift occurred in Francis Bacon’s famous aphorism about eating books: “Some bookes are to 
bee tasted, others to bee swallowed, and some few to bee chewed and digested: That is, some 
bookes are to be read only in partes; others to be read, but cursorily, and some few to be 
read wholly and with diligence and attention”. Writers for the next century would quote and 
adapt this line, a process that would culminate in a shift from “taste” in the sense of sample 
to “taste” in the sense of discrimination and distinction.

Today, I would like to add a red-letter date to the history 
of the book: 1597. The 1590s already represent a crucial turning point in 
what some call print culture. In this decade, the Marprelate controversy, 
the 1599 Bishops’ Ban, the explosion of prose romances and sermon collec-
tions, and other key events and changes in the book trade confirmed the 
place of printed books at the center of English culture — particularly in 
London. As Georgia Brown has so energetically demonstrated, the 1590s 
“were characterized” (yes) “by the expansion of literary activity” but also 
a revolution in which “writers and readers started to express a changing 
sense of the forms and functions of literature” (2004, 4). Extending Brown’s 
analysis, Samuel Fallon’s recent book Paper Monsters explores the way in 
which literary personae of the 1590s function as “products of [.  .  .] the 
reflexive consciousness of a hybrid media culture” (hybrid in the sense of 
manuscript and print) (2019, 16). The 1590s were clearly a key moment in 
the relationship between the print medium and imaginative literature. 

But I aspire to identify a much more specific date, not because I think 
these accounts are wrong but because they point us to an even bigger his-
tory of mediation. At stake in scholarship on the 1590s is the question of 
how a culture becomes bookish — that is, how a culture becomes not just 
literary in the familiar modern sense but in the premodern sense, “of or 
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pertaining to books”.1 If there was a print culture before 1700, then it existed 
in the sense that books signified. So rather than a print culture, which has 
an uneasy metonymical relationship with the press, we might speak of a 
bookish culture, in which books acquired a set of durable associations. And 
that’s why 1597 is such an important date: in that year, Francis Bacon’s 
Essayes were first published, featuring this crispy nugget of Baconian brev-
ity: “Some bookes are to bee tasted, others to bee swallowed, and some 
few to bee chewed and digested: That is, some bookes are to be read only 
in partes; others to be read, but cursorily, and some few to be read wholly 
and with diligence and attention”.2 I want to explore the premodern story 
of books and their relationship with taste. My main claim is that Bacon’s 
statement forms a kind of hinge in the story, in which books acquire a new 
set of signifying capacities and the story of mediation takes a turn for the 
modern.

Bacon’s axiom doesn’t make gastrointestinal sense. The relationship 
between tasting a book metaphorically and reading seems relatively clear. 
To taste a book is to take in parts of it, in Bacon’s words. It’s not entirely 
clear, however, what mode of reading Bacon has in mind here. If he’s think-
ing about instrumental reading, such as consulting a dictionary or perhaps 
the practice of commonplacing, then the taste readers get is the point of 
the book. But he doesn’t say that, and the fact that this is initially a state-
ment about books, as distinct from reading, suggests a value-laden judg-
ment. Some books, he implies but does not state, are worth just a sample. 
But the metaphor gets still more complicated as it elaborates. The differ-
ence between swallowing a book and chewing and digesting a book is a bit 
fuzzier. Surely Bacon knew — unless I’m missing something in the ana-
tomical discourse that suggests otherwise — that to swallow something is 
part of digesting it. Swallowing and digesting don’t seem distinct enough 
to measure the difference between cursory and diligent reading — unless, 
of course, we change our focus from the eaten to the eater. The fuzziness of 
the differences notwithstanding, readers know the difference Bacon is try-
ing to describe. It’s one thing to swallow a book, but to chew on it, to read 
it with attention — now that’s digestion. Incidentally, this is an exemplary 
case of Stanley Fish’s (1972) reading of Bacon’s Essays as self-consuming 
artifacts: to fully understand this metaphor, we have to digest it ourselves. 

 1. See the OED entry for “bookish”: “Of or pertaining to books; entered in books; 
according to books; bookish” (III, 17).

 2. For ease of reference, citations of early modern titles refer to their STC and 
Wing catalog numbers in the English Short Title Catalogue. STC 1137, sig. B1v.
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In a flash, what begins as a statement about books, the grammatical subject 
of the sentence, becomes a statement about readers, the agents who effect 
the distinction between tasting, swallowing, and chewing.

The metaphor of tasting books didn’t come from nowhere. One might 
begin with the early hermeneutic notion of the integumentum or covering 
of a text, which often conceptualized reading as the removal of a shell or 
husk to eat the nut or juice beneath. The metaphor evolved with the six-
teenth century print market. In my research, I have uncovered hundreds 
of writers comparing reading to tasting and eating. The 1519 translation 
of Raymond of Capua’s Life of Saint Catherine of Siena criticizes wrongful 
interpretations of the Bible: “they vnderstonde rather holy wrytte after the 
letter or after theyr owne felynge than after the very vnderstondynge & so 
by tastynge onely of the lettre they make many bokes but they taste not 
the pythe [. . .]”.3 The tasting of letters is distinct from tasting the pith of the 
Bible — an assertion that seems less like a form/content claim than one 
about mediation. Letters, instead of conveying the “very” or true “under-
standing”, stimulate the production of misreading — and more books. 
Merely tasting letters leads to failed comprehension. Thomas More uses a 
similar metaphor to describe successful comprehension. More declares that 
when the person who has argued against him can “proue his worde [against 
More] wysely spoken”, then that man should “kepe one copye therof wyth 
hym selfe for lesynge, & sende an other to me and than that copye that 
I receyue, I wyll be bounden to eate it though the booke be bounden in 
bordes”.4 Here, eating the book means not just grasping the writer’s point 
(in the sense of comprehension) but acknowledging the successful proof 
of that point. More’s little joke on the word “bounden” suggests his skepti-
cism that the writer can prove his objection. It also highlights the deliber-
ate bookishness of this particular moment, as we imagine the great More 
shrugging his shoulders with resignation as he begins to eat a bound book.

This notion of tasting or eating books was fairly common throughout 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, with writers using the metaphor 
as a model for understanding. Pierre Viret complains about people who 
cannot “applye themselues to reade those good bookes, and can take no 
taste of them, bicause that their mouthe is not fitte for such meate, and 
that they are to precious for them”.5 These readers cannot apprehend good 
books. Somewhat differently, Foxe’s Actes and Monuments notes that the 

 3. STC 4815, sig. miiiiv.
 4. STC 18078, sig. F2v.
 5. STC 24776, sig. B7v.
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people of Bohemia came “to the knowledge of Wickliffes bookes here in 
England”, and therefore “began first to taste and sauor Christes gospell”.6 
By way of books, the Bohemians taste something else. (I ought to men-
tion, parenthetically, that later writers would grab this particular phrase — 
“taste and savor” — in reference to evangelism.7) In a book on the history 
of the Netherlands, Jean Francois Le Petit’s translator refers readers to “the 
books themselues”, where they “shall haue better tast and information”.8 
Shakespeare’s sonnet 77 assures us that “of this booke, this learning maist 
thou taste”.9 You get the idea: taste and eating easily fill at least one of the 
variables in descriptions of understanding.

We might benefit from a taxonomy of this language. Most references to 
eating books imply comprehension, while references to tasting books usu-
ally imply sampling. The nearly archetypal instance of the first category 
is Revelation 10:9, here in the Coverdale translation: “Take the boke, and 
eate it vp, and it shall make thy belly to become bytter, but in thy mouth it 
shalbe swete as hony: And I toke the boke of the angels hande, and I dyd 
eate it vp, and it was swete in my mouth as hony”.10 This verse served all 
sorts of writers as a metaphorical prompt. The preacher Henry Smith, for 
instance, wrote that

As the Angel taught Iohn to reade the booke when hee bad him eate it: 
So we must put on Christ, as if wee did eate him, not as the Papists doe 
in their Masse, but as the meate is turned into the substance of the body, 
and goeth through euery part of man: So Christ & his worde should goe 
from part to part, from eare to heart, from heart to mouth, from mouth 
to hand, till wee be of one nature with them, that they bee the very 
substance of our thoughts & speeches, and actions, as the meate is of our 
bodies. This is to eate Christ and his word, or els wee doe not eate them, 
but chew them, and when our tast is satisfied, spue them out againe.11

Smith’s appeal to eating-as-comprehension leads him to taste-as-sample. 
Likewise, Samuel Ward complains about those who “reade the Bible by 
fits vpon rainy dayes, not eating the booke with Iohn, but tasting onely 

 6. STC 11225, fol. 588.
 7. See, for instance, STC 23592, sig. Ee4r.
 8. STC 12374, fol. 1408. 
 9. STC 22353, sig. E4v–Fr.
 10. STC 2816, sig. Cciir.
 11. STC 22713, sig. C3r–C4v.
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with the tippe of the tongue”. These rainy-day readers, he says, “meditate 
by snatches, neuer chewing the cud and digesting their meat, they may 
happely get a smackering for discourse and table-talke; but not enough to 
keepe soule & life together, much lesse for strength and vigour”.12 Ward’s 
reference to the Revelation verse slingshots him into the second category 
of taste-as-sample.

And this second category was everywhere, as writers used the metaphor 
of taste to stand in for the idea of sampling a book. Martin Luther, in trans-
lation, reports that “Surely a very small tast of this booke [Ecclesiastes] was 
to me a great pleasure”.13 John Bale, in his Pageant of Popes, offers “in this 
booke a little taste of theyr [that is, the popes’] vnsauorye liues”.14 Thomas 
Cartwright writes to his opponent that, “not to waste paper in rehersall 
of all: I will onely giue a tast of your later book”.15 The preface to John 
Calvin’s enormous book of sermons on Deuteronomy offers “to giue the 
readers some tast of the whole booke of the said sermo[n]s”.16 In these and 
the dozens and dozens of other cases of this language from the period, the 
metaphor offers a thorny theory of mediation. In most instances, a taste of 
a book (that is, a sample) cannot and must not stand in for knowledge of 
the whole book. These examples here tend to work upon the assumption 
that a taste does not confer or convey sufficient knowledge of the book to 
the extent that a taste can be equivalent to the whole thing. A taste of 
Calvin’s sermons is supposed to offer us some idea of what those sermons 
consist of, but the taste cannot and is not supposed to replace the actual 
reading of the sermons. If a taste, in this line of thinking, can mediate, it 
does so by approximation, which is after all the whole point of the meta-
phor. Peter Vermigli (or Peter Martyr) helpfully traces out this theory of 
mediation by criticizing partial reading:

Mans wisedome as it hath bin accustomed, began to loath and contemne 
the holy scriptures, as though the same were now wearie of Manna, and 
of the bread giuen from heauen, and it iudged the holy scripture to be 
so vile and simple, as though it could straightwaie attaine to the whole 
vnderstanding thereof euen with one twinke of eye, and with one breath. 
It supposed it to be ynough to reade ouer the same once, and by a taste of 

 12. STC 25039, sig. E5r–v.
 13. STC 16979, sig. A5v.
 14. STC 1304, sig. *a8v.
 15. STC 4714, sig. 4r.
 16. STC 4442, [Pilcrow]3v.
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one or two Bookes it iudged of the whole woorthinesse thereof, it laide it 
aside and determined to séeke wisedome elsewhere also.17

Vermigli critiques those who think, wrongly in his mind, that a taste 
of the Bible can adequately replace knowledge of the whole. This is not, 
of course, an either-or situation, in which a taste either replaces or does 
not replace the whole book. Rather, the notion of mediation in view in 
these many examples is distinctly premodern, modelled as an intimate and 
embodied interaction that, when imagined as a taste, does not satisfy.

And this brings us back to Bacon, who makes a subtle but important 
reconfiguration of the metaphor. Whereas in most cases (like all the ones 
above), the emphasis of the metaphor falls on the insufficiency of a taste to 
mediate, Bacon’s line suggests that it is sufficient. Some books are just to 
be tasted, and a taste is, specifically, all you need. In the calculus of Bacon’s 
metaphor a reader doesn’t need to ingest fully the whole book, but just read 
it “in parts”, and those parts stand in for and can effectively replace the 
whole. The emphasis, as I argued earlier, falls rather on the reader’s capac-
ity to distinguish between books worth tasting and books worth swallow-
ing or digesting. 

Bacon’s reconfiguration of an extremely common metaphor is special, 
though not unique. Other writers referred to tasting books as a sufficient 
replacement for the whole. What makes Bacon’s version special is, first, 
that he crosses the idea of tasting as sample with the idea of eating as 
comprehension, and, second, that dozens of writers repeated his line and 
used it as a prompt, just as writers used Revelation 10:9. By rerouting the 
notion of taste from a quality of books to a faculty of readers, even as his 
line suggests that a taste is all you need, Bacon opens the door for the 
modern notion of taste as aesthetic discrimination. The OED calls this 
kind of taste “a sense of what is appropriate, harmonious, or beautiful”, 
specifically “the faculty of perceiving and enjoying what is excellent in art, 
literature, and the like”.18 OED dates this notion of taste to 1671, in Mil-
ton’s Paradise Regained, which refers to “Sion’s songs, to all true tasts excel-
ling, Where God is prais’d aright”. The OED then cites William Congreve’s 
1694 Double-dealer — “No, no hang him, he has no tast” — followed by 
Joseph Addison in the Spectator: “1 Rules how we may acquire that fine 
Taste of Writing, which is so much talked of among the Polite World”. In 
the space of three quotations, we arrive at the modern notion of taste as an 

 17. STC 24669, sig. Cc5r.
 18. See the OED entry for “taste”, 8.a.
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assertion of cultural distinction and superiority, which Pierre Bourdieu and 
plenty of others have described.19 The key assumptions in the development 
of this notion of taste are that the person in possession of it can discern the 
value of things, and that this discernment is implicitly marked by disem-
bodiment. The elite, tasteful reader has everything but a body.

To put too fine a point on it, this is the very assumption that Bacon 
formulates in his statement about tasting, swallowing, and eating books. 
Underwriting the modern notion of taste — this idea of aesthetic judg-
ment that informs the best and worst of modernity — is a twist in the 
theory of mediation in which a taste of a book goes from being not enough 
to being more than enough. What was, for most writers, a mark of defi-
ciency becomes, in Bacon’s aphorism, a ranked sufficiency (we taste James 
Patterson, swallow the New Yorker, and chew and digest Toni Morrison). 
This move seems to invert Jacques Derrida’s notion of the trace, which 
Juliet Fleming glosses as the term used “to suggest that what a signifier 
marks is not only ‘not there’ but, more importantly, ‘not that’; the trace 
is not the remainder of something gone but the mark of what was never 
fully there” (2016, 7). Bacon’s line works in the opposite direction: whereas 
for many writers, perhaps channeling Derrida avant la lettre, a taste marks 
insufficient mediation, for Bacon a taste can and does constitute presence. 
Indeed, that he then elaborates the metaphor in terms of swallowing, 
chewing, and digesting as more intensive forms of making books present to 
oneself suggests precisely this vector of thinking. If Derrida’s notion of the 
trace aims to dismantle a modern notion of mediation rooted in a meta-
physics of presence, then in Bacon’s aphorism we see the very formulation 
of that modern idea — formulated, it’s worth repeating, in language con-
cerning books. For Bacon, a taste of a book is a trace that can make that 
book present to the taster.

As I mentioned, later writers adapted Bacon’s line with great relish. 
Most use his threefold division as a way of distinguishing which books are 
worth tasting, swallowing, or chewing and digesting. Richard Braithwaite, 
for instance, explains that books worth tasting include “Stories of mod-
est accomplement, superficiall flourishes” and so on, whereas the “Amo-
rous, and fruitlesse labours of braine-sicke Authors” are for swallowing, 
and “discourse tending both to instruction and delight” is worth chewing 
and digesting.20 Other writers pick up on the implicit theory of mediation. 
Edward Leigh, for instance, in a 1646 preface to the reader, writes that 

 19. See Bourdieu 1984; see also Guillory 1993. 
 20. Wing B4265, sig. Ss2r-v.
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“The number of bookes is without number, the Presses are daily oppressed 
with them. Yet (though the world abound with unprofitable, nay perni-
cious Pamphlets) there are many excellent subjects which are either not 
handled, or not sufficiently. There is a great variety in mens fancies as 
well as in their faces; and bookes (the fruit of mens brains) are as various 
as men themselves. Some books are to be tasted onely, some chewed, and 
some swallowed”.21 The aphorism punctuates Leigh’s attempt to articulate 
what to do with all the books coming off the press. This is not a Lockean 
theory of communication, by which ideas are transmitted from one brain 
to another by way of the medium of words. But it’s close. Leigh presents the 
variety of books as a reflection of the variety of human consciousness, with 
the faint suggestion (by way of the fruit metaphor) that access to and dis-
tinction among books entails access to and distinction among people. For 
Leigh, as for Bacon, as for Bourdieu, to have a taste is not merely to sample 
but to judge what matters.

Let me return in conclusion to the terms with which I began: the pro-
posal that the language of books and taste does not show us an emerging 
print culture but an established and continually unfolding bookish one. The 
difference between these two cultural models cannot be overstated. In one, 
books both ground and produce cultural change; I don’t need to rehearse 
for this audience the scholarship critiquing the idea of print culture. In the 
other, books have signifying functions related to but distinct from their 
status as text carriers — that is, as media. Francis Bacon’s aphorism, we 
might say, gives us a taste of the bookish culture in early modern England. 

University of Kansas
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Is There a Printer’s Copy of  
Gian Giorgio Trissino’s  

Sophonisba?

Diego Perotti 

Abstract 
This essay examines the manuscript Additional 26873 housed in the British Library. After 
clarifying its physical features, it then explores various hypotheses as to its origins and its 
intended use. Finally, the essay collates the codex with Gian Giorgio Trissino’s first edition of 
the Sophonisba in order to establish the tragedy’s different drafts and the role of the manu-
script in the scholarly edition’s plan. 

The manuscript classified as Additional 26873 (Hereafter 
La) is housed at the British Library in London and described in the online 
catalogue as follows: “Ital. Vellum; xvith cent. Injured by fire. Octavo. 
Giovanni Giorgio Trissino: Sophonisba: a tragedy”. A few details may be 
added. La is part of a larger collection comprising Additional 26789–26876: 
eighty-eight items composed in various languages (English, French, Italian, 
Latin, Portuguese, Spanish), many of which have been damaged to different 
degrees by fire and damp. The scribe has been identified as Ludovico degli 
Arrighi (1475–1527), the well-known calligrapher from Vicenza (Veneto, 
northern-east Italy) who later turned into a typographer, active between 
his hometown and Rome during the first quarter of the sixteenth century.1 
Arrighi’s renowned handwriting, defined as corsivo lodoviciano (Ludovico’s 
italic), is a calligraphic italic based on the cancelleresca, well distinguished 
from the latter by the use of upright capitals characterized by long ascend-
ers/descenders with curved ends, the lack of ties between characters, the 
greater space between transcriptional lines, and capital letters slightly 

 1. Arrighi’s hand was identified by Mazzoleni 1996. On the manuscript see also 
Wardrop 1939 and Fairbank and Wolpe 1960. On Arrighi’s importance in 
handwriting and typographical history see Morison and Warde 1926; John-
son 1926, 1934, 1950; Scarfoni 1938; Ascarelli 1953; and Bonacini 1953. 
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higher than those of the current cancelleresca, whereas the inclination of 
the letters is the same, placed between 8 and 10 degrees (see Fig. 1).2 

La was not originally chartulated, nor paginated; a modern chartulation 
has been added in pencil in the upper right head of each charta (chartae 
1–60); the sheets of each gathering are signed up until charta 4 with Latin 
letters together with Arabic numerals in sequence (see Figs. 2-3). 

 2. On Arrighi’s italics see Casamassima 1963. For a general overview related to 
his printings see Gaskell 1972, 20-24. 

Figure 1. London, British Library, shelf-mark Additional 26873, charta 
19r. A detail of Arrighi’s italics.

Figure 2. London, British Library, shelf-mark Additional 26873, charta 
25r, signature (detail).

Figure 3. London, British Library, shelf-mark Additional 26873, charta 
28r, signature (detail).
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The format is 8o: A–G; each charta is roughly 1900 × 1300 mm, made 
up of nineteen poetic verses. Both the initial and final sections (chartae 
1–17; 46–56) are those most damaged by fire (approximately 40–60% of 
the text is missing); the central section is sooty at the head of the chartae 
and some scraps are missing along the back, though generally speaking this 
section is fairly legible (see Fig. 4).3 

Considering the total absence of corrections and variant readings, La is 
a fair copy, although fragmentary. A note on the tail of the guard, added 
when the manuscript came to the British Museum, states that it was “pre-
sented by J. T. Payne on 29 July 1759”. The news of a manuscript copy of the 
Sophonisba would not in itself be extraordinary since Trissino supervised 
the publication of three printed editions of the tragedy over five years: 1524 
in July and again in September, both printed by Arrighi, and a third in 
Vicenza in 1529, printed by Ianiculo.4 However, as Arrighi was the printer 
of the first edition, it is easy to insist on the importance of the information 
derived from such a source: like an autograph for literary authors, it tells 
us much about Arrighi’s way of working, both as scribe and printer, and 
given the physical features of La, it follows logically to ask why Arrighi 
produced a copy of the tragedy and whether it is genetically related to Tris-
sino’s supervised editions. Preliminarily, it is possible to hypothesize the 
following: 

1.  La is a printer’s copy for Arrighi’s first and/or second edition of the 
Sophonisba (henceforth labeled, respectively, Ar1 and Ar2); 

2.  La is a printer’s copy for an edition prior to the spelling reform of 
Trissino; 

3.  La is a copy composed by Arrighi and conceived for a restricted cir-
culation within the Roman court of Pope Leone X (1475–1521).

Let us consider the first hypothesis. Given that La is calligraphic, free 
of variant readings, and composed of signed gatherings, it seems at first 
glance to be a printer’s copy. At the same time, however, it lacks all of the 
typical indications of copy-preparation, such as annotations concerning 

 3. Due to the poor condition of the manuscript, it was not possible for me to carry 
out a typological analysis of the paper. I limit myself here, then, to giving the 
approximate height and width of the chartae. For the same reasons, nothing can 
be said about the original binding, since the manuscript was spun off and then 
reassembled following its restoration after the fire. 

 4. On the editions of the Sophonisba, see Davoli 2020. 
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Figure 4. London, British Library, shelf-mark Additional 26873, charta 16r. An 
example of the damages provoked by fire.
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layout, italicization, capitalization, ending marks of the type-pages, or even 
traces similar to freshly made proofs, inky thumb-marks, etc.5 Another 
point concerns the format: in the case of plays, format was often decided 
by convention, and it was quite common that the choice fell on the quarto 
book, though less expensive printed editions sometimes appeared in the 
octavo format. Both were handy formats, but the quarto was preferred, 
especially in the first quarter of the sixteenth century when the printed 
book had not yet become an entirely commercial product to be sold at low 
cost and when printers still aimed to provide their public with a quality 
product. In the case of Arrighi, a preference for the quarto can be assumed, 
considering that the outcome of his typography can be compared to that 
of a scriptorium in the quality of the paper, the page layout, and the design 
of the types. An accurate prevision of the length of the book was the first 
step in the preparation and organization of the edition, so as to come to a 
decision about the format and the right quantity of paper to be ordered; to 
this end, Arrighi or the compositor would have to cast off the manuscript 
copy by counting words according to the sizes of type and page that had 
been decided on.6 The reasons to produce an accurate copy for the typog-
raphy laid in the prediction of the exact contents of each type page: with 
the copy casted off, setting could begin anywhere in the book, avoiding the 
constraint, if necessary, of following the proper page order. Hence, since 
Ar1 and Ar2 are in quarto with twenty-two poetic verses per charta, we 
can hardly suppose that Arrighi produced as his copy an octavo manu-
script with nineteen poetic verses per charta, for the difficulties that would 
have emerged in planning the printing. 

The first hypothesis may also be tested by shifting the focus to the text. 
The comparison of La and Ar1/Ar2 reveals some important differences, the 
most outstanding of which concerns the failure to use Trissino’s spelling 
reforms. Indeed, in a historical moment in which the Italian language was 
experiencing a phase of important codification and standardization, Tris-
sino proposed a reform of the Latin alphabet that aimed to implement the 
writing system, especially in the representation of the open/closed traits 
of the vowels within literary Tuscan; this is because, particularly to non-

 5. Some authors gave clear instructions for the layout of their books, and give the 
great care that Arrighi reserved for the graphical aspects of his publications 
(both manuscript and printed), it is very likely that the fair copies he prepared 
included such indications, unlike La. See Greg 1966, 99–100. 

 6. There is no information on Arrighi’s typography to indicate whether he was 
himself the compositor or just the master/overseer. See Smith 1755, 273 and 
Moxon 1962, 192. 
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Tuscan speakers (the largest part of the inhabitants of the peninsula), how 
vowels were to be pronounced in certain phonetic contexts was far from 
clear due to the influence exerted by the respective dialects. Briefly, its 
reform included the following five additions to the current Latin alphabet:7

•  ε and ω used to indicate the vowels [ɛ] and [ɔ]; 
•  j for the semivowel [j]; 
•  v for the consonant [v], distinguishing it from the semivowel [u]; 
•  ç for voiced sibilant [dz]. 

Ɛ and ω were the two additions that made the greatest impact on con-
temporaries: in this way each vowel within the Italian phonetic system had 
a corresponding grapheme.8 What is relevant is that the Greek graphemes 
were used in opposition to the Latin ones: Greek for the open vowel, Latin 
for the closed one.9 Again, given this context, that Arrighi wrote his copy 

 7. Given the focus of the present essay on the material and literary analysis of 
the manuscript, it would be inappropriate to address the complexity and vast-
ness of the linguistic debate of the period. On the Questione della lingua (The 
debate around the Italian language), there is an almost endless bibliography; see, 
especially, the account in Tavoni 1987–1990. Particular attention to the inter-
twining of literary and linguistic questions is given in Pozzi 1978, 1988, 1989. 
A comprehensive treatment of the linguistic history of the Italian sixteenth-
century can be found in Coletti 1993 (especially chapters i and v); Maraz-
zini 1993 and 1994 (especially chapter xi); and Trovato 1994. 

 8. The other vocals of the Italian phonetic system are [a] [i] [u]. Currently the 
graphic system cannot distinguish between [e] [o] / [ɛ] [ɔ]; even among educated 
people the dialect or the italiano regionale — that is to say, the Italian spoken 
with significant differences in terms of phonetics, prosody and syntax among 
the macro-regions of Italy (northern, central and southern) — influences the 
way in which the open/closed traits of the vowel are employed according to 
its phonetic context, causing many doubts especially in formal contexts (i.e., 
work, public events, etc.). For the same reason, it is quite easy to understand 
from which region of Italy one comes from, and for the better linguists, perhaps 
specialized in single dialects/regions, it is also possible to distinguish between 
different areas/cities of origin. 

 9. In 1529 Trissino made changes to his spelling proposal due to criticisms raised 
by Tuscan literates, and, in particular, by Claudio Tolomei (1492–1596) through 
the Polito, which was actually an answer to the Ɛpistola (Rome, Arrighi 1524) 
and the Sophonisba; further signs were introduced in the new supervised edition 
of the Ɛpistola (Vicenza, Ianiculo 1529): ʃ for the voiced sibilant [ʒ]; lj for the lat-
eral palatal [ʎ]; k for the voiceless occlusive prepalatal veil [k]; at the same time, 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocale_posteriore_semiaperta_arrotondata
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocale_posteriore_semiaperta_arrotondata
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocale_posteriore_semiaperta_arrotondata
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without using Trissino’s additions is hardly sustainable due to the difficul-
ties that would have emerged during the composition as well as proof-cor-
rection phases: even the ablest compositors and correctors — among whom 
certainly Arrighi or someone working for him — made mistakes, and the 
fact that the new Greek letters had to be introduced with care cannot have 
led Arrighi to produce a copy for the typographer without employing them. 
Moreover, Trissino was at the time in Rome and very likely supervised the 
proofreading, at least in the case of Ar2, since the correction phase was 
seldom left to the compositor alone. In the case of Arrighi’s Sophonisba, it 
is also possible that he employed a professional corrector and not, as was 
more usual, a piece-worker who had to pay attention to his own mistakes 
in his own time, and who would have been tempted to overlook such errors 
as they would have taken longer to mend.10 It is no coincidence that, fol-
lowing the release of Ar1, which generated a heated controversy among the 
detractors of his integrated alphabet, Trissino prevented further criticism 
by making a reprint (Ar2) of the tragedy only two months later. 

Discarding thus the first hypothesis, La could instead be a manuscript 
conceived by Arrighi for an edition prior to Trissino’s spelling reform. In 
fact, what makes us inclined towards the hypothesis of a printer’s copy 
is the presence of signatures on the sheets. As is well-known, the use of 
signatures in printing derives from the assembly of sheets in order to get 
them correctly oriented and in the right order. For the same reason, as the 
format decreases the number of chartae within the gathering increases, so 
that signatures were also placed on the rectos of a few leaves after the first 
of each sheet in order to help the binder in folding. Their presence is there-
fore an important fact and must be properly analyzed to draw the necessary 
conclusions. The signatures, both in La and Ar1/Ar2, are made up of let-
ters from the Latin alphabet, a convention deriving from manuscript cul-
ture; manuscript culture also supplies the mechanism of the twenty-fourth 
folded sheet signed with the double letter (for instance ee, ff etc.), as is the 

a substantial modification of the previous alphabet reverses the use of ω, later 
employed for [o], while ε remains unaltered. This last change was introduced by 
Trissino according to his knowledge of the Greek language (ω corresponding to 
[ɔ]); but this was at the expense of the symmetry of the spelling system, which 
appeared to his detractors even less functional and coherent than the previous 
one. 

 10. Mistakes in individual letters always occurred in some numbers no matter how 
skilled the compositor; such mistakes were inevitably compounded in cases 
where it was necessary to add Greek letters to the Latin alphabet; see Gaskell 
1972, 110–16. 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocale_posteriore_semiaperta_arrotondata
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case of La (charta 41r), whereas Ar1/Ar2 do not maintain this technical 
usage (see Fig. 5). 

Another difference among La, Ar1, and Ar2 is that the manuscript has 
signatures until the fourth sheet, distinguished by letters together with 
Arabic numerals, whereas letters and Roman suffixes (e.g., aij, bij) are only 
used in Ar1/Ar2 up to the second sheet.11

Moreover, even though La is fragmentary, charta 4r is signed a4: going 
backwards, charta 1r coincides with sheet a1, so that we suppose the sign-
ing of preliminary leaves was made by symbols rather than letters for the 
impossibility of returning the dedication to the counting;12 on the other 
hand, in Ar1/Ar2 the signing begins with the title-page, as the sheet intro-
ducing the dedication is signed aij (the structure is also confirmed by the 
register). Headlines with running titles are absent from La and Ar1/Ar2, 
as well as catchwords at the end of the direction line and chartulation/
pagination; in the case of Ar1/Ar2, the lack of these practices, intended 
to help the compositor set the pages in the right order for the printing, 
would have made their arrangement in the proper order very slow, so that 
the print run could not have been very high. Therefore, it is very likely 
that the edition was produced for a limited audience. This tells us a lot 
about the way in which Arrighi interpreted his work as scribe and typog-
rapher. Because he was first a humanist and a calligrapher, he intended 
the printed book as a valuable product and, consequently, he created a 

 11. This is due to the smaller format of La, for which it was necessary to mark more 
than two sheets, since each gathering was made up of eight chartae, and there-
fore would have created greater difficulties during the binding phase. 

 12. La, charta 1r, coincides with charta c3r of Ar1/Ar2, so that almost three gather-
ings are not coinciding and must have been signed using symbols rather than 
the Latin alphabet. 

Figure 5. London, British Library, Additional 26873, charta 41r. Detail 
of the double letter.
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sort of hybrid object, strongly influenced by the manuscript culture and 
at the same time open to the practices of the new medium. For that rea-
son, his manuscripts must be treated cautiously, even though they could 
appear on first glance as printers’ copies. The truth is that Arrighi’s printed 
editions distinguished themselves from most of his contemporaries’ books 
in that Arrighi’s resembled more a literal reproduction of the manuscript 
rather than a normalized version of it with substantial changes designed 
to optimize the typographic work. In this respect, La represents the oppo-
site situation: very similar to a printer’s copy, it nonetheless lacks those 
necessary elements which would have qualified it as such — instructions 
about the layout, italicization, capitalization, etc. — making it most likely 
to be a handwritten copy of the Sophonisba written before 1515. Indeed, we 
know that Trissino composed his tragedy between 1513 and 1515. During 
this period Morsolin (1894) reports the popularity of some of its scenes in 
Rome even before the premiere.13 In support of this historical data, in two 
letters Giovanni Salviati (1490–1553) claims that manuscript copies of the 
tragedy, profoundly incorrect, circulated in large numbers in the city at the 
time, right after Trissino finished writing it.14 The argument can be taken 
to further support the fact that La is antecedent to 1518 — the dating 
proposed by Mazzoleni — assuming it was composed precisely during this 
period of great fortune for the tragedy. In addition, Arrighi was already in 
Rome in that period and had not yet established his typographical activity 
(Pratesi 1962). In light of this historical and biographical data, La is more 
likely to be a handwritten copy produced during the Roman period in the 
lively circulation of the tragedy rather than a printer’s copy for an edition 
prior to Ar1: thus for all intents and purposes La is a scribal publication. 

 13. For all it is known, the Sophonisba was staged publicly for the first time only 
many years later in Vicenza, in the great hall of the Basilica (1562), with a stage 
set conceived by the architect Andrea Palladio (1508–1580), pupil of Trissino, 
and painted by Giovanni Antonio Fasolo (1530–1572); see Magrini 1847. 

 14. Giovanni Salviati, while complaining to Trissino for not sending a copy of the 
tragedy, however reassured him that he was aware of the difficulties of finding 
a scribe who would have copyed it “a suo modo” (in Trissino’s own way), which 
seems to be an allusion to the use of the new letters. Nonetheless, Salviati claims 
to have found some manuscript copies and, although they were very incorrect, 
had them transcribed. Salviati traced back the errors to the fact that the tragedy 
was copied within one night; despite that, he affirmed that many other copies 
were transcribed. See Trissino 1729, xvi; Salviati 1878; Morsolin 1894, 77.
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In addition to this third hypothesis, a complete collation among La, Ar1, 
and Ar2 shows that the first witnesses an antecedent stage of the draft, 
with a relevant number of accidentals and substantive variants. Besides, 
unlike what Salviati stated regarding the flawed nature of the copies he 
saw during his Roman stay, La is definitely correct, reflecting the fact that 
Arrighi worked very accurately, both as a copyist and as a typographer. 
Here below is a summary of the systematic variants in the passage from La 
to Ar1/Ar2:15

•   in La the form of the coordinating conjunction is et, whereas Ar1/
Ar2 use alternately ε/εt depending if it is followed by a word begin-
ning with a vowel (εt) or a consonant (ε);

•   in La the articulated prepositions are written in analytical form, 
while the synthetic one is used in Ar1/Ar2 (a ’l → al; de ’l → del 
etc.); 

•   as regards punctuation, a systematic intervention appears at the end 
of the poetic verses: where in La there is a full stop or two points, 
Ar1/Ar2 substitute them with the semicolon; further, in La the cir-
cumflex accent is used to point out the stressed syllable of the past 
tense (passato remoto), whereas in Ar1/Ar2 is the acute accent (andô 
→ andὼ; formô → formὼ etc.); occasionally, La accentuates com-
pletely independently from Ar1/Ar2, such as in charta 27v, 16: Si puo 
ʃperâr che ʃi ritorni àl bene → Si puὼ sperar che ʃi ritorni al bene; 

•   in La the form of theonyms is inconstant, alternating the upper and 
lower case, whereas Ar1/Ar2 regularly maintain the upper case (adio 
→ a Dio; fortuna → Fortuna; iove → Giωve); as an isolated counter-
example Giove → Giωve, which not only alternates upper and lower 
case, but also the previous Latinism (iove) with current Italian; 

•   the treatment of elision: in Ar1/Ar2 there is a general tendency 
towards elision reserved for metric needs, whereas in La the elision 
is almost constant with few exceptions: ch’el → che il; che’nfin → 
che infin; Por l’offeʃe → Por le offeʃe; tropp’obligai → trωppo obligai; as 
counterexamples due to metric reasons: che ogni → ch’ωgni; entro 
a la → entr’a la; tanto è → tant’ὲ; queʃta è → queʃt’ὲ → voʃtra ira → 
vωʃtr’ira;16

 15. On the left the reading of La, on the right that of Ar1/Ar2.
 16. It is worth underscoring that in La the elision regards above all the syntagms 

article + noun or relative pronoun + article. In the passage between Ar1 and 
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•   the verbs ʃopportare, domandare, promettere, eʃʃere, aʃpettare, avere are 
treated differently: as regards ʃopportare and domandare, a vowel shift 
concerns the stressed syllable (o → i ; u → o): domandô → dimandὼ; 
ʃupportar → ʃopportar; the verb promettere is differently conjugated in 
the past form (passato remoto): promiʃi → promeʃʃi; the same happens 
with the conjugation of passive verbal forms: ponanʃi → ponganʃi; 

•   when part of the stressed syllable, the etymological Latin diphthong 
is not constantly maintained both in La and Ar1/Ar2: poʃe → puoʃe; 
tuor → tωr; fuori → fuωre; intieri → interi; muora → mωra; huomini 
→ hωmini;17

•   the diacritic -i is absent in La: guance → guancie; 
•   in La the Latin proton -i is sometimes retained, sometimes not, 

whereas in Ar1/Ar2 its use is constant (I → ie): giovinile → giovienile; 
domandarne → dimandarne; on the other hand, it is not always easy 
to judge whether the proton -u is deriving from Latin or Venetian 
dialect, since the passage O → u in the Lombard and Venetian dia-
lects (particularly the Vicenza and Padua dialects) often responds 
to a dialectal -u, which likewise could be ascribed to Trissino’s lin-
guistic reform, markedly multilingual; the passage La→ Ar1/Ar2 is 
always o → u;

•   different forms for the present tense of the verb andare (firs person, 
singular): vvo → vὼ; 

•   consonantal shift (voiced → voiceless) in the internal group -gr → 
-cr: lagrime → lacrime; 

•   vocal shifts (i → e; o → u; e → i o → i): intrô → entrὼ; ingenocchiata 
→ inginocchiata; devotamente → divotamente; ʃomigli → ʃimigli; ʃecura 
→ ʃicura; 

•   in La the Latin consonantal nexus -CZ is regular throughout the 
text, whereas Ar1/Ar2 alternates it with -z/-zz: gentilecza → gentilezza; 
nocze → nωze; dolcecza → dolceza; allegrecza → allegreza; 

•   gemination is more consistent in Ar1/Ar2, with few exceptions: legit-
tima → leggittima; ritrovamo → ritrovammo; debia → dεbbia; rubata 
→ rubbata; fanciulo → fanciullo; 

Ar2, the trend towards a widespread elision is more marked, as reported; see 
Davoli 2020, 17.

 17. In those years diphthongization was in the literary language assuming its regu-
larized form but was still not predominant. 
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•   La is less consistent in pseudo-etymological spellings if compared to 
Ar1/Ar2: ancora/ancor → anchora/anchor; qualcuno/qualcun → qual-
chuno/qualchun; some are retained or restored in La: chara → cara; 
loco → luωgo; palagio → palazo; 

•   La is inconsistent in the treatment of the Latin ending -TIA: 
patienza → patiεntia; reʃiʃtenza → reʃiʃtεntia; temperanza → temperan-
tia; but also: ʃententia → ʃentεntia; excellentia → excellεntia; 

•   the truncation of the personal pronoun io is regular in Ar1/Ar2 
when needed due to metric reasons: io → i; 

•   some plural endings are different: legna → legne; 
•   in La the division of words is constant, whereas in Ar1/Ar2 the ten-

dency is towards the synthetic writing: gia mai → giamai →etc.; 
•   among the numerals, due is the one treated differently: La keeps the 

form of the ancient Italian (duo), whereas Ar1/Ar2 decline the form 
if singular (due) or plural (dui);18 

•   the verbal truncations of La are mostly eliminated in Ar1/Ar2: 
conoʃcer → conoʃcere; far → fare; par → pare etc.; 

•   different treatment of the pronominal particle vi between La and 
Ar1/Ar2 when it introduces the complemento di termine: se → si; ve 
→ vi.19 

In addition to these formal variants that the systematic replacement of 
ε ω j ç and the distinction between u and v are all absent in La. From the 
point of view of substantives, the variant readings in the passage La→ Ar1/
Ar2 are the following:20

 18. Arrighi’s humanistic training will have played a decisive role in the choice of 
the form.

 19. Referred to here is the complement that specifies the receiver of an action. 
 20. Due to the Covid19 restrictions, it was not possible for me to carry out a com-

plete collation of Ar1, but I could rely on the very recent study by Davoli 2020, 
9, n. 18, in which the substantive variants in the passage La–Ar1 are reported. 
As for the collation La–Ar2, I was able to complete it personally, thanks to the 
digital reproductions of the manuscript and previous collations I made on some 
copies of the printing. In particular, the copies I examined are from Rome, Vati-
can Library, Membr.iv.18(int.2); Firenze, National Library, Palatino 2.9.3.37./a; 
Siena, Biblioteca degli Intronati, A xv C 019; Venezia, Biblioteca Marciana, 
Dramm. 0063. 001; Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana, Gonz. 006 002 014. 
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La Ar1 Ar2 

charta 7v, 17: Queʃta matina in l’apparir 
del Sole, 

c2v, 19: Queʃta matina ne 
l’uʃcir del Sole 

= Ar1 

charta 10r, 16-18: A domandar che foʃʃe 
loro aperto, / Et data la cittâ ne le ʃue mani 
/ [A cui] riʃpoʃto fu, che a neʃʃun patto / † 
aprirli, et ch’era ogniun diʃpoʃto 

d1r, 3-5: Sεnz’arme, a 
dimandar queʃta Cittade; / A 
cui riʃpωʃto fu, che a neʃʃun 
patto / Voleano darla, ε ch’εra 
ωgniun diʃpωʃto 

= Ar1

charta 13v, 18: Senon uergogna, 
intolerabil danno, 

d4r, 5: Vergωgna, ε ʃtratio; 
intolerabil danno;

= Ar1

charta 16r, 13: Se non per fine, almen per 
†unta.

e2r, 7: Per honorar coʃì piεtoʃo 
ajuto · 

= Ar1

Missing in La f2r, 19–20: Com’hεbbe fωrza 
Amor coʃì fra l’arme? / Non 
ὲ penʃiεr, che ’l ʃuo potere 
intεnda · 

= Ar1

charta 21r, 15: Narrami un poco queʃto 
matrimonio.

f2r, 3: Narrami un pωco il 
matrimonio tutto ·

= Ar1

charta 21v, 11: A chi fu † f2v, 18: A chi fu primamente 
deʃtinata 

f2v, 18: Al qual fu primamente 
deʃtinata, 

charta 21v, 14: Si preʃtamente il primo ʃuo 
conʃorte, 

= La f2r, 21: Si tωʃto il preʃo ʃuo 
primo conʃωrte, 

charta 22r, 7–8: Moglie di quello, a chi la 
[die ʃuo pa]dre, / Che di Syphace a chi la 
die il Senato.

= La f3r, 11–12: Moglie di quello, 
a cui la diε ʃuo padre, / Chε di 
Syphace, a cui la diε il Senato · 

charta 23v, 9: È di [maggior ualor che] 
ignun theʃoro, 

f4v, 4: Val più d’ogni 
mondano altro theʃωro

= Ar1

charta 24r, 12: Che adhora adhora di coʃtà 
ne uengo, 

= La g1r, 4: Perciὼ che hωr hωra di 
coʃtà ne vεngo.

charta 24v, 14: è ʃenon di ʃouerchio. et 
l’huom ch’è ʃa[ggio] 

= La g1v, 4: Non ὲ ʃenon. ʃovεrchio, 
ε l’huωm, ch’ὲ ʃaggio,

charta 25r, 6: Mia donna, poi Syphace † g1v, 14: Mia ʃpoʃa, pωi 
Syphace me la tωlʃe; 

= Ar1

charta 25v, 8–9: Et che non è da reputar 
colui / Saggio, ʃe non è ʃaggio a ʃe medeʃmo 

g2r, 13–14: Ɛ che non ʃi dεe 
havere alcun per ʃaggio, / 
Se non ὲ ʃaggio anchora a ʃe 
medeʃmo · 

= Ar1

charta 28r, 16: Catone hauete viʃta 
l’arroganza 

= La g4v, 6: Catone havete viʃto 
l’arroganza 

charta 29v, 14: Perchè con lui non tengo 
ignuna offeʃa 

h1v, 17: Perchè con lui non 
tεngo alcuna offeʃa. 

= Ar1

charta 30r, 18: [Il pregar] che gli miei 
prieghi mortali 

= La h2r, 18: Il pregar, che li miεi 
priεghi mortali 

charta 31r, 9-10: Tutto in la terra, et 
contra noi non ʃ’arme, / Che quaʃi da paura 
mi diʃfaccio · 

h3r, 3-4: Ne la cittade, ε 
contra noi non ʃ’arme, / Che 
quaʃi di paura mi diʃfaccio. 

= Ar1
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charta 32v, 15: Ne ʃchiuo ancor la morte: 
che qualunque 

= La h4r, 22: Nε ʃchipho anchor la 
mωrte; che qualunque 

charta 33v, 14: L’opra che hauete fatta in 
la battaglia 

i1r, 15: Quel, che ne la 
battaglia havete fatto,

= Ar1

charta 34r, 8: È di ʃeruir queʃt’honorata 
gente.

i1v, 6: Ɛ bεn ʃervir 
queʃt’honorata gente.

= Ar1

charta 34v, 9: Le ʃparʃe uoluptâ che hauen 
d’intorno 

= La i2r, 4: Le ʃparʃe voluptà, che 
habbian d’intorno 

charta 36r, 9: Intorno Troia, et poi la preʃe 
et arʃe, 

= La i3r, 17: Intorno a Trωja, ε pωi 
la preʃe, εt arʃe, 

charta 38r, 6-7: Ma uoglio an[cor che] 
queʃta m[ia] perʃona / In uoʃtra libertâ 
ʃempre ʃia poʃta. 

k1r, 2-3: Ma vὼ, che anchor 
di queʃta mia perʃona / Poʃʃiate 
ʃεmpre far quel, che v’aggrada· 

= Ar1

charta 38v, 14: Ch’en l’altrui riluttar piu 
ʃi rinforza. 

k1v, 7: Che ne la reʃiʃtεntia ʃi 
rinfωrza. 

= Ar1

charta 39r, 6: Che la ’nfi[ammaro] † = La k1v, 18: Che l’enfiammaro; 
ond’ hωr ne trae dilεtto, 

charta 39r, 15: Che coʃi ardentemente 
manda fuore 

k2r, 5: Che affettuoʃamente 
manda fuωre

= Ar1

charta 39r, 17: E prieghi ʃuoi, ne ʃa dou’hor 
ʃi giri. 

= La k2r, 8: I priεghi ʃuωi, nε ʃa, 
dov’hωr ʃi giri. 

charta 39v, 13: Ma uenitene dentro a la 
cittade. 

k2r, 22: Ma venitene hωmai 
ne la cittade. 

= Ar1

charta 42v, 16-17: Che ’l primo don ch’ala 
ʃua nuoua ʃpoʃa / Manda, ch’ella l’accetta 
uolentieri : 

l1r, 7-8: Che la ʃua nuωva 
ʃpoʃa volentiεri / Accεtta il 
primo don, ch’a lεi ne manda;

= Ar1

charta 43r, 13: Da quei ch’io douea far 
poco d’avanti. 

= La l1v, 1: Da quei, ch’io devea far 
pωco davanti. 

charta 44r, 15: Ma pur è un graue mal 
ʃenza dolore. 

= La l2r, 19: Ma pur ὲ grave mal 
ʃεnza dolore. 

charta 44v, 11: Poi non fu nela caʃa ignun 
ʃol vile; 

l2v, 12: Pωi non fu ne la caʃa 
alcun ʃi vile, 

= Ar1

La Ar1 Ar2 
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Note that Morsolin (1894, 463–64) briefly examines the comparison 
between Ar1/Ar2 and points out that the first, charta i3r, contains 23 
poetic verses instead of the 22 found in the latter, thus diverging the count 
of the verses starting from there. Furthermore, on c. m4v, 6–7, the reitera-
tion of the interjection Hωimεi is reported as an error, which Davoli (2020, 
13) justifies as an optical jump during the composition, for the iteration of 
the word a few lines below that would have generated the error. However, 
the repetition proceeds with ascending climax, since Hεrmina pronounces 
first one, then two and finally three times Hωimεi in sequence (m4v, vv. 7, 
10, 11, 15, 16, 17): hence, it is not an error (See Fig. 6). 

The conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis of the variant 
readings between La and Ar1/Ar2 highlight the cultural intent and the 
poetic practice of Trissino, supporting the hypothesis that, given the lack 
of all the linguistic features that will later characterize the prints, La was 
copied by Arrighi shortly after the tragedy was ended by the author. Beyond 
the linguistic variants, mainly formal, the substantive ones are coherent 
with the changes in the expressive form of the author, which particularly 
concern the syntactic structure of the periods and the choice of lexemes, 
since the expressive modality of the tragedy had to be, according to Aristo-
tle’s Poetics, as close as possible to the common language (sermo humilis).21 
Indeed, the direction of corrections such as those on sheet d1r shows the 
tendency to a greater linearity of verbal speech, characterized by paratactic 
syntax with frequent enjambements in favor of the continuity of the poetic 
speech, in this supported by the blank verse and by the alternation of hen-
decasyllables and seven-syllables verses, with the clear preponderance of 
the latter. For all these reasons, La is configured as a dedication copy that 
Arrighi probably composed and presented to Leone X; as a result, its dating 
should go back to at least 1515, and in all probability, 1514. 

Finally, it is worth dedicating one last note to the cultural context in 
which La was produced, especially concerning the revolution of the media 
occurring in Italy in the early sixteenth century. Indeed, although print-
ing was no longer a novelty, nevertheless in the first quarter of the century 
it was still at an experimental stage, and the great interpreters of the new 
medium, including Manutius and Arrighi, were first of all humanists fully 
trained in the culture of manuscript books. This, as is particularly evi-
dent in the case of Arrighi, had greatly influenced these printers’ ways 

 21. These theoretical and poetic aspects of Trissino are well illustrated in the I 
and V divisions of his Poεtica (Vicenza, Ianiculo 1529). A modern edition is in 
Weinberg 1970. 
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Figure 6. London, British Library, Additional 26873, charta 51v. Though the text is 
damaged, it is still readable the sequence of Hoimei.
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of understanding the typographical product, to such an extent that both 
Arrighi’s and Aldo Manuzio’s printed editions may be defined as hybrid 
objects, influenced to a large extent by the culture of the manuscript. Yet, 
if this is true in the sense of an influence of the culture of the manuscript 
book on that of the printed book, it must not be forgotten that the opposite 
influence was possible, and actually happened: the new printing medium, 
which at that time was still developing working practices while consoli-
dating the existing ones, had a strong influence chiefly on the layout of 
manuscript products, to such an extent that some artifacts may seem, at 
first glance, printer’s copies. Indeed, they must not be de-contextualized 
by other determining elements for identification, such as those already 
mentioned (annotations, typical signs of the typographical work on the 
copy, etc.). Precisely for this reason, La remains a very valuable witness that 
allows us to evaluate a previous draft of the Sophonisba, determining the 
variation in the passage La → Ar1-Ar2. At the same time La returns to us 
the figure of Arrighi as a copyist, an example of the level of professionalism 
at which such a competent and talented scribe/typographer could reach. 

University of Verona 
University Sorbonne Nouvelle 
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‘There is no respectable woman . . .  
that sells books!’

The Memoirs of Nineteenth-Century 
Women Book Canvassers

Jolie Braun

Abstract
This article examines three memoirs by women canvassers: Annie Nelles, or, The Life of 
a Book Agent by Annie Nelles Dumond (1868), Six Years Experience as a Book Agent 
by Mrs. J. W. Likins (1874), and Facts by Harriet Wasson Styer (1881). These works record 
the physical, intellectual, and emotional labor of canvassing, offering a window into the 
otherwise little-documented experiences of women’s experiences working in a field that both 
recruited and presented numerous challenges for them. 

In nineteenth-century America, many of the country’s 
inhabitants lived in areas where there were few opportunities to acquire 
books. Throughout the latter half of the 1800s, the book canvasser — a 
traveling salesperson who sold books on behalf of subscription publishers 
— became a familiar figure. Proponents of subscription publishing saw can-
vassers as doing the important work of bringing literacy to rural America. 
Popular media portrayals of canvassers, however, often were disparaging, 
depicting a calculating con-artist or naïve bumpkin hawking publications 
of dubious quality. While the majority of book canvassers were men, the 
late nineteenth century saw an increasing number of women entering the 
workforce, and some took up canvassing. If the ideal woman during this 
period was imagined to be quiet, retiring, and best-suited for the domestic 
sphere, what did it mean to be a female book canvasser, an occupation that 
required assertiveness, business savvy, and fortitude? Memoirs by women 
book canvassers can suggest at least a partial answer to this question. Their 
nuanced portrayals highlight the skills, nerve, and intense labor required 
of women in this profession while also foregrounding the additional effort 
needed to navigate the tension between canvassing and gender roles. This 
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essay examines three canvassing memoirs by women: Annie Nelles, or, The 
Life of a Book Agent by Annie Nelles Dumond (1868), Six Years Experi-
ence as a Book Agent in California by Mrs. J. W. Likins (1874), and Facts 
by Harriet Wasson Styer (1881).1 By recording their professional successes, 
customer interactions, and feelings about canvassing, these writers offer a 
window into the otherwise little-documented experiences of women who 
worked in a largely forgotten but integral capacity within the nineteenth-
century book trade. 

Subscription Publishing, Book Canvassing, 
and Women Canvassers

The origins of subscription publishing — a strategy used to mitigate some 
of the monetary risk of publishing by securing support upfront — can be 
traced back to seventeenth-century Britain, with patrons financing the 
production of expensive books for an elite audience (Casper 2007, 220; 
Fahs 1998, 112). In the mid-nineteenth-century US, subscription publish-
ing took the form of producing books of mass appeal for a broad audience 
(Hackenberg 1984, 137–38). From the 1860s into the early twentieth 
century, these publishers enjoyed a thriving business making books that 
traveling salespeople (also called canvassers, agents, peddlers, or colpor-
teurs) sold and distributed directly to customers (Stern 1987, 77). These 
individuals moved around a region visiting homes, businesses, and organi-
zations with their prospectus (an incomplete sample of the book) to take 
orders and then return at a later date to deliver the purchases and collect 
payment (Cook 2002, 223). 

The phenomenon of subscription publishing was enabled by a combina-
tion of factors, including the country’s growing population, increasing liter-
acy rates, and improving transportation (Lindell 2004, 215; Tryon 1947, 
220). Technological innovations meant that books could be produced faster, 
more cheaply, and in greater numbers (Hackenberg 1987, 47–8). Bibles 
and manuals on farming, health, and domestic life were always in demand, 
but fiction, histories, biographies, and current events that appealed to read-
ers’ desire for self-improvement and entertainment also sold well (Casper 
2007, 220; Compton 1939, 33). Though sometimes of inferior quality, the 
books were intended to be tempting physical objects and status symbols: 
colorful, lavishly decorated, and making the most of the era’s innovations 

 1. Styer’s Facts was first published anonymously (“by a woman”).
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in binding, design, and illustration (Cook 2002, 245; Pfitzer 2007, 56). 
Nancy Cook notes that even though subscription books “were often more 
expensive than other books [. . .] many sold well, into the hundreds of thou-
sands of copies” (2002, 245). 

Although subscription publishing is little known today, its reach and 
impact were substantial (Compton 1939, 34). Michael Hackenberg con-
tends that canvassing “truly transformed book dissemination in the nine-
teenth century. [. . .] Between 1861 and 1868, Hartford subscription firms 
are said to have made $5 million, with 16,000 agents having sold 1,426,000 
books” (1987, 66). Madeleine B. Stern echoes this sentiment: “If [the] 
methods were flawed and seldom fully effective, nonetheless they played 
an important role in America’s transition to mass production, urbanization 
and, especially, literacy” (1987, 93). Major works of the era, such as Mark 
Twain’s books and Ulysses S. Grant’s memoirs, first made their way into the 
hands of readers via canvassers (Casper 2007, 221).2

The success of subscription publishing was fueled by book canvassers 
and belied the difficulty of their work. Physically and emotionally demand-
ing, canvassing required carrying heavy books for long hours in all kinds 
of terrain and weather. Furthermore, successful canvassing necessitated the 
social skills and hardiness to interact with a wide variety of individuals, 
some of whom inevitably would be unreceptive if not hostile. Book can-
vassers had to cover the cost of their kits (which could include a prospec-
tus, order forms, and instructions on selling), as well as advance payment to 
publishers, transportation, food, and lodging (Arbour 1999, 9). Although 
some made money, it was a venture fraught with pitfalls and uncertainty, 
and many canvassing careers were short-lived (Hackenberg 1987, 52). 
Women canvassers faced additional challenges, from enduring strangers’ 
gendered criticism to the difficulties and potential dangers inherent in 
traveling alone. In the employment handbook What Can a Woman Do? 
(1887), Mrs. M. L. (Martha Louise) Rayne outlines the specific attributes 
needed by the effective female canvasser: “much depends on personal mag-
netism and a quiet, lady-like persistence in representing the merits of the 
book [. . .] the true lady will compel every man into whose office or store she 
enters, to treat her as he would wish his own mother or sister to be treated” 
(145). The contradiction between the traits necessary for book canvassing 
— assertiveness, tenacity, self-confidence — and those of a “proper” lady 

 2. For more on Mark Twain and subscription publishing, see: Dickinson 1947, 
Arbour 1999, Cook 1996, and Railton 2012. 
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— reserve, docility, quiet — is strikingly apparent, illuminating the extra 
effort required of female canvassers to navigate this gap.

Given these factors, book canvassing may seem an unlikely job for 
women. Yet “lady canvassers” were the result of a broader cultural shift dur-
ing the latter half of the nineteenth century that saw an increasing number 
of women entering the workforce (Walkup 1992, xxii). According to the 
1870 US Census — the first to record the number of female employees in 
the country — women comprised 15% of all workers. The percentage con-
tinued to rise in the following decades, to 20% in 1900 and 24% by 1910 
(Edwards 1943, 92). This trend is reflected in late nineteenth-century 
employment guides aimed at women such as Rayne’s What Can a Woman 
Do? and George J. Manson’s Work for Women (1883), both of which include 
chapters on book canvassing. Writing on the history of the American sales-
person, Walter A. Friedman observes that “there were 53,500 hucksters 
and peddlers in 1880 according to the census: of these, 51,000 were male 
and 2,500, female (and many of these women were book agents)” (2004, 
34). The rise of female book canvassers also was likely the result of some 
subscription publishers recruiting women. According to Keith Arbour, 
“publishers deliberately recruited women, farmers’ sons, teachers, and min-
isters”, individuals who may have seemed more sympathetic to customers 
(1999, 8–9).3 In her article on women’s health and hygiene subscription 
books, Alicia Puglionesi finds that some publishers of these works hired 
women canvassers, believing they would be best suited to sell such titles to 
women readers (Puglionesi 2015, 486).4 

Book canvassing attracted women because, while risky and challeng-
ing, it also offered unique benefits. Publishers stressed the opportunity 
for travel, adventure, and large profits (Lindell 2004, 219). Although 
the latter was rare and the commission rates canvassers received varied, 
Arbour states that “the ratio of commissions to hours spent canvassing 
was not so high that agents could realize decent returns on less than fac-
tory schedules” (xii–xiii). Leon T. Dickinson contends that “on a $3.50 
book the agent would make a dollar, and might make $100 a month” (1999, 
114). Moreover, canvassing was a way to earn more than would be possible 

 3. For more on the canvasser/customer relationship, see Zboray and Sacarino 
Zboray 2005.

 4. More work on how publishers targeted specific kinds of canvassers to sell to 
particular demographics remains to be done. In his biography of William Wells 
Brown, Ezra Greenspan found that publisher and bookseller Lee & Shepard 
recruited African American canvassers to sell Brown’s book to African Ameri-
can readers; see Greenspan 2014. 
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through the other options available to women — such as teaching, sew-
ing, factory or domestic work — while also setting one’s own hours and 
terms. In her memoir, Harriet Wasson Styer emphasizes the importance 
of autonomy and good wages: “I knew I could find no other employment 
which would afford me as much independence and be as remunerative” 
(1881, 303). Canvassing also appealed to women who, due to unforeseen 
or unconventional circumstances, suddenly found themselves in need of 
work. Mrs. J. W. Likins describes it as a “career of some who have had 
luxuries, now fallen on hard times, but don’t want charity” (1874, 167–68). 

Yet for female canvassers, one of the costs of book canvassing was partic-
ipating in a line of work some saw as suspect, demeaning, and inappropri-
ate for women. The 1890 edition of How ’Tis Done: A Thorough Ventilation 
of the Numerous Schemes Conducted by Wandering Canvassers includes a 
chapter devoted to exposing the tactics of book canvassers, and within 
this chapter, a section about female canvassers. The author tells his male 
readers to beware of the woman canvasser who is likely to seduce them 
into buying expensive, unwanted books: “The masculine victim will be 
wheedled into buying anything, from an almanac to a family Bible in fifty-
two parts, if the girl be pretty and have a winning smile” (Harrington 
1879, 130). The memoirs show that these women are well aware of such 
stereotypes. They grapple with how to feel about and portray their profes-
sion, alternately attempting to legitimize canvassing by stressing its value 
and their own hard work, and expressing misgivings about it. Dumond pro-
claims that although initially she had been worried it was discreditable 
work, “I have since learned to believe [. . .] no occupation which tends so 
directly, and so powerfully to the dissemination of light and knowledge 
among the masses, as does the book agency, can be called useless, degrad-
ing, or disreputable” (1868, 253). Less convinced, Likins confesses that she 
“knew it was an honorable and legitimate business, still it seemed to me 
very much like begging” (1874, 61). Their accounts ostensibly serve as plat-
forms for elevating book canvassing and canvassers, but also reveal the 
women’s ambivalence about their work.

Despite subscription publishing’s significant role in nineteenth-century 
American print culture, little scholarship was produced on the topic until 
the 1980s. Experts such as Arbour insist that much research remains to be 
done and on canvassers in particular (1999, 6–7). One impediment, how-
ever, has been the limited surviving information on these individuals and 
their work; Stern calls the book canvasser an “an undocumented interme-
diary” (1987, 76; Tryon 1947, 210). Given the lack of existing documenta-
tion, memoirs can offer a window into canvassers’ lives. Several scholars 
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writing on subscription publishing have noted book canvassing memoirs, 
and a few have highlighted ones by women (Arbour 1999, 10; Casper 
2007, 221; Gilreath 1985, 555; Lindell 2004, 220). There has not been, 
however, serious work done on the memoirs themselves. Canvassing mem-
oirs can provide a wealth of information, including details about canvass-
ers’ relationships with customers and publishers, transportation and travel 
routes, and titles sold. Memoirs also reveal the intellectual, emotional, and 
psychological aspects of this work, facets that cannot be gleaned from order 
forms or other ephemera. More specifically, women’s canvassing memoirs 
help us better understand their experiences navigating the complicated 
terrain of working within an emerging field in the book trade that actively 
recruited women but also presented numerous challenges for them. 

Memoirs by Women Book Canvassers  
Annie Nelles, or, The Life of a Book Agent (1868)

Annie Nelles, or, The Life of a Book Agent, was written and self-published 
by Annie Nelles Dumond in 1868. Dumond’s memoir is notable for its 
reflections on women’s status in mid-nineteenth-century America and her 
entrepreneurial attitude about book canvassing. Dumond does not begin 
bookselling until midway through her account, and because she positions 
her early life as essential to the reader’s understanding of her later deci-
sions and career, it is important to provide some background. Born in 1837, 
Dumond spends her first years growing up in luxury on a plantation in 
Atlanta, Georgia. Her father’s death and mother’s subsequent marriage to 
a man who proves to be a neglectful stepfather compel her to marry at a 
young age only to discover later that her husband already had a wife and 
children. After leaving him, she remarries but is abandoned by her second 
husband. She makes multiple unsuccessful attempts to earn a living, first 
as a painting instructor, then as a domestic. After relocating to Chicago, 
Dumond decides to respond to a newspaper advertisement for book can-
vassers and is assigned territories in northern Illinois and Indiana.

Historian James L. Murphy has written on the difficulty of confirming 
aspects of Dumond’s personal life, and it is probable that she sensationalized 
her story to make it more enticing to readers.5 Even so, Dumond’s autho-

 5. Murphy also notes that individuals and relationships change in subsequent edi-
tions of Dumond’s memoir. For example, in the fourth edition, “virtually all 
details relating to [her second husband] have disappeared” (2010, 180–81). This 
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rial intentions are worth considering. For one, her narrative of hardship 
serves as a justification for entering the dubious field of book canvassing, 
as she contends that her lack of education and training make it difficult 
to find and keep a more conventional job. Canvassing also allows her to 
support herself, saving her from poverty in a way that few other jobs could. 
Before becoming a book canvasser, Dumond is offered a sewing position. 
She declines, asking the manager, “How do you expect me to earn a liv-
ing at those prices?” (1868, 179). Canvassing, in contrast, “afford[ed] me a 
comfortable living” (1868, 303). Furthermore, while the story of Dumond’s 
pre-canvassing life is extraordinary, her primary concerns — dependence 
on unreliable men, economic insecurity, and status and respectability — 
speak to issues fundamental to middle-class women. Recalling her deci-
sion to marry her first husband, she emphasizes the stakes inherent in the 
dynamic: “thus it was settled that I was to become his wife — to give up 
my freedom, my individuality, my all, into his keeping” (1868, 68). After 
leaving him she has difficulty starting a new life, her reputation tainted 
by his wrongdoings. Reflecting on this later, she says, “let any one, and 
especially a woman, commit a single error, and attempt afterward to repent 
of that error, and retrieve their standing and position — will society aid 
them in the slightest degree?” (1868, 219–20). While canvassing she wears 
a mourning bonnet, recasting herself from fallen woman to sympathetic 
widow, transforming the stigmatizing loss she had endured into one more 
socially acceptable: “It was not altogether right, but no one was injured 
thereby, and it seemed to me to be almost necessary to my self-preservation 
that my past should not be known” (1868, 289). While aspects of Dumond’s 
account may be fictionalized, her narrative highlights the limited options 
available to women and provides a compelling case for why a woman may 
have pursued the questionable work of book canvassing. 

Popular depictions of canvassers often portrayed them as calculating in 
their manipulation of customers, yet simultaneously oblivious about books 
and bookselling. The protagonist of Elizabeth Lindley’s parody Diary of 
Book Agent (1912) is so uninformed that she does not realize Mr. Clemens 
and Mark Twain are the same person. A counterpoint to this example 
is Dumond’s memoir, which presents a self-possessed woman canvasser 
who develops business acumen. As she becomes familiar with the work, 
Dumond is increasingly deliberate about her choices. After gaining some 

article focuses on the first edition, which was the most readily available at the 
outset of this project. More recently, the second edition has been made avail-
able online. 
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understanding of canvassing, she decides to focus on selling one book at a 
time because, “My experience had taught me that the agent who attempted 
to canvas, at the same time, for five or six different works, was not likely to 
do well with any of them. The best way, in my judgment, is to select some 
good work, and give all one’s efforts to that, to the utter exclusion of every-
thing else” (1868, 334). Similarly, as she develops an appreciation of her 
market, she becomes strategic about the specific titles she sells. When she 
must travel south for personal reasons, her employer encourages her to take 
Edward A. Pollard’s The Lost Cause: A New Southern History of the War 
of the Confederates (1866). She rejects his suggestion and instead chooses 
Emanuel Rebold’s The General History of Freemasonry in Europe (1866). Her 
decision is based on her knowledge of the subject (her father, brother, and 
stepfather were freemasons) as well as her certainty that this book will 
sell better in that area of the country (which she says it does). Dumond 
discusses her struggles and failures, but also records successes that are the 
result of her hard work, perceptiveness, and entrepreneurial approach. In 
their work on nineteenth-century women’s life writing, feminist scholars 
Carolyn Heilbrun and Jill Ker Conway have observed that women typically 
wrote about personal relationships and domestic life, but seldom on pro-
fessional experiences or accomplishments (1988, 24; 1998, 15). Dumond’s 
description of her canvassing work, then, shows an ambition and intent 
that women rarely recorded for a public audience. 

Six Years Experience as a Book Agent in California (1874)

Six Years Experience as a Book Agent in California by Mrs. J. W. (Amy) 
Likins was published by the Women’s Union Book and Job Printing Office 
in 1874 (Leek 2018).6,7 Likins’s memoir provides insight into the labor of 
book canvassing and the sexism she experiences in the course of her work. 
The account begins with her family selling their Ohio home after a devas-
tating financial loss. Attuned to the popularity of travel narratives, Likins 
spends the first few chapters of her memoir documenting their journey to 

 6. In her 2018 blog about California history, author and retired librarian Nancy 
Leek identifies Mrs. J. W. Likins’s first name as “Amy”: “if the 1870 census is to 
be trusted, she was Amy Likins, married to James, with a daughter Lucy, and 
in 1868, when she began her book-selling career, she was 37 years old” (https://
goldfieldsbooks.com/2018/07/26/a-lady-book-agent/).

 7. For more on the Women’s Union Book and Job Printing Office and other 
women-run printing offices in California, see Keats 1998 and Walkup 1992.

https://goldfieldsbooks.com/2018/07/26/a-lady-book-agent/
https://goldfieldsbooks.com/2018/07/26/a-lady-book-agent/
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California from New York via Nicaragua. After arriving in San Francisco, 
she resolves to find a way to earn money because her husband is in poor 
health and unable to work: “As I look around the room, I see nothing 
but want and poverty on every hand. Something must be done to get out 
of this place” (1874, 52). A “Canvassers Wanted” sign in the window of 
H. H. Bancroft’s store prompts her to inquire if they “employ lady agents” 
(1874, 52). Likins accepts a position selling engraved prints and books and 
is assigned a territory that includes part of the city but stretches as far north 
as Sacramento and as far south as Salinas.

As book canvassers became more common during the late nineteenth 
century, increasingly they were regarded as public nuisances (Arbour 
1999, 10–11). An 1898 Publisher’s Weekly article observed that the book 
canvasser had become “the butt of ridicule and the subject of vigorous [. . .] 
profanity”.8 (6). Likins’s memoir documents this trend from the perspective 
of a female book canvasser. While many customers are kind, she also writes 
of the hostile, and often gendered, treatment she receives from would-
be patrons. Upon beginning her first day canvassing, she notes initial 
responses that cast her as a spectacle: “some looked at me curiously, others 
with pity, and some few with contempt” (1874, 53). The reader soon learns 
that such reactions are bound up in assumptions based on gender. Without 
knowing any details of Likins’s personal life, some customers condemn her 
for shirking her domestic duties. One man reprimands her, “you had bet-
ter be at home, taking care of [your family], and not strolling about in this 
kind of manner” (1874, 90). Another concern is that she is not only visit-
ing male-dominated spaces such as law offices, government buildings, and 
businesses, but doing so with the intent of making money. In one instance 
she describes a man who “seemed very angry to think a woman should be 
selling pictures among so many men” (1874, 55). Similarly, a customer who 
has encountered other female canvassers complains not that there are too 
many peddlers but that “there are getting to be too many of you women 
strolling around” (1874, 111). A few men antagonize Likins because they 
mistakenly assume that, as a female canvasser, she also is a suffragist, con-

 8. See Publisher’s Weekly, 1 January 1898, Number 1353. “An Anti-Book Agent 
Movement”. The work is available at https://books.google.com/books?id=W2s-
AQAAMAAJ&pg=PA6&lpg=PA6&dq=%22the+butt+of+ridicule+and+the+s
ubject+of+vigorous%22&source=bl&ots=-0JQ7USJGC&sig=ACfU3U38ZtYtik
HFOnAjhqxYS0Qw7f7g_Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwji2_aC77fwAhUX
Cs0KHcO1CdMQ6AEwAHoECAIQAw#v=onepage&q=%22the%20butt%20
of%20ridicule%20and%20the%20subject%20of%20vigorous%22&f=false 
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flating two very different identities because both transgress gender norms.9 
A shop owner declares, “you d---- women think you will rule the country. 
There is a clique of you who go prowling around, having secret meetings, 
lecturing all over the country on women’s rights” (1874, 56). Collectively, 
these responses to Likins suggest that the female book canvasser poses 
a problem beyond selling unwanted books. For these male critics, Likins 
and other female canvassers are evidence of women’s increasing mobility, 
autonomy, and participation in the public sphere, and the negative reac-
tions she experiences are rooted in anxiety and anger about this change.

The Travelling Book-Agents Guide (1865) somewhat paradoxically begins 
its detailed instructions with a claim implying the effortlessness of book-
selling: “The whole country, from one end to the other, is a Book Market, 
full of Book Buyers; and the reading of one book, so far from satiating, only 
gives thirst and appetite for another and another. The sources of patronage 
are never run out. Books are always wanted” (Hart 1865, 11). Publishers 
also stressed to potential canvassers the ease with which their particular 
titles would sell. Likins’s memoir, however, shows the physical and intel-
lectual labor book canvassing required. Her account provides an excep-
tional amount of detail about her work over a six-year period, and this 
sustained documentation serves to underscore her fortitude and effort. She 
notes over 20 works she sells throughout her career, including such can-
vassing staples as P. T. Barnum’s Life of Barnum (1855), Laura C. Holloway’s 
The Ladies of the White House (1870), and Henry M. Staley’s How I Found 
Livingstone (1871). Her bestsellers, however, are by Mark Twain: Innocents 
Abroad (1869), Roughing It (1872), and The Gilded Age (1873). She also regu-
larly reports how many books she sells in each location and notes with 
pride selling 105 copies of Roughing It in San Jose over a three-week period, 
the largest sale ever made there by a single canvasser. 

While some information of this nature potentially could be found in 
publishers’ records, Likins’s narrative gives a fuller context. We understand 
that her victories are the result of long hours, tiring travel, and numerous 
disappointments; that the satisfaction of earning money is still tinged with 

 9. It is worth noting that while all three of the memoirists highlight the problems 
of women’s status and argue for their right to earn a living, none openly align 
themselves with suffrage or women’s rights. It is difficult to discern whether this 
is indicative of their political and social views or a stance taken because of their 
already precarious position as female canvassers. Likins, for example, tells a cus-
tomer that if a woman “having performed any duty as well as could possibly have 
been done by a man, she certainly ought to be enumerated the same”, yet in the 
same conversation says she does not believe women should vote (1874, 90–1).
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anxiety about her line of work; and that physical and emotional exhaustion 
are an inevitable part of canvassing, regardless of her success. After a par-
ticularly trying day, Likins admits that when she returned to her lodging, “I 
could not help weeping. I thought it was a great undertaking to be a book 
agent” (1874, 94). We also learn about the energy and skill needed for cus-
tomer interactions, evidence that “sales depended upon the agent’s effec-
tive interpersonal communication” (Zboray and Sacarino Zboray 
2005, 126). Describing a sale to a reluctant patron, she boasts, “after some 
lengthy discussion, for and against, I actually was successful in talking him 
into buying a book. When he had bought, and paid for it, he complimented 
me by saying that there was not another woman in the State could have 
persuaded him to buy” (1874, 91). Although Likins does not provide specif-
ics about her pay, we do know that she not only earns enough to be the 
provider for her family, supporting herself, daughter, and husband for at 
least some period of time, but also to fund her husband’s brief partnership 
in a shoe factory. About its failure, she says, “as to whose fault it was, I am 
not able to say; but I felt the loss of that few hundred dollars more keenly 
than I did years ago, when many thousands were lost, for I had worked very 
hard for the few hundreds” (1874, 102). 

Facts (Harriet Wasson Styer) (1881)

Facts by a Woman was written anonymously by Harriet Wasson Styer and 
published by Pacific Press Publishing House in 1881.10 Styer’s memoir is 
particularly valuable for its exploration of respectability and travel. She 
begins her narrative in Oakland, California, where she is tired of being 
a “miserable dependent” and struggling to figure out how to earn a living 
(1881, 17). A newspaper ad calling for agents to sell Tom Sawyer leads her 
to book canvassing. During the course of her work, she covers a vast area of 
Northern California, as far east as Nevada City and as far north as Eureka. 

The tension between being a female book canvasser and a reputable 
lady is a topic central to Facts, and throughout the book Styer wrestles 

 10. Stephen Railton (2012) identities the author of Facts as Harriet Wasson, born 
in 1842 in Wooster, Ohio, but he does not provide details on the source of 
this information. Randall House Rare Books Catalogue XXX lists a copy of 
Facts for sale with a description identifying the author as Harriet Wasson Styer 
and thanks Twain expert Ken Sanderson for this information. Throughout this 
article I have referred to the author as Harriet Wasson Styer as this is the name 
that appears on many subsequent books by the author located in WorldCat.
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with others’ limited views of female respectability. Her memoir opens with 
a story (which noticeably exists outside of an otherwise chronological and 
realistic account) that finds her as one of a party of women enjoying dinner 
at an affluent woman’s home. Oblivious to Styer’s occupation, the guests 
criticize female book canvassers. One opines, “I never could see any use in 
a woman tramping around through the streets, among men of all classes, 
going into their offices and places of business, to sell books or seek any 
sort of subscription; any woman having a particle of good, moral breeding 
would never resort to such a conspicuous mode of gaining a livelihood” 
(1881, 7). Another agrees: “there is no respectable woman [. . .] that sells 
books!” (1881, 8). Styer’s reply is cut short by the guest of honor, an older, 
well-respected wealthy woman who reveals that she had been a book can-
vasser in her youth. She insists that to be a female canvasser is not an 
immoral act and condemns the group’s callous attitude toward women who 
must work to survive. Styer’s decision to begin her memoir with this scene 
emphasizes the narrow-mindedness of those who disdain female canvassers 
and insists on the interconnectedness of work, gender, and respectability 
as a major theme of her story. Although various individuals she encounters 
treat her kindly, repeatedly she is reminded that many consider book can-
vassing not simply inappropriate but shocking work for a woman. During a 
train ride, a friendly woman abruptly changes her demeanor upon learning 
of Styer’s profession: “she silently marched away to the other end of the car, 
into another seat, where she could breathe purely as she reclined alone, free 
from contamination” (1881, 133). In another instance, a man tells her he 
sympathizes so strongly with her that if she were his sister, he would sooner 
murder her than let her canvass. Both interactions suggest that these indi-
viduals see a woman selling books as perilously close to a woman selling 
herself. Perhaps it is unsurprising that such encounters lead Styer to strug-
gle with feelings of isolation and otherness: “being a book agent, I had not 
much in common with my sex” (1881, 96).11 Yet in one town, her genteel, 
feminine behavior is commended in the local paper. Styer clearly feels vin-
dicated by this public praise, which echoes Mrs. M. L. Rayne’s description 
of the ideal woman canvasser: “A lady has come to Eureka as a book agent. 
She is affable, pleasant — a lady in every sense of the term — and never 
bothers anybody. Her business is made known in a quiet, lady-like way, and 

 11. While all of the memoirists discuss feeling alienated from conventional society, 
this perspective does not lead to a greater sympathy with others who are margin-
alized, as evident in Likins’s and Styer’s xenophobic comments about Chinese 
and Latinos.
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with no unnecessary talk” (Styer 1887, 287). Styer’s memoir shows an 
awareness of the gulf between the work of book canvassing and expecta-
tions about women’s behavior, as well as frustration with the hypocrisy of 
those who use the constraints of respectability to criticize working women. 

Although all of the memoirs discuss the travel required for book can-
vassing, Styer’s account is especially noteworthy for its descriptions of the 
experiences of a woman canvasser’s trips in the West during the late nine-
teenth century. Where Likins documents the experience of entering male-
dominated urban spaces, Styer’s work takes her into wilder terrain. Parts 
of her territory are rugged and challenging to navigate, including lumber 
camps, prospecting settlements, and mining towns. While Styer relishes 
the beautiful landscape of Northern California (and, similar to Likins, 
likely saw the travel narrative component of her memoir as part of its mar-
ketability), she also records the less glamorous aspects of her journeys, such 
as bed bugs and inedible food, the filthiness of stagecoach travel, and the 
physical difficulty of carrying many books. Most significantly, we are con-
tinually reminded that the spaces Styer moves in are not intended for her 
yet necessary to do her work. Upon arriving at a hotel in a small town, 
she is encouraged to find other lodging: “the clerk [. . .] told me that there 
were no ladies in the building — nobody but men, and some of them very 
rough” (1881, 115). Often, she is the lone woman traveler on a stagecoach 
or in a train car. This observation frequently is followed by a declaration 
of being unafraid, yet inevitably it reminds readers of the persistent danger 
of Styer’s work. At a lumber camp, her calculated sales pitch may be inten-
tionally seductive to its male customers, but it also emphasizes the very real 
risks she takes in canvassing: “surely [. . .] you will not refuse to buy a little 
book from the only woman that ever visited you here, coming so far and 
alone into this forest of trees and men, just to give you an opportunity to 
purchase the most popular books published” (1881, 242). Styer’s account 
depicts how travel was both an attraction and liability for women canvass-
ers, presenting potential risks as well as an opportunity for movement and 
freedom few other jobs could offer.

Conclusion

During the mid-nineteenth century, westward expansion, improving means 
of transportation, an increasingly literate population, and technological 
advances enabled the rise of subscription publishing. These publishers and 
the canvassers they employed worked to bring books to those who lived in 
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places where they had limited access to reading material, and in the process 
tapped into the American conception of books as both a symbol of and 
opportunity for learning, upward mobility, and cultural currency. Female 
book canvassers were part of a broader shift that saw more women enter-
ing the workforce during the latter half of the nineteenth century, and 
for those who sought out this employment, canvassing offered freedom, 
flexibility, and potentially attractive compensation. Yet it also was grueling 
and precarious work. The memoirs of Dumond, Likins, and Styer not only 
offer permanence of a “ghostly trade”, but in their specificity identify and 
humanize the anonymous canvasser and her efforts, providing information 
unavailable elsewhere (Stern 1992, vii). Moving beyond the stereotype 
of the literacy advocate or dishonest cheat, their accounts instead show 
the physical, psychological, and emotional exertion canvassing demanded. 
They document both the advantages and disadvantages of canvassing, 
including the satisfaction of business success, the pleasures and pains of 
travel, and the anxiety of dealing with harassment and disapproval. Most 
significantly, their narratives make plain the effort necessary to navigate 
gender norms while doing work that many saw as defying them. 
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Fiction, Non-Fiction, and  
Family Writing 

Investigating the Boundaries of Literary Genre

Eleanor Dumbill

Abstract
The boundaries of literary genres have long been contested. Stylometric investigations of 
genres — for example, to identify genre through distant reading — is by no means a new 
area for research. Computational methods are especially useful for large corpora that have 
not previously been the subject of many enquiries. This might mean the work of a non-
canonical author or work that has not been published. Both are true of the primary text used 
in this paper: a notebook of anecdotes kept by Frances Eleanor Trollope between January 
1879 and March 1890. These anecdotes were written in a prose style but were only intended 
for the consumption of family. While these methods have been used to analyze unpublished 
works the aim of this research is often to attribute authorship. This paper uses stylometry 
to compare Trollope’s notebook and other family writings with her published works of both 
fiction and non-fiction.

The boundaries of literary genre have long been con-
tested. The act of naming a genre and defining the aesthetics and forms 
that differentiate one from another is a nuanced and sometimes highly 
technical undertaking. The act of grouping texts, however, requires some-
what less human input and might be delegated to a computer program. 

This essay uses stylometry (specifically the R package ‘stylo’) to investi-
gate an unpublished ‘notebook of anecdotes’ and compares the linguistic 
properties of this document to those of unpublished letters and published 
articles written by the same author. It seeks, furthermore, to answer two 
questions. First, do the three genres have discreet linguistic fingerprints? 
Second, drawing on the influence of non-literary sources such as philoso-
phy highlighted by Robert Douglas-Fairhurst, can the influence of family 
writing be seen in published work?

Stylometry is principally associated with authorship attribution, an espe-
cially lucrative area of investigation for researchers of Victorian periodicals 
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whose authors were often anonymous. The use of stylometry in genre iden-
tification, however, is by no means a new area (Eve 2017, 76–104). In fact, 
the question of genre can often complicate or enhance authorship attribu-
tion. Because stylometric analysis is aimed at “extracting a unique autho-
rial profile”, the shifts in this profile that accompany the author’s work in 
different genres can be tracked, without undermining authorship attribu-
tion (Eder 2017, 50). In a forthcoming article, Leah Henrickson and I 
found that works by several members of the Trollope family were success-
fully attributed to the authors we expected but were grouped according to 
the genre of the works in a way that we had not expected. Computational 
methods are especially useful for large corpora that have not previously 
been the subject of many enquiries. This might mean the work of a non-
canonical author or work that has not been published. Both are true of the 
primary text used in this paper: a notebook of anecdotes kept by Frances 
Eleanor Trollope between January 1879 and March 1890. These anecdotes 
were written in a prose style but were only intended for consumption by 
family.

First, a few words about the practical considerations underpinning my 
use of stylo. I combined the letters considered in this study into four docu-
ments, each comprising all of the letters written within a specific decade. 
This served two purposes. Many of the letters considered in this paper were 
short, averaging 343 words. Although stylometric analyses on such short 
texts are possible, longer test corpora are ideal. By creating longer docu-
ments for each decade, I was able to garner more accurate results and ques-
tion whether the authorship style of Trollope’s letters changed over time. 

The notebook of anecdotes, which serves as the primary text for this 
investigation, is an interesting candidate for study. We can be fairly sure 
that the anecdotes were all written by Frances Eleanor Trollope, using the 
old-fashioned method of recognizing her handwriting. Though it is possible 
some of the stories were dictated to her by others, I was reasonably confi-
dent from my previous work on Trollope that the contents of this notebook 
reflected her authorial voice (though this is, of course, by no means a fool-
proof means of assessing authorship). 

There are some oddities introduced by the analysis of private letters. 
Trollope frequently mixes other languages, most frequently Italian, Latin, 
French, and Russian, into her writing and uses shortened forms, such as 
“afftly” for “affectionately”. There is also the increased likelihood of unpub-
lished (and therefore unedited) work to include non-standard spellings. 
These do not preclude successful analysis with stylo. Indeed, in the case of 
authorship attribution, these non-standard forms can assist in pinpointing 
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an author’s unique language use. Further, Eder, Rybicki, and Kestemont 
developed the tool to be language-independent, and pre-processing can 
be used to declare a language (Eder, Rybicki, and Kestemont 2016, 
107–21). In the case of these texts, I opted for a setting that assessed words 
such as “don’t” as complete units, rather than splitting it into ‘do’ and ’n’t’, 
as is possible with some settings. 

The final technical consideration that I should mention is my means of 
preparing the corpus. The text of the letters and notebook was transcribed 
from images taken at archives. On occasion, I could not make out a word, 
and therefore omitted it. I made my best guess at words in Italian and 
Latin, as I do not personally speak these languages. The text of the pub-
lished articles and works of fiction was extracted using Optical Character 
Recognition software and corrected by hand (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

Figure 1. A visualization of the 200 most frequently used words, using principal 
components analysis. Non-fiction texts are shown in blue, with fiction in green, and 
family writing in red.
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My corpus comprised 22 non-fiction articles, published in various peri-
odicals, collections of letters covering 6 decades plus a collection of undated 
letters, 16 works of fiction, and a notebook containing a collection of anec-
dotes. I have already explained the logic for grouping the letters but should 
touch on the selection of fiction before moving on. Fourteen of these texts 
are chapters selected at random from Trollope’s novels. Though stylo is 
able to split longer texts into samples, I elected to manually sample using 
this method to ensure all the texts I considered were of a similar length 
and to ease the burden on corpus preparation, already mentioned. Two 
works of fiction are dissimilar from the others. I included a play, A Broken 
Thread (1903), and Trollope’s chapter from the experimental collaborative 
novel The Fate of Fenella (1892). This novel was written using the “exquisite 
corpse” method whereby authors were not in contact with their collabo-
rators and continued the story without direction from their predecessor. 

Figure 2. A cluster analysis showing the 200 most frequently used words throughout 
the corpus.
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I expected that the form of these two texts might mean that they were 
distinguished from the other works of fiction, with A Broken Thread dif-
ferentiated because of dramatic conventions included in the text and Fate 
of Fenella set apart because of the influence of Trollope’s collaborators and 
her attempt to maintain a consistent narrative voice throughout the text.

I limited my assessment of the corpus to two methods. These were the 
principal components analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis (or dendogram) 
functions provided by stylo. Both tests provide easily interpreted visual 
results. With PCA, results are plotted onto two axes (PC1 and PC2) with 
proximity of a text on both axes denoting similarity in the text’s most fre-
quently used words. With the dendogram, texts with similar frequently 
used words are assigned to the same branch, with the distance between 
branches denoting similarity — so those that are furthest away or have the 
most levels between them are most dissimilar. 

For both tests, I selected the 200 most frequently used words, without 
any culling. This is a small number of words, and many studies will choose 
to use more. Both of these decisions resulted from the relative shortness of 
my samples. With culling, users can specify the percentage of the corpus in 
which a word must appear in order for that word to be included in analysis. 
With 0% culling, which I used, they only need to appear in one text. As 
noted above, I did not use sampling because of the size of the texts in my 
corpus. 

The results of two of the analyses I performed are shown here.1 Three 
clear groupings emerged, showing that, for the most part, stylometric anal-
yses distinguish between the three genres of fiction, non-fiction, and fam-
ily writing. Other expectations are borne out by these analyses. In both 
graphs, we can see that A Broken Thread and The Fate of Fenella are dis-
tanced from Trollope’s other works of fiction. This confirms the ability of 
stylo to distinguish upon more specific genre lines than those on the top-
level of fiction and non-fiction. 

Still when looking at the results of the PCA, Fenella and Broken Thread 
are not as distanced according to PC2 (the vertical axis) as the groupings of 
family letters. These appear in 3 more or less distinct clumps, which appear 
to be grouped according the date of composition. Those written in the 
1860s, 1870s, and 1880s from one group, the undated letters and those from 
the 1890s and 1900s another, and those written in the 1910s are separate 
from both. We might conclude from this, for example, that a majority of 

 1. Full size images, along with a list of works included in this analysis can be found 
at https://doi.org/10.17028/rd.lboro.14529279.
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the undated letters were written in the 1890s or 1900s. This finding, whose 
accuracy is somewhat confirmed as they are grouped with these decades 
in the cluster analysis tree, is still a preliminary suggestion and requires a 
great deal more investigation. The grouping of the letters by decades also 
suggests the shifting of Trollope’s letter-writing style over time. 

My analyses yielded two clear outliers, which were not grouped with 
their respective genres. The notebook of anecdotes, as expected, sits with 
Trollope’s works of fiction, but so does one of her non-fiction articles, 
“Venetian Popular Legends”, originally published in the Cornhill Magazine 
in July 1875. Looking again at this article, I was quickly able to see why it 
had been grouped with Trollope’s fiction on both the PCA and the den-
dogram. The article concerns an Italian collection of fairy-tales collected 
“verbatim” from “old wives [or] gossips” in Castello and Canaregio. This 
format means that the stories are inaccessible “even [to] those who are very 
well acquainted with Italian, inasmuch as they are given in unadulterated 
Venetian dialect” (Trollope 1875, 80). Luckily for the reader, Trollope is 
proficient enough in Italian to translate the stories, having lived in Italy for 
much of her adult life. She therefore renders some of the key stories in the 
collection into English, using her own narrative voice to convey the mean-
ing. This, then, is not a failure of the stylometric analysis but an example 
of how it can prompt us to reconsider the classifications we have assigned 
to texts using other means. Having not re-read all of the work included in 
this study before beginning it (in my own defense, this would defeat the 
purpose of distant reading), I classified pieces according to their place of 
publication and a first glance appraisal. This led me to take “Venetian Leg-
ends” at face value as a review and therefore a piece of non-fiction. Stylo-
metric analysis encourages me to reconsider this assessment, but, as noted 
at the beginning of this paper, does not reveal quite why this work did not 
fit with the classification. It is essential that distant and close reading are 
undertaken together in order to find the answer. 

These are preliminary conclusions, and I want to draw this paper to a 
close by enumerating some of the questions that are not answered here but 
could be investigated in future research. First, we know that authors are 
not the only people involved in the preparation of texts for publication. 
Dickens is known for his hands-on approach to editing and his desire to 
institute a uniform voice to his journals, a trait that is far from unique to 
him in the realm of Victorian periodicals. It would be fruitful, then, for a 
longer iteration of this study to consider whether stylometry can be used 
to differentiate between Trollope’s works published in different periodicals 
under different editors. This applies equally to fiction as to non-fiction. 
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Another area of enquiry might consider the authorship of her letters. I ges-
tured earlier to the possibility that the anecdotes included in the notebook 
may have been dictated by a family member and Trollope frequently wrote 
letters with her husband, Thomas Adolphus Trollope. Comparing these 
examples of family-writing with the work attributed solely to both Frances 
Eleanor and Thomas Adolphus Trollope could provide further insight into 
the question of family collaboration that I referenced at the beginning of 
this essay. These are just a few examples of the ways that future work might 
use similar methods to gain insight into Trollope’s writing.

These two tests provided me with several lines for inquiry. Combining 
the distant reading made possible by computational analysis, close reading, 
and my existing familiarity with Trollope’s life and work I have been able to 
suggest several conclusions about the texts considered in this study, as well 
as avenues for future research.

Loughborough University
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Books at the Borders of Picasso’s 
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon

Karen L. Schiff

Abstract

This paper proposes that Picasso’s landmark 1907 painting, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, is 
full of images of books and pages, especially at the borders of the canvas. The curving shapes 
which are traditionally seen as “curtains” can alternatively be interpreted as the white pages 
and brown paper wrappers of open books, rotated 90 degrees. This “visual marginalia” 
supports the interpretation of Picasso’s famous brothel scene as a semiotic construction, 
befitting the painting’s early title (devised by Picasso’s writer friends), “The Philosophical 
Brothel”. The painting also contains iconographic representations of textuality. A slightly 
open book can be perceived in the middle of the painting, and along the bottom border, an 
open envelope and writing paper can be seen laid atop the tipped-up table, under the fruit. 
I claim that Picasso’s images of texts derive from his acquaintance with the text-driven, 
monumental novel, Don Quixote. I give special attention to the narrative Author’s Preface 
to the Spanish literary classic, in which the author describes assembling quotations from 
diverse sources to compose the first and last pages of his book. Picasso visually represents 
this allusion by depicting pages at the left and right “ends” of his canvas. Other texts and 
images are considered as sources for the bibliographic imagery, which generally reframes this 
canvas as a fictive tissue of quotations, akin to the overabundance of texts that Don Quixote 
is reading in Cervantes’s novel. Picasso’s painted image of a blank leaf of writing paper and 
its envelope, finally, encourages viewers to see the painting as a letter of communication, 
for which we ourselves must provide the writing that would represent our interpretations. 

Though it is impossible to read all of the scholarship 
devoted to Pablo Picasso’s landmark 1907 painting, Les Demoiselles 
d’Avignon (see Fig. 1), some conventions in the criticism remain remarkably 
consistent. The painting’s basic scene is invariably described as a depiction 
of five women in a brothel, and it is generally repeated that the demoiselle 
on the left is holding back a curtain to give the viewer access to the nudes 
that occupy the brothel’s interior space. I see the curtain also as a piece of 
brown paper, however, and this view occasions a thorough reconsideration 

Textual Cultures 14.1 (2021): 147–173. DOI 10.14434/tc.v14i1.32855
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of the painting’s imagery. Positing the plausibility of this single piece of 
paper makes it possible to perceive many images of pages and books in the 
painting, especially at its borders. I propose that this imagery derives from 
Picasso’s deliberate reference to Don Quixote, a novel thoroughly shaped by 
texts, and that the textual imagery suggests new layers of meaning for the 
painting.

Picasso’s “curtain” shape has venerable precedents in the history of 
the female nude, in paintings that Picasso certainly knew: compare the 
curtains, also pushing up to one side, in Manet’s Olympia (1863, https://

Figure 1. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1906–07, oil on canvas, 96 × 92 
in. (243.9 × 233.7 cm), Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edouard_Manet_-_Olympia_-_Google_
Art_ProjectFXD.jpg) and Ingres’s La Grande Odalisque (1814, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jean_Auguste_Dominique_Ingres,_La_
Grande_Odalisque,_1814.jpg). These paintings were showing alongside 
each other at the Louvre in January 1907 (Mahon 2005, 89), during the 
time that Picasso was engaged with his monumental canvas.1 In these ear-
lier paintings, however, the curtains are green or blue; a more fitting com-
parison for the palette and overall narrative context of the curtain could 
be Charles Willson Peale’s famous 1822 painting, The Artist in His Museum 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:C_W_Peale_-_The_Artist_in_
His_Museum.jpg).2 And an even more likely precedent, in which the pal-
ette is even brown like in the “curtain” shape in the Demoiselles, is that of 
the curtain in the back doorway of Velázquez’s Las Meninas (1656, https://
commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Las_Meninas_(1656),_by_Velazquez.
jpg). Picasso had surely studied this Spanish national treasure during his 
many visits to the Prado in the 1890s. 

In any case, all of these curtains are more curvaceous than Picasso’s. 
The contour of the “curtain” in the Demoiselles contains a curious corner, 
to the left of the hand, which does not look like part of a seamlessly flowing 
fabric. It is too sharp, and it seems to stay upraised in defiance of gravity. 
The overall shape functions, instead, like the corner of a piece of brown 
paper that is curling back as it is held open.

 1. Scholars tend to agree that Picasso had two main “campaigns” of work on the 
canvas: Amidst hundreds of studies in 1906 and 1907, he began painting in late 
1906, and he returned to the canvas with gusto in March 1907.

 2. The precedent of the Peale painting enables us to imagine that it corresponds 
with Picasso’s legendary visit to the Trocadéro Museum, where he had a power-
ful encounter with African sculptures in the spring of 1907. Also, some of Picas-
so’s preparatory sketches include a skull, akin to the bones present in Peale’s 
painting. Perhaps Picasso knew about this painting from books of American art 
owned by Gertrude and Leo Stein, whom he had befriended in Paris in 1905; 
the siblings became his close confidantes and even rented him a second studio 
in which he could work on the Demoiselles (Richardson 1991, 474). Apart 
from such a direct connection, the painting could have been part of Picasso’s 
art school curriculum, as it was the most renowned painting by this prolific 
American artist: While “the name Charles Willson Peale is not one immedi-
ately familiar to those outside the circles of American art history [. . .] it would 
be difficult to overstate his artistic prominence in the United States during the 
decades surrounding the turn of the nineteenth century” (Zygmont 2015).
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Brown Paper

What could a piece of brown paper be doing in this painting? There are 
many possible interpretations. Paris merchants would wrap foods and other 
purchases, then as now, in brown paper. So, in accordance with the stan-
dard narrative of the painting as a brothel scene, a brown paper wrapper 
could indicate an appetizing and/or economic aspect of an encounter with 
a prostitute. In this interpretation, the leftmost demoiselle — who some-
times appears in sketches as a male figure (first analyzed in detail in Stein-
berg 1988) — could be peeling back the wrapper (like the outer clothing?) 
from the other four human commodities soon to be consumed. 

This framework of human commodification signals the enslavement of 
Africans, especially as in the colonialist, fin-de-siècle Paris brothel context. 
Some prostitutes who Picasso would have known [of] were from Africa. 
Many critics have discussed Picasso’s participation in the colonialist zeit-
geist and his likely exposure to photographs of African women in fin-de-
siècle Paris as well as African figurative masks and sculpture.3 I have not 
seen comparable treatment of the interactions Picasso may have been 
having with Black and Brown women.4 The brown paper could signify a 
“wrapper” of skin as much as of clothing.

 3. See especially Chave 1994, 606–8; Foster 1985, 45–6; Baldassari 1997; 
Cohen 2015; Blier 2019, 193–221.

 4. A possible source for such narratives is the fictionalized history set in 1907, 
La Négresse de Sacré-Coeur (translated as Black Venus), by Picasso’s close friend 
from this period, poet-critic André Salmon; Picasso figures as the character 
Sorgue. In that novel, the title character is of mixed race, and while the narra-
tive contains many disturbing racial dynamics, it foregrounds several characters 
of color and ends with a (parodic?) ceremony abolishing slavery. The details 
demand closer analysis. In the painting, the wrapper is being pulled back to 
expose the four figures, whose racial identities also could be said to be mixed. 
Two faces look Caucasian, and two faces look African (Blier 2019, xii), but the 
darker-toned faces most often associated with African masks belong to lighter-
toned bodies, and the second lighter-toned face has dots over one eyebrow as 
in the photographic postcard of scarification on a dark-skinned person from 
the Belgian Congo (Pierce 2018, np; Cohen 2015, 69; thanks to librarian 
Ronald Murray for bringing the latter article to my attention). I am interested in 
how this complication of racial identity relates to Joseph Deniker’s fin-de-siècle 
“objections to the concept of immutable racial categories” and his ideas in Races 
of Man about racial mixing as an indicator of “advanced” or “civilized” cosmo-
politanism (Deniker 1900, 4). These are tentatively discussed in Peter Read’s 
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Brown paper alternatively could signify the commodity status of the 
painting itself: at that time, paintings were wrapped in brown paper for 
transport. Documentation of this practice can be found in a 1906 report of 
a “distinguished art collector of Paris and New York who for many years has 
had a virtual monopoly of the sale of the works of some of the foremost of 
modern artists” — the man brought “a large Daubigny” to a Boston dealer 
for authentication “wrapped in brown paper under his arm” (Coburn 
1906, 312). Perhaps Picasso is pointing out the commodity status of this 
painting — or any painting — which would get wrapped up after sale. Or 
he could be symbolically peeling back the outer layer of the painting — 
that layer being the painted foreground and/or a physical, paper wrapper 
— to give viewers access to more recessed layers of the painting’s illusory 
space. Such a gesture reminds us that the brothel scene is, after all, only a 
painted representation of such a scene. 

While I find these all of these possibilities intriguing, here I interpret 
this paper primarily as part of a book: a flyleaf, a dustjacket, or a piece of 
wrapping paper around a book that has been purchased or is to be mailed. 
This gloss is supported by the tradition of finding semiotic themes in the 
canvas.5 The interpretation occurred to me when I learned that Picasso’s 
writer friends published a literary journal in which each issue was bound in 
a dark cover.6 It was strengthened by my perception of other curling shapes, 
which I now interpret as signifying the pages of open books, at the sides 
of Picasso’s canvas. To see these images, one must be willing to reconsider 
other lines that have previously been assumed to be curtains or the borders 

study of intellectual contexts for Picasso’s years leading up to the Demoiselles. 
Read concludes, “This [. . .] makes it all the more likely that [. . .] Les Demoi-
selles d’Avignon [.  .  .] was aimed not only against traditional, Western canons 
of beauty, but also, to some extent, against philosophical and political systems 
which are racially hierarchical and culturally divisive” (2011, 173).

 5. See Karmel 2003 for a thorough overview of this tradition, starting with 
Daniel Kahnweiler’s early assertion that Picasso recognized that “Painting and 
sculpture are forms of writing” (202, n122) and, in the chapter “Signs”, linking 
key writings by Rosalind Krauss and Yve-Alain Bois to their historical concep-
tual contexts.

 6. Guillaume Apollinaire founded and edited Le Festin d’Esope, which existed 
from 1903 until the summer of 1904, and which featured a “handsome brick-
red cover” (Richardson 1991, 332–33); André Salmon also published in this 
journal (ibid., 319). I believe that I also read about other literary journals of the 
time being wrapped or bound in brown paper, but due to the COVID pandemic, 
I cannot verify this at the library.
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of the room’s interior space, when they have been given any figurative sig-
nificance at all.

If we consider the brown shape of the first “curtain” as being connected 
to the rest of the brown curves on the left side of the canvas, we can 
make out the shape of a large book(s) with pages curving open, rotated 
90 degrees so that the book covers double as the left edge of the painting. 
Similarly curving forms can be seen on the right side of the canvas, form-
ing two books — now the lines are in white, as in the color of a book’s 
pages. Viewed together, these upended, open books make the painting 
look “bookended” by texts (see Fig. 2). The shapes more obviously resemble 
books when they are oriented as if they are resting on a horizontal table 
(see Fig. 3). The images in the painting should be regarded in their proper 
orientation, however, as they make the scene now appear “between covers” 

Figure 2. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, selective view.
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— the ambiguity in this phrase between bibliographic material and sexual 
innuendo is appropriate. This sexually charged pictorial space becomes 
a narrative space, or a semiotic field. Perhaps this is why André Salmon 
wrote of Picasso’s figures as “ciphers”7 — the demoiselles become fictional 
characters when they are between book pages, and as such they function 
as semiotic signifiers.8

 7. “[T]hese figures are neither gods, Titans, nor heroes; they are not even allegori-
cal or symbolic. They are naked problems: white ciphers on blackboard [Ce sont 
des problèmes nus, des chiffres blancs au tableau noir]” (English: Salmon 2005, 
51; French: Salmon 1912, 43). Blier misquotes Hélène Seckel in saying that 
this characterization was from Max Jacob and suggests that this comment had 
to do with an emphasis on math and science because Jacob [sic] also dubs the 
figures “referents to the ‘principle as equation’” (2019, 238). But Blier leans on 
the “equation” while neglecting the “principle”. The philosophical idea of the 
“cipher” is not just about numerical digits, but also about a written code. A “chif-
fre” (translated here as “figure”) can be semiotic or scientific.

 8. In this light, it makes sense that one of the titles that Picasso’s poet friends 
created for the painting was Le Bordel Philosophique. The people in this brothel 
are ideas, or ideas of people. Indeed, Picasso claimed not to have used models 

Figure 3. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, details.
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Literary Life

In general, Picasso is known to be “a literary painter” (Bell 1936, 532).9 He 
began spending time with writers as an adolescent, and curator Alfred Barr 
observed in 1946 that “his close association with writers, especially poets, 
which began in Barcelona, recurred in Madrid, and continues down to this 
day in Paris” ([1946] 1974, 11). Starting in 1904, and over the next three 
years as he was preparing for Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, the tight bande à 
Picasso brought the avant garde poet-critics Max Jacob, André Salmon, 
and Guillaume Apollinaire to Picasso’s Montmartre studio. These were the 
writers publishing in the experimental journals, as well as in other Paris 
periodicals. Picasso’s door was marked “Rendez-vous des Poètes”, and he 
preferred their company to that of other visual artists. Picasso biographer 
John Richardson concludes that all of Picasso’s fraternizing with writers 
“enabled the artist to become vicariously a poet — a poet in paint” (1991, 
333).

Gertrude Stein also spent many hours in Picasso’s studio, starting soon 
after they met in 1905. Picasso wanted to paint her portrait, so she came to 
his studio 80 to 90 times over a few months. As the two became close con-
fidantes, Picasso also attended Stein’s Saturday night salons with other art-
ists and writers (Richardson 1991, 400). She and her brother, Leo, were 
known for wearing loose, brown wraps. Given that Picasso claimed this 
leftmost figure to have been a “medical student” in sketches (Steinberg 
1988, 40), and that Gertrude had studied medicine at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity (Richardson 1991, 394), it is possible to conceive of the leftmost 
figure as a conflation of the taller Leo and his medical student sister, remov-
ing their characteristic wrap (to reveal what about themselves?). Gertrude 

while making this painting; the figures were purely ideational constructions (see 
Blier 2019, 25).

 9. Bell goes on to specify what he means: “again and again his pictures express 
an emotion that did not come to him through the eyes alone” (1936, 532). 
Cataloguer Christian Zervos accounts for Picasso’s literariness with reference 
to Gotthold Ephraim Lessing’s classic 1766 treatise, Laocoön: An Essay on the 
Limits of Painting and Poetry: “Picasso has been able to prove wrong the opinion 
of Lessing, which expressly restricted the task of description to painting and 
sculpture, in order to entrust to poetry the double task of evocation and anima-
tion” (Zervos 1951, xvii). Picasso’s strategies for animating the still image of 
Les Demoiselles d’Avignon merit a separate article; here, it is important to note 
that Zervos is crediting Picasso with generally redefining art’s role by upending 
historically accepted, canonical prescriptions.
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had worn one while posing for Picasso’s portrait of her (see Fig. 4). Now, the 
siblings-as-one could be pulling back the wrap on the painting they had 
made possible, by renting Picasso his studio and by buying his paintings.10

 10. Blier suggests that the Steins were the likely intended patrons for Les Demoi-
selles d’Avignon (2019, 343n20); she identifies Gertrude Stein as “the person that 

Figure 4. Pablo Picasso, Portrait of Gertrude Stein, 1905–6, 39 × 32 in. (100 × 81.3 
cm), Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Aside from befriending writers, Picasso collected, made drawings about, 
and discussed their books. In 1907, Picasso wrote the name of a Zola novel, 
Germinal, across a sketch page that also contained schematic compositions 
of the Demoiselles (see Fig. 5); he had made a sketch of the author himself 
in 1900.11 He often had books in the studio: “Picasso’s small library at the 
Bateau Lavoir [his studio building in Montmartre, starting in 1904] ran the 
gamut from dime-store westerns about Buffalo Bill and Nick Carter detec-
tive stories to books by Verlaine, Rimbaud and Mallarmé” (Miller 2001, 
99). And in a postscript to a 1905 letter to his friend Jacinto Reventós, he 
wrote from Paris: “Tell me if you know Rabelais — [his] Gargantua you 
might know in Spanish, but what a difference. [. . .] La Bruyère and all these 
other classics from here. One of these days I’ll send you a book by Pascal 
that you might not know” (McCully 1982, 51).12 In the time leading up 
to the Demoiselles, Picasso was clearly thrilled by the works that his new 
friends were recommending.13 This biography gives some context for my 
inclination to emphasize the interpretation of the “paper” in the painting 
as a cover being peeled back from a literary work. The painting itself then 
becomes the visual version of such a text. But which text? 

One possibility comes from the convention of wrapping pornography 
in brown paper; this genre certainly correlates well with the brothel scene. 
Picasso’s most treasured book, in the time leading up to the Demoiselles, 
was the pornographic novel, Les Onze Mille Verges ou les Amours d’un hosp-
odar, written in 1906 and published in 1907 by his friend Guillaume Apol-
linaire (Richardson 1991, 464–65). Its details were likely the subject of 
much conversation between the friends. Apollinaire’s title is based on the 
Marquis de Sade’s 120 Days of Sodom, which its recent translators declare 

Picasso most likely envisioned to be its owner and principal viewer” (2019, xiv). 
The two dark-clad figures who “drop out” of the painting from sketches — see 
the link in the text below — could represent Leo and Gertrude Stein, standing 
and seated, respectively. 

 11. This sketch is archived at the Museu Picasso Barcelona, item number 
MPB110441. Picasso inscribes the image with Zola’s name, though he doctors 
the initial letter so that it could also read as an “L” and the subtitle therefore also 
can be read as Picasso’s sister’s name, Lola.

 12. 22 February 1905, translated from Spanish by Francesc Parcerisas and Marilyn 
McCully.

 13. Max Jacob reportedly “opened up Picasso’s mind to the beauty of the French 
language by putting him through an intensive course in French literature” espe-
cially championing Verlaine, and Guillaume Apollinaire later convinced him 
to admire Rimbaud above all (Richardson 1991, 205).
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to be his “most extreme [. . .] uniquely disturbing [. . .] most obscene work 
of fiction” (McMorran 2016). Apollinaire’s novel perhaps even exceeds 
this precedent: at least one translation refrains from publishing significant 

Figure 5. Pablo Picasso, Three Figures with Lettering, February–March 1907, Carnet 4, 
VIII R, private collection opp.07.478.
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passages.14 The book’s violent content makes it an appropriate foil for the 
Demoiselles, where the fracturing of bodies and the confrontational gaze 
toward the viewer have inspired some commentators to describe the paint-
ing as “a tidal wave of female aggression” (Steinberg 1988, 14) and “a pri-
mal attack” (Rosenblum 1973, 45). Also, certain details of Apollinaire’s 
novel appear illustrated in Picasso’s painting. But this reference cannot 
account for the painting’s imagery of multiple texts.15

Don Quixote

A more fitting source for the many books in the Demoiselles is Don Quixote, 
a single work dear to Picasso which itself signals a multiplicity of texts. The 
book imagery can be seen to illustrate the Author’s Preface of Don Quixote, 
and to echo famous illustrations for the beginning of that novel. 

It is certain that Picasso was thinking about this text when he was 
deeply engaged in making the Demoiselles, as evidenced by a postcard that 
he sent to “Monsieur Señor Don Guillaume Apollinaire” on 29 March 
1907.16 Aside from the address, the card contains only Picasso’s drawing 
of Don Quixote astride his horse, Rocinante, with a windmill in the back-
ground.17 The date of this postcard falls exactly in the time frame that 
Suzanne Preston Blier identifies as the most likely period of Picasso’s most 
frenzied work on the canvas.18

Don Quixote is a novel of books; Susan Sontag sums up the title char-
acter’s plight as “He thinks the world is the inside of a book” (2001, 109). 
The way I have already described the canvas as a semiotic field, owing to 

 14. “Certain passages in the later part of Les onze mille verges could be considered 
exceptionally violent. In order not to jeopardize the publication of the book as 
a whole, these have been omitted” (Apollinaire 2001, 22). Some of these 
passages are summarized in footnotes, such as “Cornaboeux has unnatural and 
violent intercourse with the dead Mariette. Mony watches stupefied” (Apol-
linaire 2001, 62 n).

 15. An entire article could be devoted to the ways that Picasso’s painting illustrates 
this key text.

 16. The Spanish additions of “Señor” and “Don” to Apollinaire’s French name con-
firm the identity of the drawing.

 17. The postcard is reproduced in Read 2008, 43.
 18. While she suggests 26 March 1907 as the probable date on which Picasso began 

his final major campaign of work on the painting, she is more sure of the period 
between 20 and 31 March, and also suggests that Picasso made further changes 
to the canvas between 26 March and 27 April (Blier 2019, 74–5).
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its enclosure between the pages of open books, could be seen as a visual 
representation of the world of the novel, or of Don Quixote’s mind, being 
completely permeated by texts. 

When the images of the open books are viewed in their original posi-
tions on the right and left sides of the painting, they can be interpreted as 
illustrating the Author’s Preface to Cervantes’s novel. In this short, engag-
ing text, the author confides to the reader his distress as he seeks quotations 
to insert at the beginning, in the margins, and at the end of his book.19 He 
laments that he lacks quotations for the beginning of his book by authors 
beginning with “A, B, C” and also for the end of his book beginning with 
the last letters of the alphabet (Ormsby 1885, np). Picasso depicts texts — 
visual representations of the Preface’s quotations — at the left and right 
sides of his canvas: The “beginning” and “end” of the canvas represent the 
beginning and end of the alphabet.

To figure these books as analogous to the Author’s ends of the alpha-
bet is to make the canvas represent the comprehensiveness of the diction-
ary, which contains the words that make up all other books. This makes 
Picasso’s project akin to Cervantes’s, as “Don Quixote is an inexhaustible 
book, whose subject is everything (the whole world)” (Sontag 2001, 110). 
And while Picasso was working on his Demoiselles, Gertrude Stein was 
formulating her equally ambitious project, The Making of Americans, about 
which Stein wrote, “There are millions always being made of every kind 
of men and women, every kind there is of men and women” and “This is 
now a history of every kind of them” (Stein [1925] 1995, 200). She started 
working on this project in 1906, the year that Picasso finished his portrait 
of her and started focusing on the Demoiselles. The book’s totalizing, uni-
versalizing impulse — to catalogue “every kind of men and women” — cor-
relates to the global political vision that Blier posits as a motivator for the 
Demoiselles (2019, 1). 

In the Preface to Don Quixote, an “unexpected” interlocutor — “a cer-
tain lively, clever friend” — reassures the author that he can still move 
forward, by inventing the texts he feels he needs, and by writing “musically, 
pleasantly, and plainly” without worrying about asking others to supply 
quotations.20 Though this is a verbal prescription, it is described with a 

 19. I do not identify this “author” as Cervantes, as the narrator of the preface is a 
character who is a creation of Cervantes as much as, say, Don Quixote is.

 20. The edition of Don Quixote cited here is the John Ormsby translation published 
in London in 1885 by Smith, Elder & Co., and generally considered the first 
scholarly edition of the work in English. The work is available through Proj-
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visual metaphor: The friend’s ready prescription will help “in the opening 
and shutting of an eye” (Ormsby 1885, np). While the author claims to 
be calmed by this, he nonetheless narrates the encounter with the very 
name-dropping that is deemed unnecessary, and by including all of the 
passages quoted by his friend as meriting being omitted. The friend’s advice 
about plain diction, moreover, is elaborated at such length that it teeters on 
sounding comically overblown: “take care that your style and diction run 
musically, pleasantly, and plainly, with clear, proper, and well-placed words, 
setting forth your purpose to the best of your power, and putting your ideas 
intelligibly, without confusion or obscurity” (Ibid., np). The author then 
follows his narrative preface with a series of poems — “Some Commenda-
tory Verses” — that follow his friend’s original prescription for compos-
ing epigraphs to legitimate the work. The author is even writing a preface 
against prefaces; he claims that “My wish would be simply to present [my 
book] to thee plain and unadorned, without any embellishment of preface 
or uncountable muster of customary sonnets, epigrams, and eulogies, such 
as are commonly put at the beginning of books” (Ibid., np). 

In sum, the preface slyly works against itself, supplying exactly what it 
claims to be both lacking and unnecessary, yet doing so in a way that 
comes off as unaffected and good-humored. Picasso illustrates this witty, 
self-contradictory effect by rendering his images of texts difficult to deci-
pher. The books are embedded in the painting with the sly wink of an 
inside joke. And all of Picasso’s texts are, like the author’s in the preface, 
both quoted and invented: Picasso models his books after Don Quixote just 
as Cervantes’s author quotes his interlocutor. Picasso’s books are fictions, 
wholly fabricated in paint, like how the author creates quotations fabri-
cated in words.

The “Author’s Preface” also can be compared to Les Demoiselles 
d’Avignon in the amount of effort that it cost its creator. Picasso is known 
for having made an enormous number of preparatory studies for this work 
— between 400 and over 800, depending on who is counting and how 
— in any case, more than for any other of his creations. Curator William 
Rubin even claims that this output is “without parallel, for a single picture, 
in the entire history of art (1994, 119). Cervantes’s character of the author, 
for his part, claims that “I can tell thee, though composing [this book] cost 
me some labour, I found none greater than the making of this Preface thou 

ect Gutenberg @ https://www.gutenberg.org/files/996/996-h/996-h.htm (unpagi-
nated) and is notable for “Ormsby’s decision to make his translation as close as 
possible to Spanish” (Jones 1981, ix)..

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/996/996-h/996-h.htm
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art now reading. Many times did I take up my pen to write it, and many did 
I lay it down again, not knowing what to write” (Ormsby 1885, np).

The ambition that grips the title character, in the rest of the book, 
can map onto Picasso’s goals as he embarked upon this project. “Crazed 
by reading (as so many of us still are), the knight is in quest of a new self, 
one that can overgo the erotic madness” (Bloom 2003, xxxiv). Picasso, 
too, was striving for a new incarnation, a breakthrough that would finally 
establish him in the Paris art scene. And Picasso’s work habits as he was 
wrestling with this mammoth canvas resembled Don Quixote’s reading 
practice: Don Quixote “so buried himself in his books that he spent the 
nights reading from twilight to daybreak and the days from dawn till dark; 
and so from little sleep and much reading, his brain dried up and he lost his 
mind” (qtd. in Sontag 2001, 109). In this period, especially, Picasso was 
known for working feverishly through the night, and “[w]ork on the Dem-
oiselles condemned the twenty-five-year-old Picasso to a life of seclusion” 
(Richardson 1996, 17). The preparatory period in late 1906 resembled 
the haze of engagement described in Don Quixote: André Salmon reported 
that Picasso “turned his canvases to the wall and threw down his paint-
brushes. For many long days and nights, he drew. [. . .] Never was labor less 
rewarded with joy” (qtd. in Richardson 1996, 15).

Though the superlatives associated with Don Quixote make it a fitting 
text to match Picasso’s ambition — it is often referred to as “the first mod-
ern novel” (Schmidt 2011, ix) and the most translated or popular work 
after the Bible (Stavans and Wilson 2016, 1) — Picasso did not have 
to be a thorough student of the book for it to serve his purpose. The novel 
was associated strongly with Spanish national pride21 — Picasso “remained 
a Spaniard at heart” (Richardson 1991, 295) — and he surely would 
have remembered it from his schooling. In Paris in 1905, the tricentenary 
of the text was celebrated as an international event, and the occasion was 

 21. The book gained special prominence in Spain after the challenges the nation 
had faced in 1898: “Spanish thinkers began to search desperately for the soul of 
Spain, and writers of all shades of opinion chose Don Quixote as the symbol of 
their country” (Hilton 1947, 315). Miguel de Unamuno called the novel “the 
Spanish Bible” (Bloom 2003, xxiii) and Bloom expands upon the reference: 
“For Unamuno, [the aspect of the main character called] Alonso Quixano is the 
Christian saint, while [his manifestation as] Don Quixote is the originator of 
the actual Spanish religion, Quixotism” (xxi). Unamuno himself expands upon 
his thoughts, in his tricentenary book Life of Don Quixote and Sancho published 
in 1905.
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marked by the publication of many new editions in several languages.22 
French publishers were perhaps even more devoted to editions of the novel 
than Spanish ones, often publishing new editions in Spanish (Hilton 
1947, 315), so Picasso could have encountered editions in Paris in Spanish 
and French. He could have refreshed his memory of the text by reading the 
Author’s Preface and studying the illustrations. 

Canonical Illustrations

The most famous illustrations for Don Quixote were — and still are — 
by Gustave Doré, for the 1863 Hachette edition. These became instantly 
famous and were used in many translations, including an 1875 large folio 
edition published by Pablo Riera in Barcelona.23 Some editions, such as the 
Biblioteca Salvatella edition published in Barcelona in 1895, created images 
based on Doré’s illustrations.24 “Although the images had a few detractors, 
many of his contemporaries considered Doré’s illustrations to supersede 
all other illustrations of Cervantes’s masterpiece” (Schmidt 2011, 13). By 
1870, even a small New York typographic journal was proclaiming, “The 
greatest work produced by the pencil of Doré is universally acknowledged 

 22. See Mattza 2007, 165, n 1 for an admittedly incomplete yet still copious com-
pendium of tricentenary publications in Madrid, Paris and Lisbon.

 23. See Urbina 2005, http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearch 
Editions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year
2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&pa
ge=26&orderBy=1.

 24. Ibid., http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ft 
Mode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&pla
ces=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=30&or
derBy=1. This book could have been of interest to Picasso’s family, as Picas-
so’s father was then teaching at the same Barcelona art school where his son 
was studying, and this edition of the classic work included images from many 
famous artists, as it proclaims on the title page: “Ilustrada con gran número de 
grabados y reproducciones de cuadros famosos de autores contemporáneos” (Illus-
trated with a great number of drawings and reproductions of famous paintings 
by contemporary artists). The book’s image of the priest and barber visiting 
Don Quixote in his covered bed (to see if he is sane or mad), on p. 16 of Vol. II 
(http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/displayMidImage.jsp?edition 
=602&image=1895-Barcelona-Administracion-01-006.jpg), moreover, could be 
a precedent for the theme and composition of Picasso’s prize-winning painting 
Science and Charity of 1897.

http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=26&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=26&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=26&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=26&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=30&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=30&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=30&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/doSearchEditions.jsp?ftMode=phrase&ftFields=publisher&freeText=&year1=1500&year2=2100&places=All&languages=All&volumes=all&sizes=all&libraries=all&page=30&orderBy=1
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/displayMidImage.jsp?edition=602&image=1895-Barcelona-Administracion-01-006.jpg
http://cervantes.dh.tamu.edu/dqiDisplayInterface/displayMidImage.jsp?edition=602&image=1895-Barcelona-Administracion-01-006.jpg
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to be his series of illustrations to Don Quixote” (Conant 1870, 1).25 Over 
time, these images contributed to a softening of the perception of the 
book’s cruel humor: “One wonders to what extent [. . .]the world knows not 
Cervantes’s Don Quixote, but rather Doré’s” (Schmidt 2011, 12). 

Two Doré images from the original Paris Hachette edition are filled with 
books. One is the image often paired with the Author’s Preface: It has 
books strewn all around the bottom half of the frame (see. Fig. 6). The 
other is the book’s frontispiece, which was one of the most famous of Doré’s 
images (Schmidt 2011, 14) (see Fig. 7). It epitomizes the novel with a por-
trait of Don Quixote sitting amidst his books, surrounded by the chivalric 
fantasy characters to which his reading has given rise. 

Beyond being an example of books at the borders of the image, this 
frontispiece shares various details with the Demoiselles. Note the “curtain” 
pulled back at the left. This fabric also has a double identity — not as a 
piece of paper, but as the hair coming from an oversized head on the floor 
(or at least it is contiguous with the hair). The overall image is as full of 
motion as Picasso’s canvas. And the central seated character resembles the 

 25. This article is illustrated by a large image of Doré’s frontispiece.

Figure 6. Gustave Doré, illustration for the Author’s Preface of Don Quixote, 1863, 
engraving by Héliodore Pisan, Paris: Hachette.
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“sailor” that Picasso originally had seated at the center of his composition, in 
sketches (see https://twitter.com/pablocubist/status/1179946009637654531/
photo/1). In this particular sketch, the porrón (spouted Spanish wine 
decanter), in front of the sailor, looks like a visual echo of the angles of the 

Figure 7. Gustave Doré, illustration for the frontispiece of Don Quixote, 1863, 
engraving by Héliodore Pisan, Paris: Hachette.

https://twitter.com/pablocubist/status/1179946009637654531/photo/1
https://twitter.com/pablocubist/status/1179946009637654531/photo/1
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open book in Don Quixote’s lap. Don Quixote’s activity of reading a book 
perhaps correlates to the sailor’s perusal of the semiotic fantasy scene. 

There is also an open book in the final version of Picasso’s painting, 
akin to the one in Don Quixote’s lap in Doré’s illustration — it appears to 
be falling open in the middle of the canvas, slightly to the right, in blue 
and white (see Figs. 8–9). This appears as a still image amidst a highly 
dynamic visual field. This perhaps gives visual form to the idea that the 
author in Don Quixote can use textual allusions to help him “reduce to 
order this chaos of perplexity” (Ormsby 1885, np) in which he finds him-
self. Alternatively, the act of staying still and reading, as Don Quixote is 
doing, can give rise to wildly dynamic and active flights of imagination.

Figure 8. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, selective view.
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Because the position of this last book in the Demoiselles appears slightly 
to the right of center, it does not totally correlate with the position of the 
central book in Doré’s frontispiece. A central book does appear slightly 
to the right in Goya’s image of a similar scene (see Fig. 10); the image was 
published in France in 1860, and Doré is thought to have used this image 
as a model (Schmidt 2006, 14). Perhaps Picasso knew Goya’s illustration, 
too. Certainly this additional book in his painting is also positioned –– as 
in Goya’s scene –– so that the book opens toward the central character, 
who looks out at us. 

Figure 9. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, detail.
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Figure 10. Francisco de Goya y Lucientes, illustration of Don Quixote, 1860, 
engraving by Félix Bracquemond after a Goya drawing from c. 1812–1820.
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A Final Text

One more textual image can be seen in Picasso’s painting, and it reframes 
how all the others could be interpreted. An open envelope and writing 
paper can be perceived, under the fruit, atop the tipped-up table along the 
painting’s bottom border (see Fig. 11). All of the scholarship I have read 
sees the white color on the table simply as a tablecloth; no scholar that 
I have found has perceived the form of an envelope opening toward the 
fruit, and a piece of writing paper directly beneath it (see Fig. 12). Picasso 
has not made it easy for this image to be detected, to be sure: He renders 
the contour lines of these forms incompletely, so that they stop just short of 
being solid or continuous. And the top corner of the table is still covered in 
what looks like a white tablecloth, which can interfere with the detection 
of the stationery. These details do not invalidate my claim; it in fact makes 
this part of the painting consistent with other parts. The hand of the dem-
oiselle clutching a sheet, for instance, is rendered with deliberate gaps in 
the outline (see Fig. 13). This visual strategy could be seen as a correlate to 
the self-interruptions in the first “Commendatory Poem” after the Author’s 
Preface in Don Quixote. There, many words are truncated after a few let-
ters, leaving readers to guess the remaining, implied letters.26

For this image of the envelope and writing paper, I can suggest several 
possible sources.27 Yet I would prefer to interpret it here within the general 

 26. In the Edith Grossman translation, this is skillfully rendered as, for instance, 
“If to reach goodly read- / oh book, you proceed with cau-, / you cannot, by the 
fool-, / be called a stumbling nin- /” (2003, 11).

 27. One is the letter writer in Thomas Hardy’s 1894 short story, “On the Western 
Circuit”. In this story, a man and two women create a deceptive love triangle 
through letters, perhaps like how Picasso’s two central demoiselles relate to the 
painter, who was at the time of this painting entertaining mistresses in one 
studio while he lived with his girlfriend Fernande Olivier in another studio 
one floor away. Another is the “Davignon Letter”, a piece of documentary “evi-
dence” in the government’s fabricated Secret Dossier for the incredibly con-
troversial 1894 trial of Alfred Dreyfus. Such a reference would give previously 
unexamined political impact to the painting, and it would give new (political) 
dimensions to one of Picasso’s preferred titles for it, Le Bordel d’Avignon. The 
colloquial meaning of “bordel” is a highly vexing, hot-and-holy mess; this word 
aptly sums up the atmosphere of the Dreyfus Affair. Having the name “Davi-
gnon” encoded in the painting’s title is akin to the image of the envelope with 
the incomplete contour: Both are hidden in plain sight. An equally political 
potential reference is the note (and the tipped-up table) in Jacques-Louis David’s 
famous The Death of Marat (1793), a painting to which Picasso paid direct hom-
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Figure 12. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1906–1907, detail.

Figure 11. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1906–1907, selective view.
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age in a drypoint frontispiece in 1934. Another possible source is the blank note 
on the desk in Goya’s “The Sleep of Reason” (1796) the most famous image from 
Goya’s series of Caprichos.

Figure 13. Pablo Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1906–1907, detail.
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schemes that I have already laid out. The writing paper in its envelope 
could serve, again, as a metaphor for the painting in its wrapper. By figuring 
his painting as a letter, Picasso may have been striving to connect his work 
even more overtly with the writings of his literary friends. And it could 
serve as the evidence of an “Author’s Preface” in the sense that Picasso is 
“writing” this painting to send a communication to viewers. 

The most intriguing question about the image, finally, is the nature of 
this communication. Who is writing to whom? And what is being said? 
The paper is, as far as we can see, blank.

To fill in this blank, to write this text and thereby “read” this painting, 
we would have to come into contact with this paper — not cognitively, 
but physically at close range, as we would handle stationery. We would 
have to put pen to paper, touch what is in front of us. And then we would 
presumably fold the paper and tuck it into the envelope. Such invitations 
of physical intimacy make sense for a painting that is supposedly depicting 
a brothel encounter. 

Rhode Island School of Design
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Marianne Moore’s Ghost Revisions 
Poems (1921), Observations (1924, 1925), 

and Selected Poems (1935)

Lauren Frey

Abstract
The Rosenbach Museum and Library contains The Marianne Moore Library (MML), the 
largest collection of Marianne Moore’s personal objects and literary papers. Among these 
objects and papers are the poet’s personal copies of each of her published books. One of 
the first observations to be made about Moore’s revising method is her habit of revising on 
copies of her books from her first publication, Poems (1921), through her final publication, 
Complete Poems (1967), often neatly writing in an updated word or phrase in small cursive 
handwriting. Indeed, her lifelong habit of using published texts as sites of revision began 
with Poems (1921) not long after it was published. To date, I have not found a study that 
addresses these revisions made upon her own copies of her books, especially Poems (1921) 
and both editions of Observations (1924 and 1925).1 In order to better understand Moore’s 
revision process in her early years before becoming editor of The Dial, their curious presence 
becomes a prerequisite for reading and positing a chronology to the revisions on her manu-
scripts and typed scripts of her other early poetry. This essay intends to explore the revisions 
that Moore made on her two copies of Poems (1921) and on Observations (1924).

“I don’t know what to do with these and don’t know what to do next”.
Marianne Moore (1998, 164)

 1. This is with the exception of Charles Molesworth (1990) in the following: “She 
went on to mention that the book was beautifully printed, and had no mis-
prints whatever. (If this were so, then apparently the corrections she was to 
make before sending it to Warner were those habitual revisions of published 
texts for which she was later to become so well known. This shows that the 
habit was not a result of her growing old and revising the work in her youth” 
(169). Unfortunately, Molesworth does not mention his source, and thus we 
cannot say whether or not the book of Poems he refers to here is either of the 
two volumes in the Rosenbach.
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In 1967, one of the most accomplished poets and editors of 
the modernist movement, Marianne Moore, collected and published her 
final book of poems, Complete Poems — a misleading title since it only con-
tained 127 poems of the hundreds she had published. Her epigraph to Com-
plete Poems (1967), “Omissions are not accidents”, seemed to confirm her 
“intentional reviser” persona and led also to a general consensus amongst 
scholars that Moore staked strong intentionalist claims over her work.2 
However, Moore’s extensive and rarely discussed revisions on the pages and 
back matter of her own copies of her books, from Poems (1921)3 to Complete 
Poems (1968), trouble that notion of authorial intention. Many critics have 
recently asked: Does Moore’s epigraph give us an interpretive lens for read-
ing her life’s work? Are all Moore’s authorial omissions premeditated and 
purposeful, or only those omissions she made to Complete Poems (1968)? 
What, moreover, does she mean by “accidents”? 

Marianne Moore’s revision process was not always as intentional or 
thorough as it may appear. By looking at the contractions, errors, forgotten 
revisions, and back matter of her own copies of Poems (1921) and Observa-
tions (1924) held in The Marianne Moore Library (MML), readers can see 
not only a process of revision, but also an evolution in Moore’s relationship 
to what her revisions meant and enacted in her authorship. Indeed, Moore 
went from having had her work prematurely exposed with the publication 
of Poems in 1921 to earnestly exposing her life of compositional process 
(every scrap, revision, book, and object she owned) with the publication of 
the MML archive. It is into this archive and the pages and the back mat-
ter of her books located there that her final epigraph “Omissions are not 
accidents” is nothing less than an invitation. In the archive, one is faced 
with the question: but aren’t omissions accidents after all?

The material presence of Moore’s revisions upon her personal copies of 
Poems (1921) and the first edition of Observations (1924), compels readers 
to confront the impossibility of knowing her ultimate authorial intentions. 
Turning product into process, the revisions she wrote on these printed cop-
ies, which I call “ghost revisions”, destabilize the “Ideal” published text and 
reveal an undated and ultimately undatable site of authorial play. To track 
change is not only impossible — it is no longer the aim. Error and silence 

 2. This claim seems to be further substantiated by Moore’s famous revisions of 
“Poetry” to three lines after many longer published iterations.

 3. Currently residing in the Rosenbach Museum and Library in Philadelphia, 
these two copies of Poems (1921) are marked as MML 1547 and MML 1544.
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between the past and the present are both imminent and permanent, and 
thus meaningfully written into her work.

This fraught relationship to the past is part of what spurred on Mod-
ernism’s “make it new” theme. Yet modernist authors often processed this 
experience on less optimistic terms, with novels that explore tropes of error, 
silence, the “incomprehensible”, and “speech that cannot speak” through 
symbols of paralysis and figures of zombies and ghosts (Conley 2003, 
23–39). Moore’s revisions on her books encourage an engagement with a 
larger symbol of silence, and/or error, and/or a sense of delay within her 
poetry. The existence of authorially-revised books in her archive actively 
facilitates this symbol, inhabiting that uncertain relationship to the past. 
With the metaphor of “ghost revisions”, a metaphor that intends to encom-
pass “unadopted revisions”, “unadopted corrections”, and/or “delayed revi-
sions”, I do not mean to suggest that these revisions are trapped within the 
archive, neither living nor dead, haunting her publications. Nor do I assert 
that they have potential to be or should be “put to rest” in a variorum edi-
tion of her earlier poems. Rather, I am proposing that calling attention 
to the possibilities of where we can place these revisions on the timeline 
of Moore’s writing process is important for understanding the MML, the 
borders of her copies of her books, and everything in between. It also bears 
upon an understanding of what is at stake as her archive is digitized. Just 
as destabilizing and incomprehensible as the image of silence and error in 
the modernist novel is, so does Moore’s real act of giving her revisions to 
the archive at the Rosenbach to be read and interpreted complicate her 
famously stated relationship to accident.

There are various examples of ghost revisions on Poems (1921), but here 
I will offer a close reading only of those revisions on “A Talisman”, followed 
by readings of a series of ghost revisions on Observations (1924), includ-
ing a list of revisions to the back matter of Observations (1925). Many of 
these revisions did eventually gain life in publication. Why, then, refer to 
them as “ghost” revisions? They can be thought of as “ghosts” because, 
whether or not they are ultimately adopted in subsequent texts, they have 
an ambivalent ontological status in terms of Moore’s revisionary process. 
This ambivalence requires a consciously quixotic and inferential reading of 
their historical position. Yet close reading the archive in this way can serve 
this imaginative function without sacrificing accuracy. 
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Your Now Naked Dactyl 

Throughout the early 1910s, Moore’s writing was routinely rejected by 
multiple magazine editors, who found her avant-garde verse beyond their 
readers’ taste for difficulty of form and eccentricity of subject matter. But 
this profusion of rejections did not deter Moore from writing and submit-
ting her work for publication. For years, in fact, these rejections spurred 
a lengthy process of revision and resubmission to various magazines and 
newspapers. Then, between 1916 and 1920, Moore finally gained traction 
with the editors of The Egoist, Others, The Dial and Contact. 

By 1920, Moore had published seventy-three poems, but she had not 
established herself as a poet associated with any particular artistic circle. 
While Moore received separate offers from T.S. Eliot, Harriet Weaver, and 
H.D. and Bryher to help her publish a book collection of her poems, she 
was chary about publishing her work in book form and rejected each offer. 
Then, in the spring of 1921, H.D. and Bryher collected twenty-three poems 
by Moore and surreptitiously published the collection with The Egoist 
Press, titled it Poems, and sent a copy across the Atlantic to its author. 
Moore received the book on 7 July 1921 in her New York apartment, along 
with a letter from Bryher asking what Moore thought of it. In her reply, 
composed that day, Moore related herself to an extinct pterodactyl as 
described by Darwin, whose protective rock had been preemptively torn 
away by H.D. and Bryher’s “hardened gaze” — the gaze of a symbolic, and 
now actual, public. Moore continued: 

I had considered the matter from every point and was sure of my decision 
— that to publish anything now would not be to my literary advantage; 
I wouldn’t have the poems appear now if I could help it and would not 
have some of them ever appear and would make certain changes.

(1998, 164)

But her response to H.D. and Bryher was not entirely negative. Although 
she wished the title had been “Observations”, she noted that she was 
pleased with the “beauty of all the printing details” and, further, that 
“there is not a single misprint” (1998, 164). (This latter comment seems 
to be an overstatement: “Talisman” is missing a word). With her standard 
grace — even extending a filial tone by using an animal name for herself, 
as she often did in her letters with her mother and brother — she made a 
joke of the exposure again with the signature: “Your now naked, Dactyl” 
(1998, 165). Yet Moore refused tidy closure to the event with a vulnerable 
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and unmarked postscript beneath her signature, wherein she confessed: “I 
don’t know what to do with these [copies of Poems] and don’t know what 
to do next” (1998, 164).

As H.D. and Bryher proceeded to send Poems (1921) to the literary cir-
cles within London and New York for review, what Moore did do next was 
turn at least two copies of Poems (1921) into working drafts for the next 
publication. She revised the poems on the printed pages of two of her per-
sonal copies of Poems (1921), a destabilizing authorial act that turned her 
first published book into something akin to a copy text. 

In addition to complicating our understanding of Moore’s intentions 
within Poems (1921), Moore’s reaction to the surreptitious publication of 
Poems encourages a gendered reading of her revisions to this publication 
as well as new thinking regarding Moore’s canonization in the Modernist 
movement. Revision was always a part of Moore’s writing practice. She 
revised her poems extensively, even after their publication in magazines, 
and published some poems in multiple versions before their appearance in 
Poems (1921). Furthermore, her correspondences leading up to the publica-
tion of Poems (1921) show that Moore both revered and held suspect the 
book as a form of publication. 

The poems that appear in Poems (1921), most of which had been pub-
lished at least once before in various magazines, needed “certain changes” 
(Moore 1998, 164), presumably for some future form of republication. She 
had intended to republish at least some of them all along; it was only a mat-
ter time. H.D. and Bryher’s collection and publication of Poems (1921), is a 
prime example of modernist collection, mediation, and patronage practic-
es.4 But this patronage is problematized by Moore’s insistence to them that 
“she didn’t want to publish a book” (Moore 1998, 170) and by her later 
reiteration of this point to Robert McAlmon that “the poems ought not to 
have come out; I know that” (Moore 1998, 168). By identifying herself as 
a “naked Dactyl” (a name which she thereafter used affectionately in letters 
to H.D. and Bryher), Moore, however playfully, suggests that the publica-
tion of Poems (1921) involved unwanted exposure. Although they managed 
to not project their own editorial idiosyncrasies onto her work, H.D. and 
Bryher stripped Moore of agency over the body of her texts by placing them 
in Poems (1921) without her knowledge or consent.5 

Moore’s revisions not only to the poems, but to the poems as they lay in 
copies of the printed book itself, can be interpolated as an act of reclaiming 

 4. It is worth noting that Bryher was the financial patron of this work.
 5. For a critical analysis of this event, see Leavell 2013, 191.
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the authority that had been stripped from her by H.D. and Bryher’s unau-
thorized publication. To take this further, the revisions could be seen as a 
kind of “self-fashioning”, a word Alison Rieke (2003) has used for Moore’s 
gender performativity and artistic element of her aesthetic form, that ulti-
mately destabilize the textual authority both perceived and signified in 
book authorship. These readings would suggest that future published ver-
sions of the poems in Poems (1921) are reflections on and even a reclaiming 
of the forcibly mediated textual body. Wherever these interpretations may 
lead, it is biographically and textually clear that Moore’s revision practice 
became both self-generated and self-reflexive, starting with her revisions 
upon the text of Poems (1921). In the same way that she used strict formal 
patterns to regulate the language of her poems, Moore had been, prior to its 
publication, formally strategizing the “literary advantage” of when and how 
to publish a book and of which versions of poems that book would contain. 
This indicates an intent to have carefully shaped the temporal and spatial 
units of her book’s debut in a way not unlike how she eventually turned 
her archive into a unit of analysis. Before the book publication, Moore had 
carefully formed an idea of how her poetry would appear as an event in 
time and as an object in space, an idea that she was not able to see entirely 
fulfilled. After the publication of Poems (1921), Moore’s process of moving 
precise, intentional revisions to her poems into the next publication also 
appears to elude her.

Texts Turned Copy Texts

Moore revised on at least two of her copies of Poems (1921). The revisions 
include both extensive changes and small tweaks carried out over the 
course of at least four read-throughs indicated by the presence of four dif-
ferent writing instruments: a blue pen, a black pen, a fountain pen, and a 
graphite pencil. Sometimes she wrote the same revision on top of another 
with a new instrument; other times she wrote “stet” next to a revision pre-
viously made. However, the majority of these revisions are carefully marked 
dashes and substitutions to words and punctuation marks, strikes to whole 
phrases or reworkings of a particular poem’s form. For example, on one 
copy of Poems (1921) Moore revised the title of “You Are Like The Realistic 
Product of An Idealistic Search for Gold At The Foot of The Rainbow” 
to simply “The Rainbow”. On a second copy of Poems (1921), she wrote “A 
Rainbow”, and then wrote above that “An Exercise”. Neither of these revi-
sions appears except in Moore’s copies of Poems (1921), now in the archive. 
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Rather, in Observations (1924), this work is titled “To A Chameleon”.6 
Similarly, while she revised “My Apish Cousins” to “The Monkeys” on 
one of her copies of Poems (1921) and carried that title over to Observations 
(1924), she did not transfer the revised title into her copy of Observations 
(1925), and the title was only finally changed in Selected Poems (1935). This 
work of revision goes on: sentence structure is changed “In This Age of 
Hard Trying Nonchalance is Good, And”7; commas are dashed from “To A 
Steam Roller”8 and “Reinforcements”9; and none of these revisions appear 
in Observations (1925). Readers are thus left with two archival objects that 
reveal revisions made to twenty-three poems that she ultimately included 
in Observations (1924). These ghost revisions indicate a potential delay in 
intention for her revisions to actually achieve revision — to generate a new 
version of the text.

The archival evidence, though not conclusive, may imply that between 
1921 and 1924 Moore entered revisions on her personal copies of Poems 
(1921) in preparation for her next publication, Observations (1924). In the 
end, however, it is impossible to date these book revisions based solely 
on their material existence in the archive. They could have been made 
decades after the publication of both editions of Observations, long after 
she had published and republished those poems in Selected Poems (1935), 
Collected Poems (1951), and Complete Poems (1967). The best dating method 
available to readers is to simply close read them. 

Based on this close reading, it is plausible to date the Poems revisions 
during the interim period before the “next” publication: that is, that the 
revisions on Moore’s copies of Poems (1921) were made with the intention 
of being included in Observations (1924). However, the Observations (1924) 
revisions tell a different story. Based on the number of the revisions in 
Observations (1924) that do not appear in Observations (1925), but rather in 
Selected Poems (1935), it seems most plausible that Moore entered revisions 
into her copy of Observations (1924) sometime in the early 1930s when 
she was preparing Selected Poems (1935) for publication. However, the evi-
dence is contradictory: while some revisions that appear in Observations 

 6. Unfortunately, no evidence exists to show us when Moore decided to change 
this title, whether before or after her revisions to the copies of Poems (1921) in 
the archive. 

 7. MML 1547. Page 14. Line 9. Moore revises “was dumb. At last it threw itself 
away” to “was dumb, at last it threw itself a way”. 

 8. MML 1547. Page 6. Line 12. Moore omits the comma after “vain”. 
 9. MML 1547 and 1544. Page 13. Line 6. Moore omits the comma after “ears”. 
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(1925) are found in Moore’s copy of Observations (1924), it is unclear as to 
whether those revisions were instances of Moore looking toward the next 
opportunity to publish or rather looking backward on decisions she had 
already made on typed manuscripts. Indeed, the relationship between some 
of these revisions on both Moore’s copies of Poems (1921) and Observations 
(1924) make clear that she did not use these books as sites of revision to 
work out the creative process, but rather as sites of transference of revisions 
already decided upon on typed manuscripts. In other words, it remains 
unclear to what extent Moore was marking revisions that she had already 
worked out on other drafts on her printed copies of these works.

What are the implications of the conjecture that these books are sites 
of revision, yet revisions that did not always ultimately revise? This textual 
condition raises questions about the intention and attentiveness of Moore’s 
editors at The Dial, and also allows for speculation about Moore’s accep-
tance of error. As Hannah Sullivan states, citing Christine Froula, “The 
modernist practice of revision coexisted with unusual attitudes toward 
textual authority and accuracy, including a relative openness to error and 
fallibility in its printed transmission” (2013, 6). Biographically, it could 
show Moore’s own lack of precision between her revision practice and her 
publications. Or perhaps it could just indicate play. At the very least, this 
textual condition indicates that Moore resisted seeing published forms of 
texts as “ideal”. No matter when these revisions were made, Moore desta-
bilized “text” for herself in a deeply personal way, thereby destabilizing the 
symbolic authority of publication and the traditional sense of superiority of 
oneself as an author.

The Articles of “A Talisman”

To accurately date the revisions that do not appear in the published versions 
would enable an understanding of the larger picture of her early revision 
process. Even further, in order to use the books as touchstones in tracing 
her revision process in any chronological sense, it is necessary to closely 
examine the revisions that did not appear in the next publication. At the 
same time, in order to accurately read what is absent, one must attempt to 
accurately read what is present. In order to understand the collective revi-
sions that did not appear in Observations (1924), we can look at those that 
did appear, starting with “A Talisman”. 

On the Title Pages of Poems (both copies), Moore writes “A” in front of 
“Talisman”, retitling it “A Talisman” (it was first published in 1912). She 
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does the same on page 9, where the poem is printed. Second, on both 
copies, Moore writes the word “the” in front of the word “ship”. This addi-
tion of the article, so that the revision reads “torn from the ship and cast”, 
realigns it with previously published versions of the poem.10 The lack of this 
article, so that the Poems version reads “torn from ship and cast” instead of 
“torn from the ship and cast”, deviates from all of the previously published 
versions of the poem, as well as from her normal use of syntax. Moreover, 
the addition of this article allows the poem to maintain Moore’s favored 
syllabic meter, which is in this case 6/6/3. When Marianne Moore elected 
to publish Observations (1924), she reintroduced the poem as “A Talisman”, 
along with the revision to the second line:

A Talisman

Under a splintered mast, 
torn from the ship and cast 
              near her hull,

a stumbling shepherd found 
embedded in the ground, 
              a sea-gull

of lapis lazuli, 
a scarab of the sea, 
            with wings spread—

curling its coral feet, 
parting its beak to greet 
            men long dead 

(Moore, MML 1555, 12, italicization mine). 

 10. Although Moore stated that the publication contained no errors, this might 
have been an overstatement, made in an effort to be a more amiable recipient of 
the publication. This is because the poem was published as “Talisman” without 
these articles in The New Poetry in 1921, which is why scholars have since not 
called this an error. However, the revisions on Moore’s copies of Poems indicate 
that Moore might not have sent a revised version to The New Poetry by the time 
they could publish it.
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This scrupulous examination of two articles seems at first glance only mar-
ginally significant for understanding the overall meaning of “A Talisman”. 
However, it is their very inconsequence that makes them consequential. 
They bear meaning not only for the meaning of the poem, particularizing 
rather than Platonifying the Talisman, but also for their meaning in the 
archive. “A Talisman” is the only poem in her revisions of these copies of 
Poems where all of the revisions were transferred to Observations (1924). 
Indeed, despite the multitude of revisions that Moore made to both her 
copies of Poems, this revision is the only fully manifested set of revisions 
made to a single poem. What happened to all the other revisions on those 
twenty-three pages that were only partially implemented or not imple-
mented at all? Did Moore or an editor simply forget to include them? 

Moore changes the poem from referring to a capitalized and singular 
“Talisman”, as if it were a universal thing to which readers would have 
direct access, to “a” particular and collective “talisman”. The addition of 
the article “a” distances Moore’s readers from the object of the poem and 
instead emphasizes that it is any object, not all talismans or the idea of 
“Talisman”. The particularity and collectivity are then thematized by “a 
splintered mast” (line 1), “a stumbling shepherd” (line 4), “a seagull” (line 
6), and “a scarab” (line 8). These particular objects are juxtaposed against 
the larger and more forceful environments in which they are both carried 
and found: “the ship” (line 2), “the ground” (line 5), and “the sea” (line 8) [my 
emphases]. Given the tight linguistic formality of the poem — the allitera-
tion of “curling its coral feet” (line 11), the tight 6/6/3 meter, the a/a/b c/c/b 
d/d/e f/f/e rhyme structure — with the sharp image created through the 
juxtaposition of “things”, Moore facilitates a feeling of the talisman itself. 
Like many of Moore’s poems, and like her archive, a “A Talisman” tells a 
story of an object with an aesthetic of smallness. The talisman, discovered 
within the world of the ground, ship, and sea, is venerated not by way of its 
abstraction into an idea as equally universal or encompassing as the land-
scape, but by way of its description as something forceful and sensational 
— perhaps even destructive to the landscape that bears it up. Like the act 
of revision and the ephemeral objects of ghost revisions, it haunts the very 
landscape that holds it.

In this way, the revisions to “A Talisman” present a metaphor for the 
work of historically, chronologically, and imaginatively locating the ghost 
revisions of the books of Poems and Observations within Moore’s revision 
process. The etymological root of “talisman” is in the word “telos”, which 
means “ending”. Continually preventing textual closure, they are embed-
ded in the basis of her work and thus have potential to speak to — while 
only being activated by — the imagination of a readership. 
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Revising for Selected Poems with Observations (1924)

As previously touched upon, it is possible that Moore used Observations 
(1924) as a site to revise the second edition of Observations (1925). For 
instance, in “An Octopus”, we see that she does successfully replace the 
word “badger” with “marmot” in two places (lines 106 and 111), and that 
that decision appears in Observations (1925). We also see her marking in 
a semi-colon after the word “particular”, and that also appears in Observa-
tions (1925) (MML 1555, 94). 

However, almost all of the revisions in Observations (1924) do not 
appear in Observations (1925), even those to fix typos and obvious errors. 
It is as if her revisions simply failed to revise. Thus, it seems more evi-
dent that Moore used Observations (1924) as her site of revision to revise 
Selected Poems (1935) possibly in the early 1930s. For instance, in “Peter”, 
she dashes a comma after “say”, corrects a misspelling, and capitalizes the 
“T” in “to” that should have been capitalized because it starts a sentence 
(MML 1555, 92). In “The Pedantic Literalist”, she corrects a typographi-
cal error in form, wanting the line “to and for” to be indented once more 
(MML 1555, 92). We see more extensive revision to a line in “Marriage”, 
with Moore changing this line from “There is in him a state of mind / by 
force of which, / perceiving what it was not / intended that he should, / ‘he 
experiences a solemn joy / in seeing that he has become an idol’” to read 
“in him a state of mind perceives what it was not / intended that he should, 
and / ‘he experiences a solemn joy / in seeing that he has become an idol’”, 
which does not appear until Selected Poems (MML 1555, 93–94). In “Black 
Earth”, another more extensive revision appears: the substitution of “It is 
to that phenomenon the above formation, translucent like the atmosphere 
— a cortex merely —” with “compared with phenomena which vacillate 
like all translucence of the atmosphere, the elephant is” (MML 1555, 93). 
Finally, to the infamous “Poetry”, we have an odd addition of parenthesis 
around the line “when dragged into prominence by half poets, the result 
is not poetry”. And she changes the “nor” to “not” by writing a “t” over 
the “r”, so as to read “not until the poets among us” (MML 1555, 91). Of 
course, this revision does not appear in the subsequent publication because 
she reformulated it into 13 lines, for which readers have typescripts. But 
neither does this decision appear in Selected Poems. In other words, when 
Moore restored a version of the 1924 version, these parentheses and this 
“not until” does not appear. Thus, this revision — or this version — of 
“Poetry” is completely unique to her personal copy of Observations (1924) 
in the MML: it is a ghost revision. 
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As if this is not enough, in the back matter of Observations (1924), 
Moore wrote a list of many revisions she had to make, with page numbers 
listed in columns and rows. It looks as if this back matter agenda was writ-
ten in one sitting. 

Figure 1. Back Matter of Observations (1924). MML 1555.
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The transcription is as follows: 

Like the revisions on the pages themselves, most of these do not appear in 
Observations (1925). The revisions ranging between “40 The Monkeys” and 
“79 and” in this list consistently do not make it into Observations (1925) 
but do make it into Selected Poems (1935). The only revisions that do appear 
in Observations (1925) are “fleet” in “Critics and Connoisseurs”, as well 
as a few select changes to “An Octopus” found on pages 86 through 91. 
For instance, “86 4 changes” partly refers to replacing “badger” with “mar-
mot”, as well as an added semi-colon after “peculiar”. These changes were 
reflected in the Observations (1925). As to the other changes encompassed 
in the “4 changes” note: Moore had added hyphens between “heather-bells” 
and “birch-trees” and struck quotation marks around “glass eyes” on the 
poem itself, but all of these changes were not made to the poems until the 
publication of Selected Poems (1935). This pattern of partial change/com-
pletion and partial delay/incompletion breaks with three of the revisions in 
this list. The revision “81”, intended for “Silence”, as well as the revisions 
“98 R Tirtoff” and the use of the offensive term “98 Negro” intended for the 
Index, do not appear in Observations (1925) nor in Selected Poems (1935), 
making them, like the “not until” of “Poetry”, ghost revisions that exist 
solely in the archive, though disembodied from the poems to which they 
belong or may have belonged. 

 28 self-
 33 move to left
 35 fleet
 40 The Monkeys
 41 →
 46 hairy- 
 47 2 changes
 49 e
 52 U these T
 55 =  
 56 a right good
 57 , x
 59 hourglass
 60 ; houses
 62 -towers
 63 “ ”
 65 -down

 65 Sees others wear
 67 3 changes
 68 oneself
 68 this thick
 69 caught
 70 as to
 70 modern
 72 harper,
 74 stones lemon yellow
 75 ”
 78 very , 
 79 and
 81 , , 
 82 nor
 83 3 changes
 85 maintaining 
 86 4 changes

 86 changed in 24? 
 87 4 changes
 87 changed in 24? 
 88 paddles, 4 changes
 88 Changed in 24? 
 91 to
 92 , 
 93 , which,
 95 Demetrius
 97 
 98 R Tirtoff
 98 Negro
 100 “1420”
 102 A.R.
 104 parody
 108 embroidered
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Conclusion 

As readers of Marianne Moore continue to do the work of logging and 
understanding what the ghost revisions on the pages of Poems (1921) and 
Observations (1924) mean for the individual poems and what they are doing 
in relation to the publications and typed manuscripts, they may want to 
respond how Moore herself did upon the arrival of Poems (1921) at her 
doorstep: “I don’t know what to do with these and don’t know what to do 
next” (1998, 164). However, “A Talisman” can symbolize our attempt to 
read, historicize, and work with them. In this poem, the talisman brings 
about no ending for its bearer, nor does it receive an ending. It is displaced 
from its intended trajectory with the living, made into an eternal poetic 
tableau that is “parting its beak to greet / men long dead” (MML 1555, 12, 
lines 11–12). Like with any kind of signifier, the potential power to address 
imbues the talisman, but that power must be activated by the imagination 
of a stumbling shepherd — a stumbling reader. The poem not only provides 
this metaphor, but enacts it with this revision of the additions of “A” and 
“the”. What kind of ethic of careful reading and shepherding of such small 
but powerful archival objects are critics invited into when we attend to 
these articles — like how we attend to these ghost revisions?

In the new venture currently underway of creating a complete digital 
archive of Moore’s work, editors must not dismiss omissions as mere acci-
dents, nor accept them as invariably intentional, taking Moore’s famous 
epigraph at face-value. Rather, readers must attempt to track Moore’s 
changes and understand her engagement with textual instability from 
cover to digital cover, reading them alongside her manuscripts, her texts-
turned-copy-texts, the front and back matter of her copies, and the most 
accurately printed editions of her poetry. 
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Of Epicene Particles and Other 
Misleading Tricks

Gender Ambiguity in Silvina Ocampo’s 
“Carta perdida en un cajón”

María Julia Rossi

Abstract
“Carta perdida en un cajón” [Letter lost in a drawer] is a paradigmatic example of simul-
taneous ambiguities at work in Silvina Ocampo’s fiction (1903–1993). In this short story 
published in 1959, pronouns and shifters, as well as endings that mark gender, cooperate 
to erase certainties and make the reader actively seek clues to understand the exchange the 
short story sets up. By scrutinizing its manuscript, I examine Ocampo’s writing and revi-
sion strategies and elaborate on some of her creative processes in her search for ambiguity. 
Through five key compositional moves I have identified in her manuscripts, my essay focuses 
on how Ocampo revises and ramps up the writerly effect of gender ambiguity that allowed 
the construction of queer identities in her fiction. I argue that the insertion of epicene par-
ticles and insults — which are less common in Spanish than gendered ones — , added at 
later stages of revision, demonstrate the intentional pursuit of a reading marked by confusion 
around the depiction of a non-normative desire. Genetic criticism allows us to reveal the 
painstaking process by which queer desire nudges its way into expression.

Narratives that begin in medias res strike readers with a 
proliferation of unknown facts that need to be discovered. What is 
happening? Who is telling the story? What is it about? Why do things 
matter? Who are the characters? When is this happening? And where? All 
these questions catch the reader off-guard when the action has already 
begun before the narrative commencement and, thus, the reader’s arrival. 
In Silvina Ocampo’s “Carta perdida en un cajón” [Letter lost in a drawer], 
where the narration continues — never having begun properly — such a 
destabilizing effect is more acute due to the fact that its incipit is in the 
second person: it is a question, and, at the same time, its tone is that of 
an invective: “¿Cuánto tiempo hace que no pienso en otra cosa que en ti, 
imbécil, que te intercalas entre las líneas del libro que leo, dentro de la 
música que oigo, en el interior de los objetos que miro?” [How long have 
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I been thinking about nothing else than you, imbecile, who intersperses 
along the lines of the book I read, inside the music I hear, inside of the 
objects I look at?] (1999, 243). This opening situates the narrator at a highly 
emotional and heated point and places the reader in the implicated — 
maybe titillated, maybe uncomfortable — position of voyeur: that letter is 
clearly not for us and it does not seem to contemplate us as possible readers. 
But our voyeurism is a lettered one: we peek at a writing scene — that of 
the letter announced from the title — which is itself a confession and a 
verbal attack. 

This first sentence clearly presents a very confusing scene: the narrative 
voice cannot help obsessively evoking someone with intense hatred; that 
person is the addressee of these words. In this scene of enunciation, feeling 
is the only unmistakable puzzle that can be solved so far. Other questions 
burgeon then: who are these people? What happened between them? Is 
this a couple of some sort? Not so consciously, one of the features that we 
tend to identify in this speech event is the gender of both the addresser 
and the addressee. The first working hypothesis tends to lead to a hetero-
sexual couple:1 The heteronormative imagination quickly distributes femi-
nine and masculine roles as a conditioned reflex in any intense emotional 
exchange, a reflex also encouraged by a misleading reference to a hetero-
sexual couple: “Ningún amante habrá pensado tanto en su amada como 
yo en ti” [No lover would have thought so much about his female lover 
as I have about you] (1999, 241).2 And many readers — after observing so 
much intensity involved in the first epithet, “imbécil”, combined with the 
resentful obsession developed in the first paragraph — would not hesitate 
to ascribe a feminine gendered role to the narrative voice of this hate-
ful, overexcited and overemotional character.3 But in the four-page short 
story, the first paragraph takes up one page and does not reveal the gender 
of the first or the second person: this, in Spanish, is striking. While the 
predominant use of the second person helps conceal the gender (unlike it 
would if using the third, where pronouns, as in English, are gendered), this 

 1. My teaching experience confirmed my own suspicion as a reader: most students 
began reading the story with the working hypothesis that this letter would be 
part of a heterosexual couple’s fight and were disoriented when that expectation 
was not confirmed but challenged. 

 2. Here “ningún amante” does not necessarily denote a male lover, since general-
ization in Spanish is constructed through the masculine form of “ningún” and 
“amante”; a noun that is actually a present participle is epicene.

 3. Most of my students also concurred with this assumption, even though over fifty 
years have passed since this short story was first published. 
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is still very unusual — especially considering how this page contains many 
epithets and references in a language that forces the expression of feminine 
or masculine gender in many adjectives. It is not until the narrative gets to 
a highly gendered space — the boarding school — that gender ambiguity 
begins to be dismantled and each character’s femi¬nine gender is disclosed. 
Until that scene arrives, we have read one fourth of the short story, discov-
ering that this relationship is intensely revolting and that it started back 
during childhood — but nothing more (that is, we know nothing about the 
source or reason for all these adverse feelings). 

I argue that Ocampo could easily foresee this reading reaction and has 
intentionally tricked us into completing voids in this scene with our own 
prejudices (even emphasizing the hetero overtones of her story before tear-
ing them down). If the crazed addresser is a woman, what gender are we 
assigning to the addressee of so much emotion? Heterosexual complacency 
might lead an unwary reader to assume that the addressee is a man, but 
the short story does not reveal these identities until well advanced in the 
narration. And it does not insist on them: only four occasions in the whole 
story are gender-fixed constructions. But before we continue, let’s describe 
what happens in “Carta perdida en un cajón”. If we reorganize the informa-
tion for the sake of clarity, the short story is about two friends, the narrator 
— a woman — and Alba Cristián — another woman —, who had shared 
some time in a boarding school when they were younger. The animosity 
of the opening lines permeates the whole text and was born back then. 
They met a couple of times after childhood that are briefly mentioned in 
the story, and one last time, described more fully, which includes a fantasy 
of suicide. We learn of the narrator’s plans to kill Alba and her change of 
heart. Because of the narrator’s hateful tirades, L. — a male character who 
presumably was her partner at some point — became interested in Alba 
and ultimately leaves the narrator for her. The short story ends with a sort 
of veiled menace in which there is a combination or overlap of three differ-
ent endings: the closure of the story, the conclusion of the letter, and the 
culmination of the narrator’s life. 

One of the most important Argentine writers of the twentieth century, 
Silvina Ocampo (1903–1993) was “unjustifiably overshadowed by esteemed 
peers”, as Patricia Nisbet Klingenberg once put it (2003, 111), alluding not 
only to her older sister Victoria Ocampo, founder and director of Sur maga-
zine, but also to her husband Adolfo Bioy Casares and their close friend 
Jorge Luis Borges. Ocampo mostly wrote poems and short stories, and began 
publishing her fiction in 1937, with her book Viaje olvidado (published in 
English in 2019 as Forgotten Journey, translated by  Suzanne Jill Levine 
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and Katie Lateef-Jan); her inaugural book of poems, Espacios métricos, was 
first published in 1942 and received important awards (anthologies of her 
fiction were available in English in 1988 and 2015, under the titles Leop-
oldina’s Dream and Thus Were their Faces, respectively, both translated by 
Daniel Balderston).4 Critical attention has noted Ocampo’s unusual child 
characters, as well as her challenging female depictions, among the most 
important focuses in her fiction.5 Several critics have identified ambiguities 
as core features of her poetics. Less attention has been paid to how these 
ambiguities are key to representing non-normative sexual desires, some-
thing essential in the short story I will be analyzing. Access to the manu-
scripts revealed that this specific type of ambiguity was carefully crafted 
and constructed in the making of this short story. Through a genetic analy-
sis of her manuscripts, my essay focuses on how Ocampo revises and inten-
sifies the writerly effect that hinges upon the questions I have posed above. 
I argue that the insertion of epicene particles and insults — which are less 
common in Spanish than gendered ones — at later stages of revision dem-
onstrate the intentional pursuit of a reading marked by confusion around 
the depiction of a non-normative desire.

The manuscript: first draft, main 
insertion, and a change in tense

“Carta perdida en un cajón” is a paradigmatic example of simultaneous 
ambiguities at work in Silvina Ocampo’s fiction and one where pronouns 
and shifters, as well as endings that mark gender, cooperate to erase 
certainties and make the reader actively seek clues to understand the 
exchange the short story sets up. By scrutinizing its manuscript, I examine 
Ocampo’s writing and revision strategies and elaborate on some of her cre-
ative processes in her search for ambiguity. As one of the most remarkable 
and most commented upon features of her writing, I argue that ambigu-
ity is the effect of a delicate linguistic machinery that Ocampo achieved 
with a careful calibration through rewriting and corrections. My questions 
when encountering the manuscript concerned identifying the linguistic 
resources Ocampo was relying on to — in such a subtle and successful 

 4. Also available in English is The Promise (Ocampo 2019); Ocampo’s novella was 
published in Spanish only in 2010.

 5. For some essential scholarship on childhood in Ocampo’s work see Balder-
ston 1983, Mackintosh 2003, and Podlubne 2014. On female depictions, 
see Klingenberg 1999, Ostrov 1996, and Zapata 2005.
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manner— conceal gender identities for so long. Her generative moves will 
clarify how to approach the representation of queer desire and the creation 
of queer voices. 

The private archive currently owned by Ocampo’s heirs holds several 
versions of this short story, both handwritten and typed. Besides the first 
manuscript in the notebook (identified here as pages 1–16 in a longer 
school notebook with no numbers),6 there also are three other versions. 
Two are typewritten versions that I will mention only briefly: the first, 
called “Original suelto” [Loose original], is probably an early typed version 
in which the final sentence is a handwritten addition; while the second, 
“Original de imprenta” [Original for the print], is a version with page num-
bers from what was supposed to be the book. There are also galley proofs 
with handwritten corrections. Most compositional decisions and changes 
around gender identities were made during the first writing stage, so my 
analysis focuses on the entirely handwritten school notebook, with only 
one exception (where indecision about this topic remained clear beyond 
the first stage). 

When encountering the manuscript — a total of thirteen pages in a 
school notebook, a common writing material for Ocampo — two compo-
sitional stages can be clearly distinguished by the inks used in each case: 
five pages to which eight more were later added in the middle of the story 
(described in the following paragraphs). They were not necessarily writ-
ten too far apart in time, but there are some pages in between the two, in 
which fragments of a different short story, “La continuación” [The continu-
ation], on which I will comment at the end of this essay, are drafted. Most 
of the manuscript is in blue fountain pen ink, with corrections in a darker 
blue, and the ending is in a different, lighter kind of blue ink, presumably 
made by a regular pen. Some later minor amendments were introduced 
with a black pencil. These different writing tools speak of an intense revi-

 6. Although manuscripts in the Ocampo archive are clearly organized and clas-
sified, they are not identified under a formal MS denomination system I could 
reproduce here. I thus refer to each of them using the title assigned by Ocampo, 
mainly focusing on the 16 pages devoted to the handwritten first version of 
this short story in a school notebook (cited here as “Notebook”), and num-
bered sequentially (including two pages devoted to “La continuación” inserted 
between pages 9 and 10). The first hand-written draft of “Carta perdida en un 
cajón” begins on the second half of the page numbered as 1 and finishes on the 
first half of the page numbered as 16. The only significant addition was hand-
written in the typescript titled “Original suelto”. I thank Ernesto Montequin for 
his help with the Ocampo Papers.
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sion craft in action, where decisions were revisited many times during the 
writing and revision stages. 

In Ocampo’s writing process of this short story, I have identified five 
key compositional moves that I have grouped in categories to analyze 
their duplicitous effects: first, a long plot-related insertion; second, a tense 
change; third, significant lexical additions; fourth, the redistribution of 
characters in the communicative scene; and fifth, some meaningful omis-
sions that result from processes of erasure. I will describe each of these 
moves and then try to make sense of the reading effects derived from the 
coexistence of all of them in the published version.

Ocampo’s first move was to add five more pages to the original eight. This 
had the effect of giving more substance to the relationship between Alba 
and the narrator, introducing their shared time in childhood. Although 
the original version reads well, the insertion flows seamlessly, and it would 
not have been possible to have inferred this compositional move from the 
published version. Ocampo does not insert the pages between the insulting 
introductory part (or diatribe) and the final encounter — two clear and dis-
tinct moments — but once this final encounter is already briefly presented, 
taking and leaving readers there while looking back at the past. This inter-
ruption of the final scene with a long intermission of the past creates some 
additional tension. Also, this is a point to which the narrator can easily 
return, having left readers with this scene presented.

The structure of the short story is as follows: The first part, which I 
call the diatribe, is one fourth of the total length of the short story and is 
followed by a brief list of meetings after childhood, called “furtivos encuen-
tros” [furtive meetings], until the last one is mentioned and interrupted 
with these sentences that situate the narration in a friend’s house: “No 
olvidaré aquel último encuentro, tampoco olvido los otros, pero el último 
me parece más significativo. Cuando advertí tu presencia en aquella casa 
perdí por la fracción de un segundo el conocimiento. Tus pies lascivos esta-
ban desnudos” [I will not forget that last meeting, I do not forget the others 
either, but the last one seems to me more meaningful. When I realized 
you were at that house, I lost consciousness for a fragment of a second. 
Your lascivious feet were naked] (1999, 243–44). After the insertion of the 
childhood flashback, this last meeting resumes with “Aquel día, en casa 
de nuestros amigos” [That day, in our friend’s house] (1999, 245), taking 
readers to the house again. During that last meeting there are suicidal ide-
ations, the fantasy about killing Alba, and the ending when L. leaves the 
narrator for Alba. 

The insertion falls in what was at the time the middle of the short story 
and adds an important detail to the plot: it is the flashback about the ori-
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gin of the narrator’s relationship with Alba Cristián, the addressee. Some 
of the petty episodes described include the presence of Máxima Parisi, a 
third party who is the cause for jealousy. This triangulation of desire, here 
homosocial, reappears at the end of the short story but with the presence of 
a man, L.7 This addition features two different sorts of prose: it includes a 
longer narrative section about their shared infancy, full of short anecdotes; 
and a slightly shorter expository section, where ideas about friendship 
(happiness, childhood friends) are presented from a detached, almost cyni-
cal point of view. The school notebook shows that Ocampo began to write 
this section in the midst of the narration about childhood and then moved 
it to a separate, later paragraph on its own. In short, the writing process 
was anything but linear. Ocampo’s precise rearrangements, some recorded 
in explicit marginal notes on how to switch whole paragraphs or insert new 
sentences, affect the meaning of the published version. Among these pen-
ciled notes we find organizing instructions such as “Otra página continuar” 
[continues on other page] (Notebook, 14) and “volver a la página anterior 
2” [go back to previous page] (Notebook, 15), as well as arrows and numbers 
added in the last stage of Ocampo’s writing in the notebook (see Fig. 1). 

 7. These relationships could be interpreted through René Girard’s notion of 
“mimetic desire”, in which the “mediator” operates to create a triangle of desire 
between the women through the man in question. This pattern also appears in 
“La continuación”, where we find a biographical detail that could be linked to 
the Mexican writer Elena Garro, married at the time, friend of Ocampo’s, and 
lover of her husband.

Figure 1. Reorganization instructions at a later stage [“Volver a página anterior 2”; 
“otra página continuar”; “2”].
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The idea of circumventing all preambles and explanations at the begin-
ning and situating the reader in a heated moment through that first urgent 
question is present in the first draft. But the idea of building a shared past 
to justify the present is not. In the published version of the short story, 
hatred is a consequence of that common history; in the writing process 
it is actually a cause, a need that led Ocampo to write its prehistory as an 
afterthought, an explanation or a first version of the relationship. Creat-
ing an origin for this present loathing is then a subsequent creative move. 
The flashback also adds new layers of interpretation, offering many hints 
that speak about jealousy and possession between the narrator and Alba, 
including details of intimacy when the three friends go to Palermo — e.g., 
Máxima leans on Alba’s shoulder in the bus — and minutiae about their 
friendship — e.g., Alba’s use of the narrator not to be alone when Máxima 
was ill. The insertion even includes an allusion to Adam and Eve and the 
serpent that is twisting in the narrator’s heart: “En el fondo de mi corazón 
se retorcía una serpiente semejante a la que hizo que Adán y Eva fueran 
expulsados del Paraíso” [At the bottom of my heart a serpent was squirm-
ing, similar to the one that made Adam and Eve to be thrown away from 
Paradise] (1999, 244). This is the second misleading heterosexual reference 
that reinforces the analogy between this friendship and a traditional man-
woman bond.

In a second move, Ocampo alters verbal tenses. In the first eight pages of 
the manuscript, we can observe that the story was originally written in the 
past tense, in a more traditional storytelling combination of imperfect and 
preterit; in the published versión, however, Ocampo switches into the pres-
ent tense, rephrasing, for example, “cuánto tiempo hacía que no pensaba” 
into “cuánto tiempo hace que no pienso” [“for how long hadn’t I thought” 
into “for how long haven’t I thought”]; “la música que oía” into “la música 
que oigo” [“the music I used to hear” into “the music I hear”]; “las frases 
que decías” into “las frases que dices” [“the sentences you used to say” into 
“the sentences you say”] (Notebook, 2), and so on (see Fig. 2). This is a later 
move in the writing process, since this change can be seen throughout the 
whole manuscript and did not happen during the first writing stage itself 
(such as other changes Ocampo decided while writing).8 The additional 
five pages, on the contrary, are already written directly in the present tense 

 8. Ocampo’s writing processes involved a lot of thinking on the page: her manu-
scripts reveal several successive ideas on the same page, replacements whose 
traces include scratching, overwriting, and inserting. In their analysis of four 
short stories by Ocampo, Balderston et al. (2012) state that in her writing pro-
cesses “there is a proliferation of insertion between lines and different invasions 
to marginal spaces” and that her “rewriting and correction work is abundant, 
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from the start, which shows the exact moment in the writing process when 
that change occurred. 

Ocampo’s revision of tenses — her movement of the action of speak-
ing/writing/narrating from past to present — allows us to see four very 
clearly demarcated moments on the narrative’s surface: the oldest one, 
the childhood; a later one, when L. fell for Alba as an unintended result 
of the narrator’s very own passionate diatribes; the most recent past, the 
last encounter; and the enunciation scene, whose present tense brings up 
to date the urgency of the letter. Past tenses, imperfect and preterite, are 
reserved for previous scenes, and the future only appears at the end, where 
prediction and threat merge to project the present beyond the narration 
towards death. The present stands out as an urgent tense, privileging the 
here and now, while at the same time confusing the generative moment 
with the interpretive one. In this sense, the reading scene that a letter 
presupposes is somehow paradoxical: the “now” is the now of the time of 
writing, but then, at a different time, the “now” works as a shifter and is 
updated by the reader, who fulfills it accordingly in a necessarily different 
manner. Additionally, when it comes to narrative logic, the present tense 

while the basic structure of each short story is set since the first version” (my 
translations).

Figure 2. Traces of change of verbal tense [“entre las líneas del libro que leía<eo>, 
dentro de la música que oía<go>, en el interior de”; “las frases que de<i>cía<es>, los 
lugares que frecuentaba<s>, los libros que le gustaban”.]
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brings action — or in this case feelings — to readers due to its immediacy. 
The intensity of emotion is amplified by its temporal closeness.

Epicene insults, change of person and 
deliberate gender erasures

The third move I want to discuss happens at the level of Ocampo’s lexicon 
and involves the insertion of epithets. While Ocampo adds other words 
and even sentences in the revision process, I want to consider insults spe-
cifically, as well as some personal pronouns not present in the first version. 
These elements, added systematically at a later stage of the compositional 
process, are an essential and distinctive part of this short story. Some of 
them are “Imbécil” [imbecile], “Bestia” [beast], “tu ser tan despreciable” 
[your so despicable self], and “cara de piraña” [piranha face]9 (see Fig. 3). 
If we analyze these words beyond how intense and sometimes descriptive, 
unexpected, and uncommon they are, we actually see a very precise control 
in their selection. None of them betrays the gender of the insulted person 
at any time because all these epithets are carefully epicene — they apply 
to men or women addressees. By themselves these insults would be merely 
inventive. But taken together with the other four types of editorial strate-
gies that the manuscript records they gain a measure of intentionality that 
goes beyond her delight in the expressive possibilities of Spanish. They 
speak to Ocampo’s desire to heighten the misleading effect of an in medias 
res narrative that is already turned up a degree by opening with a letter. 

The fourth move is the change from third person to second, which reor-
ganizes the speech act and redistributes characters in this scene. In the 
first draft, the person who ended up becoming the addressee of the letter 
— Alba — was presented or built in the third person: so “suyo” [hers/his] 

 9. I had never before seen the last formulation, cara de piraña, until I read this 
story.

Figure 3. Addition of epicene insults [“¿Cuánto tiempo hacía que no 
pensaba<pienso> en otra <que en ti imbécil> cosa”] 
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turns into “tuyo” [yours]; “se intercalaba” [she/he interfered] to “te interca-
las” [you interfere]; and “decía” [she/he said] into “dices” [you say], to give 
a few examples (see Fig. 4). This change is verifiable throughout the first 
eight pages — the additional five pages already present the second person 
as an integral part of the narrative surface from scratch. I suspect that this 
editorial change was simultaneous with Ocampo’s previous intervention 
with the insults. My hypothesis is supported by a fact of Spanish grammar: 
in Spanish, verbs carry both pieces of information in their suffixes. They 
have a stem that rarely changes and carries the lexical information, while 
the rest of the word is inflected to reflect two sets of information: time, 
aspect, and mode, as well as person and number to agree with the subject. 
The archival record shows that time, aspect, and person in this editorial 
process do not change successively but in the same systematic operation. 
This is not compulsory (each change could happen separately), but I see 
from the archival record that all of the changes were made at the same 
time: the same operation that brought the story to the present shifted the 
attention of the narrator to focus on a “you” rather than on a “him” or 
“her”. 

This brings us to the most important difference between the third and 
the second person singular in Spanish (as in other languages). The hated 

Figure 4. Traces of change of person [“que se<te> intercalaba<s>”; “que 
de<i>cía<es>”]
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person was invoked as a third person and became the second person after 
this compositional shift. But instead of gaining precision, it loses it: gender 
definition is erased. According to Emile Benveniste, “the first two persons 
are not on the same plane as the third, [. . .] the third person is always 
treated differently and not like a real verbal ‘person’” and, what is more, 
“the ‘third person’ is not a ‘person,’ it is really the verbal form whose func-
tion is to express the ‘non-person’” (1971, 143). Thus, “‘I-you’”, Benveniste 
points out, “possesses the sign of person” (1971, 146). When Ocampo 
switches from the third to the second, she is not only reorganizing the 
enunciation scene, but also conferring personhood to the character of Alba 
Cristián. Less traditional and more disquieting, this apparent minor move 
has important interpretive consequences due to the fact that in Spanish 
the second person is unmarked by gender as it is for the third. Thus chang-
ing from the third to the second person allows for gender concealment in a 
way the third person form does not.

Finally, there are other significant omissions that cooperate with gen-
der concealment and ambiguity. Some of these are clear erasures and the 
intention is coherent, as well as the result — when Ocampo struggles, no 
traces of this indecision can be found in the published version. One exam-
ple of the deletions is the omission of “yo sola” [by myself] in the sentence 
“reconstruir [yo sola] el Partenón” [to reconstruct all by myself the Parthe-
non] (Notebook, 12) that works as a transition at the beginning of the long 
insertion, when she is about to describe their lives as young girls at school 
(see Fig. 5). In Spanish, the adjective (sola) would have betrayed the gender 
of the narrator and, while this is what Ocampo had written in her first 
attempt, she later removed it before continuing with the second section 
of the story in her school notebook. In another example, when a sentence 
would have revealed the gender of the addressee (while still in the third 
person) there are many crossing outs and corrections which at some point 
said “ella” [she]. Another clear example of these deletions is where the first 
version stated “A veces <con mis amigos> llevaba <o> el diálogo a lugares 
donde debía nombrarla” [Sometimes <with my friends> I used to take the 
dialogue to places where I should name her] with the first pen (Notebook, 
2). The last four words were later scratched with a darker pen, the same 
pen that added the friends to the scene; the published version thus reads: 
“A veces, con mis amigos, llevo el diálogo a temas que fatalmente atraen 
comentarios sobre tu modo de vivir” [Sometimes, with my friends, I take 
the dialogue to topics that fatally attract comments on your way of living] 
(1999, 241). The erasure of Alba’s gender from these instances is absolute 
(see Fig. 6).
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Clear traces of a similar erasure can be found in the title. The first 
attempt (the first section in the notebook) is incomplete and reads “Carta 
a una” [Letter to one], where the indefinite article is already suggesting the 
female gender of the addressee. Then “Carta perdida” is tried (before she 
finished the second section of the narrative by hand) and the adjective 
is later crossed out with a single line. The title in the final handwritten 
manuscript is just “Carta” [Letter], as if Ocampo were hesitant or unsure 
about her non-normative or queered use of a highly gendered language like 
Spanish. One title that appears in the first version that is typed reads “Dos 
amigas” [Two female friends] (see Fig. 7, “Original suelto, 1”). That title, 
as explicit as it can be, did not hide the secret of the short story but states 
it as a reading premise, and it does not escape Ocampo’s revisionary pen. 
It would have given away all the secret and ruined the narrative trick, 
while also predetermining the possibility of a queer reading. In the final 
published version, she reinstates the older “Carta perdida” and adds “en un 
cajón”, once again misdirecting readerly attention away from the key play-
ers and their gender/sexual identifications towards the inert, inoffensive 
drawer that the letter was in. The fact that this idea reappeared once the 
short story found its final form, that is, Ocampo retitling her narration in 

Figure 6. Deletion of gender marks [“A veces <con mis amigos> <yo> llevaba <o> 
el diálogo a lugares <temas que atraían su fatalmente atraerían comentarios sobre su 
modo de vivir> donde debía nombrarla”]

Figure 5. Deletion of gender marks [“sería como pretender reconstruir yo sola el 
Partenon”]
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such an explicit manner, shows the tensions that were still at play in depict-
ing this love. All these failed attempts are crucial to understand a complex 
ongoing process, a struggle to find a manner to express something whose 
emergence was stimulating and exciting. Along with a more general search 
for ambiguity, gender identities are calculatedly removed from the narra-
tive surface. The effect of gender concealment is consistent and it has one 
clear direction. 

§

The other short story whose opening interrupts the manuscript of “Carta 
perdida” is “La continuación” — another short story published in the same 
volume and also narrated in the second person. It too begins with a mys-
terious setting and similar gender opacity: “En los estantes del dormitorio 

Figure 7. Hesitations around the title [“Carta de una <Carta perdida> Sin dirección”; 
“CARTA PERDIDA EN UN CAJÓN <LAS AMIGAS> <CARTA PERDIDA EN 
UN CAJON>” <115>”]
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encontrarás el libro de medicina, el pañuelo de seda y el dinero que me 
prestaste. No hables de mí con mi madre. No hables de mí con Hernán, no 
olvides que tiene doce años y que mi actitud lo ha impresionado mucho” 
[In the bedroom shelves you will find the medical book, the silk handker-
chief and the money you lent me. Do not talk about me with my mother. 
Do not talk about me to Hernán, do not forget that he is twelve and my 
attitude has made a big impression on him] (1959, 178). It also includes a 
suicide plan and a triangulation of passion, as well as an overarching lack 
of gender definition of the main characters. These coincidences speak to a 
definite intention or aesthetic exploration around matters of gender, repre-
sentation, and passion.

Ocampo is intentionally queering the literary space through formal lit-
erary deceptions. Published in her short story volume La furia y otros relatos 
in 1959 in Buenos Aires, “Carta perdida” (as well as “La continuación”) 
appears in a context where apparent heteronormativity dominated Argen-
tine public life and literature. Although some fictions depicting homo-
sexual bonds were published during the previous two decades — mostly 
in translation, as a “foreign” commodity, or in not very widespread pub-
lishing houses —, it was not until almost ten years later that same sex 
desire became socially visible.10 (In 1967 the creation of the Grupo Nuestro 
Mundo [Our World Group] gave homosexuality a public presence by intro-
ducing a series of open demands.11) 

Critics have pointed out that La furia y otros relatos, as well as her follow-
ing book Las invitadas published two years later, reveal an intensification of 
Ocampo’s creative explorations and freedom. Judith Podlubne, for example, 

 10. Tirso was the first publishing house openly dedicated to the promotion of Euro-
pean (mostly French) homoerotic literature in Spanish, introducing what today 
would be called intersectional depictions of queer peoples. Founded in mid-1950 
by Renato Pellegrini and Abelardo Arias, it also published Argentine works. For 
more on this, see Peralta 2012, 2013, 2018.

 11. Leftist in its origin, it congregated mainly blue-collar workers with political as 
well as gender identity demands — which meant it was also rejected by more 
traditional left political groups. Four years later, the leader of this working-class 
association, mainly integrated by lower class members and union leaders, was 
joined by a group of visible Argentine intellectuals, such as Juan José Sebreli, 
Manuel Puig, and Juan José Hernández, to name just a few, and this new insti-
tution was called Frente de Liberación Homosexual [Homosexual Liberation 
Front]. For more about this history, see Bazán 2004 and Peralta 2013.
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describes her “risks and excesses” (2012, 216) in La furia, while Adriana 
Mancini refers to “instability” regarding “the configuration of space, time 
and characters” (1997, 271) and points out several “contradictions to log-
ics” at different linguistic levels (1997, 272).12 It remains to be explored how 
these risks, excesses, and instability were also challenging gender represen-
tation in literature and sexual heteronormativity. This article is pointing 
towards how these short stories, through very careful revisions, work to 
expand a sexual sensibility in the literary imagination. Genetic criticism, 
in this case as in others, can reveal the painstaking process by which queer 
desire nudges its way into expression. 

As Laura Arnés suggests in her article “Las voces del secreto: pasiones 
lesbianas en Silvina Ocampo, Julio Cortázar y Sylvia Molloy”, there is some 
sort of lack of structure when constructing lesbian voices: 

In a context where what is “thinkable” and “sayable” respond to a system 
and, in consequence, to a heterosexual and sexist imaginary and narra-
tive, lesbian protagonists, as social subjects immersed in a (heterosexual) 
tradition that does not correspond to them, will find themselves with no 
paradigm (this is, with no sense) at their disposal. There would not be 
an inhabitable structure for their desire. Thus, clearly, the problem does 
not only affect reading: writing will find itself as well with the problem 
of how to write this impossible desire. 

(2010, 30, my translation)

Ocampo finds a voice and a structure of her own to write this “impossible 
desire”. It is not a traditional one or a comfortable one either. Reading 
this short story is not easy, as it was not easy for Ocampo to write it. To 
create a voice and a scene to voice this desire required several generative 
moves that led to a misleading initial reading and some redistribution of 
our assumptions. This active reading requires a moment of self-reflection, 
and that effect is masterful. 

 12. “Toda lógica es contradicha; la dirección de la causalidad, la certeza consecu-
tiva, la noción de totalidad, la referencia en la deixis, la oposición y la semejanza 
se disuelven y los relatos, sin alejarse de situaciones cotidianas ni de espacios 
íntimos confiables, acompañan los tropiezos de las reglas de la razón con formas 
en las que predomina la fragmentación, una sintaxis irreverente y un uso arbi-
trario de modos y tiempos verbales” (Mancini 1997, 272). 
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Although I separated Ocampo’s generative moves for analysis and expo-
sition purposes, their effects coexist on the page, happening at the same 
time, even if they were introduced at subsequent stages; and for the reader 
they arrive as part of the same printed succession of neat and well-orga-
nized words. Interpreting these moves should transcend the merely descrip-
tive: what were each of these strategies adding to the initial story to alter 
the narrative surface? The first, the insertion of the flashback, gave some 
background for the action, creating a sense of depth for the foreground 
to have density and introduce an earlier love triangle. The second, tense 
change, added urgency, immediacy, giving the impression that we can even 
hear this enraged person’s agitated breath. The epicene insults increased 
the intensity of the emotion, while the second person opened the narration 
to the reader, apparently breaking the fourth wall and including the reader 
as part of the scene. All these carefully managed effects contribute, with 
the omissions and the silenced gender identities, to construct one lesbian 
voice that oscillates between concealment and urgency, lack of definition 
and intensity. The careful while hesitant writing process revolves around 
this Sapphic relationship which struggles to speak its name. 

The use of the position of voyeur for readers of the letter is combined 
with Ocampo’s trickery around epicene particles and gender erasures to 
create a disquieting reading effect. The voyeur is simultaneously attracted 
and repelled, or at least cautious and hesitant about their position as a 
peeper upon a situation that does not concern them. This discomfort, 
which is not the same as ordinary discomfort that people generally move 
quickly to dispel, is the suitable position for readers who might be quick to 
dismiss or censor Ocampo’s work but whom she instead tricks into partici-
pating in her “twisted” queer narrative. There was something exciting and 
important about depicting homosexual love to authors in the repressed 
mid-century Argentine literary landscape. Ocampo seems to have wanted 
to push the boundaries of accepted fiction and when threatened by censors 
and authority figures, or even self-censorship, she retreated to the level of 
the sentence to enact her literary deceptions. Her work also raises aware-
ness of heteronormative reading protocols.

A short story asking readers to expand their sensibility and to acknowl-
edge a feeling prior to ascribing gender identities to people connected by 
it is a bold move for 1959. This strategic initial concealment is not trying 
to pass something for what it is not in order to be able to be: quite on the 
contrary, it is asking readers to actively face their own prejudices and reor-
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ganize gender assumptions through the act of reading. Ocampo’s genera-
tive moves implicitly rely on metaphors of understanding to depict a quite 
forbidden desire and turn into an aesthetic invitation to glimpse a scene of 
homosexual desire through reading as voyeurism.13

CUNY, John Jay College
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A Trip Through the Mind Jail
A Textual History of raúlrsalinas’ Magnum Opus 

Santiago Vidales Martínez

Abstract
This essay attends to the poetry of Chicanx activist raúlrsalinas (1934–2008), specifically 
his most transgressive and innovative works which appear in A Trip Through the Mind 
Jail y Otras Excursions. I approach Salinas’s poetic works as textual events following Joseph 
Grigely’s reflections in Textualterity: Art, Theory and Textual Criticism where he con-
ceives of texts as works in motion that frame the work of art as polytextual and comprised 
of multiple iterations. 

A brief biography: the poetic-politics of raúlrsalinas

Chicano poet and activist Raúl R. Salinas [raúlrsalinas] 
was born in San Antonio, TX in 1934.1 He grew up in the multi-racial 
working-class neighborhoods of Austin where he started to develop his 
sense of artistry, poetry, and solidarity. At the age of seventeen, Salinas 
joined a seasonal workers’ caravan departing for the strawberry fields of 
California. In 1957 he began his long and painful cycle of imprisonment. 
Salinas spent the next 15 years surviving the brutality of the carceral state; 
his sentences were mostly due to low level drug offenses. These years of 
torment and torture cannot be downplayed and yet his stay in four federal 
penitentiaries (Soledad in California; Huntsville in Texas; Leavenworth in 

 1. Salinas went by several names throughout his life. The nicknames of his youth 
were Roy and Tapón. When he started publishing, he signed his work raúlrsali-
nas. This use of the lower case was inspired by American poet e. e. cummings. 
Later in life when he was doing activist work for the American Indian Move-
ment he was given the name Autumn Sun. In his poem On Being/Becoming he 
writes, “Naming ceremonies / Autumn Sun / Speak to many nations / for red 
nations” (2007, 5). During the 1970’s and 1980’s Salinas worked closely with the 
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, which advocated for the release of political 
prisoners. 
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Kansas; Marion in Illinois) created the circumstances for the radicalization 
of his political consciousness and for his artistry to develop and sharpen.2 

Upon his release in 1972 and with the help of scholars and activists in 
Seattle, Salinas was admitted to the University of Washington as a student 
and shortly after hired as an instructor of Chicano literature. Throughout 
the 1970’s Salinas became an important member of the Chicano Move-
ment, both in its literary and political manifestations. His poetry was pub-
lished in anthologies and chapbooks, and he dedicated himself fully to 
the internationalist revolutionary politics arising from the Chicano, Black, 
and Indigenous lived experiences. By the early 1980’s his parole issues were 
resolved sufficiently to allow him to return to his hometown of Austin, 
Texas. Back in Austin his political, literary, and activist lives converged 
with the founding of Resistencia, a bookstore for working class people in 
East Austin. This bookstore would eventually become Red Salmon Arts, 
an Austin cultural institution that operates as a bookstore, a local archive, 
a printing press, and a community arts center for the Chicanx, Latinx, and 
Native American communities. 

Salinas died in 2008 as a recognized and celebrated poet and activist.3 
He left behind a rich legacy both material — a bookstore and printing 
press — and literary: his poetry is valued as a vital contribution to the 
canon of Chicanx and Latinx letters. His life was a genuine ‘trip’ through 
the politically charged hemispheric context. His poetry reflects the solidar-
ity work he did on Indigenous reservations in North America, his visits to 
socialist Cuba, Nicaragua, and Chiapas as well as his constant demand for 
Black and Brown liberation. It is no surprise, then, that his best known, 

 2. Salinas’s posthumous Memoir of Un Ser Humano: The Life and Times de raúlrsa-
linas (2018) is a vital biographical resource. It also includes unpublished poetry. 
For selected interviews, articles, and documents see raúlrsalinas and the Jail 
Machine: My Weapon is My Pen: Selected Writings by Raúl Salinas (2006) edited 
by Louis Mendoza. Salinas’ published poetry can be found in Un Trip Through 
the Mind Jail (1980, reprint 1999), East of the Freeway (1995) and Indio Trails: A 
Xicano Odyssey through Indian Country (2007). Salinas’s papers are archived at 
Stanford University’s Special Collections; the guide can be found here: https://
oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf7m3nb2j4/. Lastly, for in-depth interviews 
with Salinas that touch upon his life, politics and poetics see: https://search-
works.stanford.edu/?f%5Bcollection%5D%5B%5D=9083941&page=1&per_pag
e=20&q=Ra%C3%BAl+Salinas&search_field=search&utf8=%E2%9C%93. 

 3. To understand Salinas within the context of Chicanx poetry, see Bruce-
Novoa 1982 and Candelaria 1986. For foundational articles of Salinas 
scholarship, see Olguin 1997 and Mendoza 2003. 

https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf7m3nb2j4/
https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf7m3nb2j4/
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/?f%5Bcollection%5D%5B%5D=9083941&page=1&per_page=20&q=Ra%C3%BAl+Salinas&search_field=search&utf8=%E2%9C%93
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/?f%5Bcollection%5D%5B%5D=9083941&page=1&per_page=20&q=Ra%C3%BAl+Salinas&search_field=search&utf8=%E2%9C%93
https://searchworks.stanford.edu/?f%5Bcollection%5D%5B%5D=9083941&page=1&per_page=20&q=Ra%C3%BAl+Salinas&search_field=search&utf8=%E2%9C%93
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most cited and widely anthologized poem is titled A Trip Through the Mind 
Jail (1969), a nostalgic reflection on the Chicanx neighborhoods of his 
youth and his painful memories of prison life. 

In this essay I will present the textual history of Salinas’s magnum opus, 
and, through this textual history, track Salinas’s evolution from prison poet 
to canonical poet. A textual history of A Trip shows the long and com-
plex path from marginality that Salinas has to take to establish himself as 
a representative voice within a Chicanx/Latinx cultural context. As will 
be made apparent, the multimedia nature of this poem demands that its 
textual history be understood as a complex artistic network that expands 
beyond the page and that sends reader and critic in multiple directions. 

Textual history of A Trip Through Mind Jail

A Trip Through the Mind Jail was ‘born’ in the magazines and newspapers 
that Salinas and other Chicanx inmates edited and published inside Leav-
enworth Federal Penitentiary in Kansas. However, there is some confu-
sion in the scholarship regarding the first public iteration of this text due 
to some inconsistencies between Salinas’s bibliography and the epistolary 
accounts from this period of his life. Salinas’s letters, like most his papers, 
are housed in his archives at Stanford University. Most scholarly sources 
maintain that this poem was first published by the newspaper Aztlán de 
Leavenworth on May 5, 1970 in broadsheet format (see Figs. 1–1a). How-
ever, the epistolary record mentions a few other publications in which this 
poem appeared at about the same time. 

In a letter to Dorothy Harth dated August 12, 1972, Salinas states, “It 
[Trip] has appeared in 1 general prison magazine and 2 Chicano prison 
papers; in 2 national Chicano magazines, 2 anthologies and 1 Chicano 
press paper” (2006, 154).4 The general prison magazine he refers to is New 
Era Penal Magazine (Leavenworth, KS) for which Salinas was co-editor. 
One of the two Chicano prison papers he references is the above men-
tioned and cited Aztlán de Leavenworth (Leavenworth, KS) and the other 
may refer to Penal Digest International (Iowa City, IA). The two national 
Chicano magazines may be Con Safos Magazine (Los Angeles, CA) and 
Entrelineas Magazine (Kansas City, MO). The two anthologies mentioned 

 4. Dorothy Harth (1925–2015) was professor of Modern Languages at Syracuse 
University and Onondaga Community College. She specialized in Latin Ameri-
can and Chicano literature and co-edited Voices of Aztlan: Chicano Literature 
Today (1974). 
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Above and following page, Figures 1–1a. Raúl R. Salinas Archives, MO774, box 7, 
folder 1. With permission from Department of Special Collections and University 
Archives, Stanford University Libraries.
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are Aztlan: An Anthology of Mexican American Literature (Valdez and 
Steiner 1972) and Literatura Chicana: Texto y Contexto/Chicano Litera-
ture: Text and Context (Castañeda-Shular, Ybarra-Frausto and 
Sommers 1972). I cannot speculate as to the Chicano press paper Salinas 
refers to. 

I can only assert with confidence that A Trip Through the Mind Jail was 
published in Aztlan de Leavenworth because copies of this newspaper sur-
vive and are archived at Stanford’s Special Collections. It has been impos-
sible to track down the other newspapers and magazines; none of them are 
archived at the Special Collections or available online, at least not to the 
best of my knowledge. 

To set the record straight, Salinas’s posthumous Memoir of Un Ser 
Humano: The Life and Times de raúlrsalinas (2018) includes a detailed bib-
liography outlined by Lilia Raquel Rosas. By combining Rosas’s compre-
hensive bibliography with Salinas’s partial record as mentioned in his 1972 
letter, it is possible to reconstruct the public iterations of A Trip Through 
the Mind Jail.

Known and accessible public iterations 
of A Trip Through the Mind Jail

Anthologies:

•   Valdez, Luis and Stan Steiner. 1972. Aztlan: An Anthology of 
Mexican American Literature. New York: Knopf. 

•   Castañeda-Shular, Antonia, Tomás Ybarra-Frausto, and 
Joseph Sommers. 1972. Literatura Chicana: Texto y Contexto/Chi-
cano Literature: Text and Context. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall. 

•   Ortega y Gasca, Philip. 1973. We are Chicanos: An Anthology of 
Mexican American Literature. New York: Washington Square Press. 

•   Gilb, Dagoberto. 2006. Hecho en Tejas: An Anthology of Mexican 
American Literature. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press. 

Chapbooks and books of poetry published by Salinas:

•  Salinas, Raúl. 1973. Viaje/Trip. Providence: Hellcoal Press. 
•   Salinas, Raúl. 1980. Un Trip Through the Mind Jail y Otras Excur-

sions: poems by raúlsalinas. San Francisco: Editorial Pocho-Ché. 
•   Salinas, Raúl. 1999. Un Trip through the Mind Jail y Otras Excur-

sions: Poems. Reprint. Houston: Arte Público Press. 
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Newspapers:

•   Aztlan de Leavenworth. 1970. Kansas: Leavenworth Federal Peniten-
tiary. 

Iterations mentioned by Salinas but not accessible, available or archived:

•  New Era Penal Magazine (Leavenworth, KS) 
•  Penal Digest International (Iowa City, IA)
•  Con Safos Magazine (Los Angeles, CA) 
•  Entrelineas Magazine (Kansas City, MO)

First public text: the carceral iteration

I will assume that the version of A Trip published in Aztlán de Leaven-
worth on May 5, 1970 is the first public iteration of this text given that 
this is the earliest available text and that the other contemporaneous ones 
are at present time out of reach. With that caveat and demand for future 
research, let us begin an analysis of the textual history of A Trip Through 
the Mind Jail. This poem was published on a newspaper broadsheet with 
the dimensions of 29.5 y 23.5 inches. The bilingual newspaper in which 
it appeared was edited and published by inmates at Leavenworth. In 1972 
Salinas explained,

A newspaper, which bears the name Aztlán, meaning “the lands to the 
North”, assumed to have been the point of origin for the Aztec nation, 
came to existence with the first issue printed in May 1970. To date, there 
have been four issues printed. With rare exception, the material for the 
paper is strictly Chicano convict work. We do not solicit outside mate-
rial, and only on one occasion have we featured an article by someone 
other than the Chicano population of Leavenworth. In this manner we 
try to stress the importance of originality and the nurturing of unknown 
hidden talents in the arts, poetry, journalism, publication work, and 
public speaking. 

(2010, 49). 

As can be seen below (see Fig. 2), the team in charge of Aztlán was made 
up of Albert Mares (correspondence), Rubén Estrella (publicity), Alfredo 
Arellanes (reporter), Ricardo Mena (Vice-president), Raúl Salinas (editor) 
and Beto Palomino (programing). The editorial team found political and 
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artistic inspiration in Aztec iconography and history. The name of the 
newspaper is ‘protected’ by two images of Mexica King Tizoc (1436–1486). 
Also, the title and these figures are framed by a running design inspired 
by Aztec tiles and artwork on ceramic pottery. A slightly less elaborate 
running design also appears on the bottom of the page where the poem is 
published. These Indigenous patterns and figures are taken from the Stone 
of Tizoc, a basalt monolith measuring 26 ft. in diameter. This monolith 
resides at the National Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City.5

The same Serif type is used for the editorial on the front page as for 
the poem, except for the title of the poem, which appears to be in a styl-
ized Helvetica type. The poem proper is dated September 14, 1969 and 
signed by the poet in all lower-case letters, a nod to the American poet 
e. e. cummings (1894–1962). The poem is dedicated to Eldridge Cleaver 
(1935–1998), a political activist and leader of the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense. As will be noted, Salinas withdrew this dedication years later 

 5. For more on this see issue, see López Austin and López Luján 2010.

Figure 2. Raúl R. Salinas Archives, MO774, box 7, folder 3. With permission from 
Department of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University 
Libraries.
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when Cleaver’s own political commitments changed.6 As can be seen, the 
poem’s first iteration is presented on a broadsheet broken up into two col-
umns made up of 164 verses. Note that all words in Spanish are underlined 
as an educational tool. 

Without a doubt the most appealing and engaging aspects of this poem 
are the three visual elements on the right-hand side. These placas (‘placas’ 
are Chicano shorthand for graffiti or tags) are considered by Salinas as 
stanzas fundamental to the poem. In a 1994 interview he states, “In our 
modern times of Chicano writings it is one of the first poems that utilizes 
graffiti as a stanza, that’s a stanza inasmuch as I understand the construc-
tion of the poem”.7 These graffiti stanzas will not always be published in 
future iterations as we will see shortly. Another noteworthy comment is 
that no subsequent iteration reproduces this poem in two columns on a 
broadsheet; rather, all future texts appear in books and ‘break’ the poem 
onto multiple pages. 

Subsequent anthological iterations: Valdez-Steiner 1972

In 1972 Salinas’s poem was published in two anthologies. In Aztlan: An 
Anthology of Mexican American Literature the poem appears not on a 
broadsheet but broken up across six pages. All Spanish underlined words 
in the original are italicized in this anthology. The only major difference is 
that the Valdez-Steiner iteration does not include the graffiti stanzas that 
make this poem such an innovative and disruptive work of art. The editors 
and publishers at Knopf may have had difficulties in adding these images, 
which speaks to the creativity and ingenuity of the editors of Aztlan de 
Leavenwhorth, who edited and published this work behind bars and under 
duress.

 6. See Mendoza in Salinas 1999, 3. 
 7. I refer here to the interview mentioned in footnote 2. This interview conducted 

by Olguín and Mendoza is also partially transcribed and published in Salinas 
2006. 
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Subsequent anthological iterations:  
Castañeda, Ybarra-Frausto, and Sommers 1972

The other anthology from 1972, Literatura Chicana: Texto y Contexto/
Chicano Literature: Text and Context, includes the graffiti stanza and also 
chooses to italicize rather than underline all Spanish words. Furthermore, 
this iteration expands the dedication to Eldridge Cleaver, which in previ-
ous iterations simply states, “For Eldridge”. This iterations reads:

[A Trip Through the Mind Jail is dedicated by a Chicano poet, raúlrsa-
linas, from his little room at Leavenworth, to his camarada wherever he 
is, El Eldridge (Leroy) Cleaver de Rose Hill, barrio Con Safos]

The editors of this anthology were the very scholars at the University 
of Washington who, through activism and advocacy, facilitated Salinas’s 
release from prison and his entry to the University. Given this close rela-
tionship it is fair to assume Salinas participated in elongating this dedica-
tion. 

Subsequent anthological iterations:  
Ortego y Gasca 1973

The 1973 iteration in We are Chicanos: An Anthology of Mexican Ameri-
can Literature does not include the graffiti stanza, italicizes Spanish words, 
and replicates the simple dedication while including the last name “For 
Eldridge Cleaver”. A pedagogical addition made by this text is explanatory 
footnotes. For example, there is a footnote explaining that the Spanish 
term ‘tricolor’ refers to the Mexican flag, that the date May 5 celebrates 
the expulsion of the French Empire by Mexico, and that September 16 is 
Mexican Independence Day. These footnotes are directed at an audience 
that may not be bilingual and/or bicultural. As an interesting ekphrastic 
addition, this anthology includes a small painting within the pages of this 
poem by artist Salvador Valdez. Valdez’s painting has the same name as 
the poem and is a surrealist representation of the psychological suffering 
of inmates. 
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Subsequent anthological iterations:  
Gilb 2006

The most recent anthology, Hecho en Tejas: An Anthology of Mexican 
American Literature, includes the graffiti stanza, omits the dedication, and 
chooses to neither underline nor italicize any Spanish words. At the bot-
tom of the first page of this poem, this anthology adds a brief biographical 
note about Salinas, explaining that Salinas was editor of Aztlán de Leav-
enworth “whose inaugural issue contained Salinas’ most famous poem, ‘Un 
Trip Through the Mind Jail’” (Gilb 2006, 286). There are several errors 
in this anthology: first, the poem is called A Trip, not Un Trip; second, 
the poem is erroneously titled La Loma; and lastly, the “Contents” also 
uses this erroneous title to refer to Salinas’s magnum opus. Neither Gilb’s 
“Introduction” nor any other part of the anthology explains these changes 
to the title. 

Subsequent book iterations:  
The chapbook Viaje/Trip from 1973

In 1973 Hellcoal Press published Salinas’s five-poem chapbook Viaje/Trip. 
This collection included A Trip as well as the poems Los Caudillos, Ciego/
Sordo/Mudo, Journey, and Journey II. Hellcoal was a small, student-run press 
that received a small amount of institutional support from Brown Univer-
sity. The co-editors of Hellcoal were Jaimy Gordon and Bruce McPherson, 
who were in epistolary contact with Salinas and worked closely with him 
to make this his first published poetry collection.8 In 1972, Gordon was at 
Brown studying for her Masters when she took the class “American Poetry 
since 1900” with professor Glauco Cambon.9 Cambon had received one 
of the carceral newspapers, either Aztlán or New Era, had been fascinated 
with Salinas’s poem, and had decided to include it in his courses. Through 
these particular circumstances and the friendships that were thus formed, 

 8. Jaimy Gordon (1944– ) is a writer and professor. In 2010 her novel Lord of Mis-
rule won the National Book Award. She was Hellcoal’s point person for com-
municating with Salinas. Their letter exchanges are archived at Stanford and 
some of them are transcribed in Salinas 2006.

 9. Glauco Cambon (1921–1988) was an Italianist with specialization in European 
and North American poetry. He started communicating with Salinas while he 
was still in prison and developed a friendship with him. Cambon would go on to 
write and publish an article on Salinas’s work: see Cambon 1971. 
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Hellcoal Press published 291 chapbooks, which were distributed to book-
stores and amongst friends and academics (Salinas 2006, 189–207). Salinas, 
who by now lived in Seattle, received 30 copies, one of which is archived 
(see Figs. 3–3c). As can been seen, this iteration includes the graffiti stanza 
and the simple dedication to Eldridge Cleaver. Spanish words are neither 
underlined nor italicized. 

Above and following pages, Figures 3-3c. Raúl R. Salinas 
Archives, MO774, box 27, folder 23. With permission from 
Department of Special Collections and University Archives, 
Stanford University Libraries.
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Subsequent book iterations:  
The poetry book published by Editorial Pocho-Ché

Editorial Pocho-Ché was established in the 1970’s in San Francisco by its 
founders Roberto Vargas and Alejandro Murguía. In his book The Medicine 
of Memory: A Mexica Clan in California (2002), Murguía explains that it 
was very difficult to find books about the Chicanx experience and there 
were few or no Chicanx or Latinx presses. By founding Pocho-Ché, their 
aim was to break the publishing industry’s monopoly and find ways to pub-
lish the works of up-and-coming Chicanx and Latinx writers. As an artists’ 
collective, Pocho-Ché published poetry and photography books and also 
magazines and newspapers covering revolutionary and radical content such 
as the guerrilla wars in Nicaragua and the FBI attacks against the Oglala 
people at the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota (Murguía 2002, 
124). 

Salinas was by now an active member of the Chicano Arts Movement, 
and thus his poetry fit in well ideologically with the politics of Pocho-Ché. 
He did not live in San Francisco, but he was part of Pocho-Ché’s editorial 
board and in 1980 published his first book of poetry titled Un Trip Through 
the Mind Jail y Otras Excursions: Poemas de raúlrsalinas. This book contains 
68 poems including the five from Viaje/Trip (1973). This iteration presents 
the poem A Trip with the graffiti stanza, with no words underlined or itali-
cized, and is the first text in which Salinas withdrew the poem’s dedication 
to Eldridge Cleaver. By 1980 Cleaver had become a conservative evangeli-
cal; he had also registered as a Republican. 

Subsequent book iterations:  
The reprint by Arte Público Press

In 1999 Arte Público Press, an academic press for the University of Hous-
ton, published a reprint of Un Trip Through the Mind Jail: Poems. This 
reprint was part of their series “Pioneers of Modern U.S. Hispanic Liter-
ature”, which is part of a larger project of recovering and disseminating 
Hispanic culture in the US.10 This reprint in a prestigious academic press 
signals Salinas’s canonization and the general recognition that his work is 
an important contribution to Latinx and Chicanx letters. This 1999 itera-

 10. For more information on this project, see https://artepublicopress.com/recovery-
program/.

https://artepublicopress.com/recovery-program/
https://artepublicopress.com/recovery-program/
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tion of A Trip is identical to the one published by Pocho-Ché in 1980: it 
includes the graffiti stanza, it does not underline or italicize any words, and 
it excludes the dedication. The only major difference between these two 
books is that the 1999 reprint includes one more poem [Untitled] Lightning 
Steed Immaculate. 

Access to these texts and the process 
of Salinas’s canonization

The chapbook Viaje/Trip published by Hellcoal Press (1973) seems almost 
impossible to track down. It has not been reprinted, it is not sold online, 
and it is not in circulation within academic libraries. The archives at Stan-
ford do hold a copy, previously cited and referenced, that belonged to the 
poet. Salinas’s first book of poems, Un Trip Through the Mind Jail, published 
by Editorial Pocho-Ché (1980), is out of print but available online from 
small bookstores even though most university libraries do not hold this edi-
tion. The 1999 reprint of this book by Arte Público Press is widely available 
online and in print as well as in university libraries. The four anthologies 
in which this poem appears are available for purchase online and can be 
found in circulation in university libraries.

These authorized texts published by Salinas in various presses over 
four decades reflect the canonization process of his work and the way his 
poetry has gained prestige. The 1973 chapbook is a text that is almost lost 
to time but is very important since it is the first Salinas publication out-
side of prison. It also indicates the kind of literary networks that existed 
between academia and prison print culture in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The 
1980 poetry book published by Pocho-Ché locates Salinas at the flourish-
ing of the Chicano Arts Movement and demonstrates his commitment to 
the revolutionary politics of the Civil Rights Movement. The 1999 reprint 
by Arte Público canonizes this work (academically) and gives this book a 
much wider audience. Given that this book was published within a series 
called “Pioneers of Modern U.S. Hispanic Literature” and as part of a wider 
recovery and dissemination project, it also signals that Salinas is recog-
nized as an exemplary voice of Chicanx and Latinx letters. 

Toward a multimedia textual history

Arguably the most innovative and appealing aspect of this poem is the 
inclusion of the graphic stanza (see Fig. 4). As has been shown, the inclu-
sion of this vital part of the poem has not always been prioritized in all 
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iterations. It is also noteworthy that there has been rather little critical 
engagement with the importance of this multimedia poetic innovation. 
Cordelia Candelaria in her 1986 Chicano Poetry: A Critical Introduction 
engages at length with the poem and its relation to Salinas’s wider poetic 
project. Absent from her detailed and informative analysis is a deeper 
reflection on these placas. She does allude to Salinas’s originality by stat-
ing that his “experiences [. . .] have produced a multilayered style of strik-
ing individuality” (1986, 109). Her main takeaway is related to Salinas’s 
multilingual poetics and implicit in her statement is the originality of this 
poetics. 

Prior to Candelaria, Juan Bruce-Novoa critiqued Salinas’s poem in his 
1982 Chicano Poetry: A Response to Chaos. Bruce-Novoa engages at length 
and in detail with this poem and provides a robust literary analysis of its 
themes, motifs, and characters. When analyzing the placas he states: “The 
graffiti included in the poem center the image of the cross, flanked by the 
number 13, marijuana and the protective-aggressive symbol are joined and 
placed at the heart of what the poem reveals as the sign of frustrated aspi-
rations” (1982, 43). This is a rather superficial reading of these placas since 
each one of those images has a history, emanates from a semiotic Chicano 
tradition, and expresses an important part of Salinas’s life. 

Pushing against this superficial reading Ben Olguín emphasizes that this 
graphic stanza “historicize[s] [Salinas’s] corpus by grounding it in the lived 
experiences and corresponding Chicana/o political unconscious” (2010, 
134). Following Olguín it is thus possible to understand that the central 
placa of this tryptic is a biographical inscription: Tapón is the nickname 
Salinas used in his youth; La Loma names his childhood neighborhood; 
the musical note at the bottom reflects Salinas’s love for jazz and his role as 
a prison saxophonist; and the cross framed by the number 13 alludes to a 
tattoo that Salinas carried on his right hand. These tattoos serve as signs 
of solidarity amongst Chicanx people and have historically been seen by 
Anglo America as symbols of crime and violence (Olguín 2010, 287). 
Notice the artistic multiplicity and circularity that unfolds: the poem has a 
placa embedded in its text and the embedded placa was partially tattooed 
on the poet’s body, thus creating a poetic dialectic between body and text. 

This kind of multimedia circularity and artistic multiplicity also applies 
to the placas that flank the triptych. The note on the right, “Love La 
Carrie”, refers to an unknown lover of Salinas. Given Salinas’s five-year 
sentence for purported “possession of five dollars’ worth of marijuana” 
(Olguín 2010, 132), the marijuana leaves and joint that frame this mes-
sage are also biographical symbols. Here the placa on the right is con-
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Facing, Figure 4. Raúl R. Salinas Archives, MO774, box 1, folder 
21. With permission from Department of Special Collections and 
University Archives, Stanford University Libraries.
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nected with the central placa’s representation of the number 13: “M”, for 
marijuana, is the 13th letter in the alphabet. Again it is important to note 
that this placa is also a tattoo that Salinas carried on his body, thus con-
tinuing the text-as-body and body-as-text dialectic. 

The placa on the left may be the most hermetic and complex of all 
to untangle. The outside perpendicular script “Lower Eastside” refers to 
Austin’s La Loma neighborhood where Salinas grew up. The bottom script 
“2-timer” refers to his time in prison, though it is not clear if this refers to 
how many times Salinas had gone to prison or how many times he had 
spent in isolation. The central part of this placa highlights the abbrevia-
tion “C/S”, meaning Con Safos. C/S is a Chicano homegrown, intellectual 
copyright create to safeguard Chicanx work (graffiti, paintings, poems, 
letters) and reaffirm Chicanx identity as part of a larger culture. It con-
nects the writer with previous generations and indicates their participation 
within an artistic community.11 Lastly, the script above this copyright, “El 
Nufo”, may refer to another of Salinas’s nicknames, though I have been 
unable to find confirmation for this interpretation. 

Conclusion

Salinas’s most cited, anthologized and celebrated poem A Trip through the 
Mind Jail has had a long textual life. In tracking the various publications 
of this poem we can trace Salinas’s rise as an exemplary voice of Chicanx 
and Latinx letters and thus also glimpse the wider artistic development of 
the Chicano Movement. Each public iteration of this poem, each different 
material manifestation of the poem, adds to its life as a work of art. The 
variance in textual manifestations of this poem demonstrate Salinas’s evo-
lution from prison poet to canon poet and the growth of the Chicano Lit-
erary Movement itself. Here the theoretical contributions of Joseph Grigely 
are useful by buttressing the aforementioned textual history: 

The work is a series, and the series is comprised not of acts of production 
compliance, but acts of variance. In this sense a literary work – be it a 
poem, a play, or a letter to Auntie Em – is an assemblage of texts, a poly-
text of seriated texts and versions. This formulation con be expressed by 
the equation:

W → T1, T2, T3, . . . TN

 11. See Franco 2018.
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Where W = Work and T= Text. It is important to note that the work is 
not equivalent to the sum of its texts [. . .], but instead is an ongoing – 
infinite – manifestation of textual appearance, whether those texts are 
authorized or not.

(1998, 99).

What I have put forth in this essay is a seriated textual history that 
attends to the variances of this poem in its many different textual mani-
festations. In assembling a finite series of public texts that are more or less 
accessible, my aim has been to contribute to and clarify the passage of this 
poem in print. However, the open question that remains is how to under-
stand and assemble the multimedia iterations of this work of art. Two proj-
ects, therefore, remain outstanding. As mentioned previously, the dialectic 
that the graphic stanza creates between the body of the poet and the text 
of the poem remains understudied. In an act of radical poetic innovation 
Salinas inscribed his body, via his tattoos, into the textual manifestation 
of this work. His body thus becomes a readable extension of the poem. 
Following Olguin’s detailed study of Chicano carceral tattoo culture it is 
possible to read Salinas’s tattooed body (there is a significant photographic 
archive of Salinas’s tattoos) as part of the assemblage of this poem. The 
tattooed body of the poet becomes a vital extension of the poem, which in 
turn connects his tattoos with the graffiti and murals of his youth. 

A second project that must be undertaken concerns the iterations of 
this poem that were performed at open mics, rallies, readings, and other 
kinds of live presentations. Salinas referred to himself as a “performance 
oral poet within the oral tradition”, which indicates that A Trip would have 
been recited by him.12 A number of video recordings exist in the archives, 
and it will be valuable to analyze these performances and track the vari-
ances that an oral performance brings forth. Furthermore, it will be fasci-
nating to observe how such a performance deals with reading the placas, 
how the poet references (or not) the dedication, and if there is an explicit 
connection made between the tattoos on the page and on the body. 

Lastly, as has been shown, the study of A Trip Through the Mind Jail 
remits the reader to multiple texts, spaces, media, and bodies beyond the 
singular textual iteration. The wider project on which I am embarked to 
study Salinas’s poetry seeks to create an open-source digital platform where 
the multiplicity of Salinas’s creative productions can be accessed in a fluid 

 12. See the 1994 interview conducted by Olguín and Mendoza. This specific asser-
tion is made at minute 23. https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/qy544qy8912. 

https://searchworks.stanford.edu/view/qy544qy8912
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manner. The end goal is to have a digital project that facilitates access to 
the texts, images, and histories that Salinas references. A radically inno-
vative poet like Salinas deserves a radically innovative hermeneutics that 
does justice to his artistic ingenuity. 

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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Characters as Works and Versions

John K. Young

Abstract
The editorial conception of works — as immaterial entities emerging from encounters with 
material documents or other instantiations — parallels conceptions of characters in nar-
rative studies, which similarly derive from particular textual engagements to produce more 
general understandings. After surveying a range of examples from 20th- and 21st-century 
fiction, this essay outlines the affordances of a more editorially informed approach to the 
concept of character within narratology.

This essay will claim that works, understood in the edito-
rial sense, bear fundamental similarities to characters, understood in the 
narratological sense. Like works, characters are immaterial entities emer-
gent from material documents and the versions they yield, though the case 
of fiction requires a broader sense of “document”, encompassing not just 
books, periodicals, and digital texts, but also the forms produced by film, 
television, graphic novels, podcasts, oral storytelling, and even visual arts 
or music.1 Thinking of characters as works, and along the way as versions 
of works, enables a more thorough understanding of characters conceptu-
ally, and especially as entities of change. More broadly, this article is part of 
an attempt to bridge connections between narrative and editorial theory, a 
project that has been broadly outlined Lars Bernaerts and Dirk van Hulle, 
who maintain that “genetic criticism’s awareness of the diachronic dimen-
sion of writing is directly relevant to the project of narrative theory” (2013, 
285). Here I hope to extend those connections through a narrower focus 
on the notion of character, and through a focus on variants among pub-
lished versions, rather than solely on the pre-publication materials that are 
the provenance of genetic criticism. The result will offer, I hope, a small 
contribution to Paul Eggert’s recent call for the “allied testimony of bibli-
ography and book history” as part of a renewed study of “the embodied act 

 1. On editorial theory and textual scholarship in relation to a wide range of media, 
see Loizeaux and Fraistat 2002. For an insightful discussion of character 
in relation to seriality (or “personnel”), see O’Sullivan 2019, 58–9.
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of reading in the here and now” (2019, 18), with “reading” here understood 
to comprise all manners of texts and their audiences. While narratology 
tends to think of characters in terms of individual inscriptions rather than 
as a more collective entity derived from multiple documents and versions, 
a more bibliographically inclined approach should demonstrate both the 
material processes through which narratives are produced and the con-
ceptual clarity with which we might understand them along a material-
immaterial axis. 

I address Eggert’s recent thoughts on the notion of the work in more 
detail below, as part of a survey of approaches to the concept within edito-
rial theory, but I begin with a brief claim from Eggert’s The Work and The 
Reader in order to elucidate the kinds of connections I will seek to draw 
to narratology’s understanding of character. As part of his argument that 
the work should be understood as a kind of regulative ideal (not quite in 
the Kantian sense),2 which develops from material documents, Eggert con-
cludes: “The name of the individual work is the container that we project 
from the document for the textual and other meanings we raise or extrapo-
late from our dealings with it. If such is the case then the work is better 
understood phenomenologically than ontologically, with emphasis put on 
the role of readers in the functioning of the work” (2019, 33). If we substitute 
“character” for “work” in this statement, the kinds of connections I intend 
should become apparent: audiences interpret characters and understand 
them within the scope of a larger narrative, projecting meanings onto the 
“container” that is the idea of a character, and so go about the narrative 
business of referring to characters beyond the bounds of their documentary 
origins, responding to the material-immaterial axis of character in very 
much the same ways that inhere for an experience of the work. 

Before delving into these waters further, I will begin with a few brief 
examples. Consider the character of Annie Wells in Don Lee’s story “The 
Lone Night Cantina”, who frequents the cowboy bar of the title, much to 
her sister’s dismay, in a mostly unsuccessful search for love. That is the 
character’s name in the 1987 version of the story, published in Ploughshares, 
but in the 2001 version, published in Lee’s collection Yellow, the character 
becomes Annie Yung, changing in the process from a white woman to a 
Korean American one. Lee completed the magazine version of the story 
several years before he realized he was going to produce a book called Yel-
low, which collects stories focusing primarily on Asian American charac-

 2. I develop this distinction in greater detail in my review of Eggert’s The Work and 
the Reader in Script & Print 44.1 (2021): 43-6.
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ters in the fictional California town of Rosarita Bay. The “cowboy myth” 
pursued by Annie Wells in the magazine story, who readers take to be 
white, as Toni Morrison would put it, because nobody says so, takes on a 
potentially different valency for Annie Yung in the book version (where her 
sister Evelyn’s racial identity is similarly revised). We find related changes 
in Lee’s story “El Niño”, published in GQ in 1989, where a biographical 
note informed readers that “Don Lee is working on a collection of Rosarita 
Bay stories called The Plumb Line”, and that story’s version as “Widowers” 
in Yellow, by which point Lee had understood the stories of The Plumb Line 
in a different context. Emily Ross in “El Niño”, whose “skin was white, 
unblemished except for a small line of a scar above her left eye” (Lee 1989, 
226), becomes Emily Viera Ross, “an Asian of indeterminate origin” (Lee 
2001, 79) in “Widowers”, and Lee transforms her white lover in the maga-
zine version, Dale Burkman, into the Japanese American character Alan 
Fujitani in the Yellow chapter. Only in the book version, then, does Alan 
Fujitani mention a beachfront house that has been in his family for four 
generations, “excepting the three years they were interned at Manzanar”, 
a so-called “War Relocation Center” opened after Pearl Harbor (Lee 2001, 
82). As Kun Jong Lee concludes of Don Lee’s “change in concept of his 
cycle from a collection linked by place to one focusing on Asian American 
experiences”, the “the Asian American writer made an ‘Asian American’ 
short-story cycle par excellence by coloring his magazine stories yellow” 
(Lee 2015, 596).3 In bibliographic terms, we might say that Lee’s “devel-
oping version” of The Plumb Line resulted in an “essayed version” (Shil-
lingsburg 1997, 68) of “El Niño”, and then in a different essayed version 
of “Widowers”, once Lee had abandoned the idea of the Plumb Line con-
nection in favor of Yellow as a work.4 

Here is another example that works in more or less the same ways, 
though with more complicated outcomes. In Tim O’Brien’s 1994 novel In 
the Lake of the Woods, the protagonist John Wade is a veteran of the Ameri-
can war in Viet Nam. Readers learn, gradually, that Wade has been a mem-
ber of the notorious Charlie Company at My Lai, and that he has spent 
years concealing this information from everyone, including his political 
constituency — Wade is a Democratic politician from Minnesota whose 
campaign for a Senate seat crashes when his presence at My Lai finally 

 3. See Lee 2015 for a more detailed discussion of the various changes between 
magazine and book versions of Don Lee’s stories.

 4. For a more extensive discussion of the conceptual relationships between maga-
zine texts and their book forms, see Young 2018.
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becomes public — and even from his wife, Kathy, who disappears shortly 
after the couple’s retreat to a remote cabin, and who may or may not have 
been murdered by her husband. At different points in the development 
of the novel, we find different information ascribed to Wade. In O’Brien’s 
early notes and drafts, for instance, Wade loses the primary election not for 
any reason related to the war, but because he supports unilateral nuclear 
disarmament (we can easily imagine why O’Brien might have changed 
this bit of information, as it hardly motivates our impression of Wade as a 
potential murderer). More importantly for my purposes, in a story published 
two years before the novel in The Atlantic, titled “The People We Marry”, 
which corresponds to the novel’s seventh chapter, “The Nature of Mar-
riage”, Wade serves not in William Calley’s unit but in Bravo Company. 
This change may at first glance seem to remove Wade from complicity in 
My Lai altogether, though Bravo Company’s soldiers were in fact part of a 
parallel operation a few miles away where they also slaughtered dozens of 
civilians, as Michael Bilton and Kevin Sim point out in their history of the 
war, which O’Brien’s novel frequently cites in its footnotes (Bilton and 
Sim 1992, 273). While the magazine story includes several other different 
pieces of information about other members of Wade’s unit, this is the only 
one that changes for Wade himself. 

The textual thread is even more tangled for O’Brien’s story “Loon Point”, 
which appeared in Esquire in 1993, and which he then repurposed as chap-
ters both in In the Lake of the Woods and in his 2002 novel July, July. “Loon 
Point” portrays a weekend outing for Ellie Abbott and a dentist named 
Harmon, who are in the midst of an affair, until Harmon dies suddenly and 
Ellie returns home to her unsuspecting husband. In Lake, this story appears 
as a memory for Kathy Wade — the other man is still Harmon the dentist, 
with Kathy in the role of Ellie. But in July, July, we find much the same 
story as in “Loon Point”, though now transferred to an older Ellie Abbott, 
again, who is 52 in the novel but 37 in the magazine story.5 

These examples point to instances where a fundamentally defining 
aspect of a character — racial or ethnic identity, or a transformational 
experience — exist in multiple versions, suggesting, as I will argue below, 
that readers’ senses of these characters should necessarily adjust along the 
way. But a look at versions of characters finds a wide range of types of 
change. In fictions by Jennifer Egan and Evelyn Waugh, for example, char-
acters change not in the ascription of defining properties, but in relation to 

 5. For a more detailed discussion of these examples, see Young 2017, 148–55 and 
166–9.
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broader narrative dynamics. The “Safari” chapter of Jennifer Egan’s 2010 
novel A Visit from the Goon Squad contains a rather remarkable moment 
of prolepsis:

The warrior smiles at Charlie. He’s nineteen, only five years older than 
she is, and has lived away from his village since he was ten. But he’s sung 
for enough American tourists to recognize that in her world, Charlie is a 
child. Thirty-five years from now, in 2008, this warrior will be caught in 
the tribal violence between the Kikuyu and the Luo and will die in a fire. 
He’ll have had four wives and sixty-three grandchildren by then, one of 
whom, a boy named Joe, will inherit his lalema: the iron hunting dagger 
in a leather scabbard now hanging at his side. Joe will go to college at 
Columbia and study engineering, becoming an expert in visual robotic 
technology that detects the slightest hint of irregular movement (the 
legacy of a childhood spent scanning the grass for lions). He’ll marry an 
American named Lulu and remain in New York, where he’ll invent a 
scanning device that becomes standard issue for crowd security. He and 
Lulu will buy a loft in Tribeca, where his grandfather’s hunting dagger 
will be displayed inside a cube of Plexiglass, directly under a skylight. 

(2010b, 61–2). 

But when that chapter appeared in a January 2010 issue of The New 
Yorker, the paragraph read simply, “The warrior smiles at Charlie. He’s 
nineteen, and has lived away from his village since he was ten. But he has 
sung for enough American tourists to recognize that, in her world, Charlie 
is a child” (Egan 2010a, 69). When Egan submitted “Safari” to the New 
Yorker, she presumably had either not yet finished writing Goon Squad, and 
so retroactively inserted a proleptic intrusion once the character of Joe had 
made his way into Lulu’s story and would figure in the book’s later chap-
ters, or chose to keep the magazine’s story, as a separately published text, 
within a tighter temporal focus. In either case, the reader of the magazine 
version is not called suddenly forward several decades, only incorporating 
this report of the “warrior” into an ongoing understanding of the narrative 
within a single time frame. 

In the case of Waugh’s 1934 novel A Handful of Dust, the first, British, 
edition concludes with the protagonist, Tony Last, trapped in a Brazilian 
jungle with an insane man (who forces him to read aloud from Charles 
Dickens all day). Last’s wife presumes him to be dead and so marries a 
mutual friend back in England. Spurred by copyright law peculiarities to 
rewrite the final scene for an American magazine version, Waugh produced 
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the opposite ending: Tony Last returns from a cruise, never having been 
taken prisoner, and reconciles with his spouse back in England.6 While 
readers’ senses of these characters may not change dramatically across ver-
sions, clearly their place within the broader spectrum of the storyworld is 
importantly different in each case. 

Finally, I turn briefly to a subtler shift, though one that still presents 
ripple effects in readers’ phenomenological experiences. Virginia Woolf’s 
To the Lighthouse famously concludes section XIX of “The Window” with 
a scene of reconciliation between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, in which Mrs. 
Ramsay at last acquiesces to her husband’s unspoken demands for affection 
by admitting that the next day’s weather will make a trip to the lighthouse 
impossible. This scene is usually quoted, from the American edition first 
published by Harcourt Brace in 1927, as follows: 

“Yes, you were right. It’s going to be wet tomorrow. You won’t be able to 
go”. And she looked at him smiling. For she had triumphed again. She 
had not said it: yet he knew.

(124)

The last sentence’s statement of mutual knowledge prompts Martha 
Nussbaum’s investigation of the novel in terms of the problem of other 
minds, as evidence for her larger conclusion that “Knowledge, in short, is a 
function of character” (1995, 749), among numerous other related studies.7 
But these lines appeared only in the American first edition; the British 
first edition, which appeared on the same day in 1927 from Woolf’s own 
Hogarth Press, ends “The Window” simply with Mrs. Ramsay’s triumph. 
As Hans Walter Gabler has shown, the textual evidence here leads to the 
conclusion that “either ending of the ‘Window’ section is a real and valid 
textual option” (Gabler 2004, 14), part of what Julia Briggs demonstrates 
to be Woolf’s broader tendency, in her capacity as author-publisher, toward 

 6. See Davis 1969.
 7. Nussbaum is hardly alone in her focus on this key passage. Roberta Rubenstein, 

for instance, citing the Harcourt Brace 1981 reprint of the original American 
edition, concludes, “The closing passage of the novel’s first section thus demon-
strates Woolf’s complex use of negative language, which modulates to encompass 
not only Mr. Ramsay’s emotional neediness and Mrs. Ramsay’s acquiescence to 
it but the triumph of their mutual intimacy and affection over negation” (2008, 
42).
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a “refusal to provide a definitive or final version” of her works (Briggs 
2006, 209). 

Drawing on these examples (and others like them) I’m interested here 
in both the theory and practice of fictional characters — how to under-
stand them (as “model persons”, as cultural artifacts, as incomplete objects) 
and how to reconcile those understandings with particular instances of 
characters, especially characters that exist in importantly different ver-
sions. I should note that there are different versions of what one might 
mean by “versions of characters”. Uri Margolin, for instance, in an essay 
titled “Characters and Their Versions”, focuses primarily on instances of 
adaptation, such as the character of Grendel in John Gardner’s novel or 
the Biblical figure of Joseph in Thomas Mann’s fiction, in addition to the 
problem of historical figures being referred to in fictional worlds (where the 
Napoleon in War and Peace seems to be a version of the “real” Napoleon, 
for example). From a transmedial standpoint, we might revisit Margolin’s 
approach to account for the various versions of a character across media, or 
to think about the various incarnations of a character in performance his-
tory, assuming we were to identify the version of Cordelia in Shakespeare’s 
day as distinct, say, from 19th-century versions of the character, and in 
turn not quite the same as 20th- and 21st-century incarnations. None of 
these are exactly what I have in mind here, though I will return to Margo-
lin’s essay for some helpful insights at the end of this essay. 

In order to flesh out these kinds of conceptual connections between 
experiences of works and characters, I will briefly rehearse the major ways 
to define the concept of character within narratology, while, admittedly, 
largely glossing over important distinctions and debates on these issues. I 
should also note that, for the sake of relative simplicity, I have not referred 
in my examples to unnatural characters, though my conclusions about char-
acters as works would apply equally in those cases — and we might think of 
characters read collectively across versions as unnatural in a certain sense, 
as a single character exhibiting opposing characteristics would certainly 
have unnatural effects. At least as a starting point, though, narratologists 
focusing primarily on realistic fiction and those working on unnatural nar-
ratives concur on the basis for how audiences apprehend characters. Robyn 
Warhol, for instance, writes: “Characters are marks on the page, made up 
of the alphabetical characters that spell out ‘who’ they are. [. . .] Charac-
ters are the representational effects the novelist creates in structuring the 
novel” (Herman et. al. 2012, 119). Brian Richardson, similarly, notes 
that, “Characters in fiction are, after all, words on a page” (Herman et. 
al. 2012, 133). From those words on a page, narratology typically sees read-
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ers ascribing properties to characters, in terms of behaviors, appearances, 
speech, and personality features. David Herman, while thinking of char-
acters as “model persons”, retains Seymour Chatman’s sense of characters 
as derived from a “vertical assemblage” of properties, based on the ways 
that “textual cues prompt interpreters to map person-like traits onto indi-
viduals represented in narratives” (Herman et. al. 2012, 129). Within 
a rhetorical approach, characters also appear as “artificial constructs” that 
“resemble possible people”, as James Phelan and Peter Rabinowitz put it 
(Herman et. al. 2012, 111). And Marie-Laure Ryan, in what she labels 
a “worlds approach” to this issue, merging “textualist” and philosophical 
perspectives, highlights the audience’s experience of characters, in which 
they “can be regarded as both human beings and as textual constructs” 
(2018, 426). While I’m sidestepping here philosophical accounts that per-
ceive characters as inhabitants of possible worlds, or alternatively as cul-
tural artifacts, I would note in passing that both those starting points still 
rely on textual representations (broadly construed) as the groundwork for 
the entities being referred to as “characters”.8

For my purposes, the key point here would be the importance of the 
text — the book or magazine at hand, the film or TV show on screen, the 
theatrical performance, the video game, etc. — as the necessary starting 
point for perceiving and understanding characters. That is, there is a mate-
rial instantiation of a text of whatever kind that audiences first encounter 
on their way to identifying entities as characters. Philosophical accounts 
of the work of art typically start from a similar premise (though I’m again 
oversimplifying a substantial and complex history here). For most philoso-
phers of aesthetics, the “work” constituted by a musical score, for instance, 
is not reducible to the physical inscription of the score, nor to a particular 
performance of those notes, but instead operates as an immaterial sense, 
which is derived from the material instantiations of the score (or versions 
of the score) and its multiple performances. Similarly, a work of literature 
would derive from a necessary engagement with its material incarnations, 
but is itself an immaterial entity — Beloved as a work, say, does not reside 
in any copy of that novel, though it depends on readers’ encounters with 
those physical objects. Peter Lamarque summarizes this position: “To have 
heard a performance of the Moonlight Sonata is to have heard the Moonlight 
Sonata, just as to have read a copy of Pride and Prejudice is to have read 

 8. For an overview of philosophical approaches to character, see Livingston 
and Sauchelli 2011. For further discussion of characters in relation to philo-
sophical conceptions of the work of art, see Thomasson 1999, Ch. 5.
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Pride and Prejudice. Yet neither that performance nor that copy is identical 
with the works in question for the latter could exist without the former” 
(2002, 142). 

Within editorial theory, a similar consensus holds (with equally impor-
tant distinctions and debates, also elided here) on the relationship between 
individual documents and the works derived from them. Gabler, for 
instance, enunciates a “fundamental distinction” between texts and works: 
“‘text’ is always grounded in the materiality of transmissions, while ‘work’ 
is conceptually always immaterial” (2018, 7). Similarly, Barbara Bordalejo 
concludes, “Traces of the work, evidence of its existence, can be found in 
the documents and the texts they hold, but the work itself is none of those 
instances while, at the same time, is somehow present in all of them” (2013, 
71). Eggert offers another version, so to speak, of this conceptualization, 
thinking of “workhood” as deriving from a “shared projection of a regulat-
ing idea” of the work (2019, 33). Again thinking of Beloved (or any work) 
from an editorial perspective, one would say that the collection of docu-
ments related to Beloved as a work, here including Morrison’s drafts and 
notes along with the various published editions, would comprise Beloved 
as a work, but would not contain Beloved as a work within one or more (or 
even all) of those documents. 

This should sound more or less similar, I hope, to both philosophi-
cal conceptions of the work of art, and to narratological conceptions of 
character. While narrative theorists typically would not put the matter in 
quite these terms, I would suggest that they are, fundamentally, thinking 
of characters in the same ways that philosophers of aesthetics and editorial 
theorists are thinking of works — that is, characters are based on material 
inscriptions (words on a page) but are not reducible to a particular instance 
of inscription. While it might well be useful to have a copy of Beloved at 
hand to refer to the character of Denver, for instance, it is not necessary 
— we can think of a character apart from the material text in which it has 
been delivered, though encountering the character in that physical envi-
ronment is a necessary first step on the way to that immaterial understand-
ing. This material-immaterial relation also partly accounts for the ability 
to perceive transmedial characters, to recognize Emma Woodhouse as the 
“same” character in Austen’s novel or in any of its many film, television, 
digital, theatrical, or manga adaptations, not to mention the many other 
books by other authors producing various versions of Emma. In these cases, 
characters, as Peter Shillingsburg writes of works, “are variously implied by 
their material representations; they are represented materially and virtually, 
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and they are interpreted variously by authors, publishers, editors, and other 
readers” (2017, 121). 

Thinking of characters as works is also especially helpful, I will con-
clude, in the kinds of cases I outlined earlier, in which particular traits 
ascribed to those characters, or particular actions associated with those 
characters, threaten to cancel each other out across different versions. For 
Margolin, this kind of change in versions of a character is not a problem, as 
long as, crucially, they occur along different timelines within the relevant 
storyworlds. As he concludes, “incompatible sets of properties assigned to 
an IND [Margolin’s abbreviation for an individual within a fictional world] 
with the same proper name can, in principle, be joined into one source 
book on him [sic.] as long as they take different temporal evaluations” 
(1996, 122). The examples I have cited, however, are not instances of char-
acters changing across time (that is, across the time of the storyworlds they 
inhabit), though they are changing across the time of their textual produc-
tion (except in the simultaneous case of the two editions of To the Light-
house). While it would seem “incompatible”, in Margolin’s terms, to say that 
Annie Wells and Annie Yung are the “same” character, or to say that John 
Wade was and was not present at the My Lai massacre, or to say that Tony 
Last was and was not held hostage in Brazil, or that the unnamed African’s 
dagger will or will not (or perhaps may not) be displayed in his grandson’s 
New York apartment, the editorial notion of the work, I think, offers a solu-
tion to this problem. (The alternative solution, of course, would be to claim 
that these are not the same characters, but this answer would founder quite 
quickly on the problem that they have so many other actions and proper-
ties in common.) Just as we would think, editorially, of these magazine 
stories and novels as parts of larger works, which could comprise important 
differences in story and discourse, so too might we think of characters in 
this broader sense. This kind of approach would afford a more expansive 
view of character across versions and contribute to a deeper sense of char-
acters and texts in relation to the histories of their production within nar-
ratological analysis. 
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Genius Trouble

Gabrielle Dean

Abstract
This essay assesses the contradiction between the widespread critical acceptance of the post-
structuralist mortification of authorship, on one hand, and the rise and continued purchase 
of authorship-focused scholarship, on the other. What seems to be missing is a theory of 
authorship that takes into account the fact that authors themselves have had to reckon with 
authorship as a construction, particularly the ideological emphasis on genius as it was com-
mercialized during the “industrial era” of print publication. Several stories by Henry James 
that stage author-reader relations offer glimpses of his idea of authorship and suggest that, for 
him, authorial self-consciousness plays out as a queer performance.

“I am no doubt not the only one who writes in order to have no face”. 
Michel Foucault, from The Archaeology of Knowledge

The task I have set myself here begets a distinct “anxiety of 
authorship” — not exactly the same as that described, over forty years ago, 
by that pioneering authorial team Gilbert-n-Gubar, but not entirely dif-
ferent, either. So I should confess at the outset that in this examination 
of authorship — which is also, necessarily, an examination of authorship 
discourse — I will tread some well-worn ground: so well-worn that it might 
be described as worn through.

It might be best, therefore, to begin with motives: why revisit the 
authorship debates at all? Very simply, I want to understand what Gertrude 
Stein thought she was doing when she composed, first in her little carnets, 
small notebooks that one might use for grocery lists, and then in larger 
cahiers, often the sort of notebooks that French children used for school-
work, texts that made no “sense”, in the usual sense of that term. There 
is a striking disjunction between the compositional labor demonstrated 
in the notebooks — the production of drafts in several stages — and its 
seemingly free-form outcomes. If the “game” was simply to play with or 
through the meaning-making machine that is language and its transmis-
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sion systems, with its dynamic “signal” and “noise” effects, then it would 
not have needed rigging.1 Even more puzzling is Stein’s sideways relation-
ship to the most basic desiderata of authorship, a readership: in many of her 
literary texts, she puts the reader in an untenable position as the recipient 
of a communication — communication is constantly deflected or disap-
pointed, at the level of the sentence and at the level of the work — but at 
the same time, in letters and actions, such as the establishment of her own 
publication house, the Plain Edition, she expresses her desire to reach a 
broad readership. Most poignantly, she claimed early on that she wrote “for 
[her]self and strangers”.2 So, again, what did Gertrude Stein think she was 
doing? What did she think it meant to be an author?

This question in general pertains to many of the authors I tend to want 
to think about, although for years it remained unarticulated, invisible to 
me — a problem to which I will return. Authorship became increasingly 
professionalized, one standard story goes, in the so-called industrial era of 
print culture: that period from the mid-nineteenth century through the 
mid-twentieth century during which technologies of mechanization and 
expanded literacy generated not just new forms of textuality and new read-
erships, but also new modes of textual production, including new ideologies 
of authorship.3 Different authors exemplify, in their compositional prac-

 1. I take my license for the term “game” not from Stein, who might have disliked 
it, but from Marjorie Perloff, attentive to the “language games” of contemporary 
poetry, which often “makes no claim to originality” (2010, 21). 

 2. Stein’s declaration of this aim, from The Making of Americans, composed from 
1908 to 1911, occurs in a context that puts the emphasis on the “strangers”, since 
those she knows are resistant to the typological philosophy of her enterprise: 
“I am writing for myself and strangers. This is the only way that I can do it. 
Everyone is a real one to me, everybody is like some one else too to me. No one 
of them that I know can want to know it and so I write for myself and strangers” 
(289). It is a conception of reception that differs markedly from that of other 
modernist avant-garde authors who were looped into, and wrote “for”, a circle of 
colleagues. Given that Stein slowly moved away from psychological portraiture 
and into “landscape”-oriented writing, it is not certain that she would have con-
tinued to embrace this notion of her readership.

 3. I here extend the designation given by the editors to volume 3 of A History of 
the Book in America, The Industrial Book, 1840–1880, to its successor, volume 
4, Print in Motion: The Expansion of Publishing and Reading in the United States, 
1880–1940, and expand its geography. The second of these periods is character-
ized not only by more machines — linotype, monotype, etc. — but also by the 
“mechanization”, that is, the standardization and technicalization, of the social 
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tices and publishing contexts, different problems and pivot points within 
this historical arc, but the case of Gertrude Stein presents a quite funda-
mental litmus test for authorship per se. In what follows, however, Stein 
plays no part, except as a raison d’être. After laying out a bird’s-eye view of 
the current state of authorship studies, I will turn instead to Henry James 
— Stein’s queer literary uncle, we might say, sitting magisterially at the 
center of the time period in question — for his frequent dramatizations of 
authorship, especially the variety of authorship formed around “genius” as 
a constitutive dilemma.

What We Talk About When We Talk About Authorship

One reason that the question of what Stein and others during the indus-
trial era thought about authorship might have remained invisible to me for 
some time has to do with an interesting feature of the history of the critical 
discourse about authorship. To get at this feature, I should first describe the 
discourse, perhaps in terms used when its current outlines were settling 
into place. Paul Eggert’s perceptions in a 1995 review, in TEXT, this jour-
nal’s predecessor, of Jack Stillinger’s book Multiple Authorship and the Myth 
of Solitary Genius, serve this purpose admirably. Since Roland Barthes’s 
theatrical proclamation of “the death of the author” in 1967 and Michel 
Foucault’s sequel-retort in 1969 that the author serves a mere administra-
tive “function”, Eggert observes, literary theorists and editors (and, I would 
add, other hands-on readers) have been caught in a “stalemate over author-
ship” (1995, 308).4

Almost as much time has passed since 1995 as had elapsed between 
1967 and 1995, and while Eggert’s diagnosis does bear the marks of its own 
moment (about which I’ll say more below), the stalemate has become, if 
anything, more fixed — but also, paradoxically, less important, if we judge 

wheels of textual production, circulation, and consumption. It is this expanded 
sense of “industry” that informs my use of the term “author industrial complex” 
below.

 4. Eggert’s review functions here as a convenient summation and pivot, but in 
truth it is part of a series of publications in which he analyzes authorship in 
relation to other slippery concepts like “work”, “text”, “document”, and “reader”: 
see, for example, Eggert 1994, 1997, 1999, 2005, 2009, 2012, and 2019. I am 
indebted to all of these, and even more so, to Eggert’s model of intrepid, meticu-
lous, inventive, and yet straightforward sallying-forth into deep waters, which 
has emboldened me here.
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by the steady growth of the discourse. In 2019, there were 127 entries in 
the MLA bibliography indexed with the subject terms “author” or “author-
ship”, compared to 41 in 1980, and guides to and surveys of authorship 
have grown in quantity and scope, from Donald Pease’s “Author” in Critical 
Terms for Literary Study, edited by Frank Letriccia and Thomas McLaugh-
lin (1990), to Authorship from Plato to the Postmodern: A Reader, edited by 
Seán Burke (1995), to Andrew Bennett’s The Author, in the Routledge New 
Critical Idiom Series (2005a), to the recent Cambridge Handbook of Liter-
ary Authorship (2019).5 In fields like textual studies, book history, digital 
humanities, and media archaeology, we routinely acknowledge now canon-
ical theoretical constructs about the author’s demise, but at the same time 
doggedly, and with increasing purchase, proceed with the practical labors 
of authorship-focused scholarship: producing print and digital editions of 
authored texts, pursuing attributions, identifying the social and techno-
logical networks that authors relied upon, carrying out stylometric analy-
ses, digging in to the nuances and repercussions of copyright, assembling 
new author archives, and so on — a de facto defiance of the conditions 
described, and recommendations insinuated, by de juro theory. 

What gives?
To illustrate, here is a schematic representation of the two fundamental 

approaches showing their different responses to some key questions, as well 
as some points of consensus, since the post-structuralist mortification of 
authorship authorship (see Fig. 1). Of course, while a table gives us a big pic-
ture, it also requires radical reduction from multiple long-form arguments 
to a few tabular data points; this one is further distorted by its reliance 
on my own partial and inevitably flawed survey of available texts. Still, a 
stark depiction can help us understand how passages between the opposing 

 5. Items in the MLA bibliography indexed with the subject terms “author” or 
“authorship” were actually slightly greater in number in the 1990s than today, 
which seems, from a glance at titles, to reflect the state of the response to the 
Barthes-Foucault disruption. As examples of the discourse beyond Barthes and 
Foucault, see also Adams 2014, Benjamin 1978, Bennett 2005b and 2005c, 
Bernesmeyer, Buelens, and Demoor 2019, Booth 1983, Bracha 2016, 
Buurma 2007, Dowling 2009, Fabian 2007, Garcia 1996, Gilbert and 
Gubar 2000 (1976), Hochman 2001, Irwin 2002, Leary and Nash 2009, 
Nehamas 1987, Rohrbach 2020, West III 1988, Williams 2007 and 2012, 
and Woodmansee 1994a and 1994b. Interestingly, “author” is not a term taken 
up in Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (Williams 2014 [1976]) 
nor is it in the revised New Keywords (Bennett, Grossberg, and Morris 
2005) — although the latter does contain an entry for “audience”. 
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parties have been imagined and implemented over recent decades. Note 
that (a)uthorship with a small “a” represents that which tends to preoccupy 
editors, bibliographers, book historians, et al., while (A)uthorship with a 

Figure 1. Authorship in practice and theory: fifty years of discourse.

(a)uthorship (A)uthorship A/authorship

What is authorship?  An act constituted by the pub-
lication in some form of a text 
in some form. Its operations are 
“outside” the text but percep-
tible as textual effects. Treated 
as an empirical expression.

The god-like presence 
haunting a text; a marked 
absence; a narrative insta-
bility. It is a phenomenon 
that operates “inside” the 
text. Treated as an ideal 
expression.

What is an author?  A form of textual agency 
assumed by a historical person, 
to which a (published) text is 
attributed. A socially and tech-
nologically bounded role.6

A persona in contested 
relation to a historical 
person. A myth. A socially 
prescribed role.

An A/author is/has 
a function.

What is originality?  Original content is intellectual 
property governed by a variety 
of copyright laws, threatened 
by piracy, etc. In practice, the 
texts that are mostly of interest 
also have a stake in the other 
kinds of originality: stylistic, 
thematic, historical, or topical.

Stylistic, thematic, histori-
cal, or topical innovation 
in relation to tradition, 
which at its most profound 
is genius, the ideal, excep-
tional, and yet characteris-
tic mode of authorship.

Where does authorship 
take place?

 In theory, in all kinds of pub-
lications, governed by oppor-
tunities, technologies, norms, 
values. But in practice, critical 
interest tends to settle on liter-
ary and adjacent texts.

In literary or philosophical 
writing. 

[Practical agree-
ment here, but there 
is an interesting 
residue of differ-
ence.]

Who transmits and 
receives the products of 
authorship?

 Writers work with editors, 
printers, collaborators and 
others to produce texts that 
are, via publication, directed 
towards concrete intermediar-
ies and readerships: printers, 
booksellers, book owners, sub-
scribers, libraries. 

Writers produce texts that 
are enabled, hampered, etc. 
by ideologies, biography, 
history, and handed over to 
critical, skeptical, or naïve 
readers.

A/authorship 
is social and in 
dynamic relation to 
readers.

What is the history of 
authorship?

The history of literary profes-
sions (e.g., editor, journalist, 
novelist) tied up with the his-
tory of publication sociology 
and technology, and with the 
history of formats and genres 
that are understood to be leg-
ible to readers.

The history of genres 
that are understood to be 
contested and in flux; the 
history of subjectivity; the 
history of criticism.

A/authorship is his-
torically contingent.
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capital “A” represents that which we have inherited from the fathers of 
post-structuralism. The third column points to common6ground.7 

There are two ways to interpret this state of affairs. Interpretation 1: 
there is more consensus — or, rather, a larger precipitate of consensus 
seems to have been generated, as by a long chemical reaction — than we 
might have expected twenty-five years ago. The three main points of agree-
ment (there might be others) I would gloss as follows:

•   Foucault’s articulation of the author-function has created an espe-
cially productive passage-way between copyright as juridical control 
and écriture, perhaps cracked open by his doubt about the deploy-
ment of the Derridean term.8 Certain areas of investigation illu-

 6. Again, regarding the nomenclature issue, I have struggled with the naming of 
the entity responsible for an authored text. Embodied person? Living person? 
Biographical person? Authorial agent? I have settled on “historical person” to 
evoke the “historical Jesus”: that is, the person thus designated did exist, either 
as a living human being or as a construction by a living human being or group of 
people (in the case of anonymous, pseudonymous, multiple, or corporate author-
ship, or a programmer responsible for a machine-generated text). But in almost 
all cases, biographical knowledge about that person is incomplete, because of 
an absence of data, or because of contested data, and/or because even robust 
biographical knowledge does not supply some of the most important data about 
that person’s practice of authorship.

 7. I realize that this terminology opens the gates to the sub-divisions of authorial 
nomenclature: not just the Derridean scriptor and the Foucauldian author-func-
tion, but the discriminating vocabularies invented by Booth 1983, Nehamas 
1987, Garcia 1996, and so on. Yet it seems important to give a nod to theory’s 
signature mechanics: e.g, Lacan’s “objet petit a”, Barthes’s “S/Z”, and all those 
late twentieth-century critical plays on punctuation. To avoid confusion, I will 
use the mechanically standard forms of author and authorship when the specific 
distinctions addressed in the table are not at stake, or when looser terminology 
is called for.

 8. In his original lecture at the Collège de France, as published a few months later 
in 1969, Foucault’s warning about écriture is slightly more provisional than it 
seems to be in the best-known English translation. As published in 1969, the 
wording is, “Je me demande si, réduite parfois à un usage courant, cette notion 
ne transpose que, dans un anonymat transcendental, les caractères empiriques 
de l’auteur” (80). Translated literally, the sentence would be something like, “I 
wonder if, at times reduced in current usage, this concept does not but transpose 
onto a transcendental anonymity the empirical characteristics of an author”. 
Brouchard and Simon translate this sentence instead as, “It appears, however, 
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minated by the author-function argument, especially symbolic and 
practical questions prompted by copyright — the political uses of 
intellectual property, the regulation of artistic production, and the 
parameters of legal personhood, for example — have been strength-
ened through affiliation with law and literature studies.

•   The convolution of the author-text-reader dynamic has been vali-
dated by a variety of approaches, with special attention to the 
sociality that permeates and surrounds it. The post-structuralist 
displacement of livre by écriture, articulated manifesto-style, “n’y a 
pas de hors-texte”, could have served as an indictment of the new 
empiricist field of the histoire du livre, which, some might say, exam-
ines everything about the text except the text itself (Derrida 1967, 
227). Perhaps it did.9 Nevertheless, the pursuit of problems native to 
both livre and écriture has alighted on the reader — always a factor 
in the text of critical theory but also, more recently, a concern in 
the history of the book, such that, cross-fertilized with other theo-
ries of reading, it has opened up a new field, the history of reading. 

•   Finally, the historicism that took hold in many humanities disci-
plines in the 1980s, although it might initially have been seen as 
a relief from the exospheric register of post-structuralist theory, or 
even as a backlash against it, has proved in practice to be assimilable 
to it — as, indeed, its origins portended. There is a broad recogni-
tion, now, that any of the fields or series into which we might place a 
contested notion like authorship do have histories, even if the fields 
or series themselves might vary according to methodological priori-
ties — even if the paradigm of “history” itself presents an unresolved 
problem.

that this concept, as currently employed, has merely transposed the empirical 
characteristics of an author to a transcendental anonymity” (Foucault 1977, 
119–20). “Je me demande”, “I wonder”, is idiomatic and it is not incorrect to ren-
der it more positively as “It appears”. But “I wonder” might be more than merely 
idiomatic in this instance, as it suggests a circumspection and a subjectivity that 
are evident in Foucault’s preliminary remarks, not reproduced in the 1977 col-
lection. More on the setting of this text’s first appearance below.

 9. I can find no evidence of a comparative analysis of the almost simultaneous evo-
lution of post-structuralism and histoire du livre, each with its distinct journals, 
political commitments, signature careers, and hautes écoles footholds. It would 
be fascinating to know, for instance, if the young Derrida, conducting archival 
research on Edmund Husserl in the mid 1950s, ever encountered the young 
Henri-Jean Martin, then a curator at the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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These areas of consensus seem to have provided more than enough ground 
on which to build our current critical practices.

Nevertheless, there are blank spaces in column three. Perhaps I am 
overlooking some important convergences, but it seems that the stalemate 
persists in key areas. Indeed, heeding the call just described to “always his-
toricize”, it becomes clear that there at least two different phases within the 
larger period under examination — with the date of Eggert’s review, 1995, 
marking the approximate transition. Although the “death of the author” 
and “author-function” provocations date from the incendiary late 1960s, 
critical interest in authorship within the Anglophone academy surged in 
the early 1980s, as post-structuralist theories of the text, absorbed over the 
previous decade via translation, conjoined and collided with feminist, anti-
racist, and post-colonialist critiques of the universal subject — and with 
new forms of textual scholarship and bibliography.10 In this phase, within 
the latter fields, an understanding of textual production as a social affair 
grew ascendant: from Robert Darnton’s “communications circuit” to Jerome 
McGann’s notion of the “socialization of text” to the many responses to 
and revisions of Darnton’s diagram, such as that provided by Thomas R. 
Adams and Nicholas Barker in “A New Model for the Study of the Book”. 
From the mid-1990s through the present, scholars have debated, refined, 
populated, and extended the terrain thus outlined, forging the connections 
described above. Persistent questions about textuality are among those that 
have driven a recent “material turn” across a variety of disciplines (e.g., 
“thing theory”, “actor-network theory”, and the “new materialism”) as well 
as the explosion in the study of reading.11 

But do you see what happened there in my survey? Eggert’s review, at the 
turning point between these two phases, stages it in a nutshell: 

 10. Milestones along this timeline surely include the establishment of the Society 
for Textual Scholarship in 1981 and the founding of the Society for the History 
of Authorship, Reception, and Publication in 1991. The publication in 2005 of 
Andrew Bennett’s The Author in Routledge’s “New Critical Idiom” series and, 
in 2019, of the Cambridge Handbook of Literary Authorship are signs that the 
authorship discourse has grown prolix enough to require cribbing.

 11. As indices of this explosion, I would point to the addition of an entire sec-
tion on “Readers and Reading” in Print in Motion (Kaestle and Radway, eds. 
2009, 411–535) and How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain (Price 
2012), which suggests that our interest in reading is so far advanced that we also 
care to know about what was not read.
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Part of the problem in getting the two interests — the editorial and the 
literary theoretical — to meet is the slipperiness of the term “text”: are 
texts inscribed discursively — i.e., by socially circulating discourses — 
or, physically, by actual historical authors? Commitment to one level of 
inscription has usually shouldered aside consideration of the other. 

(1995, 305)

Despite the overtures towards authorship — the book under review is, after 
all, about multiple authorship — it is “text” that ultimately bears the weight; 
indeed, TEXT was the title of this journal at the time. Considerations of 
authorship attuned to theoretical conditions often, like Eggert’s, transform 
into accounts of textuality, in keeping with precedents established both by 
New Critical tenets and post-structuralist theories. The same impetus, it 
seems, has directed attention towards reading as a textual effect and away 
from an authorial agent.

Interpretation 2, then, settles on the other side of the fence: despite 
an incredibly prolix discourse, there are ways in which we talk around 
or through authorship, but not about it. There are some oddly important 
blanks in the table above, and they are connected. One’s answer to “what 
is authorship?” relies in large part on one’s answers to “what is originality?” 
and, implicitly, to “where does authorship take place?” If the kinds of texts 
that matter most to the discourse are literary or philosophical, then the 
metric that determines their ultimate value — the metric, I should specify, 
that has mattered most to European and colonial elites in the past two 
hundred and some years — is formal, topical, historical, and/or ideational 
originality, a hybrid of innovation and tradition.12 Thus we find ourselves 
in familiar territory: the trouble that lies behind these disjunctions has to 

 12. “Originality” is itself a much-debated question that is beyond my scope here. It 
is taken up directly by Foucault and historicized by Woodmansee, who notes, 
for example, that “writing derived its value and authority from its affiliation 
with the texts that preceded it, its derivation rather than its deviation from 
prior texts”, for many hundreds of years, and only began to transform in the late 
eighteenth century into “the modern myth that genuine authorship consists in 
individual acts of origination” — a myth because “the collective, corporate, or 
collaborative element in writing” continued (1994b, 17, 21). But it seems safe to 
say that the “myth” of originality, its association with genius, and its contribu-
tion to general notions of authorship have shaped the authorship discourse that 
is my subject here. Indeed, were it not for the expectation (if not the actual 
practice) that authorship consists of “individual acts of origination”, then there 
would be no Author to dismantle.
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do with genius — its persistence as a metonym for the (A)uthor, and even 
the (a)uthor, despite the broad embrace of the counter-argument of author-
as-function and the editorial and bibliographic interests in textual tactics 
and professional strategies. 

Genius has a history, not to mention, in practice, a body. Perhaps it is 
thus redundant to say so, but it seems important to note that conceptions 
of genius can also vary within this history — that multiple conceptions 
might co-exist at a single time — and these tend to have implications for 
the historical persons working at authorship. Consider these four different 
basic models: genius can be an ideal against which actual authors cannot 
ever hope to measure up; it can be extraordinary and rare, but present in 
the world; it can designate a top-of-the-line model, as it were — a craftsman 
[sic] whose skill gives him a mastery of conventions or makes him available 
as a vessel for inspiration that produces originality; or, it can be a singular 
but prevalent quality, a personal genius native to every aspirant.13 In other 
words, geniuses may be non-existent, or very uncommon and exceptional, 
or somewhat common, perhaps equivalent to the population of a canon, or 
omnipresent. 

Polysemy is to be expected in these circumstances — when a word is 
under great cultural pressure over the course of a long history of use — but 
in the relationship of genius to authorship, the multiple potential meanings 
on both sides makes for a tricky mix-n-match. The multi-valence of genius 
assumes ideological force in the authorship discourse because of the ten-
dency to examine authorship as such mainly in terms of rare but acknowl-
edged geniuses, thus giving what is customarily understood to be unusual 
or ideal the explanatory power of the usual or representative. While this 
tendency might be motivated by practical considerations — everyone rec-
ognizes Shakespeare, so let’s use Shakespeare as an example — it manifests 
a logical error and an epistemological one, since it reproduces only the 

 13. This last derives from the sense of genius loci, the spirit of the place, which 
we can see expanding beyond geography and into persons in, for example, the 
admonition “ne te quaesiveris extra”, which Ralph Waldo Emerson uses as an 
epigraph to “Self-Reliance” (an essay in which the word “genius” occurs ten 
times). Literally, the Latin phrase means, “Do not seek outside yourself”, so, 
in other words, “Look within”. Please note that here and below I use and draw 
attention to masculine pronouns for authors, not to prefer them, but to show 
that they have been preferred. On the history and gender of genius, see Bat-
tersby 1989, Bentley 2005, Gilbert and Gubar 2000 (1976), Jefferson 
2009 and 2015, McMahon 2013, Paliyenko 2016, Perloff 2010, Weber 
2012 and Williams 2012.
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most atypical genius roles and unquestioningly reinforces the equivalence 
between authorship and rare genius. What could be called the “exemplary 
genius” move also constitutes, usually, an ethical bet on the status quo, 
since it reifies raced and gendered conventions and beliefs about the actual 
bodies that genius might inhabit.

In sum, the (A)uthor at stake in theory is closely associated with a nar-
row conception of genius, perhaps with canonicity as its threshold condi-
tion. At the very least, the (A)uthor is one who is understood to have 
successfully deployed some kind of originality. Such an understanding is 
not necessary to the definition of (a)uthorship: (a)uthorship-as-textual-
and-professional-practice is undertaken by almost anyone who participates 
in the publication of a text in some form. That said, editorial and biblio-
graphic analysis is generally not focused on texts that are not significant 
(that is, texts about which an argument regarding significance cannot be 
made), and this assessment often redounds to authors, such that most of 
the authors referenced in the (a)uthorship discourse possess genius in the 
broadest sense, at least. Perhaps publication itself is understood as a pri-
mary manifestation of this broad form of genius, in which case, even “dis-
tant reading” analyses might be said to rely on genius-driven notions of 
authorship.

More fundamentally, the trouble with genius as a metonym for author-
ship is that genius as it is used is a perception or an evaluation by someone 
who is not the author. In short, it is not an experience. In the tropic preoc-
cupation with textuality and readers, we have forgotten to ask at least one 
very basic question about authorship. 

What Is It Like to Be an Author?

By invoking Thomas Nagel’s classic thought-experiment about “the subjec-
tive character of experience” and the limitations of one’s own experience of 
consciousness as the basis for imagining an other’s, I exaggerate the prob-
lem: anyone who has written with the aim of publishing a text knows what 
it is like to be an author.14 But I present the problem in this exaggerated 
form to suggest the degree to which authorship discourse has neglected 
authorial experience. Given the afore-mentioned range of conceptions of 
authorship, I should begin by eliminating some possibilities. 

I do not mean, “what is it like to be an (a)uthor”, an historical person 
who, in writing and in addition to writing, negotiates opportunities, mar-

 14. The question Nagel famously asks is, “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?” (1974, 436).
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kets, technologies, patrons, readers, collaborators, editors, publishers, and 
other conditions and people — activities that could be designated “profes-
sional” or “trade-related”. That question is the one that has been answered, 
at least in many of its permutations, by book history and textual studies 
scholars.

Nor do I mean, “what is it like to be an (A)uthor”, as in, “what is it like 
to be a genius”, if it is public recognition that confers genius. If an author 
is deploying his [sic] reputation as a genius, or angling for that reputation, 
then such activities again fall into the category of (a)uthorship, as another 
sort of professional negotiation. 

I also do not mean, “what is it like to be a writer”, at least not in the 
naïve sense of a person who writes. One sign of the “death of the author”, 
it has been noted, is the “birth of the reader”; another is the rise of the 
“writer”, a term that is used, it seems, to reject the presumed arrogance of 
(A)uthorship but also, it must be said, to collect much of its cultural capi-
tal. In current usage, “writer” has come to occupy almost the exact same 
range of meanings as “author”, although it also encompasses non-authorial 
writing. So, to the extent that they are coincident, I do mean “writer” as 
well as “author”.15 It would seem that the distinction between the label of 
“writer” and that of “author” depends on the degree to which authorial 
agents acknowledge the text’s destination as some kind of publication. For 
someone who takes the title of “writer”, the emphasis is placed on textual 
creation and the question of a reader is suspended or forestalled, although 
such deferral may only be a useful self-deception. For someone who takes 
the title of “author”, the question of a reader is conceded — a gaze the 
author imagines upon the text.

Indeed, it is this question — the question of a reader — that is at the 
heart of the matter. In asking about the first-person experience of author-
ship, I am really wondering about the effect on authors of this awareness of 

 15. The first definition for “writer” in Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary is 
“author”, whereas the first definition for “author” is “the writer of a literary 
work (such as a book)”. In current American usage, “writer” is associated with 
a broad range of literary and non-literary genres, with a focus on professional 
activity or self-declared identity, e.g., “staff writer”, “contributing writer”, “blog 
writer”, “sports writer”, “ghost writer”, “lead writer”, “full-time writer”, “free-
lance writer”, “writer and editor”, “writer and novelist”, “writer and designer”, 
“writer and activist”, “I’m a writer”, “as a writer”, and so on. See the Corpus 
of Contemporary American English (COCA) for additional examples. Possibly 
because of this range of meanings and less explicit relationship to publication, 
the descriptor “writer” sounds less pretentious, to my ear, than “author”.
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potential readers. Such awareness is not equivalent to authorial intention 
for the text. Rather, a potential reader is a spectral presence that must, pre-
sumably, catalyze some degree of authorial self-consciousness. A historical 
person, writing for possible publication, fantasizes during successive phases 
of composition that “the text is being read”: this awareness of an imminent 
or possible reader exists in various states, from the intentional (the wish 
to win a publisher’s approval) to the habitual (the practice of writing in 
complete sentences) to the subliminal (the fear of receiving a wounding 
criticism).16 

Let me retrace the stakes. It seems important, when we carry out author-
ship studies, to consider how a particular author understood authorship, 
not simply as a set of job-related strategies and decisions, and not just as a 
question of individual style and subject matter, made up of subconscious 
motivations and aesthetic, ideological, etc. commitments guiding artistic 
and intellectual choices, but as a specific activity poised in between, while 
partaking of, these two conditions. I suppose the real question is, what did 
anyone think it meant to be an author? In the time-honored tradition of 
the bibliographic diagram, I submit one here to better designate the zone of 
activity in question (see Fig. 2).

As authorship became, in the industrial era, more and more available to 
potential practitioners as specialized labor (professional, artistic, volunteer, 
etc.), distinguished by different markers of cultural status (“genius”, “hack”, 
“amateur”, etc.), which would require certain efforts to undertake (find pub-
lishing opportunities, seek or reject a public role), it seems that historical 
persons must have had initial and evolving ideas about authorship itself. 
An individual style (S) must have reflected these ideas (I) in some manner, 
but perhaps not consciously; likewise, an author would have deliberately 
oriented professional strategies (P) to that idea of authorship (I) — perhaps 
not consciously — even as those strategies were also deliberately oriented 

 16. I am using here the syntax of the classic Freudian fantasy scenario, “A child is 
being beaten”, to invoke the spectatorial relationship to the activity in ques-
tion that authorial self-consciousness produces and requires (Freud 1919, 179). 
Indeed, as Laplanche and Pontalis have suggested, the passive voice might be 
integral to fantasy itself: “the subject, although always present in the fantasy, 
may be so in a de-subjectivized form, that is to say, in the very syntax of the 
sequence in question” (1968, 16). However, one need not be a partisan of psy-
choanalytic theory to see that the expectation of being read would lead the per-
son composing a text to imagine that text’s reader and, from there, to imagine 
the text’s reader imagining the composition of the text and the text’s author 
— an imaginary reflexivity but one that would still have an effect. 
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to the available opportunities, fashions, and technological capacities, as 
well as prejudices related to race, gender, and sexuality, for example (O).

Ideas about authorship must be somewhat idiosyncratic, but they too 
must have their history — a history formed by, for example, publication 
norms and technologies, celebrity, and the growth of the “author industrial 
complex”, as discourse about books, periodicals, and authors proliferated 
and was gathered up into increasingly sophisticated marketing schemes in 
the industrial era. Indeed, as these public reflections multiplied, any par-

Figure 2. “Ideas of authorship” in relation to other authorial activities.
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ticular idea of authorship had to be apprehended in a fantastical hall of 
mirrors: the author imagined by readers, the readers imagined by a histori-
cal person who writes, and the author that a historical person who writes 
imagines that readers imagine.

Queer Performance

Author-reader psycho-dynamics must be, by definition, variable, fleeting, 
and inadequately articulated. How could we possibly hope to document 
them, much less well enough to describe them? The narrative voice in fic-
tion is one textual setting where these interactions take place. Barbara 
Hochman, for example, finds in the narrational styles adopted by Henry 
James, Edith Wharton, and Frank Norris evidence of a deliberate policy 
about the relationship to readers. Abandoning narrative stances that 
allowed readers to identify the narrator with the author, they moved 
towards a “self-consciously impersonal” narrator instead, and in the pro-
cess they “alienated numerous readers for whom the sense of writer-reader 
interchange was a primary pleasure of fiction reading” (2001, 2–3). How-
ever, because narrational choices are conscious formal choices, they may 
also cover up or distort the author’s engagement with readers; they cannot 
convey the whole story.

Beyond his narrational choices, James devoted an important set of texts 
to author-reader relations, indirectly illuminating his authorial self-con-
sciousness and idea of authorship. Most famously, questions of authorial 
control motivated the entire project of the New York Edition, for which 
James reshaped his oeuvre for the ages, in part through the pedagogical 
framing of his fictions in the Prefaces. In a less commanding mode, these 
concerns also play out in ten tales of the 1880s and 1890s that treat authors 
and readers. “The Aspern Papers” and “The Figure in the Carpet” might 
be the best known of these, but others are no less overt in their interest: 
“The Author of Beltraffio”, “The Lesson of the Master”, “The Private Life”, 
“The Middle Years”, “The Death of the Lion”, “The Coxon Fund”, “The 
Next Time”, and “John Delavoy”.17 These tales, with their unusual fictional 
focus on author-reader relations, illustrate the tangle of intimate connec-
tions, identifications, and eroticisms that characterize those relations for 
James, displayed through and by in each case a narrator-protagonist who is 

 17. One could also designate James’s destruction of some of his own correspondence 
as a kind of “anti-text” in this same domain. I’m not including in this group the 
many works that examine visual artists and artists more generally. 
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simultaneously a sophisticated, suspicious analyst and a participant, often 
manipulative but also, in some ways, guileless, unaware of his role. James’s 
presentation and enactment of authorship in these stories is thus what we 
might call — again with recourse to the language of the mid 1990s — a 
very queer performance.

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, responding in 1993 to what was then the brand 
new idea of gender performativity as articulated by Judith Butler, saw the 
“queer performativity” in James’s New York Edition Prefaces as “a strategy 
for the production of meaning and being, in relation to the affect shame 
and to the later and related fact of stigma” (1993, 11). The complex stag-
ing of authorship in these ten short fictions also qualifies in many ways 
as a “strategy for the production of meaning and being” (1993, 11). While 
shame and its antipodean partner, pride, are not the obvious drivers of 
this authorial strategy, a technique related to the open-secret operation 
of shame does come into play: these stories repeatedly inspect the porous 
divide between public and private such that the queerness of the authorial 
position momentarily flashes into view.18

This author-reader “dectet” relies on a common set of elements: a male 
author (often older or established) who dies or disappears or is dead; a male 
reader (often younger) who is the narrator; a mediating female figure (often 
another reader and/or a representation of extra-authorial responsibilities); 
and a plot in which the male reader’s desired connection with the male 
author is stymied, eroded, or eliminated, often because of a work-in-prog-
ress or a publication. There is some mobility between these roles: readers 
serve as authors, especially as critics or editors; sometimes the reader-nar-
rator character is doubled, so that another male figure carries out certain 
functions; authors “read” readers and sometimes serve as editors; and the 
reader-narrator himself is ultimately the “author” of his tale. The older 
James in dialogue with the younger James in the New York Edition Pref-
aces, as Sedgwick observes, is perhaps the ultimate expression of this role-
switching twist.19 

 18. On the centrality of publicity versus privacy more generally to James’s thinking, 
and the duplicity this opposition entails, see Auerbach 1989, McWhirter 
1995, Rubery 2006–2012, Salmon 1997, Stougaard-Nielsen 2012, and 
Tredy, Duperray, and Harding 2013. 

 19. The observation that James’s stories about authorship rely on dead, dying, or dis-
appearing authors has been made by several critics; see, for example, DaRosa 
1997 and Hochman 1996. On the homo-erotic structure of these relationships, 
see Person 1999, Salmon 1997, and Sedgwick 1993. “The Coxon Fund” is 
the most tentative member of this group, in terms of its adherence to the basic 
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Homo-erotic desire, sometimes channeled through auto- or hetero-erotic 
desire, is not the only kind of queerness in these stories; author-reader rela-
tions writ large, in the marketplace, also queer the Jamesian author’s self-
consciousness. For reasons of space, three brief examples will have to carry 
the point. 

In “John Delavoy”, the matter concerns different modes of authorial 
representation and memorialization in a journal called The Cynosure. The 
narrator, a younger critic, writes an insightful essay on the works of the 
recently deceased John Delavoy, an unappreciated genius; it meets with 
the enthusiastic approval of Delavoy’s younger sister, who is also the cre-
ator of the only extant visual portrait of the author. The Cynosure’s edi-
tor, a “strikingly handsome” man whose appearance the narrator mentions 
several times, promises to publish the essay but then, when he actually 
reads it, reneges, sure that it would offend the middlebrow sensibilities of 
his readers by too accurately describing the works in question. While we 
never learn what the offensive content is, leading us as readers to speculate 
about its potential sexuality or even homosexuality, the editor is confident 
that it would prompt thousands of readers to cancel their subscriptions. 
These thousands (the number of nameless subscribers at stake keeps grow-
ing throughout the story) would welcome, however, a reproduction of the 
sketch and a “‘nice familiar chat about the sweet homelife’” by Miss Dela-
voy (1986a, 440). These contradictions of the “author industrial complex” 
— that the readership is presumed to want to participate in the construc-
tion of the author’s celebrity through access to his private life and visual 
appearance, but would refuse the author’s actual productions or an eluci-
dation of them — are compounded by an almost “Who’s on first” misun-
derstanding about the referent of the word “portrait”: it is applied to the 
essay that describes the work, the proposed “familiar chat”, and the pencil 
sketch. The conflict over what to publish destroys romantic developments 
between the editor and Miss Delavoy; while the narrator takes the editor’s 
place, his success on that front is portrayed as inadequately compensatory 
for the rejection of his essay: “there was consolation of a sort in our having 
out together the question of literary circles. The great orb of The Cyno-
sure, wasn’t that a literary circle? By the time we had fairly to face this 
question we had achieved the union that—at least for resistance or endur-

format, but I think it warrants inclusion because of the way James sets it up as 
an examination of verbal genius in its purest form, without material expression 
and unencumbered by other virtues. Saltram is not capable of actual textual 
production; he himself is, arguably, the work in progress.
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ance—is supposed to be strength” (1986a, 443). The narrator’s perspicacity 
as a reader, though he wins through it the favor of the living person with 
the closest ties to the dead author he adores, is exactly the wrong sort of 
discernment for consummating a connection with the handsome editor. 
What he needs to become an author himself is not acuity regarding the 
author about whom he writes, but a better sense of the publication’s aims 
in the marketplace; his idea of authorship falls short because he fails to read 
the readership. 

What happens when authors do properly read the readership? In “The 
Death of the Lion”, James parodies the problem of readerly interest in and 
identification with the imagined or, in Jorge J. E. Garcia’s terms, pseudo-
historical author. In this story, the connection between the author, Neil 
Paraday, and the reader, a younger critic, is tested by an adversary against 
whom they make common cause, an entrepreneurial journalist who seeks 
to bring Paraday into his coterie of celebrity authors, so that a consortia of 
periodicals can mine him for opinions, interviews, and other bits of what 
we would now call “content”. It turns out that two other authors in his 
collection have erected cross-gendered pseudo-historical facades to enable 
readerly attachment. “Guy Walsingham, the brilliant author of ‘Obses-
sions’”, is actually “a lady who goes in for the larger latitude”, since “the 
larger latitude”, that is, modern topics that presumably include sex, com-
ing from a woman writer, “would look a little odd” (1986b, 272). Likewise, 
“Dora Forbes, author of ‘The Other Way Round,’ which everybody’s talking 
about”, is the pseudonym for a man: “‘He goes in for the slight mystification 
because the ladies are such popular favourites. A great deal of interest is felt 
in his acting on that idea [. . .] and there’s every prospect of it being widely 
imitated’” (1986b, 273–74). For these two figures, the journalistic amplifica-
tion of their authorial-ness is not only desirable, but necessary. Guy Wals-
ingham is reported to have declared, about the journalist’s latest sketch, “I 
had made her genius more comprehensible even to herself” (1986b, 272).

In both of these stories, recognizable expressions of queerness — in 
“John Delavoy”, the narrator’s erotic interest in the editor, hidden to him-
self; in “The Death of the Lion”, the coterie authors’ willingness to cross-
dress their public selves — are or would be facilitated by concession to 
middlebrow sensibilities. We could read these stories as fables of repression: 
that queerness is the sacrifice James extracts from himself for his high dedi-
cation to the “art of fiction” — for an idea of authorship founded on rare 
genius. But perhaps we should read their publication instead as a sign that 
James’s queer authorship has succeeded — and, moreover, that it has suc-
ceeded in publications designed to promote like-minded conceptions. “The 
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Death of the Lion” was recruited from James personally by Henry Harland 
for the first issue of The Yellow Book in April 1894 and “John Delavoy” 
appeared in Cosmopolis for January–February 1898.20

Moreover, James also found a middlebrow audience for these stories. 
“The Private Life”, for instance, was published in the Atlantic Monthly 
in April 1892.21 While the cosmopolitan desires of the magazine’s read-
ers must have been excited by the story’s cast and setting — fashionable 
Londoners assembled at a Swiss mountain retreat — its plot veers from this 
promise, delivering instead something more like a psychological detective 
story. It is the only story among the group of ten in which the narrator is 
not explicit about his appreciation of the author’s work, but he is certainly 
a reader of the public persona of the famous novelist Clare Vawdrey, refer-
ring several times to what the papers say about him and analyzing in great 
detail his self-presentation. The narrator is even more than a reader; he is 
“a searcher of hearts — that frivolous thing an observer”, in the words of 
the actress Blanche Adney (1986c, 204). And his interest in Vawdrey is, it 
seems, more personal: “I had had, for my part, an idea that he was [‘really so 
nice’]; and even a good deal nicer, but that was too complicated to go into 
then; besides it’s exactly my story” (1986c, 192).

 20. The Yellow Book, running from 1894 to 1897, insisted on a sophisticated inter-
arts perspective and front-loaded illicit associations with French erotica through 
its yellow cover; it was also linked to Oscar Wilde via the artist Aubrey Beard-
sley. Cosmopolis, published by T. Fisher Unwin from 1896 through 1898, was a 
multi-lingual magazine dedicated to international literature and politics, with a 
view of fiction that must have appealed to James: “‘Fiction stands for literature 
and the literary art with a completeness which an article can hardly have. We 
want to show the literary art at its highest, whether in English, French, or Ger-
man’” (Ortmans 1896, 492). See also Millan 2013.

 21. Brodhead has pointed out the degree to which James received preferential treat-
ment at the Atlantic Monthly, but the middlebrow potential of these stories was 
recognized by several other periodicals. See Brodhead 1990, 108–09. The 
first five were first published in general interest monthlies, all illustrated except 
for the Atlantic Monthly, and oriented in part to literature and culture: “The 
Author of Beltraffio” in The English Illustrated Journal (June–July 1884), “The 
Lesson of the Master” in The Universal Review (July–August 1888), “The Aspern 
Papers” in The Atlantic Monthly (March–May 1888), “The Private Life” in The 
Atlantic Monthly (April 1892), and “The Middle Years” in Scribner’s Magazine 
(May 1893). The next five were published in The Yellow Book and Cosmopolis: 
“The Death of the Lion” in The Yellow Book (April 1894), “The Coxon Fund” in 
The Yellow Book (July 1894), “The Next Time” in The Yellow Book (July 1895), 
“The Figure in the Carpet” in Cosmopolis (January/February 1896), and “John 
Delavoy” in Cosmopolis (January/February 1898). 
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As an observer, the narrator documents extensively the contradiction 
between Vawdrey the boring public man — “he addressed himself to women 
exactly as he addressed himself to men [. . .] his opinions were sound and 
second-rate, and of his perceptions it was too mystifying to think” (1986c, 
193–94) — and the author, the “genius that created the pages [his read-
ers] adore” (1986c, 212). Moreover, tracking Vawdrey’s many social engage-
ments, the narrator notices that the author seems not to spend any time 
writing. The mystery of Vawdrey’s authorial production deepens when the 
narrator comes upon Vawdrey one evening in his room, writing in the dark 
and utterly unresponsive to the narrator’s intrusion — at the very same 
moment that, to all appearances, he is also on the hotel terrace looking at 
stars with Blanche Adney. Vawdrey, it seems, is literally duplicitous: there 
is a public and a private self, existing simultaneously; “‘one’s the genius, the 
other’s the bourgeois’”, the narrator jubilantly proposes (1986c, 212). 

This revelation seems poised to serve as the story’s climax. Yet our atten-
tion as readers is directed, with the narrator’s, to another character, Lord 
Mellifont. Handsome, beautifully dressed, and equipped with a “wealth of 
discourse”, he is always a “public character”, a politician, a skillful manager 
of group dynamics; but he lacks interiority to the extent that he ceases to 
exist when alone (1986c, 215). Mellifont is presented as the opposite of 
Vawdrey: he “isn’t even whole”, while Vawdrey is “double” (1986c, 212–13). 
So why does the narrator harbor for Mellifont, a beautiful shell, “an extreme 
tenderness and a positive compassion” (1986c, 216)? Why does he expend 
pity on “the perfection of his performance” and curiosity about the “blank 
face such a mask had to cover” (1986c, 216)? Because it is charming to be 
in Mellifont’s company; his public persona, drawing energy from the gaze of 
an admiring audience, is the repository of his genius. Vawdrey, in contrast, 
never does admit the narrator to the light, which resides in his private life. 
Whereas, early on, the actress is jealous of the narrator’s position versus her 
own — “‘it’s the genius you are privileged to flirt with!’” — it is she who 
eventually gains access to the sanctum sanctorum (1986c, 212). Visiting his 
room, she experiences, she reports, “‘the hour of my life’”, simply because 
“‘He saw me’” — and she, in turn, seeing at last the “‘one who does it’”, is 
able to “‘tell him I adore him’”, which is exactly what, the narrator wails, he 
has “‘never been able to tell him!’” (1986c, 230). The ending of the tale is a 
deflation, not a denouement: the narrator leaves the valley with Vawdrey, 
but it’s not the Vawdrey he wants. 

James teases us with erotic risk in this story — out in the open of the 
Atlantic Monthly, no less, the narrator’s attraction to two different kinds of 
male genius are just perceptible. (It’s not clear how we should take the nar-
rator’s relationship with Blanche Adney, or how to read her sexuality.) But 
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there is another kind of queerness stalking the story, with equally radical 
implications: the structural queerness, pace post-structuralism, of a more 
complexly folded doubling. Both Vawdrey and Mellifont are too homog-
enous in their public presentation: Vawdrey’s is uninteresting because it 
is too consistent: “He differed from other people, but never from himself” 
(1986c, 193). Mellifont’s, though pleasing, is impervious: he is always “so 
essentially, so conspicuously and uniformly the public character” (1986c, 
215). With his new awareness of Mellifont’s flawless exteriority — an exte-
riority he can suddenly see through, as with “the whisk of the curtain” 
— the narrator observes of Mellifont, “he never had struck me as so dis-
similar from what he would have been if we hadn’t offered him a reflex-
ion of his image” (1986c, 215–16). Once you work out the math of all the 
syntactic negatives, you realize that “what he would have been” does not 
describe something that was never there; it describes, rather, a concrete 
loss, or perhaps something that simply can’t be apprehended in the glare of 
“reflexion”. What the narrator encounters in the dark of Vawdrey’s room, 
an opaque and impenetrable privacy, bears a remarkable similarity to Mel-
lifont’s “blank face”. Both Mellifont and Vawdrey are doubled. More impor-
tantly, both of them, in different ways, have forsaken the conventional 
configuration of outer life and inner. 

If this irregular gap between public and private self-hood is the “epis-
temology of the closet” (Sedgwick 1990) at work, it also resembles the 
dilemma of authorship. Indeed, professional pressures have led to public-
private asymmetry in each case. Mellifont simply is a politician. Vawdrey, in 
a roundabout way, is also conforming to a professional archetype: the idea 
that an author’s genius be entirely expressed in and spent on imaginative 
work, and not through anything so base as conversation. We thus receive 
a few clues that, departing from the story’s overt allegiances, Vawdrey’s 
private life is just as much a performance as Mellifont’s public one. First, 
when the narrator glimpses Vawdrey in his camera obscura, what he sees 
is the historical person unified for a moment with the reader’s imagined 
author: “‘it looked like the author of Vawdrey’s admirable works. It looked 
infinitely more like him than our friend does himself’” (1986c, 212). Only 
when the tawdry public is absent does Vawdrey take on the appearance of 
the celebrity he is supposed to be — an “it”, an object of display, relieved 
of gender. Perhaps it is not only the pressure of heteronormativity, but also 
the essential need for a reader — a need not unlike Lord Mellifont’s — that 
induces Vawdrey to admit Blanche Adney to the company of his genius 
while excluding the narrator. The narrator, after all, is an observer, which 
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is to say an absorber of views; but she is an actress who begs to perform 
Vawdrey’s lines, reflecting back to him what he has written. 

These public-private performances are not just structurally aligned with 
“the love that dare not speak its name”; they are also similarly bound by 
what can and cannot be pronounced. The two would-be disciples refine 
their terminology for Vawdrey in an exchange that sounds strangely famil-
iar to anyone who has ever witnessed LGBTQ+ allies struggling to find the 
right words: “‘I’m fascinated by that vision of his — what-do-you-call-it?’ 
‘His alternate identity?’ ‘His other self: that’s easier to say’” (1986c, 217). 
Whatever it is called, the narrator seems to know very well its value. He 
puts his new understanding of Mellifont into terms that could be applied 
equally, or better, to Vawdrey: the terms of the literary marketplace. The 
full impression of Mellifont’s “perfect manner” leads the narrator to “a tacit 
sense that it would all be in the morning papers, with a leader, and also 
a secretly exhilarating one that wouldn’t be, that never could be, though 
any enterprising journal would give me a fortune for it” (1986c, 216–17). 
This literary capital that cannot be cashed, this “outing” that cannot be 
published, nevertheless provides the narrator with an enjoyment that is 
“almost sensual, like that of a consummate dish or an unprecedented plea-
sure” (1986c, 217). Such enjoyment eludes him with respect to Vawdrey, 
perhaps because, having been refused as the inner author’s mirror, simple 
knowledge of the secret is no longer sufficient. 

“The Private Life” suggests, along with the other stories in this group, 
that James’s idea of authorship requires more than a mere splitting of the 
unified subject, a private self where genius resides that is betrayed by its 
public front. The authorial mantle is for him, rather, a kind of drag: it’s not 
just that it is a performance, a vehicle for transmitting an interior truth; it’s 
also necessary that the performance be internalized. For the person in the 
author’s motley costume (or, we might say, for the figure in the carpet), the 
performance of authorship offers a first-person experience of genius that 
can only be accessed when it is seen by others. Authorship is what hap-
pens when the historical person, writing, catches sight of the author in the 
reflection of the imagined reader’s eye.

Seeking in these fictional traces the patterns of a larger meaning, I have 
fallen into the familiar trap of “interpreting” James’s stories to unwind the 
author’s mind. But if I have presumed that James’s stories convey, beyond 
his power or desire to control it, an intimate understanding of the queer 
performance that is authorship, that is only because, as we know, James 
also learned the tricks of the public-private trade-off from another intimate 
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source, his own sexuality. The closet is an implacable master of this lesson: 
how to perform authenticity.

You will sense too from my wording in the paragraphs above that, despite 
my own warning against the “exemplary genius” move, I am tempted to 
make a claim that goes beyond James. If I were to succumb, I might propose 
something like this: perhaps any idea of authorship that relies on genius, 
especially genius as a rare interiority, repeats in some way this closet maneu-
ver — or, does so whenever it operates within the publicity parameters of 
the “age of newspapers and telegrams and photographs and interviewers”, 
as James called his era in “The Aspern Papers” (1907–1909, 8). That might 
be because of the intervolved dynamics created by an investment in autho-
rial privacy that is set up in opposition to the “author industrial complex” 
and yet provides the very food it feeds upon.

If I were to extrapolate from James a broader notion of authorship for this 
period — the period that also embraced Stein — as a queer performance, 
then some other sources of support immediately come to mind. Barthes’s 
“Death of the Author” is usually read as a crib, a poetic gloss, of one aspect 
of Derridean écriture. It seems that is how Foucault responded to it. And yet 
there are so many other networks into which we could read it. Most impor-
tant, for my purposes, is the essay’s original publishing context in the multi-
media art magazine Aspen. Commissioned specifically for the 5+6 issue, 
dedicated to minimalism and “the unpredictability and indeterminacy of 
multiple viewpoints and subject positions”, “The Death of the Author” was 
published first in English in a pamphlet with other critical essays, placed 
within a box of artifacts that also contained prints, music discs and spoken 
word recordings, films, literary texts, and interviews contributed by a host 
of luminaries, including Susan Sontag, Merce Cunningham, John Cage, 
and Robert Rauschenberg (Allen 2011, 57). In other words, “The Death 
of the Author” was initially created as a media performance, in company 
that was partly, literally, queer.22 Likewise, it is important to recall that 
“What Is an Author?” was originally performed for an audience — mem-
bers of the Société Française de Philosophie, at the Collège de France, 
as a lecture — that included the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, the poet 
and philosopher Jean Wahl, the novelist Jean d’Ormesson, the philosopher 
Lucien Goldmann, and the philosopher and historian Maurice de Gandil-
lac, Foucault’s thesis advisor and Derrida’s. It is therefore not surprising 

 22. For the original publishing context for Barthes’s essay (1967), see Allen 2011 
and Logie 2013. Aspen has been reproduced for the digital environment at 
UBUWEB, http://www.ubu.com/aspen/.

http://www.ubu.com/aspen/
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that in his introductory remarks, Foucault frames the lecture humbly, as 
“un essai d’analyse dont j’entrevois à peine encore les grandes lignes” [“an 
attempt at an analysis the main lines of which I barely glimpse”] (1969, 
75), and presents himself as a bit of a novice seeking “en bon névrosé” 
[“like a good neurotic”] (1969, 75) the benefit of feedback from the esteemed 
authors who were, indirectly, his targets. Both of the founding texts of our 
contemporary authorship discourse, in short, spring from circumstances 
that are remarkably theatrical, although we have mostly failed to see them: 
circumstances that invite and deflect a “reflexion” on their authors of their 
own queer genius. Just on the other side of the industrial era, embedded in 
a new media regime, these two auteurs-saboteurs could afford to externalize, 
perhaps, what had been a private spectacle.
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EEBO and Us

Michael Gavin

Abstract
This essay responds to criticisms leveled against “How to Think About EEBO” (Gavin 
[2017] 2019). While my history of Early English Books Online was faulted for paying 
insufficient attention to the experiences of scholars using the collection, I argue that using 
digital tools for literary and bibliographical research can create a false sense of mastery that 
leaves scholars blind to the features of digital textuality that are most important historically 
and theoretically.

Peter C. Herman’s essay, “EEBO and Me: An Autobiographi-
cal Response to Michael Gavin”, offers an engaging and welcome rejoin-
der to my earlier piece, “How to Think About EEBO”.1 In my article, I 
describe how the Early English Books Online (EEBO) corpus was published. 
My essay traces this history across a series of remediations, briefly recount-
ing how the surviving record of early print was catalogued, photographed, 
scanned, and eventually transcribed into machine-readable form. Through 
these transformations, I argue, EEBO introduced new textual structures to 
early modern studies that are particularly well suited for quantitative study. 
My essay paid scant attention to the experiences of scholars who use the 
collection through its online interface, an exclusion that Herman aims to 
correct. He argues that I focus on the wrong things and that my emphasis 
on EEBO’s formal, essentially quantitative structure leads to a mistaken 
conclusion. What really matters, according to Herman, is not how EEBO 
works under the hood but how it’s experienced by scholars like himself, 
for whom the ability to perform quick searches has proven transformative. 
Whereas my essay emphasized how the EEBO corpus synthesizes textual 
data with bibliographical metadata in a vast network of collocation, Her-
man prefers instead to emphasize how scholars are now able to traverse that 
network through keyword searches to find particular books more easily. In 
his response, Herman misrepresents and seems to misunderstand some of 

 1. See Herman 2020 and Gavin 2017 [2019].
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the finer technical points in my article, but the substance of our disagree-
ment rests on this difference of emphasis. So while I’m grateful for the 
opportunity to correct misunderstandings, more importantly I’d like to use 
this occasion to offer some additional context for my piece by reflecting on 
what I consider the bigger picture.

“How to Think About EEBO” was conceived and written as part of my 
larger effort to understand the growing role of computation in textual stud-
ies, a line of inquiry I have pursued elsewhere through articles that provide 
theoretical overviews and technical demonstrations of quantitative meth-
ods. (I’m one of those scholars. . .) However, quantification remains mired 
in controversy, making progress slow and difficult, and so I hoped, in my 
study of EEBO, to draw readers’ attention to fundamental questions about 
digital textuality while side-stepping anything that tends to provoke knee-
jerk hostility. I also decided to suppress all prior commentary from book 
historians and others about new media and cybertext, choosing instead to 
go back to Charles Goldfarb, the inventor of Standard Generalized Markup 
Language (SGML), whose innovative reconceptualization of textuality 
continues to astonish for its originality and impact. My hope was that read-
ers would bring fresh eyes to theoretical problems that our predecessors in 
the 1990s and early 2000s failed to solve. 

Indeed, I alluded only briefly to how other scholars interpreted new 
hypertext formats like SGML. In the 1990s, discussion often centered 
around the advent of electronic books. In 1994, Sven Birkert’s Gutenberg 
Elegies: The Fate of Reading in an Electronic Age eloquently lamented the 
end of the print era. Many commentators worried that print culture had 
collapsed and that “the book” faced extinction. Others were motivated 
to look for historical analogues to the sweeping changes brought by digi-
tal technology. Phrases like “from the codex to the computer” and “from 
Gutenberg to Google” became common tropes as scholars sought to fold 
new technologies into longer histories of textuality and reading. To under-
stand digital texts and to learn from them was cast as a dialectical process 
of mutually informing comparison: we can better understand computers 
by acknowledging continuities in text technologies and reading practices, 
and we can better understand the histories of those technologies and those 
practices through comparison to computing. Thus, scholars could study 
topics like “information overload”, “discontinuous reading”, and “new 
media” as subjects in the history of print. Computers themselves could be 
studied like books as material objects; media archaeology developed a niche 
following; and Matthew Kirschenbaum’s award-winning Mechanisms: New 
Media and the Forensic Imagination (2008) literally put a hard drive under 
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the microscope to photograph the binary code inscribed on its surface, just 
to prove that digital texts were as “material” as any other.

For most literary scholars, such forensic work wasn’t necessary for 
answering the questions raised by cybertext. The best evidence — and, 
sometimes, the only evidence — was their testimony of their own experi-
ence with computers. You didn’t need to know anything about comput-
ing to reflect on how reading from a screen felt new and strange. Scholars 
could assert the privileges of the lay user when confronted by technology 
while still claiming the authority of expertise. In Shakespeare and the Book 
(2001), David Kastan’s final chapter was actually titled “From Codex to 
Computer”, but he dismissed and discounted all attention to computing as 
such. The “actual technology remains unfathomable to most users” (2001, 
111), he wrote. However, that very opacity had for Kastan a beneficial side-
effect: “the novelty and, for most of us, the daunting unintelligibility of 
the medium [. . .] conspicuously foregrounds the material make-up of the 
text” (2001, 116). He continued: “Once we seriously pose the questions 
the electronic medium has foregrounded for us, we find ourselves at the 
heart of the issues that animate contemporary textual theory” (2001, 117). 
Such questions include: “What is the relation between the text’s formal 
and its material principles of causality? Do texts exist independently of the 
medium in which they appear?” (2001, 117). To discuss computing “seri-
ously”, according to Kastan, was to proffer answers to questions like these, 
for which our training and our inherited theoretical tradition were pre-
sumptively adequate. By disregarding everything he doesn’t already know 
and treating the object in front of him as an unfathomable and unintel-
ligible novelty, Kastan could return to more familiar topics about which he 
felt comfortable reflecting.

A few years later, in his foreword to the collection Electronic Textual Edit-
ing (2006), G. Thomas Tanselle quibbled with some of Kastan’s conclusions 
but concurred with the general thrust: “The philosophical conundrum of 
where a text resides is the same as it has always been”, he assured readers 
(2006, 6). Computer-mediated text is just the latest installment in a long 
and continuous history of textuality; our inherited theoretical frameworks 
are comprehensively sufficient to the task. “What the computer offers [. . .] 
is a new way of producing and displaying visible text” (Tanselle 2006, 3, 
emphasis added). Nothing to see here but the things you see here. “Proce-
dures and routines will be different”, Tanselle declared, but “concepts and 
issues will not” (2006, 6). Our theories have it covered. There’s nothing 
new we need to learn.
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It’s a strange notion: Anything we don’t understand about computers can 
be dismissed as unfathomable, because the only vocabulary we need to speak 
authoritatively about computing comes from textual theory, and so therefore 
to know about computers we need only to infer from our experience of using 
them to read and edit texts. This presumption has three parts that are closely 
related but worth keeping distinct. First, that all technical operations invis-
ible to the eye can be disregarded. Second, that textual theory is adequate 
for identifying what is true and evaluating what is important about com-
puter-mediated discourse. Third, that the experience of reading, interpret-
ing, and editing computer-mediated texts provides an adequate empirical 
basis for testing any theory.

When stated outright, these assumptions might seem shaky, but in ret-
rospect it is easy to see why scholars like Kastan and Tanselle would find 
them intuitive and appealing. “The computer is a tool”, Tanselle wrote, 
“and tools are facilitators” (2006, 3). And what would scholars do with 
these tools? They would use digital collections to compare textual variants, 
trace references, and search by keyword. Tanselle called this loose cluster of 
practices “radial reading”, and he correctly pointed out that scholars have 
been reading radially for a very long time. “When people say that the com-
puter makes possible certain kinds of textual research”, he writes, “they are 
using the word possible inexactly to mean ‘practically feasible.’ But what 
is feasible is a relative matter” (2006, 4). To confuse what is feasible with 
what is possible, according to Tanselle, is “symptomatic of the exaggerated 
claims one often hears about computers” (2006, 4). The hubbub surround-
ing hypertext was interesting only insofar as it highlighted the features of 
print technology that always gave the codex its expressive power.

All of this brings us back to Herman. His autobiographical response is 
welcome because he provides an unusually vivid and detailed testimony 
of how Early English Books, even when still in microfilm, facilitated pre-
cisely the kind of radial reading Tanselle describes. Herman describes using 
the collection for his dissertation, which required searching the short-title 
catalogues for references, retrieving boxes, threading the film, and scroll-
ing to the needed sources. The process felt laborious but the results were 
serendipitous: “I got a sense of the wide range of books published in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries. I saw sermons, poems, plays, cookbooks, 
more sermons, biblical commentaries, and government announcements. In 
addition, while looking for attacks on poetry, I was schooled in the extraor-
dinary range of the early modern book trade, including the extraordinary 
range of publishing styles and fonts” (2020, 209). This research method 
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was still hindered, though, by the difficulty of working with the machines. 
Herman highlights “four major advantages that EEBO has over the micro-
films”:

First, the database is now searchable (e.g., title, author, subject, printer, 
year). Second, we can access the files within seconds, as opposed to wait-
ing for someone to deliver the microfilm box, or pawing through a giant 
file cabinet to find it yourself, and then scrolling through until you finally 
reach the book you want. Third, the files are all downloadable, so now, 
we can develop our own library of primary sources. Finally, you can do all 
of this from your desktop at home! You don’t have to be in a library! 

(2020, 210, emphasis original)

Whereas Tanselle stood pat on a theoretical nicety about the conditions 
of possibility — a nicety true on its own terms but irrelevant on any other 
— Herman adopts a far more sensible outlook. By changing what is practi-
cally feasible, he argues, EEBO changed how early modern scholarship was 
practiced: “By making access to early modern books much easier, EEBO 
allows for greater and greater historical grounding in our scholarship. So 
much so that EEBO changed the protocols of peer review: people are now 
expected to use EEBO. Relying on contemporary editions, let alone snip-
pets of quotations from other works, is no longer sufficient” (2020, 211–12, 
emphasis in the original).

On all of these points, Herman and I agree. In fact, I had a very similar 
experience with the microfilm and with EEBO as a student (as did, I’m 
sure, many other people), and in writing its history my goal was to describe 
the information architecture that made our shared experiences possible. 
Although Herman writes as if we disagree on these points,2 I believe our 

 2. A key point of misunderstanding seems to hinge on my use of the word “abstrac-
tion”. Herman argues that “while Gavin is surely right when he claims that 
the short-title catalogues offered ‘a compilation of metadata already powerfully 
abstracted from the paper, cardboard and leather on the shelves’, my experience 
is the opposite [.  .  .]. [R]ather than abstraction, reading the STC microfilms 
gave me a vastly more concrete sense of my topic” (2020, 209). Of course, I did 
not mean to suggest that EEBO’s data structures direct attention away from 
the source texts, nor that they somehow obviate the particularity of individual 
books. Nothing about the TCP files invalidates one’s subjective experience of 
textual concreteness. Nor does my reference to Charles Goldfarb’s phrase, the 
“death of the document”, imply as much. Quite the contrary. The abstractions 
of the metadata are precisely what make possible the experience of each book’s 
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views have much in common, and at times his narrative echoes mine quite 
closely.3 Where Herman claims “EEBO and Me”, I see EEBO and us.

However, we do disagree on two points. One is a relatively small mat-
ter of definition. Herman writes, “Just to be clear, EEBO stands for ‘Early 
English Books Online’, and the database consists of pdf files of the STC 
microfilms” (2020, 210). Yet, as I tried to explain, there’s a lot more to EEBO 
than the files that scholars download from the website. Herman mistakes 
EEBO’s most visible parts for its actual whole. By defining the resource as 
a collection of PDFs that just happen to be “searchable”, Herman dismisses 

historical specificity, per se. Abstraction is not contrary to particularity. Indeed, 
metadata facilitate the thisness Herman refers to as “this phrase from this news-
paper published on this date” (2020, 214, emphases in the original).

 3. For example, I write that EEBO provides a “surrogate” for printed books; he calls 
it a “substitute” (2020, 209). He says that Early Modern Books gave him a “sense 
of the wide range of books published in the sixteenth and seventeenth centu-
ries”; I argue that the catalogue and collection were most valuable for “giving 
scholars a sense of ‘what there was’” in the archive. Herman argues that “EEBO 
has altered scholarship by allowing easy and nearly immediate access to early 
modern books” (2020, 210); I argue that it “provided a record system that made 
library holdings visible and therefore accessible” ([2017] 2019, 87). I must confess 
I find Herman’s essay quite baffling on this score, and I struggle to resist the 
temptation to believe that he simply didn’t read my piece with much care. For 
example, Herman writes, “In his article, Gavin poo-poos exactly why EEBO has 
made such a difference in scholarship: ‘If information technology just winds up 
in your hands as a printed book — if we have merely ‘gone full circle’ to where 
we started — something hasn’t gone right.’ But in my experience, something 
has gone exactly right when this happens. Information technology has put into 
our hands, and on our desktop or laptop screens, the collected holdings of the 
Bodleian, the Folger, the Huntington, and the Newberry libraries (to choose but 
a few). That is not small, and it doesn’t deserve to be denigrated” (2020, 212). 
In the passage Herman quotes, I am describing the print-on-demand service 
imagined by Eugene Power (1958) and now offered by ProQuest. When Herman 
says that EEBO has “put into our hands [. . .] the collected holdings of the Bodle-
ian, the Folger, the Huntington, and the Newberry”, he lapses into metaphor. 
EEBO couldn’t do such a thing, nor would anyone want it to. Except, perhaps, 
for Power. Power actually thought his greatest achievement would be realized 
when scholars adopted the habit of buying print-on-demand paper copies of 
microfilmed books. Power held this idea in such esteem that he actually titled 
his autobiography Edition of One. Herman agrees with me that this scheme mis-
understands EEBO’s true value, but in his eagerness to take offense he fails to 
notice our agreement and accuses me of denigrating features of EEBO we both 
prize.
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as mere functionality the elements of EEBO that I tried to call attention 
to: the metadata and the TCP transcriptions. It’s true that good metadata 
and clean transcriptions make bibliographical and keyword search possible, 
but my goal was to draw attention to them on something like their own 
terms. The metadata and the transcriptions bind the collection together 
as a coherent whole. Within the EEBO-TCP corpus, no single document 
exists on its own. Each is part of a larger body. Bibliographical metadata 
(like date of publication, author, etc.) organize the corpus into sets of docu-
ments. Lexical metadata (including both TEI tags and, more simply, word 
forms) identify paradigmatic relations across those sets. Every element con-
tained in every EEBO-TCP document exists within this self-contained sys-
tem of relations. That’s what makes keyword search possible. But it’s also 
what makes statistical analysis possible, and so anyone hoping to study the 
corpus quantitatively must carefully attend to this structure.

Here, then, is the second point of disagreement. Herman dismisses this 
view as hogwash: “With more than a touch of techno-utopianism, Gavin 
proposes that with EEBO-TCP, we have finally reached the promised land 
where ‘everything [. . .] is connected to everything else’” (2020, 208). But 
there is nothing techno-utopian about my observation; it’s a straightfor-
ward description of the EEBO-TCP corpus, or any corpus for that matter. 
However, because scholars like Herman (and like Kastan before him) know 
digital texts only through their experience as lay users, and because they 
think of computing (like Tanselle) as a mere tool for displaying and search-
ing visible text, direct attention to the corpus seems counter to (rather than 
simply different from) the experience of reading. And because they take for 
granted that their experience is adequate to a proper and full understand-
ing, such scholars dismiss as mere function precisely those features of digi-
tal textuality that are most important historically and theoretically. This 
dismissiveness enables another: claims about the historical importance of 
textual computing can be dismissed as exaggerations, and the people mak-
ing those claims can be dismissed as naïve or utopian.

The ability of the computer to abstract the attributes and contents of 
files — what users like Herman experience as the ability to search — is 
not just a convenience, nor is it some abstruse magic. It reflects the funda-
mental condition of discourse when recorded for computation. As I have 
argued elsewhere, “keyword searching” and “quantitative textual analysis” 
are much more closely related than most scholars realize.4 Their histories 

 4. For a brief overview of the intellectual history, see Gavin 2018; for a more 
detailed introduction to the mathematical concepts and their relation to ques-
tions of textuality, see Gavin 2020.
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are intertwined in the information sciences, and they share a common the-
oretical foundation grounded in mathematics. As book historians and lit-
erary scholars, nothing in our bibliographical training prepares us to study 
these topics in an intellectually responsible way; nothing in a typical the-
ory seminar introduces students to the concepts they would need to do so.

When confronted by an object like EEBO, it is tempting to focus on 
familiar problems that raise familiar questions. What’s the difference 
between a book and an image? What aspects of the material text can’t be 
digitized? What is it like to read on a screen? Is the collection represen-
tative of the surviving print record? What has been preserved and what 
has been lost at each stage from publication to digitization? What about 
reprints and variants? What about manuscript sources, material culture, 
and oral transmission? Haven’t they been left out? Such questions are valid 
and important, but we have been asking them for a long time. They aren’t 
enough. They miss a more important point.

In the twentieth century, a profound discovery was made in the infor-
mation sciences. Namely, that documents could be identified and classified 
using simple statistical measures of the words they contain. This might 
seem like a technical accomplishment, a feat of engineering. And so it 
was. But it did something more. It revealed a fundamental commensura-
bility between the mathematical structures of computationally recorded 
discourse and the meaningful structures of language as used and intended 
by persons. On the basis of this discovery, textuality has been totally trans-
formed. Computation has infiltrated everything from how governments 
track dissidents to how people have sex. Information scientists were able 
to do this because they know things about language we don’t know. I find 
that exciting, because it means there is a lot for us to learn. I wrote that 
history of EEBO to share what the collection looks like through a different 
set of eyes. I see it, not only as a remediation of rare books, but also as an 
opportunity to investigate these newly discovered principles of language 
and textuality.

Another commenter has said that my history “presumes a bibliographi-
cal knowledge that many humanities students do not possess” (Gregg 
2021, 36). But, as should be clear, that is not my argument at all. Instead, 
I ask: What if bibliographical knowledge is a trap? When I look back on my 
training in book history, I believe that Kastan’s, Tanselle’s, and Herman’s 
assumptions were everywhere operative. Those assumptions came wrapped 
in a story with a clear moral. I was trained to take for granted that rigorous, 
historically aware scholarship provided a needed corrective to the exag-
gerated claims of techno-enthusiasts, determinists, utopians, futurists, and 
neoliberal hacks. Unlike them, we’re careful. We historicize. We appreciate 
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complexity and nuance. We know not to fall for their hocus-pocus act, for 
their TED talks. We’re the good guys.

It was a great story, told with vigor, and true in many respects. It moti-
vated a huge outpouring of excellent scholarship, much of which was foun-
dational to my graduate training in the early 2000s. I remain indebted and 
grateful to its tellers, some of whom I cherished as teachers. But what if that 
story’s moral framing also distracted us from other things? What if biblio-
graphical knowledge has left our discipline stuck always asking the same 
kinds of questions no matter our object of study? How would we know?

University of South Carolina
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Carreira da Silva, Filipe, and Mónica Brito Vieira. 2019. 
The Politics of the Book: A Study of the Materiality of Ideas. Uni-
versity Park: Pennsylvania State University Press. Pp. 272. ISBN 
9780271083421, Hardback $89.00. 

The Politics of the Book: A Study of the Materiality of Ideas is, well, “a book 
about books” (1). It seeks to explore the dialectical dynamics between mate-
rial form and the production of meaning in the biography of major classics 
of social thought. Rather than serving as neutral repositories for abstract 
ideas, books, concrete artifacts, and the process of their making and remak-
ing, affect the authority, conception, interpretation, and uses of texts. In 
the modern history of theorizing society and politics, pitched battles over 
ideas, within disciplines and among them, often have been staged over and 
through the republication of iconic texts and their physical embodiment. 
A different title, a new translation, choices pertaining to design and outlay 
or concerning language and length, can transform the identity and status 
of books. While covering their tracks, publishers and editors of canonical 
texts habitually commit acts of omission — excising passages, chapters and 
other abridgments — as well as acts of commission — revising or adding 
what Gérard Genette termed paratexts, the rich material that envelopes 
the original text: introductions, prefaces, afterthoughts, frontispieces, illus-
trations, binding, and blurbs on the book’s jacket. Translations frequently 
offer the most radical refashioning of both content and form. Moreover, 
canonical social theory is remarkably fecund in generating additional 
embodied texts, a comet’s tail of biographies, interviews, commentaries, 
and reviews that serve to mediate the book to its readers and, arguably, to 
non-readers as well. 

Filipe Carreira da Silva and Mónica Brito Vieira therefore regard the 
form a text is given as having “agentic qualities” (1) but, ultimately, they 
follow the labor and aspirations of a panoply of human actors, from authors 
to editors, translators, commentators, designers, enterprising canon-build-
ers, and ambitious gate-keepers, keeping in mind that the history of pub-
lishing is also determined by larger institutional, commercial, and cultural 
forces. Even prior to their materialization in print, texts are “the products 
of an embodied mind — a mind that makes sense of itself and the world 
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through association with the body, notably in the very physical and sensu-
ous act of writing” (2). 

Each of the six substantive chapters is dedicated to a classic work, 
including Émile Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, G. H. 
Mead’s Mind, Self, and Society, Karl Marx’s 1844 Economic and Philosophic 
Manuscripts, W. E. B. Du Bois’s The Souls of Black Folk, Max Weber’s The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, and Alexis de Tocqueville’s 
Democracy in America. The mode of organization is episodic or genealogical 
rather than strictly historical and the focus is the engineering of American 
sociology’s canon during the second half of the 20th century. The politics 
alluded to in the somewhat over-reaching main title refers both to rival 
political interpretations of theoretical literature as well as to disciplinary 
politics evolving around the makeup of the canon and its constantly shift-
ing pecking order. Importantly, by the end of the 20th century two of the 
classics explored, Souls of Black Folks and Democracy in America drift away 
from the canon of sociology. The former finds a safe place in the canon of 
African American Studies and literature, the latter in political theory. 

The Politics of the Book borrows liberally and productively from the tool-
kit and strategies of the “history of the book”, a field that has recognized 
the inherent instability of books (an effect of their materiality and the ide-
ological webs that sustain their cultural weight), the plurality or distribu-
tion of authorship, and the meaning-making capacity of form. More than 
other genres, however, canonical theory resists notions of embodiment. It 
is widely perceived to be affording readers a direct, unmediated encounter 
with the ethereal abstractions of genius-authors. It is therefore astounding 
how reliant the canon is on the book form, which in several incidents was 
aggressively imposed on texts. 

A famous case in point is Mead’s posthumously published Mind, Self, 
and Society. Editor Charles Morris stitched together the manuscript out 
of different, occasionally contradictory, lecture notes of Mead’s course on 
social psychology taken in different times by students and a stenographer. 
The 1844 Manuscripts rests on Marx’s fragmentary and tentative reflections 
found in his unpublished notebooks. In a feat of Promethean editorship, a 
segment of handwritten notes was extracted to graft an author’s “Preface”, 
that presumably authenticate the text as a book. Similarly, the English 
iteration of Weber’s Protestant Ethics features an introduction Weber wrote 
for a different book — Sociology of Religion — some fifteen years later. Souls 
of Black Folks was initiated by an editor. Du Bois remained deeply skeptical 
about the project. Yet he was able to give disparate articles, several of which 
had been already published, coherence through multiple framing devices, 
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such as an author’s “Forethought” and an “Afterthought”, an evocative 
title, and the quotations at the beginning of each chapter coupling a line 
from western poetry with a musical bar from Black spirituals. 

The Politics of the Book makes three major contributions. First, it plots 
new trajectories and highlights hitherto under-studied junctures in the life 
span of canonical social theory. Discussions often focus on a new edition 
or a republication as a transformative event that either signifies the cul-
mination of, or actually occasions, a paradigmatic shift in the perception 
of a book by a specific interpretative community and beyond. Ideological 
skirmishes are often conducted through warring editions, for example the 
competing versions of Democracy in America published in the aftermath 
of the Second World War at the outset of a de Tocqueville revival. Phil-
lips Bradley’s glossy edition for Knopf (1945) modernized and rendered 
more accessible an earlier translation. It was couched through Harold Las-
ki’s “Forward” as a progressive text. In contrast, Oxford University Press 
issued (1946) an abridged and sanitized version, removing among other 
parts passages on racial exclusion in Jacksonian America. In his introduc-
tion, historian Henry Steele Commager deemed the book a strongly anti-
Marxist document (177). Later decades would witness another duel. The 
1966 Harper and Rowe edition edited by J.-P. Mayer and Max Lerner and 
translated by George Lawrence further democratized de Tocqueville’s prose 
and entrenched his status as a political sociologist. It was later challenged 
by a Chicago University Press iteration (2000) translated and edited by 
Harvey Mansfield, Jr. and Delba Winthrop and sponsored by the conser-
vative Bradley and Olin foundations. It restored de Tocqueville’s rather 
aristocratic and less accessible writing style and signaled the ascendance of 
a decidedly conservative, Straussian reading of the text for the benefit of 
the “philosopher-interpreter” (197). The Politics of the Book is replete with 
similar tales of “secondary authoring” (200), of radical appropriations remi-
niscent of Poe’s “Purloined Letter”, albeit with less suspense and a lot more 
by way of physical evidence. 

A second contribution is the sustained and sophisticated examination 
of paratexts, especially prefaces and introductory essays. Some republica-
tions of classical texts grow onion-like with layers of old and new prefatory 
commentary. More bluntly than other instruments, these remarks are often 
deployed to commandeer a book, priming both the text for appropriation 
and the readers for accepting a concrete interpretation of the book, some-
times against previous conceptions. Paratexts therefore occupy a liminal 
and rather ambiguous place both spatially and discursively, which Carreira 
da Silva and Brito Vieira compare to a boundary, a threshold, or a window 
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frame. Written in an idiom adjusted to new generations of perusers they 
offer rich context and easier access, but at the same time they serve as a 
buffer, mediating and controlling that very access. 

Third, and relatedly, is the dominant role taken by a set of academic 
actors in plotting these classics’ paths, in some cases by holding hybrid 
tasks as editor-cum-commentator or translator-cum-commentator. A para-
digmatic case is that of Talcott Parsons, who while in his early twenties was 
entrusted with translating Weber’s The Protestant Ethic, a task he would 
regard, despite an illustrious career, as his chief contribution to sociology. 
Parsons’s work on the translation while he was also teaching Weber at 
Amherst College had a profound effect on his own theoretical approach 
as manifested in the substantial alterations to which he concurrently sub-
jected the English-language iteration of his PhD dissertation. (The Ger-
man version had been already submitted to Heidelberg University.) This in 
turn shaped Parsons’s “Translator’s Preface” as well as specific translational 
choices of Weber’s text, for instance the removal of most of the original 
references to Nietzsche (154). 

Herbert Blumer who succeeded Mead in the classroom canonized Mind, 
Self, and Society, celebrated its nominal author, and marshaled both author 
and book to promote his symbolic interactionism against the reigning Par-
sonian structural functionalism. Decades later it was Jürgen Habermas who 
drew heavily on the book in substantiating his theory of communicative 
action. Both Blumer and Habermas took Mind, Self, and Society’s book form 
for granted, ignoring or misunderstanding its dubious “authorial status” 
(56). This kind of engagement, however, likely owes more to the dynamics 
of canon-building and the organizational modalities of a discipline rather 
than the materiality of books. The canon shifts but canonicity endures. 
Aligning their work with the urtexts of the disciplines, academic actors 
negotiate in the process the status of those classics, at times pulling them 
back from oblivion. This impulse is present in The Politics of the Book as 
well. At the conclusion of their discussion of Durkheim’s Elementary Forms, 
the authors underscore The Politics of the Book’s affinity with the so-called 
“cultural Durkheim” and, concretely, with his “semiotics of the sacred-pro-
fane” (42). Carreira da Silva and Brito Vieira do not resist the temptation to 
intervene in other corners of the canon, most notably by casting aspersions 
on the persistence of the association of Mind, Self, and Society with Mead, 
which they condemn as an obfuscation of Mead’s true legacy as manifested 
in the publications he authored during his lifetime (59). 

The insistence on separating the “authentic” Mead from “Mead”, the 
effigy-writer of Mind, Self, and Society, harks back to medieval canon-
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establishing practices. Moreover, it seems that the splitting or doubling 
of authors is inherent to the modern canon as well. The early 1930s pub-
lication of Marx’s 1844 Manuscripts introduced “alienation” as a central 
term in the Marxist vocabulary and, in addition, gave birth to the figure of 
the “young Marx”, the originator of humanistic Marxism against the late, 
materialistic “Soviet Marxism” (78). The relationship between the two 
Marxes would feed perennial controversies.

While the authors repeatedly underscore the interplay of form and con-
tent their prose often veers toward content, namely the textual additions 
and alterations to which scores of commentators, translators, and editors 
have subjected these six books. Although insightful and well-articulated, 
these discussions constitute a more conventional form of the history of 
ideas. Hopefully, the book will inspire additional work on the material 
dimensions of these and other classics of social and political thought, 
whether on aspects of their corporality that receive rather cursory atten-
tion here such as covers, outlay, and other design matters, or their circula-
tion and reception by different audiences, as well as their pedagogical use. 
And by the 21st century the question arises how the migration to screens 
impacts the meaning of books. Nevertheless, The Politics of the Book injects 
new energy into, and furnishes fresh perspectives for, the study of soci-
ology’s canon. This lively, engagingly written, often fascinating, and if I 
may, handsomely-produced book, or individual chapters thereof, ought to 
become recommended reading material for college and graduate courses on 
social thought. 

Oz Frankel
New School for Social Research

DiCuirci, Lindsay. 2018. Colonial Revivals: The Nineteenth-
Century Lives of Early American Books. Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press. Pp. 288. ISBN 9780812250626, Hardback 
$69.95. 

Perhaps the greatest of the many strengths of Lindsay DiCuirci’s excellent 
Colonial Revivals: The Nineteenth-Century Lives of Early American Books is 
how it expertly integrates strategies of book history with literary analysis 
to generate a reinterpretation of the development of American culture in 
the early decades of the nineteenth century. Following in the footsteps of 
Americanists such as Meredith McGill, Leah Price, Joe Rezek, and Maurice 
Lee, DiCuirci focuses in particular on what we might think of as a combi-
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nation of archival and editorial practices involved in locating and selecting 
which historical texts to bring to the public (and, just as importantly, which 
not to). The foundational book-history question that shapes the analysis in 
Colonial Revivals is how did a “cultural network” that included antiquar-
ians, librarians, bibliophiles, amateur historians, and writers contribute to 
the process of “recovering and reprinting old books” that would come to 
form what we now often think of as the self-evident “archive” of colo-
nial historiography? (4). DiCuirci unearths, with some remarkable archi-
val work, the efforts of these often obscure figures to promote a particular 
version of early America. Challenging the typical priority given to newly 
authored works, DiCuirci contends that “this period of burgeoning histori-
cal consciousness in America is more completely understood by examining 
the colonial books that were missing, recovered, reprinted, and read” (3), a 
claim that her study demonstrates persuasively. 

In the “Introduction” DiCuirci weaves strands of literary and historical 
thinking to connect the phenomenon of reprinting colonial writings in 
nineteenth-century America with the process of creating a national cul-
ture. The building of an archive, a term she theorizes effectively across the 
study, becomes a fundamental historical, cultural, and literary project for 
nineteenth-century American intellectuals, historians, as well as novelists 
and poets. Following Rodrigo Lazo’s important insights about the necessar-
ily fragmentary and contradictory early American archive, DiCuirci invites 
us to think carefully about both the material and conceptual processes 
involved in the creation of a body of work that came to obtain the status 
of archive.1 In her words, “The accuracy of Lazo’s claim is undisputed, but 
the causes of America’s fragmentary archive and its manifest contradic-
tions are not often historicized as material facts” (4). Subsequent chap-
ters in Colonial Revivals then explore in detail various important episodes 
and thematic strands related to recovering and reprinting colonial texts to 
build a cogent and illuminating argument that demonstrates the impor-
tance of this practice to the formation of American literature and culture. 
DiCuirci’s study is one of those rare works that is so effective at making its 
case that one wonders how we had missed such an important point for so 
long. 

Chapter 1 builds nicely on the introduction by expanding upon the 
themes of archival absences. The chapter turns on the notion of “obliv-
ion”, a term that DiCuirci places at the center of conversations about print 

 1. Lazo, Rodrigo. 2013. “The Invention of America Again: On the Impossibility 
of an Archive”. American Literary History 25.4: 751–71.
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and publication in the nineteenth century. The chapter’s focal point is 
the discourse around the work of archival recovery in nineteenth-century 
America. Early American intellectuals and writers felt an urgent need to 
construct, or, as they were more likely to put it, reconstruct the lost archive 
of colonial American works. The chapter culminates with a powerful rein-
terpretation of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “Custom House” chapter. Reading 
this famous prologue to The Scarlet Letter (1850) in the context of contem-
porary concerns about recovering a lost American archive, DiCuirci offers 
a powerful new take on this much analyzed text and suggests a platform for 
thinking about Hawthorne’s oeuvre at large. Reading the A as symbol for 
“archive”, DiCuirci suggests that the “Custom House” becomes a “trove of 
documents from the colonial period and beyond [. . .] waiting to be ‘revived 
again’” by an author such as Hawthorne (47). Inverting the usual narrative 
of authorial agency, however, the archive has “selected” and “authorized” 
Hawthorne (50).

Fittingly, she follows the reading of The Scarlet Letter with a chapter on 
the Pilgrim Society’s efforts to reprint, in the 1850s, two key texts from 
Puritan New England, Cotton Mather’s Magnalia Christi Americana (1702) 
and John Winthrop’s journal, which had been assigned the title History of 
New England when it was first published in 1825–1826. Through a careful 
analysis that includes readings of reviews, manuscript catalogs, and other 
sources that attest to the works’ mixed critical reception in the nineteenth 
century, DiCuirci shows how these texts, now considered foundational to 
US literature and culture, were, for lack of a better term, manufactured as 
classics. The evidence overwhelmingly shows a longstanding skeptical or 
critical attitude towards Mather’s and Winthrop’s respective texts, which 
the Piglrim Society nevertheless was able to mobilized for nation-building 
purposes. In a sense, we might say that DiCuirci’s chapter shows us how the 
Magnalia and Winthrop’s History came to occupy the position they hold 
now in the canon of American literary and cultural history. The demysti-
fication of their status serves to remind us of not only the fissures in nine-
teenth-century nation-building but the constructedness of the canon itself. 

After two chapters mostly on New England, DiCuirci expands the study’s 
geographic range and shifts to the nineteenth-century South, Virginia in 
particular. The contrast to New England illuminates a shared belief in the 
importance of printing to the work of culture-making. As with previous 
chapters, the key story anchoring the chapter involves the reprinting of an 
important text, in this case, in 1855, Robert Beverley’s History and Pres-
ent State of Virginia (1705). What DiCuirci does so well in each of these 
cases is show why and how a particular text came to be reprinted, and 
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then explore how that text’s reprinting came to shape subsequent histories 
and understandings of the cultural and intellectual trajectory of the state, 
region, or nation. In this third chapter, for example, DiCuirci links the 
reprinting of Beverly’s History to the emergence of the Southern Literary 
Messenger, which strategically reprinted specific writings to frame current 
events, often as the vehicle for white racial supremacy in the middle of the 
nineteenth century. The chapter ends with a fascinating account of the 
way Black abolitionists employed a similar strategy of reprinting in their 
efforts to overturn slavery and the racialized culture of the day. 

Shifting geographic focus once more, Chapter 4 takes up the case of 
Pennsylvania and its Quaker history. As in Chapter 2, DiCuirci focuses 
on the way the recovery of early writings becomes a site of contestation 
rather than consolidation. In the second chapter the split manifested in 
the selection of Mather or Winthrop as the representative Puritan writer. 
Here, it’s more a matter of different narrative threads. One strand sought to 
recover the egalitarian legacy of Quakerism, whereas the other set its sights 
on challenging the progressive image of New England Puritanism by high-
lighting the history of Quaker persecution at the hands of Puritans. The 
chapter explores the pitfalls of each approach while underscoring the way 
specific textual recovery work played a central role in articulating these 
two narratives of both Pennsylvania and American Quaker history. 

The last chapter of the book turns to the fascinating story of how and 
why Washington Irving came to write an epic biography of Christopher 
Columbus (published in 1828). Even if Irving’s biography of Columbus is a 
widely known work, it could hardly be said to have received the scholarly 
attention it deserves. DiCuirci amply remedies this problem. By empha-
sizing Irving’s archival commitments and situating his work within the 
broader context of reprinting and colonial history, in both Spain and the 
Americas, she is able to shed new light on this important work. Irving, 
DiCuirci shows, worked tenaciously to gain access to archival materi-
als that were being carefully protected by Spanish authorities, which he 
then sorted through and deployed strategically in his biography to ren-
der an influential new understanding of Columbus. DiCuirci’s work here 
will almost certainly lead to a general reassessment of Irving’s text and its 
broader importance to American literary history. One of the most compel-
ling aspects of this chapter is its engagement with the US’s transatlantic 
and transnational imperial aspirations as they played out in the decisions 
about which documents would be included in the print record. Much of 
this narrative also appears earlier in DiCuirci’s study, particular in discus-
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sions about the colonialism and race in key reprinted texts, but here the 
matter comes to the fore through Irving’s subject’s central role in the story 
of modern European and American empires. 

Colonial Revivals concludes with an epilogue that fittingly explores how 
the current work of digitizing the archive is following a similar path to the 
history of reprinting in the nineteenth century. As she notes, “A digitally 
reborn book cannot slough of layers of material history nor can it be disen-
gaged from the history of its own records and its methods of safekeeping” 
(182). The current moment of digitization becomes an opportunity to revisit 
the histories of these texts and their role in fabricating a particular narra-
tive of a national culture. How might we avail ourselves of this opportunity 
to decolonize that cultural history and generate more inclusive narratives 
that challenge us to rethink our understanding of the stories shaping our 
culture? One of the lessons of DiCuirci’s book is that making sense of the 
past requires more than simply recovering and reprinting texts. The fan-
tasy of transparency both activates the work of recovery and reprinting and 
haunts it. Which texts are recovered and reprinted? Who decides what will 
obtain the status of representative text? What is the nature of the conver-
sation that a culture has about itself via these archival materials? Those are 
some of the vexing questions for the book. DiCuirci has done a marvelous 
job of showing us how those debates played out in key publication projects 
over the course of the nineteenth century that continue to shape our per-
ception and understanding of American history today.

Edward Larkin
University of Delaware

Goddu, Teresa A. 2020. Selling Antislavery: Abolition and Mass 
Media in Antebellum America. Philadelphia: University of Pennsyl-
vania Press. Pp. 344. ISBN 9780812251999, Hardback $55.00. 

Teresa Goddu’s Selling Antislavery opens with an incredibly thick descrip-
tion and evocative analysis of a box — a collection box for sale in the 
1830s that one could take into one’s home as a signal to others and as 
reminder to oneself to contribute generously to “the cause”. This meticu-
lously researched and crisply argued book manages the interlocking com-
mercial, sentimental, and political formations of 19th-century U.S. print 
and material cultures with nuance and analytical dexterity. Like the box 
that appeared in middle-class white domestic households, one can hardly 
imagine how the field existed without it once your eyes lock onto Goddu’s 
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interventions that reshape the myriad ways we interpret the formation of 
U.S. middle-class white northern identity in the 19th century.

Which is to say that Goddu’s book represents the crucial work that print 
and material culture studies do. Her readings texture conversations of the 
literary with material and print cultures’ tangible, quotidian presences. Her 
earlier work on gothic genre serves well here as she understands the various 
affordances of antislavery commodity forms, from the collection box to the 
atlas/compendium to the antislavery fair to the panorama. She lays out her 
argument in crystal clear prose, “demonstrat[ing] institutional abolition’s 
centrality to the formation of the northern white middle class by expli-
cating how antislavery media promoted specific regional, racial, and class 
identities” (7) that crucially place “moral virtue and market aspiration” (7) 
as linked conspirators through abolitionist forms. This book explores the 
mass media institutional life of antislavery, not just those forms of white-
ness that buttress the peculiar institution in the antebellum period.

Goddu’s work also makes tangible intersections between material cul-
tures, media studies, and data studies/histories of science in the period and 
around Black Studies. She begins by looking at the American Anti-Slavery 
Society’s organizational model, particularly its focus on systematized fund 
raising as a “branding”, dovetailing with transatlantic Victorian devel-
opment of middle-class women’s philanthropy. Collecting data on both 
enslavement and on the donors to the AASS was a key focus and strategy 
of the organization. Goddu does astute readings of “collector’s cards” that 
imagine, compel, and track ongoing contributions to the AASS, as well as 
the rise of “numeracy” — statistics and quantification — in the 1830s that 
produces the AASS’s almanac of facts about enslavement as its key genre. 
Reading against prevailing critical paradigms of sentimentalism, Goddu 
makes the case for facts as the major interpretative component in third 
chapter on the slave narrative form. Here, Goddu gives us an even wider 
view of “Black message/white envelope” that focuses on white authentica-
tion of Black veracity in the genre. Goddu is in a shadow conversation with 
Saidiya Hartman’s Scenes of Subjection (1997), which famously argues that 
enslaved humanity was in fact constructed through codes and laws that 
recognized Black humanness largely through criminal culpability, by argu-
ing that the compendium of facts “as a whole [. . .] plays down the runaways’ 
resistance and figures the slaves’ humanity only in terms of their suffering” 
(Goddu 63). Goddu also engages data in her deep dive into the book his-
tory of the AASS, representing figures and technology around production, 
distribution, and sales in the form of the book catalog of the organization 
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— its libraries and its material catalog of books for sale to its donors — as 
“corroboration”. 

The second part of Goddu’s book takes on the material object’s rela-
tionship to women’s consumer culture and the production of middle-class 
identity around moral virtue. Antislavery fairs are her object of study here, 
ones that include “antislavery objects” as a white femininized corollary to 
the “talking book” trope of African American literature. Calling objects 
like the collection box “speaking objects” (90), Goddu traces their history 
to “underscore women’s organizations and entrepreneurial innovations as 
integral to institutional antislavery’s accomplishments — and reveal their 
material objects, whose ephemeral nature has relegated them to obscurity, 
as essential to its appeal” (90). Even more powerful is the way that she 
analyzes the cultural capital that antislavery sentiment traffics in next to 
the literal cents it produced that “figure[d] their markets as not just moral 
but emancipatory” (91). Arguing that the fairs and their souvenir forms, 
like the gift books that commemorated them filled with white authors on 
antislavery, helped to form antislavery into a “status symbol” (120), Goddu 
marks the ways that Black emancipation was a key object of white northern 
middle-class identity even as its forms disallowed Black visions of freedom 
or agency. 

Vision — or more particularly perspective — is the focus of the final sec-
tion of Selling Antislavery. Here, Goddu distinguishes the panorama with 
its “graphic accuracy and expansive view” as the key visual genre of white 
antislavery that promises “to present a clear and comprehensive survey 
of slavery’s inner workings” (147). Arguing that the panorama’s “elevated 
viewpoint” (147) seduces the viewer in an imagined empirical relationship 
to the facts of enslavement — always at a distance — Goddu analyzes with 
a view to the visual as key to both AASS’s print and material objects and 
the culture it produced around antislavery as a whole. 

The final chapter is a departure and an extension of the book’s thor-
oughgoing critical lens on the formation of white northern middle-class 
identity, and the shift feels both abrupt and understandable. Goddu offers 
a reading of African American engagements with the panorama that often 
challenge AASS’s perspective: “In black activists’ panoramic pictures the 
enslaved are more than blind bodies in pain or carriers (but never pos-
sessors) of freedom’s perspective; they envision and claim their own eman-
cipation” (176). Mapping “emancipatory geographies” — like Frederick 
Douglass’s North Star — “the fugitive’s version of the bird’s eye view” (190), 
Goddu spends quality time on Black uses of and responses to the over-
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whelming white branding of antislavery, offering readings of resistance 
with the constraints of those “inheritors of the AASS’s visual genealogy 
and sometimes even its plates” (174). Readers might understand the will to 
include a chapter that jumps off the previous materials and arguments as 
both a gesture to work left to be done in the wake of such amazing material 
history and as a way to cap off a book that so sharply focuses on whiteness 
with important attention to Black subjectivity. 

To that end, and with an eye to how to incorporate this feat of scholar-
ship into work and teaching on 19th-century African American literary 
and cultural studies, I offer some pairings that illuminate the strengths 
of Goddu’s work without leaving Black subject formation to the side. Her 
work is surely a companion to Derrick Spires’s The Practice of Citizenship 
(2019) on early African American print culture, as well as to Daina Ramey 
Berry’s The Price for Their Pound of Flesh (2017) on the monetary trade in 
Black bodies. I would also put Goddu’s articulation of the 1830s formation 
of white identity with Kyla Schuller’s The Biopolitics of Feeling (2018) as two 
books with very different and yet companionate takes on the formation of 
whiteness through anti-Blackness in the period. Goddu’s work on visual 
culture would be an amazing companion to Deborah Willis’s entire oeuvre 
(written and editorial) on envisioning enslaved and emancipated subjects, 
as well as scholarship by Matthew Fox-Amato and Jasmine Nichole Cobb 
and artwork by Carrie Mae Weems that contextualizes Black portraiture 
of the era. 

I’d be remiss if I didn’t bring up the ways that Goddu’s work resonates 
in today’s mass media culture of white liberalism, with its performative 
demands to share anti-racist reading lists on social media and other signifi-
ers of virtue that translate to middle-class white liberals as core parts of that 
identity. Like lawn signs for Black Lives Matter, the abolitionist material 
cultures of the 19th century constituted a strained signaling of middle-class 
racial cosmopolitanism and good political taste that acted as a commodi-
fied network of belonging and citizenship. Goddu’s work is a model of how 
to contextualize whiteness and its various communities and identities and 
practices, helping us to think about how whiteness as an identity mobilizes 
racial politics to define itself not just seemingly against Blackness, but also 
seemingly against racism and anti-Blackness. That these mobilizations par-
ticipate in complicated and compromised markets of white selfhood that 
reproduce white supremacy is a key takeaway of Goddu’s book, and a warn-
ing for how we construct white liberal anti-racism across media platforms 
today. As she argues to close her book: antislavery’s “media archive, how-
ever, holds a less liberatory narrative — one that discloses white selfhood 
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as grounded in black subjugation, a formation that has yet to be undone” 
(225). 

Samantha Pinto 
University of Texas at Austin

Schaefer, Heike, and Alexander Starre, eds. 2019. The 
Printed Book in Contemporary American Culture: Medium, Object, 
Metaphor. Cham, CH: Palgrave Macmillan. Pp. xv + 277. ISBN 
9783030225445, Hardback $119.99. ISBN 9783030225476, Paper 
$84.99. ISBN 9783030225452, eBook $64.99. 

This relevant and timely book asks what does “book” even mean anymore? 
We know in 2021 that reading a book no longer necessarily involves print 
and paper. I’m certain this is something that you will have an opinion 
about already. The opposition between physical books and digital ones is, 
as Schaefer and Starre point out, not best served by antagonistic accounts. 
This collection doesn’t take a side but observes that “the onrush of all 
things digital revitalizes book culture rather than threatening it” (5). Times 
have changed.

At the turn of the millennium and shortly after I was arguing, in Reading 
the Graphic Surface: The Presence of the Book in Fiction (2005), that historic 
and chronic critical neglect of texts which made full and unconventional 
use of the codex form had hampered the reception of Beckett’s early novels 
and of the work of B. S. Johnson, Christine Brooke-Rose, and Alasdair 
Gray. I made the point that the form of the book grounded the reader 
rather than being the distraction it tended to be for critics expecting the 
codex to be used as what Schaefer and Starre call a “passive container” (8). 
Their editors’ introduction helps cast new light on what has changed: “For 
the longest time, the medial specificities of books were obscured by their 
pervasive presence and constant use in everyday life” (6). Familiarity with 
digital culture, particularly desktop publishing, has changed our attitude 
to pages. Devices that would have caused trouble for typesetters in the 
past now regularly appear in mainstream novels that have little interest in 
being innovative, avant-garde or experimental. Aleida Assman’s chapter 
places the key generational split roughly between Jonathan Franzen and 
Jonathan Safran Foer (born, respectively, in 1959 and 1977) (140). Both 
are still novelists and both use their pages as they see fit, but Franzen’s use 
of italics for thought passages or representations of letter and e-mail layouts 
are far less challenging to the reader than Safran Foer’s use of colored text, 
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photographs and pages printed to illegible density. Since the millennium, 
critical interest in what the book form can contribute has also burgeoned.

Capturing all of the texts discussed in The Printed Book in Contemporary 
American Culture under one disciplinary heading remains difficult and this 
is one of the underlying discussions that the collection has with itself and 
its many intertexts. Schaefer and Starre situate their contribution “at the 
crossroads of American Studies, comparative literary studies, book studies, 
and media studies” to consider “the current state of book culture from an 
interdisciplinary and transnational perspective” (14). And they deliver on 
the series title “New Directions in Book History” by orienting very much 
to the contemporary as a scrying glass for book futures.

The outlier in a book with Contemporary American Culture in the title 
is Monika Schmitz-Emans’ chapter on book design as a literary strategy, 
which focuses on Aka Morchiladze’s Santa Esperanza, published in Geor-
gian in 2004 and in German in 2006 but not, as yet, in English. Mor-
chiladze’s booklets-in-a-bag format might seem a useful metaphor for a 
collection like this, but there are chapters offering new ways into well-
known texts, too. Reingard M. Nischik’s “‘Books and Books and Books . . . 
an Oasis of the Forbidden’: Writing and Print Culture as a Metaphor and 
Medium for Survival in Margaret Atwood’s Novel The Handmaid’s Tale” 
considers Offred’s response to illegal books and her narrative’s survival as 
a verbal account in a postprint future subject to academic analysis and 
suspicion. There is also Assman’s analysis of Michael Cunningham’s The 
Hours (1998) that draws out how the novel intimately involves its reader 
in the writing, action, and reading of novels by capturing three versions of 
authorial self-doubt through what she terms “a new form of intertextual-
ity” (144), and depending on the reader’s memory and experience while 
reflecting on an immersed reader, the novel’s Mrs. Brown character, who 
is reading Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway (1925). Other essays discuss the 
perceived fault line between digital and book culture more directly, such as 
Regina Schober’s chapter on Robin Sloan’s Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Book-
store (2012) and Joshua Cohen’s Book of Numbers (2015). Here the texts 
worry about the relationship between the different types of knowledge ser-
viced by novels and databases, between words and binary code, between 
life and abstraction. The feel is of a world creeping towards the situation of 
Jorge Luis Borges’s “The Library of Babel” in which the librarians can only 
make sense of a few of the books in the vast library holding all codex pos-
sibilities. Antje Kley’s analysis of VAS: An Opera in Flatland (2002) by Steve 
Tomasula and Stephen Farrell is something of an antidote, in which “beau-
tifully difficult writing” and highly inventive design confront datamining, 
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genetics, and eugenics with individual specificity showing how books can 
re-present and renew ways of understanding (if we let them).

Janice Radway’s chapter on zines and book culture asks us to rethink 
what counts as a book more broadly, taking a lead from the non-conformist 
publications resisting corporate strictures and archived by innovative librar-
ians. The high point of this phenomena seems to have been the 1990s, just 
before the online blog absorbed the enthusiasts’ vitality and social media 
usurped the public sphere. Christoph Blasi’s chapter records the rise of digi-
tization from online sales in the 1990s to the rise of eBooks in the following 
decade. Caught between these developments the book business has strug-
gled, despite eBook-only readers being just 9% of the market (121). Rather 
grim statistics about American book reading are included, all the more so 
when the possible improvements to empathy offered by reading literature 
is indicated by reference to David Kidd and Emanuele Castano’s 2013 stud-
ies, but the evidence cited doesn’t appear to preclude these benefits being 
delivered electronically. Blasi’s points about the permanence, prestige, and 
gift possibilities of material books are more solid, and tie in with Jessica 
Pressman’s piece about Sean and Lisa Ohlenkamp’s The Joy of Books (2012) 
and other stop-motion (i.e. analog) animated celebrations of the material 
book. Yet Pressman is also live to the economic and ritual elements of this 
fetishization and its consumption in screen formats rather than by reading. 
She seems well positioned to add a postscript on the role on the bookshelf 
in online meetings.

Alison Gibbons’ chapter on Mark Z. Danielewski’s The Fifty Year Sword 
(2005/2012) deals with remediation, Danielewski’s obsession since his 
The House of Leaves (2000) effectively remediated the fictional video The 
Navidson Record, and shows how the novella in question remediates oral 
storytelling as represented by the campfire tale in a Halloween setting. I 
have some history with this text, having written a chapter on it for Alison 
Gibbons and Joe Bray’s collection Mark Z. Danielewski (2011) only to find 
the original 2005 edition immediately drop out of print to be replaced with 
the 2012 edition Gibbons has access to here. While the colored printing 
and eccentric page design are still present and accounted for in this chap-
ter, Gibbons focuses usefully on the linguistic tricks, compound words, and 
mishearings Danielewski exploits through the complex interplay of the five 
fragmentary narrators.

Kiene Brillenburg Wurth’s chapter also deals with remediation but in 
relation to what she calls “Anne-Carson’s Quasi-Artist’s Book Nox”. The 
“quasi” arises because Carson’s text reproduces the immediacy of a lim-
ited-edition artist’s book but is mass-produced. Wurth performs a “mate-
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rial reading” on the text’s presentation as a memorial package to answer 
the question: “Do these mechanisms compel us, scholars of literature, to 
reconsider the death of the author?” (228). It is the most challenging essay 
in the collection and the only one in which I was a little uncertain about 
the English usage in the following few instances. The description of the 
text as “kitsch”, defined as “leftover” and “nostalgic”, doesn’t seem quite 
right; “memorialize” might have been better than “remember” (232); and 
an “a” is missing from the intention to “open up new venues in literary 
studies” (228). But the issue the chapter pursues about “Author Impression” 
is very interesting, particularly when it unearths the original publication 
for Roland Barthes’ seminal essay “The Death of the Author” (1968) in 
an issue of the boxed avant-garde journal Aspen (1965-71). Packaged with 
a general discussion of fine art, the scope of Barthes’ intent appears some-
what narrowed, if not its applicability. In fact, this discovery takes us deeper 
into the heart of a fascinating and contentious area. When the Author has 
clearly exerted considerable control, as in the case of Anne Carson, over 
the form of the text — what Wurth calls “a curated object” — is the effect 
nevertheless to “deactivate authorial intent and the imprint of personal-
ity”? (253). To put it another way, do author-designed bookish objects assist 
in the death of the Author or ultimately reveal their calculating presence 
lurking behind the devices they have set up to disguise it? 

Carson’s strategy is to attempt to reproduce the immediacy of a found 
object, despite the fact the reader knows very well the original is elsewhere. 
This is the risk visual texts take with criticism — the cry of “the Emperor’s 
new clothes” from the person who hasn’t understood the game of make-
believe. The substitution the text seeks is almost exactly equivalent to the 
impression we get of realist prose referring to reality, when it in fact stands 
for the original observation and seeks to duplicate it. Suspension of disbe-
lief is required because that is how books work. 

At a conference on Samuel Beckett in 2006 I presented a paper about 
the materiality of the text the author sought to exploit in Murphy (1938), 
Watt (1953), and in a more limited compass in Malone Dies (1951). I was 
kindly encouraged to visit the Beckett archive in Reading, which holds 
many of his manuscripts, to look at the doodles upon them. I have now 
done so by proxy, but it was clear my point had not gone across. For all the 
interest and aura of the manuscripts they were just means to an end: the 
printed book, which was the best route at the time to commercial and artis-
tic success as an author. It still is, as it was three hundred years ago when 
Daniel Defoe offered Robinson Crusoe as a journal and Moll Flanders as an 
edited biography. Such texts did not present readers with the handwriting 
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of their supposed authors because it was not technologically possible to do 
so. Nox wishes to be read as a memorial to a dead brother, not a novel, to 
appear to be the original from which we are always one step removed. The 
novel can strain against that gap but can never bridge it (nor, I suggest, can 
the eBook). The one-off artist’s book can. There’s the rub.

In the Afterword, Garrett Stewart points out both the diversity and 
convergence of the foregoing chapters and emphasizes a disciplinary focus 
on the “long-form story” as the primary avatar of the “bookish” event 
whether digital or physical. He does a good job of containing the range of 
booklets in the bag (to refer back to Morchiladze’s Santa Esperanza) though 
the e-publication of the collection means these chapters never have to be 
encountered either physically or as a group. I’ve been reading the eBook 
with “Review Copy — / For personal use only” diagonally in grey across 
every page, but I won’t be satisfied until I possess a physical copy of this 
useful and thought-provoking collection.

Glyn White
University of Salford

Vechinski, Matthew James. 2020. Twentieth-Century American 
Fiction in Circulation: Short Stories Written for Magazines and Repub-
lished in Linked Story Collections. New York: Routledge. Pp. 208. 
ISBN 9780367424466, Hardback $160.00. ISBN 9780367824174, 
eBook $48.95.

Drawing on reception studies, periodical studies, and genetic criticism, 
Matthew James Vechinski examines the relationships between short sto-
ries originally published in magazines and then collected as sequences in 
book form. This (sub)genre, often referred to as a “composite novel” or, in 
Vechinski’s preferred term, a “linked story collection”, operates distinctly 
from a simple assortment of stories published within a particular span or 
comprising an author’s lifetime, generating tighter links among recurrent 
characters, common settings, and/or thematic threads. While several stud-
ies have considered this form of fiction, Vechinski’s is the first monograph 
to read such collections with and against their original periodical versions, 
thinking of the earlier magazine publications not as implicit drafts to be 
repurposed in books, but as texts that have been “finished twice”, standing 
as independent entities in each print medium (2). As Vechinski explains, 
the original published forms of these stories “were considered complete 
and able to be appreciated singly by a magazine audience prior to having 
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been collected alongside other fictions written to complement them — not 
merge with them entirely — when republished in a book” (25). This con-
ceptual starting point leads Vechinski to consider both the bibliographical 
and reception contexts of various magazines and the republished and (usu-
ally) revised versions that would migrate from periodical to book. 

Beginning with William Faulkner’s The Unvanquished (1938) and ear-
lier appearances in the Saturday Evening Post, Vechinski then proceeds 
across the twentieth century in American fiction, from Sherwood Ander-
son’s Winesburg, Ohio (1919) in The Masses and The Seven Arts; to Mary 
McCarthy’s The Company She Keeps (1942) in Southern Review and Partisan 
Review; to John Barth’s Lost in the Funhouse (1967) in The Atlantic and 
Esquire; to Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club (1989) in Seventeen and Ladies 
Home Journal. This range of examples enables Vechinski to consider niche 
literary journals (the short-lived Seven Arts), more established but commer-
cially limited periodicals (Partisan Review) and mainstream publications, 
especially those not often considered in academic contexts (Seventeen, 
Ladies Home Journal). Vechinski posits Tan’s collection as the “end of an 
era” (176) of magazine-book interactions, contending in a coda that maga-
zine fiction no longer functions in the same ways in twenty-first-century 
American culture, with the transition of most magazine content away from 
the ephemerality of the weekly or monthly print issue to the digital space 
of a periodical’s internet presence, even when websites and apps coexist 
within a larger media umbrella that still contains a printed periodical. Here 
the possible counterexample of a book like Jennifer Egan’s A Visit from 
the Goon Squad (2011), with several chapters having appeared previously 
in Granta, Harper’s, The New Yorker, and Tin House, would have been a 
welcome addition to this discussion. While Egan has certainly capitalized 
on the possibilities for online publication, for instance in her story “Black 
Box”, first “published” as a series of tweets and then reassembled as a New 
Yorker contribution, the kinds of continuities and variations Vechinski 
traces elsewhere are equally in place in Goon Squad.2

Vechinski’s careful attention to the reception contexts of magazine fic-
tion sets this study apart from other scholarship on linked story collections. 
This strength is especially evident in the Anderson chapter, where Vechin-
ski demonstrates that the “spiritual isolation of Anderson’s characters con-
forms to and conflicts with other notions of modern alienation articulated 

 2. For example, the moments of prolepsis in the book version of the “Safari” chap-
ter do not appear in the story’s earlier version in The New Yorker. See my “The 
Editorial Ontology of the Periodical Text” (89–90).
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by and in” The Masses and Seven Arts (75), and in his documenting of 
the kinds of audiences constructed by Seventeen and Ladies Home Jour-
nal in the 1980s. As he notes, “Seventeen and Ladies’ Home Journal give 
readers the impression that Tan’s stories describe a culture unfamiliar to 
them, while carefully preserving their audiences’ usual frames of reference” 
(148). Vechinski assembles an array of archival evidence along the way, 
including the paratexts of first editions, author’s drafts and letters, and the 
original issues of the magazines in question, often extending beyond a spe-
cific issue to offer an overview of other issues from the same year. This 
depth of material evidence leads to several illuminating comparisons of 
magazine and book versions, such as the removal of several paragraphs 
about the protagonist’s childhood in the Seventeen version of “The Rules 
of the Game”, which makes the story conform to the magazine’s implicit 
sense that “mothers and daughters may have intense disagreements, but 
they are likely to be fleeting”, whereas book readers know that it takes the 
daughter in this story “years to mend the bond with her mother” (158). 
Similarly, Vechinski demonstrates that in McCarthy’s “The Man in the 
Brooks Brothers Shirt”, which found a home in Partisan Review “after its 
frank depictions of sex and adultery” led to a rejection by Southern Review 
(93), the protagonist’s marital history changes from magazine to book, so 
that the titular character “no longer appears as divorced and remarried; his 
ex-wife in the Partisan Review version is mentioned only as an early lover” 
(96). Through these kinds of cases, Vechinski demonstrates the specific 
ways in which authors’ understandings of their work shifts from isolated 
magazine stories to a more cohesive collection, the “points during the gen-
esis of a text when there are openings for the author to direct her efforts 
toward a volume of interconnected stories” (26).

While Vechinski provides a clear and rich sense of the kinds of fic-
tion and non-fiction appearing in this range of magazines, establishing the 
parameters within which these stories’ original readers would have encoun-
tered them, his inquiry is surprisingly light on its looks at actual pages 
from those issues. Nowhere do we find, for instance, readings of the specific 
advertisements, illustrations, or other elements that make periodicals so 
importantly distinct from books, and which might have made for illumi-
nating juxtapositions to the texts of the stories themselves. Illustrations 
from these magazine texts, or from the dust jackets of first editions (pos-
sible permissions obstacles notwithstanding), would be a helpful way for to 
Vechinski’s readers to see how these stories and the other texts and images 
surrounding them looked when first published, and would be very much 
in keeping with his broader interest in periodical studies’ emphasis on the 
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magazine as a “cultural object, one that brings together many different 
kinds of content” (19). Vechinski notes, for instance, that Barth’s “Petition” 
(1968), about male conjoined twins and their female lover, “would doubt-
less appeal to Esquire’s target demographic” (131), but what might we make 
of the contents of that issue more generally, from James Baldwin’s cover 
article, “How Can We Get the Black People to Cool It?”, to a John Updike 
story (“The Slump”), articles about Susan Sontag, Dorothy Parker, and Ted 
Kennedy, archival pieces from Timothy Leary and Allen Ginsberg, reports 
of a skin-lightening ointment for Black citizens hoping to pass, and the cul-
tural impact of highway ads for fast food. Surely positioning Barth’s story in 
this context, not to mention the broader background of additional Esquire 
issues in the late ’60s, would require thinking beyond the sexual politics of 
“Petition” itself.

I offer this kind of objection not to detract from the many lessons to be 
learned from Vechinski’s approach, which will be illuminating to schol-
ars interested in these authors, twentieth-century American fiction, and 
the intersections of periodical studies and book history generally. Rather, 
I would hope that additional studies in Vechinski’s vein might extend 
this way of thinking through the (often quite complicated) relationship 
between periodical and book versions. Beyond the authors Vechinski sur-
veys here, there would be much to say about the magazine roots of many 
other examples of this book genre — such as, in the U.S., Jean Toomer’s 
Cane (1923), Flannery O’Connor’s Wise Blood (1952), Louise Erdrich’s Love 
Medicine (1984, with subsequent editions in 1993 and 2009), Tim O’Brien’s 
The Things They Carried (1990), Jhumpa Lahiri’s Interpreter of Maladies 
(1999), Don Lee’s Yellow (2001), or Egan’s Goon Squad, among many other 
possibilities in other national contexts. But surely one of the marks of truly 
rewarding scholarship is to begin thinking about where else it might lead.

John K. Young
Marshall University
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Doss-Quinby, Eglal, Gaël Saint-Cricq, and Samuel N. 
Rosenberg, eds. 2020. Robert de Reims: Songs and Motets. Uni-
versity Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University 
Press. ISBN 9780271087184. Pp. 142, tables, and musical examples. 

When Hans Tischler published his gigantic Trouvère Melodies with Lyr-
ics: Complete Comparative Edition in 1997, he did specialists of Old French 
song a favor: the project gathered together a summa of information on this 
important poetic tradition. Nevertheless, it did not make smaller, more 
focused editions like the one under review here obsolete. While these more 
focused editions need not always present a poet —medieval textuality was, 
after all, a collaborative enterprise — the notion of the author was impor-
tant in poetic literary circles.1 Although slim, this edition provides a trea-
sure trove of information on the songs and motets of Robert de Reims as 
well as the textual and cultural contexts in which they survive. The edi-
tors’ efforts provide tantalizing leads for further study. 

The last edition of Robert de Reims was published by Wilhelm Mann at 
the turn of the twentieth century, and a new edition is badly needed. Of 
course, when Mann published his edition, first as an independent doctoral 
thesis (1898) and then as a long article (1899), he didn’t know what we 
know now about trouvère song, and he therefore omitted much. First of all, 
Mann left out Robert’s music, which was the normal practice of the day: 
philologists edited texts and musicologists edited melodies in separate vol-
umes. Today, such a division is all but impossible. More significantly, Mann 
failed to see how Robert’s motets gave rise to song continuations and pre-
sented muddled texts, thereby presenting a flattened image of the trouvère’s 
productivity or even of a technically inferior poet. The exact opposite was 
true. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Mann’s philological method 
rooted in neo-Lachmannism may have been the predominant approach of 
his day, but the resulting edition clearly demonstrates how methodological 

 1. This is not to be confused with the focus — almost obsession — of earlier 
philologists with correct attribution. Rather, the notion of authorship in the 
vernacular was on the rise, and while attributions were often incorrect, the 
function of attribution was often ideological (Hebbard 2021).
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dogmatism can do a disservice to individual texts. Mann never addressed 
the specific material conditions in which Robert’s texts are preserved and 
transmitted, and, consequently, he obscured rather than shed light on this 
trouvère’s work. 

Robert’s oeuvre, both words and music, presents significant editorial 
challenges. The editors here have wisely chosen an approach that suits the 
particular textual situation rather than make Robert’s lyric fit into some 
general methodological theory. They clear up the rather confused picture 
presented in the Mann edition. The challenge on the musical side comes 
with the fact that Robert composed both monophonic songs and motets: 
the latter relied on rhythmic modes, whereas monophonic song followed, 
we believe, a declamatory style that emphasized the verbal side of the song 
when necessary. Moreover, more than one melody sometimes survives for 
the songs as well. Should these melodies be edited to produce an “original” 
melody or should all melodies be presented? If the latter, how? In what 
order? On the textual side, Robert obviously earned great admiration and 
inspired continuators to add stanzas to his monophonic songs. Sometimes 
they even “converted” a motet into a song and added stanzas. The so-called 
“conversion” process was hampered by the motet’s inherent musical com-
plexity, which meant these “converted” stanzas took on strange formal 
qualities. The stanzas that were thereby appended only imperfectly dupli-
cate the musical and metrical patterns of the motet. The various textual 
— by which I mean both musical and verbal — layers of Robert’s corpus 
calls for an eclectic editorial method. 

As it turns out, one manuscript contains all but one of Robert’s songs 
— Trouvère manuscript X (Paris, n.a.f. 1050; a.k.a. “Chansonnier Clairam-
bault”) — and the textual and musical versions in that manuscript justify 
choosing it as a base manuscript. The manuscript dates from the middle of 
the thirteenth century and preserves readings in a central Francien dialect, 
which was likely close to Robert’s speech. When additional stanzas are 
interpolated into songs in other manuscripts — this is the case for Bien s’est 
Amors honie (RS 1163, 1215, 1217) and Plaindre m’estuet de la bele en chan-
tant (RS 319, 320) — those are presented in the apparatus under Textual 
Variants.2 The reading of one manuscript is presented (usually the older 
manuscript) without major intervention. In this way, the editors clearly 
delineate the various textual layers to Robert’s oeuvre.

The text of each song is presented first in Old French followed by trans-
lations in English and modern French. The translation into both mod-

 2. RS numbers refer to the standard catalogue of trouvère songs in Spanke 1955.
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ern languages is something that strikes this reader as innovative. Usually, 
translations appear in the language of the introduction and apparatus, 
English in this case. Perhaps we will see other editors follow their example. 
In some cases, the formatting aligns texts and translations on the facing 
page, but this appears to be coincidental rather than programmatic. Usu-
ally, facing-page translations are utilized in medieval vernacular editions, 
but since two translations are supplied for each text, this custom would 
have been difficult to adopt. While this layout makes consulting the origi-
nal texts and translations somewhat bothersome, readers who struggle with 
Old French will find them very helpful. The editors intervene only mini-
mally, and their translations are meant to convey the literal meaning of the 
text and its tone. Once again, the reader will be met with what is left in the 
sources rather than some fictive or ephemeral reconstitution.

The musical editor, Gaël Saint-Cricq, wisely chose to present the mono-
phonic songs using stemless noteheads on staves without bar lines but 
motet melodies with mensural notation. The debate over mensural nota-
tion of monophonic songs raged for most of the twentieth century with 
Hendrik van der Werf championing non-mensural readings and Hans 
Tischler doggedly pushing for the application of rhythmic modes no mat-
ter what system is used in the manuscript. With the passing of Tischler in 
2010, the debate has been all but abandoned with non-mensural notation 
for monophonic songs having won out. True, some trouvère songs were 
notated mensurally in certain manuscripts — especially Paris, BnF French 
845 (Trouvère O) — but no one insists any more that those settings be 
applied across readings. Where more than one melody survives, the editor 
includes full editions of minority melodies after the primary melody. This 
reviewer was a bit surprised to see texts and translations precede melodies, 
since the reverse has been the standard practice for at least two decades. 
That said, Saint-Cricq’s musical analysis in the introduction is illuminating 
and a model for future studies.

In the apparatus of each song, the reader will find a great deal of help-
ful information. The editors address issues of generic classifications, ver-
sification, musico-poetic form, as well as refrains and other citations and 
borrowings. Of course, they also supply the usual information regarding 
manuscripts, cataloging and previous editions, rejected readings, and vari-
ants, both textual and musical. All of this information will be of value 
when it comes to subsequent studies of Robert’s work.

Specialists of Old French songs and related fields — medieval music, 
Old French literature, and history — will find the edition very useful. The 
fortuitous appearance of the work is marred only by the passing of Samuel 
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N. Rosenberg during its production. He will be missed, but his work will 
continue to inspire countless others in the future.

Daniel E. O’Sullivan
University of Mississippi
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man, 2018). She was admitted to the International Art Critics Association 
in 2013. Her drawings are held in the permanent collections of The Brook-
lyn Museum, the Art Institute of Chicago, Yale University Art Gallery, 
and other public and private institutions. 

Jelena Todorović  received her BA in Italian from the University of 
Belgrade, Serbia, and her MA and PhD in Italian from Indiana University, 
Bloomington. Currently she serves as Associate Professor of Italian at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. She authored a monograph titled Dante 
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and the Dynamics of Textual Exchange: Authorship, Manuscript Culture, 
and the Making of the ‘Vita Nova’ (2016) and is currently finishing another 
monograph titled “Editing Dante’s Vita Nova Between Dante and Boccac-
cio”. She has published essays in Studi danteschi, Dante Studies, Heliotropia, 
Boccaccio in America, Lectura Boccaccii, Medioevo letterario d’Italia, Lettera-
tura italiana antica, Studj romanzi, La rivista di studi danteschi internazionali, 
etc. She serves as a board member of La rivista di studi danteschi internazi-
onali. She has co-edited the volume titled Petrarch and His Legacies (2021) 
and Interpretation and Visual Poetics in Medieval and Early Modern Texts. 
Essays in Honor of H. Wayne Storey (2021). She is currently co-editing with 
Simone Marchesi a volume of selected articles presented at the Ameri-
can Boccaccio Association’s Fourth Triennial Conference, titled Le opere 
di Boccaccio tra filologia ed ermeneutica. Documenti, interpretazioni, risposte 
(forthcoming 2022).

Santiago Vidales Martínez holds a PhD in Latin American, Chi-
canx, and Latinx Literary and Cultural Studies with a focus on recovering 
hemispheric literary histories. His dissertation, anchored in original archi-
val research and inspired by literary studies, textual studies, critical theory, 
museum methodologies, and digital humanities, concerns the literary his-
tory and poetic biography of Chicanx poet and revolutionary Raúl Salinas.

Glyn White is Senior Lecturer in Twentieth Century Literature and 
Culture at the University of Salford. He is author of the monograph Read-
ing the Graphic Surface: The Presence of the Book in Prose Fiction (2005), co-
writer of Laughing Matters: Understanding Film, Radio and Television (2012), 
co-editor of Re-reading B. S. Johnson (2007) and, with Judy Kendall and 
Manuel Portela, co-editor of Visual Text, a special issue of The European 
Journal of English Studies (2013). He is currently co-editing The 1940s: A 
Decade of Modern British Fiction for Bloomsbury. 

John K. Young is Professor of English at Marshall University. His pub-
lications include Black Writers, White Publishers: Marketplace Politics and 
Twentieth-Century African American Literature (2006), Publishing Blackness: 
Textual Constructions of Race since 1850, co-edited with George Hutchin-
son (2013), and How to Revise a True War Story: Tim O’Brien’s Process of 
Textual Production (2017). From 2010–21, Young served as the executive 
director of STS.



The Society for Textual Scholarship

https://textualsociety.org

Founded in 1979, the Society for Textual Scholarship is an 
international organization of scholars working in textual studies, editing 
and editorial theory, digital textualities, and issues of textual culture across 
a wide variety of disciplines. The Society welcomes scholars from literature 
(in all languages), history, musicology, classical and biblical studies, philos-
ophy, art history, legal history, history of science and technology, computer 
science, library science, digital humanities, lexicography, epigraphy, pale-
ography, codicology, cinema studies, theatre, linguistics, and textual and 
literary theory whose work explores the ideological structures and material 
processes that shape the transmission, reception, production, and interpre-
tation of texts. The STS is devoted to providing a forum, in its conferences 
and its journal, for the discussion of the interdisciplinary implications of 
current textual research. 

The Society’s peer-reviewed journal Textual Cultures is published twice 
a year. Textual Cultures invites essays from scholars around the world in 
diverse languages including English, French, German, Spanish and Ital-
ian. All articles will appear also with abstracts in English. The submission 
process is now electronic; for submission instructions, visit the journal’s 
information page @ http://www.textual-cultures.org/. 

The Society’s annual conferences encourage the exchange of ideas across 
disciplinary boundaries. An Affiliated Member of the Modern Language 
Association, the STS also hosts a session at the MLA’s annual winter con-
ference. For calls for papers and future conference information, please see 
the Society’s website @ http://textualsociety.org. 

Three prizes given by the STS recognize outstanding work in the field:
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The Fredson Bowers Prize is awarded for a distinguished essay in textual 
scholarship published in the previous two calendar years. 

The Finneran Award recognizes the best edition or book about editorial 
theory and/or practice published in the English language during the pre-
ceding two calendar years. 

The David C. Greetham Essay Prize is awarded to the best article published 
in the Society’s journal during the two calendar years prior to the confer-
ence. 

For general information regarding the Society for Textual Scholarship, 
please visit the Society’s website (www.textual.org) or write to: 

Gabrielle Dean, Executive Director, STS 
William Kurrelmeyer Curator of Rare Books & Manuscripts
Adjunct Professor, English and Museums & Society
Johns Hopkins University
3400 North Charles St.
Baltimore MD 21218
gnodean@jhu.edu

Matt Cohen, President, STS
Professor, Department of English
Affiliate Faculty, Native American Studies
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
matt.cohen@unl.edu




